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It has been suggested that acts of violence against human and nonhuman animals share commonalities, and that animal abuse is a sentinel for current or
future violence toward people. The popular and professional acceptance of strong
connections between types of violence is beginning to be used to justify social
work interventions and to influence legal decision making, and so requires greater
scrutiny. Examination of the limited pool of empirical data suggests that animal
abuse is relatively common among men, with violent offenders having an increased
probability of reporting prior animal abuse—with the majority of violent offenders not reporting any animal abuse. Causal explanations for “the link,” such as
empathy impairment or conduct disorder, suffer from a lack of validating research
and, based on research into interhuman violence, the assumption that violence has
a predominant, single underlying cause must be questioned. An (over)emphasis
on the danger that animal abusers pose to humans serves to assist in achieving a
consensus that animal abuse is a serious issue, but potentially at the cost of failing
to focus on the most common types of abuse, and the most effective strategies for
reducing its occurrence. Nothing in this review and discussion should be taken
as minimizing the importance of animals as frequent victims of violence, or the
co-occurrence of abuse types in “at-risk” households. However, given the weakness of the underlying data, emphasizing the indiscriminate dangerousness of all
animal abusers may have unforeseen and unwanted consequences.
Historically it has been suggested that acts of violence against human and
nonhuman animals share commonalities, and that animal abuse by children is a
∗ Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to Emily G. Patterson-Kane, American Veterinary Medical Association, 1931 N. Meacham Rd., Ste. 100, Schaumburg, IL 60173 [e-mail:
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warning sign that should be taken seriously: “A failure of punishment here. . .[a
child harming an animal]. . .can be as fatal or possibly even more fatal, than too violent punishment” (Mead, 1963, p. 12). Since the 1990s, a range of academics and
professionals have promoted an idea that has come to be termed the “link/s,”1 via
campaigns, conferences, pressure groups, websites, and academic or professional
papers. The term derives from the premise that most violence is linked, and what
is particular to these claimed links is that they encompass acts of violence toward
human and nonhuman animals (hereafter, “animals”). The phenomenon of these
links is being determinedly promulgated globally (Ascione, 2004; Lockwood &
Ascione, 1998), particularly the idea that animal abuse is a sentinel for current
or future violence toward people (e.g., concurrent domestic violence or future
homicidal behavior).
The language used to discuss emotive issues such as violence is laden with
historical, moral, cultural, and social values even when deployed under the auspices
of science. “Right” and “wrong” in these areas varies between classes, cultures,
and sometimes sexes. It has been argued that family violence has always been
historically and politically constructed, with the outcome that political attitudes
have affected research findings. Some academic research (in harmony with many
relevant organizations and charities) has treated the phenomenon of violence and
the goal of its reduction as relatively straightforward in terms of causes and
consequences (e.g., American Humane Association: “The basic concept of The
Link is nothing new. . .Nor is the concept difficult to prove,” 2006, p. 13). However,
harming animals is a morally complex and a culturally ambiguous act. What counts
as unacceptable treatment of particular animals, and of animals in general, varies
between and within societies, resulting in tensions and contradictions. Harming
or killing some types of animal is accepted in almost all societies, but rarely
unanimously, and many current uses/abuses are in a state of flux when it comes to
prevailing public opinion.
There is a long history of redefining what constitutes animal abuse, when
identifying it as a “symptom” of what might be considered moral failings in a
group of people. For example, antimonarchy arguments for several centuries have
focused on fox and pheasant hunting as indicative of the monarch’s depravity
(Taylor, 2004). Link claims essentially universalize this argument and state that
any person (or group/subculture of people) who harms or kills animals, in ways
that are not condoned by their wider society, are a danger to other people. Link
arguments generalize from one act to suggest that other acts by the same person
have become more likely, or even almost inevitable. These generalizations include
those who are cruel to animals are likely to do so habitually (Campbell, 2002),
1
In this paper, we do not subsequently include parenthesis around the word “link” and “links”
even though in many usages, we consider it warrants it. It becomes somewhat clumsy to do so, and we
note some organizations now claim “the link/s” as a registered trademark (e.g., The American Humane
R
Society: Understanding The Link
Between Animal Abuse and Family Violence).
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are more likely to be aggressive toward their partners and children (Arkow, 1995;
Ascione, 1996; Hutton, 1983), and children who have themselves been the victims
of some form of violence are likely to harm animals and are more likely to be
aggressive toward humans later in life (Kellert & Felthous, 1985; Ressler, Burgess,
& Douglas, 1988). On the basis of such generalizations, any type of perpetrator and
his or her victims are rendered appropriate a priori targets for diagnosis, profiling,
and intervention.
The links phenomenon is global: in England and Wales the National Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children (NSPCC) and the Royal Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (RSPCA), via the “Links” group, promote
a message which offers “a unique opportunity for professionals concerned with
protecting children and animals to become aware of the ‘links’ between child and
animal cruelty.” Information sheets facilitate the exchange of ideas such as “Understanding the Links,” which, as the eponymous title suggests, promotes a belief
in these links: “There is increasing research and clinical evidence which suggests
that there are sometimes inter-relationships, commonly referred to as ‘links’, between the abuse of children, vulnerable adults and animals. Better understanding
of these links can help to protect victims, both human and animal, and promote
their welfare.” This leaflet advises professionals to raise awareness of the “possible” links with local networks and refers them to conferences and seminars where
they can explore the “possible” links (NSPCC, n.d.). It then draws attention to the
Links Group and its aim to raise awareness of the links (note the shift in language
as “possible” drops off the register), and act as a network for the exchange of ideas.
This effort is matched in the United States by the Linkage Project whose website
states more firmly: “When there is animal cruelty in a home, chances are that
someone else—possibly a child, a partner or an elderly family member—is being
hurt, too. . . The Linkage Project is working to increase community awareness of
the strong link between animal cruelty and human violence” (Anonymous, 2008a).
In addition, individual organizations in the United States, such as the American
Humane Association, have long been promoting the message that “Men who abuse
animals often abuse their families” (American Humane Association, 2002).
Both initiatives are supported by a range of groups, including chief police
officers, probation officers, academics, veterinarians, social workers, other animal
welfare workers, and so on. This popular and professional acceptance of alleged
strong connections between types of violence is beginning to be used to justify
social work interventions and to influence legal decision making (see Campbell,
2002) and, in the absence of sustained and authoritative counter analysis, this is
a trend that appears likely to grow. The policy and practice of cross-reporting between agencies are particularly significant. Cross-reporting of observed abuse
(e.g., animal abuse observed and reported by a child welfare agent) is relatively unproblematic. However, suspicion of abuse (e.g., probable child abuse
inferred directly from observed animal abuse) is based on an understanding of
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statistical probability that may be deeply flawed. Suspicion of animal abuse is
beginning to constitute grounds for the removal of children, and/or for placing
suspects on various child protection registers. Expert evidence about violence
connections is beginning to influence legislation and professional protocols, and
is also routinely raised in court rooms. Such evidence appears to be influencing
the severity of penalties and sentencing in individual cases (e.g., Anonymous,
2008b).
If there is a secure basis for the links argument, and thus for the operational
practices which it is used to justify, it lies in a corpus of psychological research,
which this paper seeks to consider and assess. It is not our intention to adjudicate
on all possible claims in the area, but rather to trace the ways in which some of
these claims are made, sustained, connected, resisted, and refuted. In brief, we
suggest that the reality and connectedness of violence is less neat and considerably
more complex than is admitted by many who publicly argue the case for links.
We challenge such research and practice by collaboratively applying a broadly
scientific and a sociological/philosophical approach, which allows for a synergetic
consideration of the links arguments and supporting “evidence.” We suggest that
in this area, the selective use of small, highly positive studies (often reported
only as percentages) has had an unbalanced effect on popular, and to some extent
scientific, understanding of the underlying phenomena (see Young, Ioannidis,
& Al-Ubaydli, 2008). This paper must also be placed in the tradition of other
cautious, balanced reviews (Felthous & Kellert, 1987), and calls for the broader
inclusion of factors (Arluke, Levin, Luke, & Ascione, 1999) that have appeared
throughout the development of the links movement/s. These are most clearly
expressed in a number of recent works that vigorously and insistently question
the strength, or even the existence, of some of the frequently claimed links (e.g.,
Piper, 2003b; Hackett & Uprichard, 2007; Goodney-Lea, 2008). The Link projects
are proceeding with admirable motivations and important goals, but when science
becomes a key part of the franchise the researcher’s role as critic must be retained
to preserve an accurate understanding of the sometime considerable gaps in the
empirical evidence underfoot.

Underlying Evidence: Explanations of Input and Environment
Research into violence carries problems and limitations without easy solutions, and the nature of the subject requires compromises and “best guesses,”
in constructing and interpreting experiments. The more persistent limitations
must be explicitly understood when interpreting empirical results, in terms of
content and confidence. Key areas to consider are (1) definitions of abuse,
(2) self-report reliability, and (3) sample selection.
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Definitions
Early studies suffered from a lack of a clear definition of what is to be classified as animal abuse (see Felthous & Kellert, 1987) although this situation has
become standardized more recently into statements similar to “Socially unacceptable behavior that intentionally causes unnecessary pain, suffering, or distress to
and/or death of an animal” (Ascione, 1993, p. 228). Questions remain about which
species and degrees of imposition qualify for our concern. Does cruelty include
pulling the legs off spiders, or only those of vertebrate animals? Does it matter that
one society kills and eats horses and another keeps them as pets? Do some children
living in more rural areas have their crueler tendencies met from involvement in
hunting, whereas others in cities would be prosecuted for similar behavior toward
a cat or a dog? As animal abuse is more aggressively prosecuted, the courts find
themselves condemning a man as a felon for shooting a possum in his driveway,
when the same action would be entirely legal in an adjacent wooded area (Gross,
2006). We treat the areas where empathy toward animals is called for, and where
it is not, as sharply divided, but often this has only a tenuous cultural basis. Even
though more recent research imposes a tighter definition (e.g., at least four serious
incidents), this definition does not affect more generalized findings and/or practice
level assumptions (see below).
In research and argument, animal abuse is not defined either from the point of
view of what the animal suffers (animal welfare), or the intention of the abuser/s
(legal “intent”). Rather it is based on social sanction, and thus upon what some
collective currently deplores (deviancy). By failing to address the ambiguity between abuse and other activities that cause animal suffering, researchers and
interpreters skirt the essential question of how causing suffering to an animal
comes to be acceptable to any individual, group, or culture, and on what basis
this acceptability may be considered illegitimate. And given the centrality of perceived deviancy to this definition, this issue is not commonly directly addressed in
a substantial way. Current research more frequently implicitly assumes an activity
is deviant by assigning it to an abuse category in the design of experiments and
survey tools (e.g., noncriminal and criminal forms of hunting, Flynn, 2002; Green,
2002; ownership of certain “dangerous” dog breeds, Barnes, Boat, Putnam, Dates,
& Mahlman, 2006). And these questionable categorizations are also reflected
in popular articles (e.g., hunting as a “bloodsport” may “have an allure for already troubled children,” De Angelis, 1998, p. 1; cf. working in a slaughterhouse,
Dillard, in press; see also Solot, 1997).
Self-Report Reliability
If there are limitations to the utility of the data from these studies, for supporting a strong links argument, they are arguably compounded by a naı̈ve approach
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to evidence and the perennial question of whether members of the population
or any research sample are telling the truth. Generally, owning up to harming
animals is very hard, and so comparative data provided by the control samples
should be treated with care (Piper, 2003a; Piper, Johnson, Myers, & Pritchard,
200l). Circumstances, including self-concept and peer pressures, may lead some
people to be more willing to report or admit to harming animals, for example,
convicted killers with a hard image to protect and an acceptance of being outside
social norms. These factors perhaps offer one explanation for the tendency for
self-report and report-by-victim (i.e., of spousal abuse) to produce positive findings more frequently (Felthous & Kellert, 1987). However, it must also be noted
that other methods such as tracking criminal charges or auditing other psychiatric
and media records are likely to significantly underreport animal abuse and have
reduced sensitivity for detecting correlations and difference between groups.
Sample Selection
The most severe case of dependence on nonrandom samples is the widespread
reliance upon anecdotal accounts suggesting links between those who have harmed
animals and later violence toward humans. Reports focus almost obsessively on the
same five or six “celebrity” criminals2 in the USA and several high-profile school
shootings, creating an impression reflected on Pet-Abuse.com which states: “Virtually every serious violent offender has a history of animal abuse” (Anonymous,
2008c). Similarly in Australia, a recent RSPCA report states: “Many serial killers
and mass murderers, including Port Arthur gunman Martin Bryant, killed or mutilated animals as children or teenagers” (Ford, 2008). A substantial proportion of
sample-based studies also employ extreme and nonrepresentative samples, such
as convicted criminals (Kellert & Felthous, 1985; Ressler et al., 1988; Miller &
Knutson, 1997; Tallichet & Henslet, 2004) and psychiatric inpatients (Felthous,
1979, 1980; Tingle, Barnard, Robbins, Newman, & Hutchison, 1986).
This appeal to anecdote and extreme samples in the population leads links
arguments to fall foul of a fundamental flaw of logic, namely the consequential
fallacy. Examples to demonstrate the consequential fallacy include “if you are
overweight you are unhealthy; so if you are unhealthy you must be overweight,”
or “if Jeffrey Dahmer was fascinated with animals, and he killed and dissected
them and then progressed to murder and cannibalism; then all boys fascinated with
killing animals in order to dissect them will become cannibalistic murderers.”
2
The most frequently cited names to support these claims usually include David Berkowitz (Son
of Sam; De Angelis, 1998), Kenneth Bianchi (the Hillside Strangler: Robin, 1999), Albert DeSalvo
(the Boston Strangler: Robin, 1999; De Angelis, 1998), Ted Bundy (Robin, 1999; De Angelis, 1998),
Jeffrey Dahmer (De Angelis, 1998; Becker & French, 2004; American Humane Association, 2002),
and school shooters (from shootings at Westside Middle School: De Angelis, 1998), Thurston High
School (Robin, 1999; De Angelis, 1998; Sauder, 2000), and Columbine (Muscari, 2004).
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In fact, even if hundreds of serial killers have a previous record of harming
animals, this provides no basis at all for thinking that all or even the majority
of those who harm animals will become serial killers. Findings from extreme
groups simply cannot be generalized to the wider population, yet within the aegis
of links promotion this flawed pattern of argument frequently occurs (for further
discussion of this limitation, see also Tallichet & Henslet, 2004).
Further difficulties appear at the level of assigning participants to groups.
Animal abuse is often treated as an additional factor indicating greater severity
of disorder, with other factors not excluded. For example, in Felthous (1980), the
two groups assessed were “assaultive” and “animal cruelty.” The assaultive group
was made up only of patients who explicitly denied animal cruelty, but humanaggressive patients were not excluded from the animal cruelty group. When animal
abuse is included only as an additive factor, its correlation with more deprived
histories and more severe symptoms is virtually a foregone conclusion so long
as one accepts animal abuse is an additive risk. Any such finding does little to
suggest that it has special prominence in the development of violent behavior
toward humans (see also, Duncan, Thomas, & Miller, 2005; Fleming, Jory, &
Burton, 2002). This tendency is further exacerbated if intermediate groups are
discarded from the analysis (see Gleyzer, Felthous, & Holzer, 2002).
However, the question does remain: Are highly violent men more likely to
have abused an animal than those in control groups? The answer is not the foregone
conclusion that it might seem. One of the most frequently cited studies, Ressler
et al. (1988), did find that a majority (54%) of the surveyed murderers reported
prior acts of animal abuse, but this finding should be considered in the context
of other studies with lower incidences. For example, Beasley (2004) extensively
interviewed serial murders and concluded that although it did occur in some cases:
“[a]nimal torture was not pervasive among these offenders” (p. 410), and Miller
and Knutson (1997) found, within a sample of felons, that a history of animal
cruelty was not associated with the type of crime committed.
Testing the evidence. Empirical studies were collected between June and
October 2008 by searching databases (Scopus, ScienceDirect) and using search
engines (Google Scholar) with the keywords: link, linkage, animal abuse, animal, human, violence, assault, and homicide, and by inspecting Link review and
commentary papers. Papers were included based on two criteria. One was a basic
experimental quality requirement including valid definitions, appropriate subject
selection, and group assignment and levels of missing data. Secondly, papers were
selected only if they reported the specific number of individuals within a sample
that had committed at least one act of animal abuse (animal abuse incidence).
The sample in question was deemed to be violent (toward humans) if they were
rated violent or aggressive by an expert, were reported to have committed violent
acts by a direct observer (e.g., spouse or parent), or were convicted of a violent
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Table 1. Incidence of Reported Prior Animal Abuse in Groups of Males, Violent versus Nonviolent
or Normative

Identified as violent
Wright & Hensley, 2003
Felthous, 1979
Salter et al., 2003
Santtila & Haapasalo, 1997
Pagani et al., 2007
Tingle et al., 1986
Beasley, 2004
Simons et al., 2008
Verlinden et al., 2000
Ressler, Burgess,
& Douglas, 1988
McIntosh, 2004
Tingle et al., 1986
Merz-Perez & Heide, 2004
Kellert & Felthous, 1985
Simons et al., 2008
Ascione, 1998
Normative/control
Felthous, 1979
Salter et al., 2003
Felthous, 1979
Flynn, 1999
Henry, 2004
Flynn, 2002
Baldry, 2005
Baldry, 2003
Kellert & Felthous, 1985

AB

TOT

PER

Serial murderers
Violent psychiatric patients/enlisted
Sexual abuse victims who later abused
Offenders
9- to 18-year-old youths
Psychiatric admissions/child molesters
Serial murderers
Child abusers
School shooters
Inmates convicts of sexual homicide

75
17
6
6
107
12
3
60
5
26

354
74
26
26
397
43
7
137
11
56

21%
23%
23%
23%
27%
28%
43%
44%
45%
46%

Abusive domestic partner
Psychiatric admissions/rapists
Violent offenders
Held in three federal penitentiaries
Rapists
Abusive spouse

31
10
25
60
94
20
557

66
21
45
107
138
28
1,536

47%
48%
56%
56%
68%
71%
36%

Nonpsychiatric patients/enlisted
Sexual abuse victims
Nonviolent psychiatric patients/enlisted
Undergraduates
Undergraduates
Undergraduates
9- to 12-year-old students
9- to 17-year-old students
Adults

1
4
7
29
21
27
118
344
36
587

26
80
75
182
77
94
258
734
50
1,576

4%
5%
9%
16%
27%
29%
46%
47%
72%
37%

Note. In mixed data sets, data relating to females have been removed.

crime, including sexual abuse. The studies collected were used as the basis for
all subsequent analysis; for the purposes of Table 1 only, all-male samples were
considered.3
A simple pooling of the participants in these studies (see Table 1) suggests
that 37% of “normal” or nonviolent males had committed at least one act of animal
3
Females also commit animal abuse (e.g., Renzetti, 1992) but, due to differences in rates and types
of abuse and the very small sample of violent females, they were excluded from this listing.
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Fig. 1. Meta-analysis of 10 studies comparing prevalence of animal abuse in violent and nonviolent
samples. Studies included the following: Hellman & Blackman, 1966; Sendl & Blomgren, 1975;
Felthous & Yudowitz, 1977; Felthous, 1979; Lewis et al., 1983; Langevin, Paitich, Orchard, Handy, &
Russon, 1983; Kellert & Felthous, 1985; Santtila & Haapasalo, 1997; Salter et al., 2003; Merz-Perez
& Heide, 2004.

abuse. Studies of men known to be violent (e.g., rapists, murderers, aggressive
felons) suggest that approximately 36% of violent males have abused an animal.
This can only be considered a very rough estimation given the many differences
between studies, most of which did not use a matched control group. However,
it does suggest that rates of animal abuse in normal populations may be much
higher, and therefore closer to rates in violent populations, than is often assumed.
Studies already acquired on the criteria of reporting a proportion within a
sample that had committed at least one act of animal abuse were reduced to
those that met a further criterion—having two samples that differed so that one
was violent (as previously defined) and the other was not violent—but that were
otherwise matched so that the nonviolent group constituted a valid control. Both
male and female participants were included so long as the gender ratio was matched
between the samples.
Meta-analysis was performed using MIX (Bax, Yu, Ikeda, Tsuruta, & Moons,
2008). The analysis was performed using a risk difference association measure,
fixed effects model, and Mantel –Haenszel weighting method with an alpha level
of 0.05. Using this smaller data set, the estimated prevalence of animal abusers is
lower and an overall differential does emerge (25% vs. 14%; see Figure 1), and
this difference between the groups is statistically significant with an effect size of
d = .15 (z = 5.45, p < .0001). Although the data set remains small even in this
area, located in the meta-analysis is the answer to the question of whether violent
men are more likely to have a history of animal abuse.
Consideration should also be given to the incidence (i.e., most of the violent
group are in fact not animal abusers) and the scale of the differential (a significant
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Fig. 2. Meta-analysis of seven studies comparing prevalence of animal abuse in male versus female
samples. Studies include the following: Flynn, 1999, 2002; Baldry, 2003, 2005; Henry, 2004; Pagini,
2007; Goodney-Lea, 2008.

minority of the normative group have abused an animal). Actuarial risk factors of
this type are inherently insensitive and inappropriate to use in decision-making,
for instance regarding treatment or sentencing (Norko & Baranoski, 2005), yet
that is what appears to be happening in a number of settings.
The limited implications of this relation in terms of the use of animal abuse
as a sentinel are discussed above, but as a concrete example, another analysis
was carried out where the groups chosen were not “violent versus nonviolent,” but
“male versus female.” The studies collected for Table 1 were inspected for separate
reporting of animal abuse incidence by gender to collect a representative sample
similar to the studies contributing to meta-analysis 1. This reveals a relation that
is actually somewhat stronger than that shown in Figure 1 (see Figure 2; with an
effect size of d = .21, z = 15.81, p < .0001). On the basis of the available data, it
would appear that if someone has abused an animal that person is far more likely
to be male than female (see also Arluke, 1997). However, knowing that a person is
male does not, in itself, allow us to accurately predict whether they are an animal
abuser, as it provides no information about the proportion of people who are men,
but not abusers.
A small number of studies have sought to test the more relevant prediction,
whether those who have been identified as committing animal abuse also show
signs of being violent in other ways. However, at this time, these studies are too few
and too diverse to allow meaningful meta-analysis. They are also predominantly
negative findings. Arluke (1999) found that individuals prosecuted for animal
abuse were more likely to have committed all of the other types of crime—
but there was no systematic pattern of animal abuse preceding violence toward
humans and no specific connection between animal abuse and violent (as opposed
to nonviolent) crime. Similarly, Gordon, Kinlock, and Battjes (2004) found that
animal cruelty was not a factor associated with the onset of criminal activity in a
sample of outpatient substance-abusing youth.
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The study most frequently mentioned in this area is DeViney, Dickert, and
Lockwood (1983), where families that had required intervention due to abuse of
animals were found often to have also required intervention regarding children.
However, the citing of this data in the context of links beliefs may obscure the
reality that the majority of individuals and families known to animal protection
agencies (and to child protection agencies) share a more general set of characteristics that are more likely to provide some explanation for their inclusion in that
particular setting. Indeed it may shift attention from the external factors (social,
cultural, economic) placing families at risk, toward an emphasis on the implicit
dangerousness of the individuals in these households. Thus, individuals working in “at-risk” households may observe a high degree of co-occurrence between
abuse types—but as with the experimental use of extreme samples, the lack of
generalizability from social service to general community settings must be kept in
mind, and causal relationships cannot be drawn based on this co-occurrence any
more than they can from statistical correlations.
The link is not the only theory to focus on particular factors as predictors
of human violence. An early theory about violence precursors was “the triad”
(MacDonald, 1963) that proposed that bed-wetting, fire setting, and animal cruelty
were linked as predictors of criminal behavior, and was increasingly institutionalized by the FBI and popularized by fictional accounts of profiling. In this model,
animal cruelty is regarded as a form of “acting out” (Hellman & Blackman, 1966;
Slavkin, 2001), involving attacking animals that receive the parental approval that
the child has been denied. Although the effects of this theory are still seen in the
current literature, the empirical support for this set of factors as useful predictors is
ambiguous at best. The triad has largely fallen from research use (Slavkin, 2001)
and might be considered something of a cautionary tale; however, data collected
within this framework are often absorbed into its successor, the link, without a full
appreciation of the conflicting assumptions at work. For example, “Fire setting and
cruelty to animals are two crimes I think both relate to power and control and they
are frequently encountered. I’m appalled by the frequency with which I’m getting
cases now of young people that have set fire to animals, which I consider to be a
particularly heinous and predictive kind of crime” (Lockwood, 2001, p.15).
Fatal Flaws? Explanations of Character and Diagnosis
Much of the literature seems to assume the incidence of cruelty to animals
to be caused by, or indicative of, a psychological impairment—most frequently
reduced empathy or conduct disorder. Lockwood has stated that animal abuse and
neglect are a “true warning sign and . . . must be taken seriously” adding that
those who abuse animals for no obvious reason are “budding psychopaths” and
those whose children abuse an animal should “seek professional assistance from a
family counsellor or psychologist” (Pet-Abuse.Com, n.d., n.p.). A PETA pamphlet
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states: “Violent acts towards animals have long been recognized as indicators of
a dangerous psychopathy that does not confine itself to animals.” In using a
“disease model,” the implication is sometimes drawn that this impairment is a
single, irreversible flaw in the individual, in which wider society is not implicated
(Parton, 1985), as in the following quotation, apparently endorsed by its inclusion
in the same PETA pamphlet: “. . . these kids [who have severely abused animals]
need to be locked up and the key thrown away.”
Traditionally, extreme criminals such as serial killers were presumed to be
sociopaths, devoid of empathy. Thus, the animal abuser could be “folded into”
this worldview if he or she were also devoid of normal empathy. However, later
research reviewed by Fox and Levin (1998) suggests that many serial killers
are in fact selectively empathetic and thus divide people into sharp categories,
lacking compassion only for the group they victimize. In a similar way, among the
wider population, a pet animal might be cosseted, while another animal deemed
to be vermin is killed without any great consideration of how much suffering it
experiences. In research with young people in the UK, some admitted hating and
harming cats but also claimed: “I’d kill anyone who harmed my dog” (Piper et al.,
2001). While sociopaths devoid of any empathy do exist, they cannot be considered
typical, even within highly violent groups such as mass and serial killers, and so
gross ability to empathize seems an unlikely underlying mechanism for violence
to animals or humans, rather than the degree and selectivity of attachment. There
have been few direct tests of the empathy theory, Daly and Morton (2003) being
one example where children with pets were not found to show higher empathy
than those without, and Flynn (2002) found that hunters and nonhunters did not
differ on empathy-related subscales from the Interpersonal Reactivity Index.
Recognized psychological disorders represent a more structured method of
outlining behavioral abnormality. However, it must be recognized that these categories are explicitly not scientifically based or value free—consider, for example,
the different social meaning of conduct disorder versus ADHD, which are closely
linked conditions with similar implications. DSM-IV categories are also specifically not to be used to predict dangerousness—having a personality disorder
should not necessarily be seen as directly causing a person to be more dangerous
(Howard, 2006). In fact Lewis, Lewis, Unger, and Goldman (1984) found that
a conduct disorder diagnosis did not correlate with symptoms, lacked criteria of
exclusion, and acted to prevent the diagnosis of underlying treatable conditions.
Thus, the inclusion of animal abuse within diagnostic frameworks of this type
might act to disguise judgments with a moral and judgmental aspect behind a veil
of perceived scientific rigor—especially to those outside the practice of psychiatry
(see also Douard, 2007). Indeed, within psychiatry, there is debate as to whether
it is ethical even to try to predict human dangerousness, given the generally very
poor performance and abundance of false-positives (Buchanan & Leese, 2001;
Farnham & James, 2001; Grisso & Appelbaum, 1992). Others also question the
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ability of juries to interpret this kind of information appropriately (Krauss & Lee,
2003). Given a lack of demonstrable accuracy in predicting dangerousness, false
confidence based on perceived expertise is seen as potentially leading to serious
impositions on falsely “flagged” people (Grisso & Appelbaum, 1992; Farnham &
James, 2001).
In a different context, Goldacre (2006) points out that: “the predictive value of
a positive or negative test that an individual gets is changed in different situations,
depending on the background rarity of the event that the test is trying to detect.
The rarer the event in your population, the worse the very same test becomes”
(p. 17). Thus, if the risk of HIV in a particular area is 1.5%, then by testing 10,000
people we can predict 150 cases accurately out of 151 cases, which is clearly
useful. However, if the infection rate were only one in 10,000, this would result
in two positive results; one which is positive, and one false-positive. In other
words, when incidence is low, the chance of accuracy is 50–50. Using the same
approach, Goldacre discusses the difficulty of predicting human behavior which is
clearly more problematic. “Let’s say 5% of patients seen by a community mental
health team will be involved in a violent event in a year. Using the same maths . . .
[the] predictive tool would be inaccurate 97 times out of a hundred” (p. 17). He
asks “will you preventatively detain 97 people to prevent three events?” Given
that the statistics for the number of those who have been proved (not assumed)
to have harmed an animal and a person in our population in any 1 year are not
readily available (and arguably never could be), it is difficult to make even this
level of prediction. It would seem safe to assume that the figure of proven cases is
nowhere near 5%. Yet, as noted, many are now assuming that on the basis of an
allegation that someone has harmed an animal, they are likely to also harm their
children and/or other humans. The odds against this likelihood are considerably
more significant than those for.
Other suggested causal or mediating flaws such as aggressiveness, externalizing (“acting out”), and impulsivity (e.g., Slavkin, 2001; Taylor & Signal, 2004;
Wright & Hensley, 2003) are not discussed within the purview of this review but
are similarly undeveloped for use in application. As even specific forms of violent
behavior, such as mass and serial murder, do not appear to reflect a single motivation or mechanism, it seems unlikely that it will be possible to identify a global
mechanism to support the elucidation of pan-violent behaviors across species, or
even within them (Steven, 1994). In child abuse, for example, motivation seems
rather different between the parent versus the stranger abuser (Herbert, 1982),
just as they might between the pet owner/abuser versus an abuser who targets
strays or wildlife. Further, animal abuse that is carried out by girls, in different
cultural climates, at different ages, in groups rather than by lone perpetrators, by
violence rather than deliberate neglect (see Belsky, 1993), and so on may in fact
involve distinct mechanisms that need to be teased apart in order ever to have
any strongly predictive utility (Hackett & Uprichard, 2007). However, empirical
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data on these issues are not available and it is possible that, having done a great
service by galvanizing interest in this area, prominent link materials now project
a perceived certainty about the scientific underpinnings of strong applied claims,
which might interfere with the doubt required to motivate funding and performing
further research.
It is possible that a research focus on certain types of abuse, or on a high level
of frequency or severity of abuse, might help identify individuals who abuse for
particular reasons which might predispose them to other aberrant behaviors that are
functionally equivalent. The data relating to abusive spouses, for example, suggest
a stronger relation with a plausible but not falsifiably tested underlying mechanism
of exerting interpersonal control—in dire need of research outside the extreme
sample of spouses entering a shelter. Also, most current research focuses on the
proportion of the population who have abused at least once. However, frequency
classes are known to be very important in understanding crime. Perpetrators of
single homicide, serial homicide, and mass killing are qualitatively different in
their demographic variables, who they kill and why (Fox & Levin, 1998). For
example, in the United States, the overwhelmingly more common single homicides
occur in urban areas populated disproportionately by poor African Americans,
while mass murder occurs more or less evenly across the population. We suggest
that it is plausible that most animal abuse also occurs as isolated acts, more
heavily influenced by opportunity and impulse factors, rather than being the result
of individual pathology as must be assumed in the links argument. These different
circumstances are in need of conceptualization and intervention but not, we would
suggest, a one-size-fits-all approach.
Consequences: Intended and Unintended Outcomes of Theory Adoption
It is natural and admirable to seek ways to detect and prevent violence that
typically occurs out of sight and in concealed places. However, where social
concerns are at work, empirical understandings are often distorted. Similar patterns
can be seen across a range of research areas with an emphasis on protecting
potential victims. There is a need to appreciate that even in such situations, there
are serious negative consequences from casting the net too wide. The most recent
examples can be found in the area of child sexual abuse relating to false positives,
overestimates of risk, and misdirection of resources.
Cozolino (1989), in outlining how to detect the ritual abuse of children lists
12 categories of symptoms that in fact almost every child will at some time exhibit, including “fear or strong dislike of black or red (sometimes orange, brown,
purple)” and a range of diffuse behaviors including “mood swings, resisting authority, agitation; hyperactivity; flat affect; poor attention span; learning problems;
fearful clingy behavior; regression . . .; accident proneness; sleep disturbance; etc”
(Cozolino, 1989, pp. 134–135). Throughout the 1990s, evidence of this type was
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used in a number of contexts to justify actions including seizing children from
their families, and in many cases the passing down of lengthy custodial sentences.
However, the majority of these cases are now considered to have been seriously
mishandled, and it is now questioned whether organized group ritual abuse can be
said to occur at all. The impact on the falsely accused adults and the children has
in some cases been nothing short of catastrophic.
Douard (2007) notes that in thinking of sexual offenders in general, the public
tend to predict sexual offenders have a recidivism rate of 80%, but figures suggest
that a range of 2–13% is more accurate. He also observed that child abuse has
become conflated with sexual abuse, although this accounts for only a small
proportion of cases. In terms of online threats, Wolak et al. (2008) noted that
alarmist accounts of online child predators tend to depict child abuse as involving
pedophiles targeting prepubescent children through trickery and violence. In fact,
research suggests that the great majority of online offending relates to vulnerable
postadolescent minors who knowingly develop relationships with adults online,
leading to statutory rape.
In general, distortions of research in these areas tend to result in exaggeration of the incidence and typical form (severity) of occurrences, exaggeration,
and mischaracterization of causal links (e.g., individual predictability rather than
risk factor, populations), dichotomizing of behavior into normal and pathological
(rather than a continuum), and the attribution of transgressive acts to long-term
personal traits (rather than situational or cultural factors). This leads to an emphasis on detecting and isolating the abnormal people from the normal, and also
from their potential victims, and may ultimately result in the proliferation of false
positive cases. And it should not be forgotten that, as Hacking (1991) observed,
“people behave differently in the light of how we classify them.” Even when the
intention is to aid, intervention based on a suspicion of dangerousness can always
have deleterious results that must be explicitly acknowledged and monitored.
In the UK context, the Government has recently reviewed the risks of employing sex offenders and has determined that the category requiring “vetting”
should be extended to cover anybody “whose work . . . places them in a position
of trust in relation to children” (Appleton, 2007a, 2007b). This could reasonably
be expected to include bus drivers, shop workers, cinema ushers, and if the policy
were to be truly related to the incidence and risk of abuse, children’s parents and
the parents of their friends. Some aspects of the current UK’s vetting includes
“soft” intelligence (e.g., police information on conviction, police cautions, reprimands, warnings, and even allegations) as if all these are equally significant
(Hume, 2006). If cross-reporting procedures are extended to include information
on those cautioned and/or prosecuted for injuring or even for neglecting an animal,
then the potential for major miscarriages of justice is apparent. Concerned agencies such as the SHG (self-help group for farmers, pet owners, and others) have
even claimed that: “Very often people who come into our help-line say that the
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RSPCA turn up on their doorstep in the morning and take their animals, and social
services arrive in the afternoon to take their children, saying that they have been
informed of the studies linking the two abuses” (Piper, personal correspondence).
Such professional intervention practices seem perilously close to similar actions
during the earlier satanic child abuse panic, and these processes go unreported in
the UK context because, while reporting animal abuse is widespread, child care
proceedings in Court remain sub judice.
Various practice protocols which include the use of soft intelligence are beginning to be developed for implementation. The London Safeguarding Children
Board has issued a draft joint protocol (Anonymous, 2008d) between themselves
and the RSPCA intended to inform RSPCA officers when they should pass their
suspicions of child abuse to Children’s Social Care (the statutory agency responsible for child protection). This protocol was the subject of a recent critical discussion on national radio. The program transcript makes clear that, under a section
headed “reporting of concerns,” the RSPCA would be expected to report to child
protection officers their concerns “where there is deliberate harm of animals, and
children are in the household, and where there is neglect of animals, and children
are part of the household” (BBC Radio 4, 2008). Such a requirement makes sense
only on the basis of an acceptance of links arguments, but on the program, the
senior RSPCA officer sought to distance the organization from such a position,
and actually denied awareness of the document, claiming “we’ve got protocols
with so many people out there.” Some weeks later, the draft protocol remained
current on the web, and only time will tell whether such public discussion will
make any difference to either rhetoric or practice. Given the number of similar
examples worldwide (see below), we are not currently optimistic.
Elsewhere in the UK in Scotland, the Scottish Society for the Protection of
Cruelty to Animals (SSPCA) “would like to see the link between cruelty to animals
and family violence formally recognized across government agencies in Scotland,
including a system of cross reporting” and has already made some impact. First
Strike Scotland (now SSPCA First Strike Scotland), which has wide institutional
support, aims to influence policy makers and promote the formal recognition of
the links across government agencies. The campaign’s manager notes that: “In
America, the FBI . . . see a clear relationship between animal abuse by young
people and the pathway to more serious crimes, including murder. Abusing animals often provides an initial kick of practice before the aggressor moves on to
a human target” (Graham, 2007). The campaign is being highly influential with
policy makers: “Parliament . . . considers that the Scottish Executive should commission research into (a) the correlation between domestic violence, child abuse,
and animal abuse and (b) therapeutic programmes to address children’s abuse of
animals, and believes that a protocol for the reporting of such incidents should be
introduced across all respective agencies” (Young, 2002).
Similarly the UK’s National Wildlife Crime Intelligence Unit, launched in
2000, was formed partly as a result of concern that those guilty of committing
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animal crime may also be involved in the abuse of children. The Independent
newspaper used this as the backdrop to report how police forces are alarmed by
the increase in animal cruelty. A relevant expert, Dr. Elaine King, was quoted
as stating that badger baiting is not isolated but linked to other violent crimes,
and added that “psychiatrists already acknowledge a link between violence to
animals and to children, citing a genetic trait characterised by a lack of empathy
and anti-social behaviour” (Rowe & Goodchild, 2000, p. 14).
In the United States, it is more difficult to track down protocols as the jurisdiction of the states means there are many such protocols rather than a few. However,
the American Humane Society reports that several states require veterinarians
to report suspected animal abuse; some states require animal control officers to
report suspected child abuse or neglect; and nearly half the states call for psychological counseling for individuals convicted of animal cruelty (Anonymous,
2005). In Chicago, law enforcement officials are apparently faced with the challenge of justifying why they are focusing on animal issues when there are so many
crimes which affect people. Reports and research that links cruelty to animals and
to human crimes help provide an answer, and together with the Chicago Crime
Commission (a citizens’ group formed to combat crime) they have recently turned
their attention to the links: “An important part of our anti-violence strategy includes strict enforcement of the dogfighting statutes . . . [Dogfighting] is directly
connected to the violent world of gangs, drugs and weapons” (see Arkow, 2005).
In Michigan, a man was required to register as a sex offender after he was
convicted of sodomizing a sheep, not because the sheep was accorded status as a
victim of sex crime, but on the apparent assumption that “once out of prison, he
could prey on children or vulnerable adults” (Anonymous, 2008a). However, in
other instances animal cruelty convictions continue to be given considerably less
weight than other felonies, as in the case of a Michigan guidance counselor who
kept her job despite felony animal cruelty convictions, associated with the neglect
and the death of animals (see Camp, 2006).
In Australia “vicious animal killers who struck at a school near Geelong have
been labeled potential mass murderers by the RSPCA . . . they have the propensity
to move on and commit atrocious crimes against people as well” (Edmonds,
2008). In New Zealand, an agreement has been signed recently between the SPCA
(Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals) and Child, Youth, and Family,
which is a “joint reporting protocol between a national child protection agency and
a national animal welfare society because: The correlation between animal abuse
and human abuse is widely documented. That animal abuse is part of a web of
factors that make up family violence is now generally accepted” (see Anonymous,
2008e).
Many other examples are available. Together they demonstrate the earlier
argument that most of the research underlying the links’ and cycles’ argument
inevitably leads to explanations that emphasize individual pathology. Broader
issues concerning the socioeconomic context of violence to animals tend to be
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disregarded, as the sensationalist features of the argument grabs attention. As a
result, the reality that the majority of individuals and families known to animal
protection agencies (and indeed to child protection agencies) share a particular
characteristic is masked. While a range of other characteristics co-exist with it,
the characteristic to which we refer is, of course, poverty. In the United States,
this factor is also innately conflated with the issue of race.
It may be noted that all examples referred to above have been drawn from
“Western” societies, indeed Anglophone societies. While it is beyond the scope
of the present discussion to consider this in detail, it may be that there are culturally specific approaches to the identification of risk, and its attempted avoidance
through prediction and action. Certainly, variations in the way that people attribute
causality in human behavior have been noted (Baumeister, 2005; Scott & Dinham,
2008). It is argued that there are culturally conditioned biases in the way that
cause is attributed, and people from the West are more likely to use personal,
dispositional factors to explain social behavior. Norenzayan and Nisbett (cited in
Scott & Dinham, 2008) observe that
East Asian and American causal reasoning differs significantly. East Asians understand
behavior in terms of complex interactions between dispositions of the person or other
object and contextual factors, whereas Americans often view social behavior primarily as
the direct unfolding of dispositions. These culturally differing causal theories seem to be
rooted in more pervasive, culture-specific mentalities in East Asia and the West. (p. 115)

If there is a general Western bias toward internal factors as causes, it risks a
fundamental error of attribution, as situational factors can be shown to be frequently more powerful causes of behavior than personal attributes or dispositions
(Dijksterhuis, Chartrand, & Aarts, 2007).
Concluding Discussion
Nothing in this review and discussion should be taken as minimizing the fact
that animals are victims of violence—not just abuse, but neglect and institutionalized and customary practices that cause suffering or death. Indeed one basis
provided for disputing link constructions is that, as Solot (1997) writes: “It is
crucial that those in the field of violence towards animals not accept being characterized as chroniclers of a symptom of larger problems, but that they insist that
their studies be seen as having intrinsic worth.” The importance of animal victims
must be recognized and appreciated, but it is also imperative that this appreciation
is accurate and based on a shared community ethic.
We would argue that, in part as a result of the active promulgation of the links
argument, there is now a widespread misappreciation of the nature of the problem.
The penetration of strong link messages is apparent in online new reports about
animal abuse, which are now often accompanied by public comments indicating
that the perpetrators are likely or certain to become murderers. This overlooks
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the fact that a substantial proportion of the population will admit to an act of
animal abuse at some time in their life, that most animal abusers do so only once
(cf. Sauder, 2000), that most violent offenders against people have committed
only one offense, and that those who commit a violent offense are less likely to
reoffend than other types of offenders (Farrington, 1998). Multiple offenders—
often part of “at-risk” demographic groups due to poverty and/or mental illness—
are versatile rather than specialized, committing other acts of violence and other
criminal offences. Claims regarding links fail accurately to encapsulate the nature
of violence in our communities.
The language of linkage is, in itself, a poor representation of connections
that have been more aptly described as “interwoven” (Farrington, 1998) or a
“constellation” of factors (Lewis, Shanok, Grant, & Ritvo, 1983)—and lacking
strong specific links. (The Borromean Rings come to mind as an apt analogy for
the coherence of the larger social concern.) When multiple factors contributing
to violent behavior are measured, animal cruelty is in fact not typically found to
be amongst the most influential (e.g., Felthous, 1979; Lewis et al., 1983; Ressler
et al., 1988; Verlinden, Herson, & Thomas, 2000), and it is regrettable that this
truth is disregarded so frequently.
It might be said that animal abuse will always be in a separate category to other
“moral panics” of this type (e.g., satanic child abuse) because the primary victim,
the animal, will always indisputably exist but, significantly, cannot provide verbal
evidence or report in detail what happened to them. However, while veterinary
understanding of how to detect nonaccidental animal injuries is advancing, some
types of evidence widely accepted as animal abuse are routinely misinterpreted.
Courts in the UK have heard cases where the key question is whether a pet’s
injury is “normal” (e.g., stemming from a congenitally flawed joint), or in fact
induced by the pet owner’s commission or neglect, and even before the question
has been answered the linked issue of child protection has been raised. U.S.
examples include outbreaks of “cattle mutilation” and “horse ripping” in which
injuries to animals are often attributed to the actions of people in the absence
of clear supporting evidence. Although a small minority of these cases is due to
human actors, the majority are most likely to result from natural deaths followed
by bloating and scavenging, and injuries to horses caused by conspecifics and
hazards in the pasture such as poorly maintained fences. In spite of these realities,
some commentators explicitly connect links arguments to a belief in the validity
of satanic ritual abuse and attendant horse ripping claims (Adams, 1994) although
critical analysis has largely denied these claims, interpreting them as examples of
institutionalized power.
There may be hidden costs to focusing our antianimal abuse resource on
practices and programs based on strong links assumptions and frameworks. Exaggerating the dangerousness of abusers, and distorting the nature of the danger
in the wider community, has the potential to divert resources from programs to
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reduce abuse by the most common types of perpetrator—just as the myth of “satanic ritual abuse” led to multiple prosecutions of predominantly female child
care workers, seriously distorting the understanding of the most common type of
child sexual abuser (De Young, 1999). Similarly, the notion of internet predators
as seeking prepubescent victims diverts attention toward targeting social networking sites and information disclosure, while the greatest offending actually occurs
via interactive sites and involves adolescent risk taking behavior in relation to
nonpedophilic opportunistic sex offenders.
A moral panic not only rapidly orchestrates cultural consent in order to
protect the most vulnerable in our communities but also distorts understanding of
the nature of the problem in a way that may have unwanted short- and long-term
repercussions. For example, as noted above, data suggest that a large minority
of young men knowingly abuse an animal at some point in their lives. In most
cases, this is limited to one or a few incidences per individual but is replicated
by a very large group of individuals (obviously much larger than the frequently
studied groups of murderers, violent felons, and violent psychiatric patients).
Thus, the great majority of animal suffering caused by animal abuse is carried
out in scattered incidents by men who will go on to live normal lives. Nor is this
an isolated finding, as child abuse in humans and other primates is observed as
occurring mainly at the hands of individuals who are not “psychotic.” The more
the animal abuser is painted as a congenital and indiscriminate fiend, properly
the subject of severe and radical interventions (compulsory felony charges, etc.)
in order to protect animals, children, and partners, the greater the resistance may
become to acknowledging and addressing forms of abuse in our own friends,
family (Randour, 2008), communities, and culture as a whole.
Different models for intervention are available. For example, a public health
(or “social problem,” Hacking, 1991) approach would seek to show people that
even relatively mild forms of animal abuse, like other forms of violence, may do
harm to them and those around them in a similar way, as when they smoke or drink
and drive. Identification and support would be likely to reduce these hazards, just
as identification and support of those with mental illness has reduced the number of
homicides committed by this demographic group (Large, Smith, Swinson, Shaw,
& Neilssen, 2008). It would also harmonize with major veterinary initiatives in the
United States such as One Health which raised awareness that human and animal
health is intimately connected and must be treated as a whole—but specifically
does not presuppose diagnostically relevant connections between any particular
factors.
Identifying links is a common rhetorical device (Hinch & Hepburn, 1998)
used by “crusaders,” (Victor, 1993), who link the perceived dangers of a newly
defined form of deviance with more familiar forms, which enables them to attract
allies from those fighting other forms of deviance, and “where emotion rules over
reason” (Critcher, 2006, p. 12). Similar discourses have been refuted in other areas
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of behavior (e.g., arguments that abused children always become abusers are now
considered discriminatory, as evidence suggests that abused children respond in
a variety of ways), yet the strong claims regarding links are promoted by many,
and are beginning to receive governmental support. Their impact is supported by
“common sense,” “know-how” “tacit knowledge,” and rhetorical claims, which
invite us to “endorse authoritarian responses to our primeval fears” (Critcher, 2006,
p. 12).
Our ultimate goal should be to encourage a consistent social ethic of care
for animals and children that is enforced at a grassroot level in a way that is
diverse, appealing, effective, and as free as possible from any alienating dogma or
misdirection. Animal suffering is caused or reliably occurs in many contexts, of
which deliberate torture or unjustified killing is just one example. Cultural tradition
and values are no longer widely accepted as reasons to justify the infliction of
suffering, but current models for debating these practices tend toward a binary
distinction between an action necessary for the animal or the greater good, and
the abusive action, indicative of a dangerous and deranged mind. Our cultures are
generally becoming less violent and less tolerant of the infliction of suffering, but
for this progression to continue we need to develop methods for discussing these
issues that depend less heavily on dichotomizing the virtuous from the violent,
and which are more appropriate for grappling with the full range of potentially
abusive practices in which all members of the community are, to some degree,
involved or implicated.
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INTRODUCTION

The relationship between Native1 people and animals has a rich,
complex history. For tens of thousands of years, Native people have
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cultivated their symbiotic relationship with the animal world, and
these relationships demonstrate a unique centralized status that
animals have for many tribal cultures. Beginning with early contact
with Europeans, however, the relationship between Native people
and animals began to deteriorate.2 Europeans and Native people
had fundamentally different perspectives on the relationship
between humans and animals.3 In some cases, the cosmologies of
Europeans and Natives toward animals were mutually exclusive;
either animals were seen as equal to humans or were subject to the
complete dominion of man.4 This clash of worldviews parallels many
other areas of colonial power, including the treatment of women
and children.5 Whereas many tribal cultures do not view animals and
humans as occupying a hierarchy, European belief systems have
historically put men in complete dominion over their property—
namely women, children, and animals.6
Over the course of several centuries, the relationship between
Native people and animals has been put to the test with the
introduction of European practices, including weaponized dogs,
sport hunting, over-hunting, and animal cruelty. This article thus
considers these complex histories of the relationship between Native
people and animals as they inform contemporary problems. Today,
many reservations struggle with animal protection and control
problems, such as over-population, feral dog packs, and widespread
neglect.7 These problems, which have reached a crisis level in many
communities, can be understood as an outgrowth of colonization.8
In order to develop concrete contemporary legal solutions, we must
We will use several terms interchangeably throughout this article given the various
perspectives on appropriate terminology, including Indians, Natives, and tribal
citizens or members.
2. See generally Holly H. Mullin, Mirrors and Windows: Sociocultural Studies of
Human-Animal Relationships, 28 ANN. REV. ANTHROPOLOGY 201, 205 (1999).
3. See, e.g., id. (explaining the role of animals in colonial enterprises).
4. See Philip Armstrong, The Postcolonial Animal, 10 SOC’Y ANIMALS 413, 414
(2002) (“[I]deas of an absolute difference between the human and the animal (and
the superiority of the former over the latter) owe a great deal to the colonial legacies
of European modernity.”).
5. See generally Thomas L. Altherr, “Flesh Is the Paradise of a Man of Flesh”:
Cultural Conflict over Indian Hunting Beliefs and Rituals in New France as Recorded in The
Jesuit Relations, 64 CANADIAN HIST. REV. 267 (1983) (discussing the European view
of women during the colonial time).
6. See generally id.
7. See infra Part IV.
8. See infra Part IV.
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understand how this history has shaped and reshaped the
relationship between Native people and animals. Given the
particularly egregious history and myriad contemporary problems,
this article proposes several approaches to help normalize and
celebrate the relationship between Native people and their
companion animals by considering how tribal self-determination can
offer solutions.9
This article proceeds in four parts. In Part II, the article
considers how traditional norms and laws of many Native people
have prohibited the physical and spiritual mistreatment of animals
since time immemorial. Part II will also explore how the relationship
between humans and animals occupies a central role in the history
of many tribal nations. Part III focuses on the introduction of
European practices that served to distort the relationship between
animals and humans throughout North America. The contemporary
reservation and village animal problems come to a head in Part IV,
which considers how animal abuse and neglect have become
prevalent in many tribal communities. Part V considers how tribal
law reform may be the foundation for solutions to some of today’s
tribal animal issues. The authors also highlight the work of the
Native America Humane Society (“NAHS”) to address animal
concerns in Indian country.10 NAHS developed a national survey
about the animal challenges faced by Native people; those findings
are shared and analyzed below. This article concludes by offering a
series of steps that can be considered in responding to the sometimes
strained relationship between people and animals in tribal
communities that also acknowledges the harm that has been done to
the animal-human relationship in general.
This paper intentionally and deliberately frames tribal cultural
practices and customs as unwritten laws. Native peoples do not
traditionally have a sharp dividing line between sacred and secular
rules, and as a result, the history of western Anglo-American legal
thought often characterizes tribal legal traditions as rituals, myths,
and legends, but not law.11 This mischaracterization has sometimes
led non-Native people to conclude that tribes were lawless or
9. See infra Part IV.
10. See infra Part IV.
11. See generally Altherr, supra note 5; Ada Pecos Melton, Indigenous Justice
Systems and Tribal Society, 79 JUDICATURE 126, 133 (1996) (discussing the
“ethnocentric view of the Western colonizers who devalued Native peoples’ legal
structures and wanted to replace them with an imported Western system”).
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somehow less deserving of being recognized as independent
sovereign governments. As part of reclaiming and reframing tribal
expectations and practices as laws, the authors hope that tribal
efforts to address contemporary animal challenges will be given the
respect they deserve.
II. TRADITIONAL TRIBAL BELIEF SYSTEMS CONCERNING ANIMALS
The intersection of foundational beliefs about animals and
tribal law can be best understood by first exploring some of the
fundamental tenets that have defined the relationship between
Native people and animals. Traditionally, animals have held several
integral roles in the culture of every tribal cultural group in North
America.12 However, each culture is unique, and no two cultures
shared the exact same belief systems about animals.13 To the extent
that generalizations can be made, this Part explores some common
fundamental edicts among Native peoples that provide instruction
and guidance for the appropriate treatment of animals. These
principles are then contrasted with Judeo-Christian beliefs about
animals. These principles provide the policy justification for the
common law of individual tribal nations (unwritten laws). In short,
these edicts encompass many critical relationships between humans
and animals, including identity, spirituality, and the reciprocal
philosophy of hunting. Many of the laws that follow from these edicts
are still widely in use and practiced today, providing ample
opportunity to codify these ancient principles into today’s tribal
animal laws.
A.

Creation Stories

A common way that animal-human roles are explained is
through stories that speak to the essence of the animal-human
relationship, establishing the foundation for both the spiritual and
the corporal perspective on animal life, as well as legal principles
wherein persons who mistreat animals must be held accountable.
Animals play a central role in many creation stories.14 Indeed, tribal
12. See generally AMERICAN INDIAN MYTHS AND LEGENDS (Richard Erodes &
Alfonso Ortiz eds., 1984) (discussing the role of animals in various tribes such as the
Tsimshians, Slaish, Maidu, Cherokees, Blackfoot, Cheyennes, Hopi, Anishinabes,
and Micmacs).
13. See id.
14. See Dave Aftandilian, Toward a Native American Theology of Animals: Creek and
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creation stories often feature animals as playing the pivotal role in
the creation of the universe, the planet earth, and the emergence of
human beings.15 For example, in an Ojibwe creation story, a muskrat
was responsible for providing the dirt that became the foundation
for life on the planet in the form of Turtle Island.16 In another
example, in the Crow creation story, a coyote directed a flock of
ducks to dive down into the water and bring up the earth, and he
later made other animals and humans out of the mud that the ducks
brought.17 Wolves and dogs have played a prevalent role in many
creation stories as well, demonstrating how tribes may have revered
dogs as not just “man’s best friend,” but as also vital to creation of
mankind.18
In contrast to typical Native creation stories, Judeo-Christian
creation stories typically do not credit animals with any role in
creation; instead, the creator in the Judeo-Christian world exercises
complete dominion over all beings but allows humans complete
dominion over animals.19 This dichotomy will be discussed later as
part of the clash of cultures and the role that assimilation plays in
eroding the place of animals in tribal cultures.
In many tribal belief systems, animals are treated and revered as
sentient beings, and humans are only one among many creatures
deserving of reverence and respect.20 Contrast this worldview with
Judeo-Christian beliefs, which typically bifurcate the animal world
into animals that are strictly good or strictly evil.21 These JudeoChristian belief systems have used animal symbolism to invoke their
Cherokee Perspectives, 61 CROSSCURRENTS 191, 195 (2011).
15. See, e.g., id.
16. There are a variety of versions of this story. One example is posted on the
official website of the Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa Indians. See generally
Historical Overview, TURTLE MOUNTAIN BAND OF CHIPPEWA INDIANS,
http://tmbci.org/history/ (last visited Aug. 14, 2017).
17. AMERICAN INDIAN MYTHS AND LEGENDS, supra note 12, at 88–90.
18. See MARK DERR, A DOG’S HISTORY OF AMERICA: HOW OUR BEST FRIEND
EXPLORED, CONQUERED, AND SETTLED A CONTINENT 14–15 (2004).
19. See Juliann DuBerry, Moving Beyond Property Crime—Violence Against Animals
as Dangerous Crimes, 9 ARIZ. SUMMIT L. REV. 197, 206 (2016) (“God bestows upon
Adam dominion over the animals of the air, sea, and land.”). See generally E. Szues
et al., Animal Welfare in Different Human Cultures, Traditions and Religious Faiths, 25
ASIAN-AUSTRALASIAN J. ANIMAL SCI. 1499 (2012).
20. See generally Dave Aftandilian, Animals Are People, Too: Ethical Lessons About
Animals from Native American Sacred Stories, 27 INTERDISC. HUMAN. 79 (2010).
21. See Szues et al., supra note 19, at 1503 (discussing the Judeo-Christian
concept of human dominion over animals).
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god, including animals such as the lion, the eagle, the sheep, the
dove or the lamb.22 These “good” animals are then revered symbols
of the Judeo-Christian creator.23 However, the same set of spiritual
beliefs also identify other animals to be the representatives of evil,
such as reptiles, insects, and vultures.24 This strict dichotomy is not
seen in a majority of tribal animal stories, and the animal-human
relationship is one of equality and reciprocity rather than “good”
and “evil.” For example, Hopi people have a story in which snakes
taught the Hopi a dance to make the rain, a vital resource in the
Southwest homelands of the tribe.25 The Hopi honor the snake by
having live snakes present during their traditional rain dance.26
Other examples of tribal respectful relationships with reptiles are
seen in certain North American burial mounds built to resemble the
snake.27 Given that the snake represents an evil figure in the Old
Testament, many missionaries and other non-Native people
perceived Native religious practice not as only pagan, but even
satanic.28
One also sees a contrast of animal stories between Native oral
history and Euro-American parables. In many tribal cultures, animal
stories are meant to teach both adults and children a variety of
lessons.29 However, in Euro-American cultures, animal stories are
primarily meant for pre-pubescent children and are told through
such mediums as nursery rhymes or age-focused animated films.30
22. See generally ARTHUR H. COLLINS, SYMBOLISM OF ANIMALS AND BIRDS
REPRESENTED IN ENGLISH ARCHITECTURE (1913), http://bestiary.ca/etexts
/collins1913/symbolism%20of%20animals%20and%20birds%20-%20collins.pdf.
23. See, e.g., DERR, supra note 18, at 15–19 (discussing how the lamb is a symbol
of the Judeo-Christian creator).
24. Id.
25. VINE DELORIA JR., GOD IS RED: A NATIVE VIEW OF RELIGION 88 (30th
Anniversary ed. 2003).
26. Id.
27. Michel-Gérald Boutet, The Great Long Tailed Serpent: An Iconographical Study
of the Serpent in Middle Woodland Algonquian Culture, MIDWEST EPIGRAPHIC SOC’Y,
http://www.midwesternepigraphic.org/The%20Great%20Long%20Tailed
%20Serpent.pdf (last visited Aug. 14, 2017).
28. Stephen C. McCluskey, Evangelist, Educator, Ethnographers, and the
Establishment of the Hopi Reservation, 21 J. ARIZ. HIST. 363, 374 (1980).
29. Aftandilian, supra note 20, at 80 (noting that “for traditional Native
American peoples, orally told stories have always been the primary means to pass
along knowledge from the elders to younger generations”).
30. See Carolyn L. Burke & Joby G. Copenhaver, Animals as People in Children’s
Literature,
81
LANGUAGE
ARTS
205,
212
(2004),
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This is not to say that certain Native cultures do not have animal
stories designated solely for children; however, it is a significant
difference that Euro-American cultures do not disseminate animal
stories as a cultural teaching tool to adults.31 With the lack of animal
stories in the lives of adults, Euro-Americans have subliminally
implied that the influences of animal teachings are limited to the
intellect and development of children. It is a logical conclusion that
a lack of animal stories in the lives of Euro-American adults
contributes to the Western ideology of speciesism—an ideology that
was foreign to many tribal cultures.
Some tribes even have distinct classifications for certain animal
stories: some were sacred,32 some had important legal and cultural

https://secure.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Store/SampleFiles/Journals/la
/LA0813Animals.pdf; Children’s Animal Tales, THE BRITISH LIBRARY (Nov. 10, 2015),
www.bl.uk/animal-tales/articles/childrens-animal-tales. The British Library’s
webpage about Children’s Animal Tales states, “Stories about animals have always
been a staple of children’s literature,” and,
While these books were all aimed at children, and we can assume that
children’s reading was tightly controlled in the nineteenth century,
works initially aimed at adults also became seen as children’s stories. The
most commercially successful of these, Anna Sewell’s Black Beauty
(1877), which has sold millions of copies, was not composed necessarily
as a children’s story, but as a lesson about the proper treatment of horses
. . . . The success of Black Beauty points to the potential attractions of
animal tales, particularly to children.
Id.
31. See Aftandilian, supra note 20, at 91 (stating that Native Americans have
used experimental-type techniques to teach both children and adults “about
animals and the rest of the natural world for countless generations”).
32. E.g. Vincent Schilling, Our Brothers and Sisters: 5 Sacred Animals and What
They Mean in Native Cultures, INDIAN COUNTRY TODAY MEDIA NETWORK (Oct. 28,
2014), http://indiancountrymedianetwork.com/news/environment/our-brothers
-and-sisters-5-sacred-animals-and-what-they-mean-in-native-cultures. Schilling wrote
about the turtle’s place of importance in Native cultures:
Known as the carrier of Turtle Island by the Great Spirit, the turtle plays
a fundamental role in the creation stories of many East Coast tribes. The
name Turtle Island is literal: Having placed a large amount of dirt on a
great turtle’s back in order to create North America, the Creator
designated the turtle as its eponymous caretaker.
Id.
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lessons,33 and some were for humor or amusement.34 For example,
in addition to stories teaching spirituality, history, and customs, the
Choctaws also have a type of story called “Shukha anumpa,” which
are humorous stories about animals.35 “Shukha anumpa” translates
as “hogwash.”36 The Choctaws view these stories as fictional; however,
the stories’ primary role is to teach important cultural parables
through humor.37 Another example of using humor in parables is
seen through many tribes’ coyote stories.38 In these stories, the
coyote is known as a “trickster”—always getting into mayhem but
sometimes providing a bit of humor to the lesson of the story. Many
tribes have their own form of “hogwash” and coyote stories that are
used to teach their people through humor. Through creation stories
and parables, Native cultures have displayed their reverence for
animals and acknowledge the influence animals have had over their
communities.
B.

Clans and Affinity Animals

One of the clearest linkages between humans and animals in
many indigenous cultures is found in the various clan systems. In
many indigenous cultures, clan identity is centrally important in the
way the community and familial relations are structured.39 Clans are
large, extended kinship networks of people who are thought to share
a common ancestor. Many tribal clans are named for animal species,
such as deer, rabbit, buffalo, eagle, and the like. Clan members may
identify as being related to, or even descendants of, that particular
animal.40 These kinship relationships are often tied to stories that
allocate a balance of powers to various animals, always indicating
deep reverence and respect for these animals that are the basis for
33. E.g. AMERICAN INDIAN MYTHS AND LEGENDS, supra note 12, at 398–99
(describing an Iroquois story about why the owl has big eyes, which provides that
the owl was punished by being permanently changed because he was watching
things he should not watch).
34. See e.g., TOM MOULD, CHOCTAW TALES 40–49 (2004) (discussing the use of
humorous stories involving animals).
35. Id. at 40.
36. Id.
37. Id. at 46.
38. See AMERICAN INDIAN MYTHS AND LEGENDS, supra note 12, at 88–93, 385–86.
39. See JOSEPH BRUHAC, OUR STORIES REMEMBER: AMERICAN INDIAN CULTURE,
HISTORY, AND VALUES THROUGH STORYTELLING 160–61 (2003).
40. Robert D. Cooter & Wolfgang Fikentscher, American Indian Law Codes:
Pragmatic Law and Tribal Identity, 56 AM. J. COMP. L. 29, 42 (2008).
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one’s identity.41 Identifying with specific species of animals is one
way to demonstrate the strong, intertwined relationship between
humans and animals.42
Clan identities create a special alliance between humans and
their roles in the larger kinship network.43 For example, in the
Mvskoke (Creek) culture, most clans are named for specific animals,
such as Bird, Fish, Deer, Beaver, and Panther.44 There are detailed
protocols embedded in the Mvskoke culture as to how members of
different clans should relate to one another.45 In some cases, one
clan might have certain obligations to another clan.46 Additionally,
41. DELORIA, supra note 25, at 87–88; see also BRUHAC, supra note 39.
42. In fact, the “ideas of an absolute difference between the human and the
animal (and the superiority of the former over the latter) owe a great deal to the
colonial legacies of European modernity.” Armstrong, supra note 4, at 414.
43. See, e.g., Melton, supra note 11, at 128 (“[T]ribal divisions . . . represent
legal systems prescribing the individual and kin relationships of members and the
responsibilities individual and group members have to one another and to the
community.”).
44. John R. Swanton, A Foreword on the Social Organization of the Creek Indians, 14
AM. ANTHROPOLOGIST 593, 594 (1912) (naming the bird, fish, deer, beaver, and
panther, as well as other clan animals); see Elisabeth Tooker, Clans and Moeities in
North America, 12 CURRENT ANTHROPOLOGY 357, 358 (1971) (discussing the practice
of using animal designations for clans).
45. See Joyotpaul (Joy) Chaudhuri, Some Notes on Political Theory and American
Indian Values: The Case of the Muscogee Creeks, 25 AM. INDIAN CULTURE RES. J. 129, 133
(2001).
46. See, e.g., SC 06-07, Ellis v. Muscogee (Creek) Nation National Council (Ellis
II), at 19 (Muscogee (Creek) Nation Sup. Ct. Aug. 30, 2007). In Ellis II, the court
likened the relationship between the Tribe’s branches of government to the Tribe’s
common law of respect and honor:
Traditionally, in our Creek society, a tribal officer has an important role
to fill in our Nation’s Government and should be given authority to carry
out his or her role without interference. This concept predates
European, and the United States’, concepts of Separation of Powers,
now so strongly entrenched and imbedded in our Constitution and our
Muscogee (Creek) Nation case law. The concept in our society is that all
the roles within our society are important, and to be honored. Kinship
and clan responsibilities are the bedrock of our society, in earlier times
as warrior and peace keeping communities, and continuing today. This
is true for ceremonial grounds, churches and families within our Nation,
and especially our governmental entities. For our tribal society to
function properly, we must honor and respect the respective roles of
others. Our Constitution is based on our societal values, as a people, and
that interconnectedness lays out the separate powers and duties of the
various branches of government.
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in many tribal cultures, an individual cannot hunt or eat one’s own
clan animal.47 In fact, in many tribes, individuals may use familial
terms like “brother” and “sister” when referring to animals.48 Tribal
clan systems also provide for social structures and rules, and many
tribes strictly adhere to their clan system in regard to dating,
marriage, and even certain forms of social interaction.49 For
example, for many indigenous people, it is considered incestuous to
be in a romantic or marital relationship with a member of the same
clan.50 For Diné, or Navajo people, even dancing with a member of
the same clan would be objectionable.51
There is another clear distinction in the way tribal belief systems
about animals directly clashed with Euro-American beliefs. In a vast
number of tribal cultures, animals were not viewed or treated as
inferior to the human species; rather, animals were seen as “people,”
too.52 For example, bison were often conceived of as people by
different Plains tribes, and salmon were considered people to
Northwest Coast Indians.53 Dakota theologian Vine Deloria Jr. once
wrote, in regard to equality for both animals and people in tribal
communities, “Equality is thus not simply a human attribute but a
recognition of the creatureness of all creation.”54 This equality
between living creatures is seen in different examples, such as
Id. Additionally, clans named for animals carry special responsibilities. Chaudhuri,
supra note 45, at 133 (“[H]uman clans are born with unique animal functions,
expressing the fraternity of living things. The clans provide and supervise the
responsibilities for specific functions relating to nature (wind), healing and
medicine (bear), and conservation of the animal and plant worlds (deer).”).
47. Nicholas James Reo & Kyle Powys Whyte, Hunting and Morality as Elements
of Traditional Ecological Knowledge, 40 HUM. ECOLOGY 15, 21 (2011).
48. See, e.g., DONALD L. FIXICO, THE INVASION OF INDIAN COUNTRY IN THE
TWENTIETH CENTURY: AMERICAN CAPITALISM AND TRIBAL NATURAL RESOURCES 106 (2d
ed. 2012) (discussing the Great Lakes tribes that referred to animals and plants as
“brothers” and “sisters”); JOHN WITTHOFT, THE AMERICAN INDIAN AS HUNTER 19
(1953) (discussing the Pennsylvania tribes that referred to bears as “uncles”).
49. BRUHAC, supra note 39, at 161.
50. See, e.g., ANTHONY F.C. WALLACE, TUSCORA: A HISTORY 38 (2012)
(referencing the prohibition of intra-clan marriage and the old adage “marry out
or die out”).
51. BRUHAC, supra note 39, at 161; see also FIXICO, supra note 48, at 104.
52. DELORIA, supra note 25, at 88–89.
53. Id.
54. Id.; see also JACK D. FORBES, COLUMBUS AND OTHER CANNIBALS 13 (1979)
(“Native American philosophy recognizes the right of every living creature to life
and to live its own life without interference.”).
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various tribes regarding certain species of animals as “people,” and
in fact, many tribal communities place great religious importance on
animals and humans being able to transform into one another in the
spiritual realm.55 This view of species transformation strengthens the
relationship between the human and the animal and displays the
people’s respect amongst the natural environment.56
Other identity connections to animals can be seen in
Northwestern totem poles and weavings. Although the term “totem
poles” was a name given by Europeans, it originated from the
Anishinaabe word ototeman, meaning “one’s relative.”57 Totem poles
were a symbol of the relationship between animals and humans in a
kin group, and the animals that the kin group identified with were
carved on the pole to represent that membership.58 In addition to
totem poles in the Northwest, certain weavings were also done in the
symbol of clan or membership animals, such as the raven, the bear,
the whale, and others.59 Even certain animal hair, such as dog hair,
was woven into blankets and clothing to signify status and
connectedness with the animal.60
Native identity connections to animals are a stark contrast to the
Western context wherein “dehumanization,” which generally refers
to the demotion of people to the status of animals, sometimes

55. See, e.g., AMERICAN INDIAN MYTHS AND LEGENDS, supra note 12, at 399–402,
404–07 (telling the Passamaquoddy story of “The Owl Husband” and the Brule
Sioux story of “The Snake Brothers”); DELORIA, supra note 25, at 89 (discussing how
humans and animals can transform into one another “to learn from each other”);
MOULD, supra note 34, at 40–49, 107–12 (telling the stories of “The Man Who
Became a Snake” and “The Man Who Became a Deer”).
56. See generally Aftandilian, supra note 20 (discussing the relationship between
humans and animals and the lessons this reveals about proper interaction with the
environment).
57. BRUHAC, supra note 39, at 160.
58. Vanessa Magnanini, Constructing Tribal Sovereignty for the 21st Century: The
Story of Lawmaking in Chilkat Indian Village, IRA v. Johnson, 18 B.C. THIRD WORLD
L.J. 45, 49–50 (1998) (“Marilee Engee . . . writes that each post is an ‘intricate mosaic
of animal, human and otherworldly creatures that flow from one into the other.’”
(citation omitted)).
59. See Evelyn Vanderhoop, The Naaziin: Robe of Sacred Honor, in IN THE SPIRIT
OF THE ANCESTORS: CONTEMPORARY NORTHWEST COAST ART AT THE BURKE MUSEUM
(Robin K. Wright & Kathryn Bunn-Marcuse eds., 2015).
60. MARION SCHWARTZ, A HISTORY OF DOGS IN THE EARLY AMERICAS 56 (1998)
(discussing Coastal Salish women’s practice of weaving their dogs’ hair into blankets
with goat wool).
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occurs.61 Dehumanization is intended to take the humanity out of
the person, presumably to make it easier to oppress, abuse, or kill
the individual.62 Again, this construct directly clashes with many
tribal cultures, wherein humans and animals retained equal status in
the world. Dehumanization of Native individuals to the status of
animals would not have had the intended disparaging meaning to
tribal people. What dehumanization did from the Western
perspective, though, was to thoroughly deny Native people their
humanity—and to describe them as savages and animals.63
C.

Traditional Hunting Laws

Since most tribal groups are traditionally omnivorous, hunting
has traditionally been a necessity for survival.64 As part of the
obligation to the animal world, many traditional tribal hunting laws
provided specific protocols for hunters before, during, and after the
killing of an animal.65 The justification for these protocols stems
from the belief system that animals have spirits, just like humans, and
so the taking of an animal’s life is intertwined with spiritual beliefs
and obligations.66 In fact, in some tribal belief systems, an animal
61. See Aftandilian, supra note 20, at 81 (stating that one of the main Native
American teachings about animals is that they are people, too); see also Nick Haslam,
Dehumanization: An Integrative Review, 10 PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCH. REV. 252, 252
(2006) (noting that dehumanization is often related to ethnicity, race, and
genocide) (“A consistent theme in [studies of dehumanization] is the likening of
people to animals. In racist descriptions Africans are compared to apes and
sometimes explicitly denied membership of the human species. Other groups are
compared to dogs, pigs, rats, parasites, or insects.”). But see Armstrong, supra note
4, at 414 (“[A]lthough Native American cultures may consider some identifications
with animals honorable, it cannot be presumed that all species of animal are
accorded this value, nor that all other colonized cultures do the same.”).
62. See ANDREA SMITH, CONQUEST: SEXUAL VIOLENCE AND AMERICAN INDIAN
GENOCIDE 116–17 (2005).
63. See Armstrong, supra note 4, at 414 (“[I]deas of an absolute difference
between the human and the animal (and the superiority of the former over the
latter) owe a great deal to the colonial legacies of European modernity . . . .”).
64. See BRUHAC, supra note 39, at 162.
65. See JOSEPH EPES BROWN, THE SPIRITUAL LEGACY OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN:
COMMEMORATIVE EDITION WITH LETTERS WHILE LIVING WITH BLACK ELK 56 (“A
hunter, for example, is not just participating in a purely mechanical, but is engaged
in a complex of meditative acts, all of which—whether preparatory prayer and
purification, pursuit of the quarry, or the sacramental manner by which the animal
is slain and subsequently treated—are infused with the sacred.”).
66. WITTHOFT, supra note 48, at 22; Shelley D. Turner, The Native American’s
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“chooses” to be taken.67 The animal offers itself up to sustain the
people; this idea thus presents an interesting distinction from JudeoChristian principles, which would see humans as deliberately
choosing their prey.68 As a result of these beliefs, hunting is often
laden with ceremonial requirements, which reflect deep respect and
consideration for the animal’s spirit. For example, the Lac du
Flambeau Band of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians believes respect
for a deer must be at the core of hunting. This respect is found in
various hunting moral codes, including, but not limited to: (1) only
shoot to kill; (2) only take meat that is needed; (3) give thanks
(known as miigwetchitaagoziwin) to the deer for its life, and place
tobacco (known as semaa) near the deer before and after the hunt as
semblance of that gratitude; (4) only hunt when sober; and (5)
conduct efficient and careful butchering, so as not to disrespect or
waste the life the deer gave.69
Another example of a tribe’s hunting laws is those related to the
Makah Indians’ whaling traditions. Prior to the hunt, whalers will
fast, ritually cleanse, pray, remain celibate, and abstain from drugs
and alcohol.70 Additionally, when a whale is harpooned, it is
sprinkled with eagle feathers to release its soul back to the sea.71
Again, the core of hunting for the Makah is respect for the whale
and acknowledgement that the whale provides not only sustenance
but also social identity.72

Right to Hunt and Fish: An Overview of the Aboriginal Spiritual and Mystical Belief System,
the Effect of European Contact and the Continuing Fight to Observe a Way of Life, 19 N.M.
L. REV. 377, 382 (1989) (“The Indian sought to control his environment and he
accomplished this through strict adherence to hunting and fishing taboos and
rituals.”).
67. Reo & Whyte, supra note 47, at 21; see also Phyllis Morrow, Yup’ik Eskimo
Agents and American Legal Agencies: Perspectives on Compliance and Resistance, 2 J. ROYAL
ANTHROPOLOGICAL INST. 405, 418 (1996).
68. See generally Szues et al., supra note 19 (discussing various viewpoints of the
relationship between humans and animals).
69. Reo & Whyte, supra note 47, at 20–21.
70. Richard Kirk Eichstaedt, “Save the Whales” v. “Save the Makah”: The Makah
and the Struggle for Native Whaling, 4 ANIMAL L. 145 (1998); Rob van Ginkel, The
Makah Whale Hunt and Leviathan’s Death: Reinventing Tradition and Disputing
Authenticity in the Age of Modernity, 18 ETNOFOOR 58, 65–66 (2004); see also Jovana J.
Brown, It’s in Our Treaty: Right to Whale, ENDURING LEGACIES NATIVE CASES INITIATIVE
(2008), http://nativecases.evergreen.edu/collection/cases/its-our-treaty-whaling.
71. Van Ginkel, supra note 70, at 68.
72. See id.
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Even after an animal is killed and eaten, many Native people
have traditionally continued to treat the carcass with a great deal of
reverence and respect. In some traditional laws, for example, they
will not mistreat game animal bones for fear that the spirit of the
animal would bring bad luck to the hunter in the future.73 The EuroAmerican perspective on hunting has not typically been grounded
in this type of respect or ceremonial protocol.74 While individual
recreational hunters may describe their hunting experience as
“spiritual,” killing an animal in the Euro-American culture is
ultimately justified as an obvious outgrowth of human dominion
over animals.75 Such a desire for dominion is found within “sport”
hunting, where Euro-American hunters are encouraged to hunt and
harvest the largest of a species, primarily to demonstrate

73. See Altherr, supra note 5, at 270; see also Valerie Ruth Napoleon, Ayook:
Gitskan Legal Order, Law, and Legal Theory 65–66 (2001) (unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, University of Victoria) (on file with authors).
74. See Paul Nadasdy, The Gift in the Animal: The Ontology of Hunting and HumanAnimal Sociality, 34 AM. ETHNOLOGIST 25, 26 (2007) (“Even as we argue for the
importance and legitimacy of indigenous knowledge and practices, our own
theories remain rooted in Euro-American ontological assumptions that are
fundamentally incompatible with them.”).
75. See Eugenia Shanklin, Sustenance and Symbol: Anthropological Studies of
Domesticated Animals, 14 ANN. REV. ANTHROPOLOGY 375, 376 (1985) (citing Genesis
1:26) (“[R]eligions and storytellers alike customarily try to account for the
beginnings of human-animal interaction. Genesis does so assertively: ‘And God said:
. . . “Let [humans] have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the
air, and over the cattle and over all the earth.”’”).
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“athleticism,” not to provide needed nourishment.76 Again, this is a
stark contrast to Native hunting practices.77
Jesuit priests struggled to control Native hunting practices in the
nineteenth century and encouraged Native people to abandon
animism and other philosophical approaches to hunting as part of
the overall effort to convert all Native people to Christianity.78 The
Native legal principles of providing offerings and prayers to the spirit
of the animal stood in direct contradiction to the Judeo-Christian
perception that “animals had no souls or hope of salvation.”79 In the
end, the Jesuits believed that Christian hunters who abandoned
traditional hunting would actually see more success in the hunt, but
even many Christian Indians continued to follow their traditional
hunting traditions.80

76. Heonik Kwon, The Saddle and the Sledge: Hunting as Comparative Narrative in
Siberia and Beyond, 4 J. ROYAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL INST. 115, 115 (Mar. 1998) (noting
that “breaking the stag”—butchering a deer after a hunt—in medieval Europe
represented an aristocratic and romanticized conquest over nature); Norbert Ross
et al., Epistemological Models and Culture Conflict: Menominee and Euro-American Hunters
in Wisconsin, 35 ETHOS 478, 479 (2007). Ross et al. stated,
Whereas many Menominee interact with nature with a basic “do not
waste” ethic and a focus on hunting for food, Euro-American hunters
are more likely to stress other goals, including the goal of getting trophy
game. Here the ethic is more on the sportsmanship and competition
between hunters (who gets the biggest buck) and between hunters and
the game (outsmarting the biggest/smartest buck). These differences in
goals and epistemological frameworks, we argue, lead to different
interpretations of behavior and ultimately result in stereotyping and
conflict.
Id. Moreover, some critiques of contemporary mainstream American hunting
culture note that hunting is often associated with sex, and women are often
associated with animals. See, e.g., Amy Fitzgerald et al., Animals, Women, and Weapons:
Blurred Sexual Boundaries in the Discourse of Sport Hunting, 12 SOC’Y ANIMALS 237, 237
(2004) (“Particularly prominent in the magazines’ hunting discourse is the
sexualization of animals, women, and weapons, as if the three are interchangeable
sexual bodies in narratives of traditional masculinity.”).
77. See Reo & Whyte, supra note 47, at 22. Among the Inuit, a hunter should
never brag about his success, because it may “tempt animals to avoid that hunter
and anyone who hunts with him thus potentially depriv[ing] the family and
community of food.” PAUKTUUTIT INUIT WOMEN OF CANADA, THE INUIT WAY: A GUIDE
TO INUIT CULTURE 33 (2006).
78. See Altherr, supra note 5, at 268–69.
79. Id. at 268.
80. See id. at 274.
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Profiting financially from hunting and fishing was not exclusive
to Anglo-American hunters. Certainly, tribes bought and sold animal
parts (such as meat, fur, and pelts) and profited from these sales,
most notably with the advent of nineteenth-century trading posts.81
Indeed, it is fair to say that Native people did over-hunt at times,
particularly in the nineteenth-century southeast deerskin trade.82
However, physical cruelty and abusive treatment of animals are not
considered acceptable within tribal belief systems, as animals are
spiritually connected to humans and such maltreatment is spiritually
damaging for the community.83
In the contemporary setting, tribes that engage in subsistence
or ceremonial hunting, fishing, and trapping may find themselves
unwelcome in some of the more strident animal rights movements,
who may object to hunting altogether.84 This is only one area of
conflict that might occur between tribal nations and some portions
of the environmental movements in the United States.85 For
example, in 1995 and 1996, when the Makah Nation in Washington
State began to reintroduce the practice of whale hunting, many nonNative environmental rights activists and animal rights activists
protested the treaty rights of the Makah to engage in whaling.86 What
became clear during the public awareness battle on this matter is
that non-Native organizations are often ignorant of the long history
of respect for animals and the necessity to hunt for sustenance and
religious purposes.87

81. Ken Zontek, Hunt, Capture, Raise, Increase the People Who Saved the Buffalo, 15
GREAT PLAINS Q. 133, 134 (1995) (citing the buffalo trade as a means for Natives to
profit).
82. Barnet Pavao-Zuckerman, Deerskins and Domesticates: Creek Subsistence and
Economic Strategies in the Historic Period, 72 AM. ANTIQUITY 5, 28 (2007).
83. See generally Nathan Sherrer, Probing the Relationship Between Native Americans
and Ecology, 4 JOSHUA ONLINE 16 (2006), http://my-ecoach.com/online
/resources/5714/Native_Americnas_and_Ecology.pdf (citing a large number of
rituals and strictures concerning the ethical treatment of animals in indigenous
cultures).
84. Armstrong Wiggins, Indian Rights and the Environment, 18 YALE J. INT’L L.
345, 349–50 (1993).
85. See id.
86. Eichstaedt, supra note 70, at 155.
87. Id. at 146.
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III. ANIMAL-HUMAN RELATIONS AND COLONIZATION
Colonization has affected the way in which humans and animals
relate to one another in Native cultures.88 In short, animal cruelty
and neglect (as we understand it in the contemporary context) was
largely unheard of in traditional tribal societies. As noted earlier,
most tribal belief systems centralize human-animal relations as
having a spiritual, reciprocal connection, while most European
belief systems are anthropocentric and claim dominion over animals
as a right of human superiority.89 This clash of cultures led to an
erosion of the traditional relationship between animals and humans,
which may explain how animal cruelty may have become more
common in tribal communities.90 As Cree scholar Billy-Ray Belcourt
explains, “[W]e cannot address animal oppression or talk about
animal liberation without naming settler colonialism and white
supremacy as political mechanisms that require the simultaneous
exploitation or destruction of animal and Indigenous bodies.”91 In
the same way that gendered violence was introduced as a part of the
attempted destruction of tribal cultures, animal abuse shares similar
linkages.92 Patriarchy and dominion over animals became two
primary European imports.
Since Western (Euro-American) culture arguably did not
contain the same value structures for animals as did most Native
cultures, early contact between Europeans and Native people was
mired in extreme confusion about why the other culture acted the
way it did toward animals.93 Native people were often confused by
the way in which Europeans treated their animals, and non-Native
explorers and settlers viewed the reverential Native treatment of

88. See, e.g., DERR, supra note 18, at xiii (“[A]ttitudes toward dogs and the uses
to which their talents are put have changed dramatically with the destruction of
indigenous societies.”).
89. The Western dominion of humans over animals can be traced back to
ancient philosophers, such as Aristotle, who “believed that animals were incapable
or moral and rational judgement.” DuBerry, supra note 19, at 206.
90. See, e.g., Nadasdy, supra note 74.
91. Billy-Ray Belcourt, Animal Bodies, Colonial Subjects: (Re)Locating Animality in
Decolonial Thought, 5 SOCIETIES 1, 3 (2015).
92. Sarah Hand Meacham, Pets, Status, and Slavery in the Late-Eighteenth-Century
Chesapeake, 77 J. S. HIST. 521, 524 (2011) (linking the paternal and patriarchal
ownership of pets to an unconscious justification for slavery).
93. See, e.g., Altherr, supra note 5, at 268 (“The Indians’ hunting beliefs and
rituals provided a strong challenge to the efforts and patience of the Jesuits.”).
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animals as, at best, evidence that Native people were a primitive
people with heathen belief systems or, worse, as an indication that
Native people were indeed no more valuable than animals.94
Missionaries and federal agents who sought to “civilize” Native
people have encouraged (and even mandated) tribal communities
to adopt Judeo-Christian values about animals.95
Many of the efforts to change the nature of the animal-human
relationship took hold and were internalized by many tribal
members—much like the introduction of child abuse and domestic
violence that often followed closely after the conversion of many of
the people to a patriarchal religion. Both domestic violence and
animal abuse have sadly become commonplace in some tribal
communities, likely having taken hold because of the history of
assimilation policies implemented by the federal government.96
By using animals as weapons, upsetting the natural balance of
animal-human relations through poaching, and demonstrating how
to be violent and abusive to animals, the colonial project has had a
dramatic effect on Native people. Understanding this history is
essential to understanding how solutions may be crafted today.
A.

Weaponized Animals

On Columbus’s second voyage to North America, he came
armed with dogs that were used in military attacks on Caribbean

94. Indians and wolves were discussed in much the same language, as wild,
brutal, savage, uncivilized creatures blocking he advance of Christian civilization.”
DERR, supra note 18, at 61.
95. For example, many Native children were commanded to explicitly reject
their spiritual beliefs about animals in government- and church-run boarding
schools. Boarding schools were largely tools of assimilation that the government
used in an effort to sever children from their tribal identifies. One boarding school
survivor from Alaska reflected on this experience: “The church people mistook our
emblems as worshiping animals, being heathenistic so they—it was against the rules
and it was forbidden to speak your Tlingit language. You were punished if you did.
You couldn’t practice the dancing or any of the cultural things because it was
heathenistic.” DIANE HIRSHBERG & SUZANNE SHARP, THIRTY YEARS LATER: THE LONGTERM EFFECT OF BOARDING SCHOOLS ON ALASKA NATIVES AND THEIR COMMUNITIES 22
(2005), http://www.iser.uaa.alaska.edu/Publications/boardingschoolfinal.pdf.
96. Rob Roy Smith, Domestic Animal Protection and Cultural Use of Wild Animals in
Indian Country, MORISSET, SCHLOSSER, JOZWIAK & SOMERVILLE (Apr. 2006),
http://www.msaj.com/papers/Animal%20Law%20CLE%20Paper.htm (noting the
increase and correlation in domestic and animal abuse).
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Indians.97 As one commentator notes, “These dogs, and the others
that followed, were to lay a bloody trail across the islands and
mainland of the newfound world.”98 Observations from the 1495
Columbus campaign describe graphic, bloody violence.99 The
perverse use of animals to attack, maim, and kill Indian people was
perhaps the most significant disruption in animal-human
relationships for Native people from the time of early contact.100
Soon after Columbus’s campaign, Spanish colonizers even began
selling human body parts at public markets for “training Spanish
dogs to develop a taste for people, and these dogs were pitted against
Native Americans for sport.”101
In times of conflict, Europeans and Euro-Americans used dogs
to hunt and kill Native people, often using mastiff and greyhound
dogs that were trained to brutally attack, maim, and kill.102 This
gruesome tactic has been particularly well-documented in the areas
conquered by Spain in the 16th and 17th centuries.103 But the
Spanish were not alone: colonists from other nations also used this
brutal technique to torture and kill. Seventeenth-century English
explorer Martin Pring recorded that he used mastiffs as attack dogs
to kill “savages.”104 In 1757, Benjamin Franklin reportedly
encouraged Pennsylvania to acquire mastiffs and handlers from
England in order to hunt down Shawnee and Delaware Indians, who
had formed alliances with France.105 Such deliberate acts can
understandably alter the structure of the animal-human
relationship, as Native people likely became deeply afraid of dogs as
97. JOHN GRIER VARNER & JEANNETTE JOHNSON VARNER, DOGS OF THE CONQUEST
4 (1983).
98. Id. at 4–5.
99. BARTOLOME DE LAS CASAS, BREVÍSIMA RELACIÓN DE LA DESTRUCCIÓN DE LAS
INDIAS (1552). Taino people were “run down, disemboweled, torn to pieces, and
consumed by dogs. In all, he reported that Columbus’s 20 dogs killed 100 Taino in
an hour.” DERR, supra note 18, at 28.
100. Dogs were also used to “track” and hunt Native people during times of
conflict. During King Philip’s War (1675–1676), it was reported that colonists used
bloodhounds to track Native people.
101. SCHWARTZ, supra note 60, at 163 (citing VARNER & VARNER, DOGS OF THE
CONQUEST, supra note 97).
102. See SCHWARTZ, supra note 60, at 162. See generally Mark A. Mastromarino,
Teaching Old Dogs New Tricks: The English Mastiff and the Anglo-American Experience, 49
HIST. 10 (1986).
103. See SCHWARTZ, supra note 60, at 162.
104. Mastromarino, supra note 102, at 10–25.
105. DERR, supra note 18, at 69.
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a result of that trauma. Prior to European contact, dogs held revered
roles in the lives of many Native peoples.106 Several tribal cultures
included dogs in their cosmology and creation stories,107 some
viewed dogs as a symbol of wealth and higher societal status,108 and
some buried their dogs with them to accompany them to the
afterlife.109 Domesticated dogs were invaluable to Native people and
played a wide variety of roles depending on the tribe, including
“guards, hunters, fishers, food, pets, and, commonly, beasts of
burden.”110 Thus, using dogs as torture devices most certainly caused
fundamental changes to the relationship between Native people and
animals, ultimately uprooting the standard reciprocal relationship
between dogs and Native people.111 Instead of trust and
companionship, Native people learned to fear dogs—at least those
dogs owned by non-Native people.
Unfortunately, the era of using weaponized dogs against Native
people has recently been revitalized. They have been used as a
method of terrorizing Native people seeking to protect the Missouri
River in North Dakota.112 On September 3, 2016, at the Sacred Stone
Camp in North Dakota, a large group of Native people and activists,
who were in engaged in a prayerful and peaceful protest against the
Dakota Access Pipeline, were confronted with a private security firm
outfitted with attack dogs trained to intimidate and terrorize.113
106. Jordan E. Kerber, Native American Treatment of Dogs in Northeastern North
America: Archaeological and Ethnohistorical Perspectives, 25 ARCHAEOLOGY OF E. NORTH
AM. 81, 91–92 (1997).
107. See SCHWARTZ, supra note 60, at 94–98.
108. See id. at 56 (“[A Costal Salish woman’s] wealth was counted in the number
of dogs she owned.”).
109. NERISSA RUSSELL, SOCIAL ZOOARCHAEOLOGY: HUMANS AND ANIMALS IN
PREHISTORY 86–87 (2012); see also SCHWARTZ, supra note 60, at 103–09.
110. DERR, supra note 18, at x; see also Joshua Abram Kercsmar, Wolves at Heart:
How Dog Evolution Shaped Whites’ Perceptions of Indians in North America, 21 ENVTL.
HIST. 1, 5 (2016) (“North America in the seventeenth century . . . was home to at
least nine distinct types of dog. Many of these breeds served specific human ends.”).
111. Kercsmar, supra note 110, at 7.
112. E.g., Dogs, Pepper Spray and Guards: Water Protectors Report Violent Encounter,
INDIAN
COUNTRY
TODAY
MEDIA
NETWORK
(Sept.
4,
2016),
http://indiancountrytodaymedianetwork.com/2016/09/03/dogs-pepper-spray
-and-guards-water-protectors-report-violent-encounter-165673.
113. E.g., id.; Sarah Sunshine Manning, Manning: ‘And Then the Dogs Came’:
Dakota Access Gets Violent, Destroys Graves, Sacred Sites, INDIAN COUNTRY TODAY MEDIA
NETWORK (Sept. 4, 2016), http://indiancountrytodaymedianetwork.com/2016/09
/04/manning-and-then-dogs-came-dakota-access-gets-violent-destroys-graves-sacred
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Indian Country Today Media Network reported that “[a]pproximately
eight dog handlers, hired by Dakota Access, led the barking and
snarling dogs right up to the front line.”114 When the confrontation
ended, six protestors (including a young child) had been bitten, and
four security guards and two guard dogs had been injured.115 But the
attempt to intimidate the protesters failed considerably. The
number of protesters only increased over time.116 The camps later
closed on February 19, 2017.117 Spiritual warrior Quese IMC, a
Pawnee activist, explained, “We have [a] connection to spirituality
and so do dogs. And we know what was happening wasn’t their
fault.”118 The private security companies who were hired to use these
attack dogs to intimidate water protectors have not returned to the
site, most likely due to the horrific images that were circulated
shortly after the incident. Still, the use of dogs at the site of the water
protector movement signals that Native people must be prepared for
a renewed depraved effort by others to use animals to threaten their
lives.
B.

Poaching

Traditional Native hunters understood that the relationship
between animals and humans required hunters to be thoughtful and
reverent when determining how much game is enough so as not to
over-hunt and disrupt the delicate food cycle.119 In most cultures,
hunting was only authorized to the extent that food was needed, and
animals who were killed were honored and celebrated for their gift

-sites-165677.
114. Id.
115. James MacPherson, Oil Pipeline Protest Turns Violent in Southern North Dakota,
ASSOCIATED
PRESS
(Sept.
3,
2016),
http://bigstory.ap.org/article
/dca1962d120b4b069c0436280ad62bd1/oil-pipeline-protest-turns-violent
-southern-north-dakota.
116. Id.
117. Jenni Monet, Standing Rock Tribal Council Approves Evacuation for All Camps,
INDIAN
COUNTRY
TODAY
MEDIA
NETWORK
(Jan.
22,
2017),
http://indiancountrymedianetwork.com/news/environment/standing-rock-tribal
-council-approves-evacuation-order-camps/.
118. Karen E. Quinones Miller, Standing Firm at Standing Rock—Native Americans
Face Dogs and Pepper Spray to Protect Ancestral Lands, HUFFINGTON POST (Sept. 7, 2016),
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/standing-firm-at-standing-rock-thousands
-of-native_us_57d04161e4b0f831f706679d.
119. WITTHOFT, supra note 48, at 6.
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to the people.120 Moreover, tribal hunting laws prohibited the killing
of pregnant or nursing female animals, as well as their offspring.121
However, Euro-American settlers had no such legal restrictions or
philosophical limitations and sometimes engaged in widespread
poaching of critical animals (such as bison or salmon), leaving
Native communities with no access to traditional staple foods, which
dramatically affected a tribe’s ability to be self-sufficient.122 In 1801,
Indiana Governor William Henry Harrison wrote, “One white
hunter will destroy more game than five of the common Indians—
the latter generally contenting himself with sufficiency for present
subsistence—while the other eager after game hunt for the skin of
the animal alone.”123 Indeed, late nineteenth century poaching of
bison for hides, coupled with outright annihilation attempts, nearly
destroyed the Great Sioux Nation.124 In nineteenth century northern
California, gold rush miners destroyed and diverted many streams,
leaving tribal people without access to salmon—a key staple of
sustenance for many tribes in the Pacific Northwest and
California.125 Suddenly, tribal people were no longer able to rely on
traditional hunting and fishing methods that had been perfected
120. See generally WITTHOFT, supra note 48, at 1–6 (comparing and contrasting
how European settlers and Native Americans hunted and sustained themselves).
121. See, e.g., Milton M. R. Freeman, “Just One More Time Before I Die”: Securing the
Relationship Between Inuit and Whales in the Arctic Regions, 67 SENRI ENTHOLOGICAL
STUD. 59, 63 (2005) (noting that in the Canadian Inuit culture, “female beluga are
not to be killed if accompanied by calves or juvenile whales”). This traditional
hunting norm was codified in the twentieth century as part of the hunting bylaws of
the Western Canadian Arctic Inuit communities. Id.
122. See, e.g., Jody Emel, Are You Man Enough, Big and Bad Enough? Ecofeminism
and Wolf Eradication in the USA, 13 ENV’T & PLAN. D: SOC’Y & SPACE 707, 713–15
(1995).
123. DAVID R. WRONE & RUSSELL S. NELSON JR., WHO’S THE SAVAGE? 74 (Univ. Wis.
Stevens Point ed., 1982) (citing 1 WILLIAM HENRY HARRISON ET AL., MESSAGES AND
LETTERS OF WILLIAM HENRY HARRISON 25–31 (Logan Esarey ed. 1922)).
124. WRONE & NELSON, supra note 123, at 130 (providing a grisly description of
the massive slaughter of bison, stating that “[t]housands upon thousands of
buffaloes were killed for their tongues alone, and never skinned” and that
“[t]housands more were wounded by unskilled marksmen and wandered off to die
and become a total loss”).
125. 1 RANDALL L. BROWN, STATE OF CAL., DEP’T OF FISH & GAME, FISH BULL. 179
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE BIOLOGY OF CENTRAL VALLEY SALMONIDS 73,
https://escholarship.org/content/qt6sd4z5b2/qt6sd4z5b2.pdf
(noting
that
“following the California Gold Rush of 1849, the massive influx of fortune seekers
and settlers altered the salmon spawning rivers with such rapidity and so
drastically”).
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over the course of several thousand years.126 For those cultures that
believed animals offered themselves to hunters, this abrupt
disruption certainly challenged those belief systems, likely leaving
many tribal people feeling betrayed and confused about their longstanding relationship with these animals.
Some tribal nations started criminalizing poaching and overhunting in the nineteenth century, as tribes were encouraged to
codify written laws in English to claim the right to be civilized. The
Chickasaw Nation, for example, passed a “game law” in 1896, making
it criminal to
[e]nsnare, net or trap any quail, prairie chicken, wild
turkey, deer, antelope, fawn, fish or other game used for
food within this Nation, or have in possession any game
named in the foregoing section for any purpose or any
pretense whatever, except for food, and then when actually
necessary for immediate use.127
The penalty for violating the law included a fine and at least ten days
in jail.128
C.

Introducing Animal Abuse to Native Cultures

Laws prohibiting mistreatment of animals did not appear in
America or Europe until well into the nineteenth century.129
Essentially, until that time, there were no per se legal prohibitions
on cruelty towards animals in Western legal thought.130 Nor were
there any per se legal restrictions on abuse of women.131 As
Maneesha Dechka writes, “[T]he law permitted men to treat their
animals, along with their wives and children, as they wished.”132 And
early laws passed by American states such as New York only focused

126. See David D. Smits, The Frontier Army and the Destruction of the Buffalo: 1865–
1883, 25 WESTERN HIST. Q. 312, 312 (1994); see also Brown, supra note 125, at 92
(discussing tribal effects of decline of the salmon resource in the upper San Joaquin
River).
127. DAVIS A. HOMER, CONSTITUTION AND LAWS OF THE CHICKASAW NATION
TOGETHER WITH THE TREATIES OF 1832, 1833, 1834, 1837, 1852, 1855, AND 1866, at
361–62 (Foley Ry. Printing Co. ed., 1899).
128. Id. at 362.
129. Maneesha Deckha, Welfarist and Imperial: The Contributions of Anticruelty Laws
to Civilizational Discourse, 65 AM. Q. 515, 516 (2013).
130. Id. at 518.
131. Id.
132. Id.
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on mistreatment of cattle and other livestock.133 Companion animals
were not protected by law until much later in the nineteenth
century.134 And throughout this time, men had complete dominion
over animals and women as property.135 As these values and ethics
became foisted into tribal communities, animal abuse and domestic
violence became more common.136
One animal deserves special attention in this context: the wolf
and its dog relatives. Wolves and dogs hold sacred places in many
tribal belief systems.137 Many Native people believe that humans
learned to hunt from watching wolves.138 Wolves and dogs are not to
be harmed nor hunted as they are considered relatives.139 But the
early Euro-American perspective was that “wolves were a species to
be exterminated and no method was too cruel or inhumane.”140
Thus, not only were Native people confronted with the slaughter of
their closest animal kin, but the methods used were causing pain and
suffering to the animals. Killing a wolf or dog could be seen as an
affront to the entire community. The Creek Nation uniquely valued
the role of dogs in their communities, and in 1883, it passed a law
that sanctioned the willful killing of a dog “without provocation.”141
One also sees the exemplification of a Western value system in
the large-scale animal agriculture business. Many critics and activists
against this system note the treatment of animals and deem it to be
degrading, torturous, and solely profit-driven for the companies.142
133. Cats and dogs, for example, were considered economically worthless and
therefore unworthy of legal protection. BRUCE A. WAGMAN & MATTHEW LIEBMAN, A
WORLDVIEW OF ANIMAL LAW 5 (2011) (citing David Farve & Vivien Tsang, The
Development of Anti-Cruelty Laws During the 1800’s, 1993 DET. C.L. REV. 1, 7–8 (1993)).
134. Deckha, supra note 129, at 519.
135. Id. at 518.
136. Id. at 523–24.
137. See generally Brandy R. Fogg, The First Domestication: Examination of the
Relationship between Indigenous Homo Sapiens of North America and Australia
and Canis Lupus (May 2012) (unpublished M.A. thesis, University of Kansas).
138. Id.
139. Id.
140. Id. at 7.
141. Carolyn Thomas Foreman, The Light-Horse in the Indian Territory, 34 CHRON.
OKLA. 17, 38 (1956). Offenders could be fined up to $100, with a portion of the fine
given directly to the owner of the dog. Id.
142. See, e.g., David J. Wolfson, Beyond the Law: Agribusiness and Systematic Abuse of
Animals, 2 ANIMAL L. 123 (1996); see also, e.g., David Cassuto & Cayleigh Eckhardt,
Don’t Be Cruel (Anymore): A Look at the Animal Cruelty Regimes of the United States and
Brazil with a Call for a New Animal Welfare Agency, 43 B.C. ENVTL. AFF. L. REV. 1 (2016).
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Environmental activists additionally express concern for the
environmental and ecological toll that such an industry has on the
environment.143 The clash between contemporary animal
agriculture and traditional tribal values came to a head on the
Rosebud Reservation in 2003.144 A pig production company called
Sun Prairie opened a massive hog farm (over 96,000 hogs) on tribal
trust land in 1998, with the promise of jobs for tribal members.145 By
2003, the relationship between the Rosebud Tribe and Sun Prairie
had significantly deteriorated after reports of job discrimination,
employee health problems, and animal cruelty.146 The non-Indian
hog company, as it turned out, had selected reservation land as the
home base for its operation, given the state of South Dakota’s anticorporate farming law and that their operation would likely be in the
state .147
Furthermore, one sees the Western value system in certain
clinical animal research, which imposes painful experiments upon
animals in the pursuit of financial revenue for cosmetic, chemical,
and pharmaceutical companies.148 Activists and critics also note this
treatment to be degrading, torturous, and profit-driven.149
IV. CONTEMPORARY CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS
Over the past century, reservation and village life has been
marked by challenges presented by animals, particularly dogs.150
These problems include feral dog packs, dog attacks and maulings,
overpopulation, and animal abuse, which often intersects with
domestic violence. Despite the widespread nature of these problems,
143. See, e.g., Kyle H. Landis-Marinello, The Environmental Effects of Cruelty to
Agricultural Animals, 106 MICH. L. REV. FIRST IMPRESSIONS 147 (2008).
144. Melody Petersen, Indians Now Disdain a Farm Once Hailed for Giving Tribe
Jobs, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 15, 2003), http://www.nytimes.com/2003/11/15/us
/indians-now-disdain-a-farm-once-hailed-for-giving-tribe-jobs.html.
145. Id.
146. Id.
147. Lora Berg, Bell Farms, Sioux Tribe Proceed with Joint Venture Hog Farmer, NAT’L
HOG
FARMER
(June
1,
1999),
http://nationalhogfarmer.com/mag/farming_bell_farms_sioux.
148. See Katie C. Galanes, Detailed Discussion of Animal Testing in Commercial
Products,
MICH.
ST.
U ANIMAL LEGAL &
HIST.
CTR.
(2010),
http://www.animallaw.info/articles/ddusanimaltesting.htm.
149. See id.
150. See generally, e.g., Thomas J. Daniels, A Study of Dog Bites on the Navajo
Reservation, 101 PUB. HEALTH REP. 50 (1986).
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however, contemporary tribal animal law has largely been absent
from legal scholarship, save one important article, At a Complex
Crossroads: Animal Law in Indian Country, published by Rob Roy Smith
in 2007.151 Smith’s article provides a solid foundation for
understanding how various tribal governments can structure their
laws pertaining to animals and provides a number of key examples
of how tribal nations use the law to achieve humane treatment for
animals.152 This article builds off the conclusions of Smith and
explores how tribal nations can incorporate customary and
traditional principles into contemporary laws, so that tribal animal
laws can begin to untangle from years of colonial entrapment.
This Part begins by exploring the role of NAHS.153 NAHS
conducted a national survey on animal problems in tribal
communities, resulting in some helpful data that can inform animal
law reform for tribal communities. This Part then turns to some
specific proposals for dealing with complex animal problems on
tribal lands today.
A.

Native America Humane Society

Diana Webster, attorney and member of the White Earth Band
of Ojibwe, founded NAHS, a nonprofit, in 2014, and she is the
organization’s current president.154 The mission of NAHS is “[t]o
empower Native communities to become healthier, happier and
safer by providing information, support and resources for animal
care programs in Indian country.”155 NAHS takes a multi-prong
approach to animal issues, including awareness and education,
spay/neuter and wellness clinics, dog rescue programs, and youth

151. Rob Roy Smith, At a Complex Crossroads: Animal Law in Indian Country, 14
ANIMAL L. 109 (2007).
152. Id.
153. NATIVE AM. HUMANE SOC’Y, http://www.nativeamericahumane.org/ (last
visited Aug. 14, 2017).
154. About
Us,
NATIVE
A M.
HUMANE
SOC’Y,
http://www.nativeamericahumane.org/about-us.html (last visited Aug. 14, 2017);
Keiko Ohnuma, New Initiative Sets Up MASH Unit to Spay/Neuter Dogs on Laguna
Pueblo, ALBUQUERQUE J. (Apr. 29, 2016), https://www.abqjournal.com/765326/re
-zdog-management.html.
155. About Us, supra note 154.
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programming.156 It is the only national organization currently
addressing animal wellness from a tribal-centric perspective.157
Webster provided a detailed history on the origin and purpose
of NAHS:
We started NAHS to address the challenge of unmanaged
animal populations on tribal lands when after talking to
our network of family, friends and colleagues in Indian
country, we discovered that many of our communities still
struggled with roaming packs of rez [reservation] dogs and
herds of wild horses. We also heard stories about wellmeaning non-Native groups who came to help but often
were just concerned about the animals and who didn’t
respect or acknowledge our cultures, traditions, and
sovereign status. Being tribal members who care about our
communities—people and their animals—along with
respecting and understanding each tribe’s right to selfdetermination as well as understanding how to humanely
manage animal populations, it became our mission at
NAHS to bring information, support, and resources for
animal care programs in Indian country.158
NAHS currently partners with tribes in Minnesota and New
Mexico to offer regular veterinary care clinics that partner with tribal
animal control and other non-profit organizations.159 NAHS also
developed a tribal youth externship program through a
collaboration with the University of Minnesota College of Veterinary
Medicine to allow students to explore careers in veterinary medicine
and other sciences and encourage future leaders.160
In addition to the partnerships and the work NAHS does, the
organization is also compiling an extensive database of tribal animal
legal codes for reference by tribes searching for guidance in
developing or amending their own tribal animal codes.161 The code
156. See generally id.
157. See E-mail from Diana Webster, President, Native Am. Humane Soc’y, to Liz
Murphy (Oct. 6, 2016, 4:42 PM CST); Why NAHS?, NATIVE AM. HUMANE SOC’Y,
http://www.nativeamericahumane.org/why-nahs.html (last visited Aug. 14, 2017).
158. E-mail from Diana Webster, supra note 157.
159. Id.; Ohnuma, supra note 154, at 36; Our Partners, NATIVE AM. HUMANE SOC’Y,
http://www.nativeamericahumane.org/our-partners.html (last visited Aug. 14,
2017).
160. Tribal Youth Animal Care Externships, NATIVE AM. HUMANE SOC’Y,
http://www.nativeamericahumane.org/animal-care-externships.html (last visited
Aug. 14, 2017).
161. Appendix A: Sample Ordinances, NATIVE AM. HUMANE SOC’Y,
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is expected to be available through a website portal at Michigan State
University College of Law, a well-known university for animal history
and animal rights legal research.162 NAHS is also creating education
resources for tribes on pet care, the link between human violence
and animal abuse, therapy animals, and preventing dog bites. These
resources address the unique challenges and considerations tribal
communities have shared with the organization.163 As Webster
expressed, “We want to get our communities excited about their
animals and see them as many of our ancestors did, as companions,
protectors, and healers, rather than as problems.”164
One of the obstacles standing in the way of improving tribal
animal laws is that it has been difficult to develop discrete priorities
due to a lack of information. Each reservation or village has its own
unique needs, so a concrete, one-size-fits-all approach to tribal
animal law will be unlikely to result in improvements.165 Because
there is so little information, NAHS decided to set up a basic Internet
survey and ask people across the country to participate by sharing
their perspectives anonymously.
In the fall of 2015, NAHS conducted a national survey about
animals in tribal communities that was directed towards tribal
community members, off-reservation Natives, and non-Natives who
work within tribal communities. The survey was conducted to gather
information as to the current state of animals in tribal communities
and determine the prevalence of domestic violence involving animal
abuse in Indian country in order to demonstrate that there is indeed
http://www.nativeamericahumane.org/uploads/6/4/2/5/64257269/animal
_control_appendix_-_11-13-14.pdf (last visited Aug. 14, 2017); see also E-mail from
Diana Webster, supra note 157.
162. E-mail from Diana Webster, supra note 157; Sarah M. Donnelly, Native
America Humane Society’s Summer Legal Research Intern, TURTLE TALK (Apr. 29, 2016),
https://turtletalk.wordpress.com/2016/04/29/native-america-humane-societys
-summer-legal-research-intern/.
163. See E-mail from Diana Webster, supra note 157; see also Resources, NATIVE AM.
HUMANE SOC’Y, http://www.nativeamericahumane.org/resources.html (last visited
Aug. 14, 2017).
164. E-mail from Diana Webster, supra note 157.
165. Smith, supra note 151, at 112. “Animal law in Indian Country presents some
unique legal challenges involving multiple, and sometimes conflicting, statutory
schemes.” Id. “Because of the sheer number of different tribes and cultures, it is very
important to steer clear of clichéd views of Indians and to avoid any description that
falsely claims to encapsulate them as a people.” Ezra Rosser, This Land Is My Land,
This Land Is Your Land: Markets and Institutions for Economic Development on Native
American Land, 47 ARIZ. L. REV. 245, 256 (2005).
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a link between domestic violence and animal abuse within tribal
communities. NAHS’s purpose for the survey results was to use the
gathered information to help create programs and solutions for
tribes who are eager to combat animal abuse within domestic
violence.
The survey was created on the website SurveyMonkey and had a
total of twenty-nine questions.166 The survey was first distributed to
tribal domestic and sexual assault coalitions, advocacy groups, and
Native women’s organizations. About a month after being shared
with these groups, the survey was shared nationally on social media,
e-mail, and other forms of electronic communication. Participants
had access to the survey for roughly three months before NAHS
closed the public link to it. There was a total of 262 participants.167
The average participant age range was forty to fifty-nine years old,
and 88.17% of the participants identified as pet owners. Dogs, cats,
and horses were the most common pets among the participants.
Questions about tribal communities’ animal laws, animal treatment,
animal shelters, animal abuse, and domestic abuse were posed to
determine the current state of animals in Native communities. Four
major themes about animals in tribal communities emerged from
the survey results: (1) overpopulation, (2) lack of community
resources, (3) lack of knowledge and code enforcement, and (4)
lack of awareness. Most of the survey and the recommendations that
followed were focused on dogs.
Overpopulation was the most articulated concern. Participants
expressed that overpopulation had resulted in roaming packs of
dogs and increased maulings. In terms of responses to such
problems, participants noted that packs or mauling dogs were either
taken to an animal shelter, or collected by animal control, or shot by
the police.
A second common theme in the survey was a lack of resources
in tribal communities. Participants articulated that veterinary
166. Native America Humane Society Community Animal and Family Violence Survey,
SURVEYMONKEY, https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/NAHS-DV-ANIMALS (last
visited Aug. 14, 2017). Survey results, which have not previously been published,
were provided to the authors.
167. Seventy-one participants listed their tribal affiliation, and this survey was
completely open to both Native and non-Native participants. Notably, numerous
participants only listed their geographic regions, of which many were within or near
tribal communities. Therefore, the exact number of Native participants in this
survey is unknown.
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services, animal shelter access, and pet-friendly domestic violence
shelters were the least available in their communities. Participants
also attributed the lack of veterinary services in tribal communities
for the increases of disease, pestilence, overpopulation, and animal
abuse in their communities.
The third most mentioned issue was the lack of knowledge and
enforcement of tribal animal laws within tribal communities,
although most participants did not elaborate on the matter. When
posed with the survey question as to whether the participant knew of
the various animal codes or laws in his or her community, the
greatest number of participants answered “Unsure” or “No” as their
answer. The participants expressed that the lack of knowledge of
animal tribal codes or ordinances contributed to varying degrees of
violence against animals in their communities. Within the comment
sections, several participants noted that enforcement of their
communities’ codes was dependent upon the police and animal
control, and a lack of enforcement—be that willful or due to a lack
of control resources, primarily financial—contributed to the lack of
knowledge and code enforcement.
The fourth most prevalent issue that participants said animal
abuse in their communities could be attributed to was a lack of
awareness about varying topics of animal safety and healthcare.
In recent years, there has been a growing understanding of how
animal abuse is linked to domestic violence and child abuse.168 Some
studies have shown that people who abuse animals are also at high
risk for abusing family members.169 As this phenomenon has become
more well-known, collaborations have developed between animal
humane societies and domestic violence shelters to increase the
likelihood that victims of domestic violence have access to shelters
that allow pets.170 However, it is not clear that the same dynamic
necessarily exists in tribal communities, and no studies to date have
explored this issue. However, numerous federal reports have
168. See Animal Cruelty and Human Violence, HUMANE SOC’Y OF THE U.S.,
http://www.humanesociety.org/issues/abuse_neglect/qa/cruelty_violence
_connection_faq.html (last visited Aug. 14, 2017).
169. See Clifton P. Flynn, Why Family Professionals Can No Longer Ignore Violence
Toward Animals, 49 FAM. REL. 87 (2000).
170. See Directory of Safe Havens for Animal Programs, HUMANE SOC’Y OF U.S.,
http://www.humanesociety.org/issues/abuse_neglect/tips/safe_havens_directory
.html (last visited Aug. 14, 2017); Domestic Violence and Pets, RED ROVER,
https://redrover.org/domestic-violence-and-pets (last visited Aug. 14, 2017).
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concluded that Native people suffer the highest rates of
interpersonal violence in the nation.171
For that reason, the survey asked respondents to consider the
intersection of domestic violence and animal abuse in their
communities, including whether victims of domestic violence who
own companion animals have options for safety. Two prevalent
themes arose from these question types: (1) animals belonging to
victims are frequently abused to control victims, and (2) tribal
domestic violence shelters currently lack resources to keep victims
and their companion animals together.
Some participants noted that their communities may have
agreements with local veterinarians for low-cost boarding or limited
foster homes; however, the majority of the domestic violence shelters
do not allow or do not have the resources to provide dual-shelter for
victims and their companion animals.
Many participants also answered “Unsure” as to the questions
regarding animal abuse in cases of domestic violence and shelter
resources. In the commentary, some participants expressed their
own lack of knowledge as to animal abuse in domestic violence cases
and/or available resources. Many participants stated interest in
learning more about animal abuse in domestic violence cases and
available options for their tribal communities.
While this survey’s value is limited due to the size and nature of
participants, several important themes emerged that could be used
to develop an action plan for a tribal government seeking to
modernize its animal laws, particularly in the areas of
overpopulation of dogs and the intersection of animal abuse and
domestic violence.
B.

Potential Contemporary Solutions for Tribal Nations

This section focuses on proposed legal reform for tribal
legislatures to consider. Tribal animal laws, to the extent they exist,
may not reflect the actual values and aspirations of the community if
they were not written internally or are part of “boilerplate” language
that mirrors state law, reflecting none of the tribal traditional laws or
principles.172 Revitalizing customary principles by incorporating
171. See generally ANDRE B. ROSAY, VIOLENCE AGAINST AMERICAN INDIAN AND
ALASKA NATIVE WOMEN AND MEN (2016).
172. See generally Russel Lawrence Barsh & J. Youngblood Henderson, Tribal
Courts, the Model Code, and the Police Idea in American Indian Policy, 40 L. & CONTEMP.
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them in contemporary law has been the subject of tribal legal
scholarship for the past twenty years. For example, Hopi legal
scholar Pat Sekaquaptewa has provided some helpful structure to
thinking about incorporating custom law in the contemporary
context.173 According to Sekaquaptewa, the adoption of customary,
unwritten law should be an open and transparent process. She
writes, “[I]t is critical that tribal leaders ensure that they have
dedicated the time, attention, and funding to accurately identify and
define custom law principles and that the public has notice and a
real opportunity to comment upon proposed tribal legislation,
including such custom law principles.”174 Thus, the act of making
laws on animals will necessarily result in community-wide
conversations, which may ultimately yield creative problem-solving.
The authors of this article believe that the most common
foundation for many tribal nations’ contemporary animal laws will
be grounded in the concept of “respect” because of its central role
in traditional belief systems. Anthropologist Dave Aftandilian
explains, “The spiritual power of animals is another reason why
people should treat animals with respect. If we do, animals may take
pity on us, and share some of their power. If, on the other hand, we
do not treat them with respect, they may take revenge against us.”175
With this as the foundation, the authors posit that tribal animal laws
can be crafted in such a way as to far exceed the protections found
in American laws today. The entire paradigm shifts. Instead of
framing animals as the problem, the authors see humans as the
problem. We must all act with reverence for the harm that has been
done to animal relatives.
Although there is a plethora of tribal animal issues that may be
relevant to this discussion, the remainder of this article focuses on
specific, discrete problems that are largely related to dogs. A
comprehensive assessment of tribal animal laws would necessarily
encompass many more issues, including hunting, farming, and
wildlife management. Such an exploration is outside the scope of
this article, although some of our analysis and prescriptions may
inspire legislating animal laws in other contexts.

PROBS. 25 (1976).
173. Pat Sekaquaptewa, Key Concepts in the Finding, Definition and Consideration of
Custom Law in Tribal Lawmaking, 32 AM. INDIAN L. REV. 319 (2008).
174. Id.
175. Aftandilian, supra note 14.
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As part of a comprehensive effort to codify laws, policies, and
regulations to address challenges with dogs on tribal lands, the
authors advocate that tribal nations reclaim their traditional tenets
toward animal welfare by incorporating such principles into
contemporary animal laws. Where appropriate, tribal legislatures
can codify traditional principles by developing tribal statutes that
include clear purpose and findings sections before the substantive
provisions. Purpose and findings sections allow a tribal council to
articulate the legislative intent behind the statutory scheme. Should
an ambiguity in the law ever be identified by a tribal judge who is
applying the law, these purpose and findings sections can guide that
judge to interpret the law to be consistent with the tribal council’s
intent. Purposes and findings sections can also invoke the tribe’s
philosophy on animal law from a place of humility and reverence
rather than one of paternalism and control. For example, a purpose
section could include language such as the following (using a
fictional tribe as an example):
Since time immemorial, the Fall River Tribe has cultivated
a special relationship with the animal world. From our
creation stories, we know that animals played a central role
in establishing our clan system and our tribal worldview.
Our clan identities are tied to specific animals, and our
traditional hunting and fishing laws have established
reciprocity with animals. The Fall River Tribe now seeks to
continue our traditions by codifying honor and respect for
all animals in our community. This code is intended to
ensure that all animals are treated with reverence, given
that our very existence depends on the well-being of our
relatives in the animal kingdom. All laws in this code
should be construed liberally in favor of our animal
relatives.
A findings section is also a statement of legislative intent that
establishes the myriad reasons that the tribal council is developing
an animal protection code. A local survey distributed to tribal
citizens may yield some useful information to be placed in this
section. Again, presented below is some sample language that can be
modified to meet the specific needs of a tribal government. If
statistics are available, they can be incorporated into a findings
section:
The tribal council finds that the following conditions exist
in our community and are inconsistent with our tribal
traditional belief systems regarding our animal relatives:
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1. Our animal relatives, dogs, are suffering because of
overpopulation, lack of veterinary services, and difficult
access to spay and neuter programs.
2. Because of overpopulation, the dogs in our community
suffer from disease, exposure, and hunger. This is an
unacceptable condition for our relatives.
3. Overpopulation has led to roaming dog feral “packs”
which are difficult to control and care for as our
ancestors would have wanted.
4. Dogs, which have become “feral,” have sometimes
become dangerous to our community through
maulings and bites, some of which can be fatal. The
tribal council finds that these incidents have become
too common in our community and reflects a
longstanding imbalance in the lives of humans and
dogs.
5. Cruelty to animals has become too common in our
community. Mistreatment of animals represents the
ultimate breakdown in the respect we should have
toward our relatives.
6. Some animal owners have neglected their animals by
failing to provide food and shelter. This is inconsistent
with our traditional principles of treating our animals
with respect.
7. Some victims of domestic violence have reported that
they fear leaving their abuser because of threats of
harm to their companion animals.
1.

Overpopulation

The most common problem identified in the NAHS survey was
overpopulation. Tackling this problem is particularly difficult
because a comprehensive solution involves the dedication of
resources that are simply unavailable in many tribal communities.
Thus, substantive provisions addressing the problem of
overpopulation must be customized to each tribal nation’s unique
needs and capacity. But solving the problem of overpopulation
requires understanding the sources of this dynamic. In general,
overpopulation is primarily due to two factors: (1) communities that
are allowing or unable to control reproduction among companion
animals, and (2) companion animals that are relinquished by their
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owners to local shelters.176 As discussed in the national survey, many
tribal communities lack access to spay and neuter services. NAHS
and other non-profit organizations dedicate many of their resources
towards providing spay and neuter services, and NAHS is unique in
that it approaches these services with cultural sensitivity and
respect.177 NAHS approaches each tribe to assess their needs and
determines the best solution for the community to address the
problem to better serve the community members and the animals.178
NAHS has teamed up with the American Veterinary Medical
Association, the ASPCA, other non-profits, and tribal communities
to help provide spay and neuter services through free mobile
veterinary clinics.179
Tribal leaders should consider reaching out to these non-profit
organizations to seek lower-priced, if not free, spay and neuter
services. However, some tribes have experienced cultural clashes
with some mainstream non-profit organizations that may not respect
tribal sovereignty. Some rescue organizations with no prior history
of working with tribal communities arrive on the reservation with a
paternalist attitude or “savior” mentality, which can disrupt a
collaborative effort quickly.180 Therefore, tribes should consult
organizations like NAHS, which are designed to help tribes with such
inquiries, in finding the appropriate services.
While spay and neuter services may be able to be identified, it is
not clear exactly what type of tribal laws could be drafted to address
the problem of overpopulation. In mainstream American
communities, local governments penalize pet owners for not spaying
or neutering as an effort to control the pet population.181 It is not
clear that such a strategy would make an appreciable difference in a
tribal community with higher poverty rates and lower access to
veterinary services.182 Instead, tribal legislatures could also consider
176. Animal Population Control, AM. HUMANE (Aug. 26, 2016),
http://www.americanhumane.org/position-statement/animal-population-control.
177. See Ohnuma, supra note 154; E-mail from Diana Webster, supra note 157.
178. Ohnuma, supra note 154.
179. Id.; Our Partners, supra note 159.
180. See E-mail from Diana Webster, supra note 157; see also Ohnuma, supra note
154.
181. This is generally accomplished through lower fees for animals that are
sterilized. See Pet Sterilization in State and Local Law, ALLIANCE FOR CONTRACEPTION IN
CATS & DOGS, http://www.acc-d.org/docs/default-source/5th-symposium/press
_handouts.pdf (last visited Aug. 14, 2017).
182. See, e.g., KFBB.com, Blackfeet Reservation Facing Cultural Dilemma over Animal
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offering incentives to tribal members who have spayed or neutered
their companion animal. Such incentives could include bonuses,
prizes, raffle drawings for utility coverage for a fixed term, or other
creative ideas specific to each community.
As for companion animals that are relinquished, tribal
governments should consider allocating more financial resources to
their local animal shelter, building or expanding a shelter, or
partnering with nearby foster services. These efforts may be
implemented without the need for any particular statutes.
2.

Feral/Wild Dogs

Feral/wild dogs are largely attributed to overpopulation.183
Homeless dogs, running in packs, are far less domesticated and
operate more as wild animals because they have not been socialized
around humans.184 There are varying degrees of wildness in feral
dogs, dependent upon whether a dog was born wild or discarded or
abandoned after a period of human interaction and, if discarded or
abandoned, the interaction the dog had with humans before
becoming homeless.185
There are risks to having feral/wild dogs roam free; maulings
and dog attacks are more common in communities with feral
packs.186 There have been several high-profile dog mauling deaths
on reservations in recent years.187 Native children in some regions of
the country experience dog bites at rates far exceeding those of the

Control, ALL-CREATURES, http://www.all-creatures.org/articles/ar-blackfeet.html
(last visited Aug. 14, 2017) (quoting a tribal police officer on the Blackfeet
reservation asking, “Would you rather eat or have your dog neutered?”).
183. An Underground Epidemic: America’s Wild Street Dogs, Bringing the Feral Dog
Epidemic to the Forefront of Animal Welfare, STRAY RESCUE OF ST. LOUIS,
http://www.lb7.uscourts.gov/documents/09-3010132.pdf (last visited Aug. 14,
2017).
184. Id.
185. Id.
186. See Adam Bjork et al., Dog Bite Injuries Among American Indian and Alaska
Native Children, 162 J. PEDIATRICS 1270, 1274 (2013).
187. See, e.g., Dog Mauling That Killed 3-Year-Old Boy Angers Navajo Leaders,
ASSOCIATED PRESS (July 22, 2016), http://krqe.com/2016/07/22/dog-mauling-that
-killed-3-year-old-boy-angers-navajo-leaders/; Jim Stasiowski, A Year After Jayla’s
Death, Attacking Dogs Still Roam Pine Ridge Reservation, RAPID CITY J. (Nov. 22, 2015),
http://rapidcityjournal.com/news/local/a-year-after-jayla-s-death-attacking-dogs
-still-roam/article_ac6a602f-6d60-5827-a397-7ef88e32528b.html.
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general population.188 Thus, preventing dog attacks has become a
priority for some tribal nations.189 The dilemma is what to do with
such animals. Many current tribal codes have animal control codes
that require feral dogs to be euthanized or shot.190 However, there
are animal activists that argue that feral dogs can be rehabilitated
through proper training.191 More importantly, deliberately killing
dogs can be contrary to deeply held spiritual beliefs for some tribal
people.
Codes that require animal control to euthanize feral dogs but
do not address the underlying root problems of over-population,
lack of veterinary services, and lack of animal shelter services will
likely not curb the problem of feral dogs. Tribal communities most
certainly have an interest in decreasing feral dog pack maulings, but
this can only effectively be achieved by preventing widespread dog
overpopulation through spay and neuter access and veterinary
services.
Tribal leaders should consider contacting NAHS or local
veterinary services to coordinate and collaborate on how to address
feral/wild dogs in their communities. Each community’s needs are
distinct from any other’s; therefore, efforts to address this epidemic
of feral/wild dogs will need to be tailored to each community.
Through the resources that NAHS could provide, tribes could also
consider creating education programs for their communities to
prevent additional feral/wild dogs. Lastly, tribes that want to
rehabilitate feral/wild dogs should certainly contact veterinary
services and organizations like NAHS in order to be prepared and
knowledgeable on what is needed to accomplish this goal.

188. Bjork et al., supra note 186, at 1270–74.
189. See, e.g., Dog Mauling That Killed 3-Year-Old Boy Angers Navajo Leaders, supra
note 187; Stasiowski, supra note 187.
190. See, e.g., Dog Registration and Control of Dangerous Dogs Ordinance,
LEECH LAKE BAND OF OJIBWE TRIBAL COURT CODE § 12(C) (2013); SWINOMISH INDIAN
TRIBAL COMMUNITY CODE tit. 10, ch. 3 (2003).
191. See An Underground Epidemic: America’s Wild Street Dogs, Bringing the Feral Dog
Epidemic to the Forefront of Animal Welfare, supra note 183; Can Street Dogs Become Good
Pets?, COMPANION ANIMAL PSYCHOL. (Mar. 25, 2015), http://www
.companionanimalpsychology.com/2015/03/can-street-dogs-become-good-pets
.html.
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Abuse and Cruelty

Many tribal governments already have animal abuse ordinances
within their tribal codes.192 However, many of these codes mirror
non-Native animal abuse codes and do not address tribal cultural
adherences for the treatment of animals. These copied codes
typically do not include penalties that extend beyond citations or
low-level misdemeanors.193 Tribal governments could consider
including penalties that address their culture’s treatment of animals,
extending beyond the western legal context. Statutes, ordinances,
and codes only address the act of animal abuse and mistreatment,
not the underlying cause or effect. Animal abuse and mistreatment
statutes could include penalties that require convicted defendants to
attend cultural courses with community leaders, community service,
and/or therapy. Tribal legislatures could further require that those
convicted of animal abuse or maltreatment be banned from owning
or housing any animal within the community, subject to higher
penalties if violated. This could require routine home visits from
tribal police, animal control, or community advocates. Furthermore,
tribal legislatures could require that those convicted of animal abuse
or maltreatment pay for the animal victim’s veterinary medical costs,
kenneling fees, or foster fees.
4.

Domestic Violence

As discussed earlier, researchers have confirmed that
companion animals are frequently abused in order to intimidate,
control, and threaten human victims.194 Tribal governments should
consider amending, re-writing, or creating domestic violence
legislation that explicitly includes companion animals and livestock
as protected parties. This would encompass not only criminal
statutes within tribal codes but also any civil ordinances enacted by
tribes. Courts could include companion animals or livestock in
orders of protection, conditions of release, and any other orders or
injunctions imposed by the court. Courts could also impose postconviction requirements that are focused more towards
rehabilitation, such as cultural courses or therapy.
192. See Smith, supra note 151, at 109.
193. See id. at 118–20 (discussing several tribal codes and their respective
penalties for animal abuse).
194. See Clifton P. Flynn, Women’s Best Friend: Pet Abuse and Role of Companion
Animals in the Lives of Battered Women, 6 VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN 162, 174 (2000).
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Based off of the results of the national survey, there appears to
be a lack of both temporary foster programs or animal shelters and
animal-friendly domestic violence shelters in tribal communities.
Domestic violence shelters are mainly operated by non-profit
organizations; these shelters primarily gain financial resources
through donations or competitive grants. Many shelters, both in
tribal and non-tribal communities, lack sufficient beds for victims
seeking refuge, and a large majority of shelters do not take in
companion animals with their pet owners.195 Studies have shown that
victims are more likely to delay leaving their abusers for lack of pet
friendly-shelters and fear that their pets will be harmed if left with
their abusers.196 Where possible, tribal legislatures should consider
allocating more financial resources towards expanding their
community’s domestic violence shelter space in order to
accommodate companion animals. If such resources are not
available to fund new development for the shelters, tribal legislatures
could also require that those convicted of domestic abuse with
allegations of animal abuse be required to pay for any veterinary
medical costs, foster fees, or kenneling fees of their victims’
companion animals. Tribal legislatures could also provide incentives
for community members to become foster homes; such incentives
would have to be tailored to each community’s needs.
5.

Caution Against Reactionary Laws Such as Breed Bans

Tribal communities are encouraged to be thoughtful and
reflective when crafting solutions to their unique dog problems.
Reactionary laws, passed in emergency sessions, are often flawed. As
noted earlier, attacks by feral dogs are quite common on some
reservations, causing the death of children and elders.197 Following
these attacks, many tribes have created response legislation, codes,
and ordinances, and these laws primarily focus on breed-specific
bans. Breed-specific bans and legislation primarily target dogs that
possess certain physical characteristics resembling those of “pit
bulls”; however, these bans also can include Rottweilers, Dobermans,

195. See id. at 164 (discussing a survey of forty-eight shelters of which only
thirteen even asked any questions about pets in the intake interview and just six had
arrangements with veterinarians or animal shelters to provide animal care).
196. See id. at 174.
197. See, e.g., Bjork et al., supra note 186; Dog Mauling That Killed 3-Year-Old Boy
Angers Navajo Leaders, supra note 187; Stasiowski, supra note 187.
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and boxers.198 Experts believe that breed is only one factor to be
considered in determining a dog’s bite tendency and aggression.199
Experts also have not found a decrease in dog bites or attacks since
the widespread enactment of breed-specific legislation.200 Since a
large majority of these breed-specific bans require tribal animal
control departments to seize and euthanize a banned dog, it is a
logical conclusion that owners of affected dogs may not seek
veterinary or training services in their tribal communities. Poverty,
stigma, fear of seizure and destruction of the dog, fear of arrest or
citation, fear of children’s services or adult services initiating cases,
or other extenuating circumstances all contribute to owners’
reluctance to seek help from tribal authorities when it could result
in euthanasia of their dogs.
V. CONCLUSION
By combining a tribal nation’s historical and cultural reverence
for animals with the need for contemporary regulations and policies,
it may be that tribal nations are in the best position to articulate a
new socio-legal response to address the abuse and mistreatment of
animals, as well as to help victims of domestic violence. Reframing
the “dog problem” as a human problem and not an animal
problem—a complete paradigm shift—may yield solutions that are
more effective than the status quo. By addressing the dynamics that
have caused animal mistreatment in tribal communities, we will be
able to heal both the animals and Native people suffering from this
long-standing crisis. The hope is that the animals will take pity on us
as we humbly seek to restore fundamental relationships.

198. Why Breed-Specific Legislation Is Not the Answer, AM. VETERINARY MED. ASS’N
(Aug.
4,
2016),
https://www.avma.org/public/Pages/Why-Breed-Specific
-Legislation-is-not-the-Answer.aspx.
199. Safia Gray Hussain, Attacking the Dog Bite Epidemic: Why Breed-Specific
Legislation Won’t Solve the Dangerous Dog Dilemma, 74 FORDHAM L. REV. 2847, 2869
(2006) (citing Rebecca Simmons, Pooch Prejudice: Why Breed Bans Aren’t the Answer,
HUMANE SOC’Y (June 3, 2005), http://www.hsus.org/pets/pets_related_news
_and_events/pooch_prejudice.html).
200. Dog Bite Risk and Prevention: The Role of Breed, AM. VETERINARY MED. ASS’N
(May 15, 2014), https://www.avma.org/KB/Resources/LiteratureReviews/Pages
/The-Role-of-Breed-in-Dog-Bite-Risk-and-Prevention.aspx (citing B. Klaassen, J.R.
Buckley & A. Esmail, Does the Dangerous Dogs Act Protect Against Animal Attacks: A
Prospective Study of Mammalian Bites in the Accident Emergency Department, 27 INJ. 89, 89–
91 (1996)).
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1
Human and Animal Victims of Domestic
Violence: Being Rescued

Introduction
Domestic violence is a serious social problem across the world that has
short- and long-term effects on individuals dominated and violated by
trusted ‘loved ones’ (García-Moreno et al. 2005; Garcia-Moreno and
Watts 2011). Beyond this, it also negatively impacts more than the immediate victims targeted and/or directly exposed to it. Extended families,
local communities, and whole societies are impacted not only by the
injuries that are caused—visible and hidden—but also by the estimated
economic losses, such as lost days at work or the cost of healthcare to treat
the injured (AIHW 2018; García-Moreno et al. 2005; Garcia-Moreno
and Watts 2011). While not all injuries are permanent, many are; and in
many places including the UK, the US, Canada, Australia, and many
European countries, homicides from domestic violence occur at least
weekly (AIHW 2018; NCADV 2018; Statistics Canada 2016). For companion animals, however, domestic violence carries additional risks, such
as being killed by human perpetrators of violence, often without any
redress or public scrutiny; being left with violent perpetrators when
human victims flee; and the very real possibility of being sent to an animal
© The Author(s) 2019
N. Taylor, H. Fraser, Companion Animals and Domestic Violence, Palgrave Studies in
Animals and Social Problems, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-04125-0_1
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shelter for fostering and adoption but picked up by a new human ‘owner’
and the possibility of forced euthanasia, even if rescued (see Patronek
1997). The main aims of this book are to (1) draw attention to the link
between domestic violence and animal abuse, (2) take seriously the abuse
(and neglect) companion animals can experience in domestic settings,
and (3) more widely explore human-companion animal relations. In particular, we move beyond those mainstream discourses that stress the
importance of acknowledging animal abuse largely, or solely, in order to
recognise and address human-to-human abuse. One part of this is considering more-than-physical-violence harms done to animals experiencing domestic abuse. Another part is recognising how integral positive
human-animal relations are to those (human and other species) trying to
recover from domestic violence.
Our intention is to represent human-animal relationships in not only
accurate but also dignifying ways. This calls for us to go beyond recounting the benefits humans can derive from companion animals as if animals
were machines or commodities to be used and discarded. Focusing on the
interconnectedness between humans (mostly women) and animals, we
ask questions about interspecies reciprocity, mutuality, and welfare in the
contexts of domestic domination, control, and violation. As a result, the
central themes of this book are rescue, refuge, and recovery, in relation to
human and animal victims/survivors’ experiences of domestic violence.
Yet, this book is as much about emotional connections and empathic
love, as it is about seeking rescue and refuge from domestic violence. As
we will show, interspecies companionate relationships of connection and
love can be life sustaining. For more than a few caught up in domestic
violence, these relationships can literally provide victims/survivors with
the will to live, eat, sleep, and keep caring for others, and in the process,
maintain the will to rebuild their lives.
As we will explain, it is a misconstruction to view companion animal
relationships as unidirectional. Most do not flow from human to animal
or vice versa. Instead, they are circular, flowing between human and animal and back again in a loop that is consistently reinforced through constant, caring, and empathic interactions. These interactions involve
physical touch and proximity, non-verbal and verbal interactions, and an
awareness of and curiosity about difference. In contrast to conventional
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portraits of ‘pet ownership,’ they may be founded on empathy and not
based on assumptions about animals’ inferiority. We call these empathic
connections. In this book, empathic connections are emotionally attuned
interactions between humans and other animals that depend upon and
promote emotional closeness, physical touch, care of self and other, and
an awareness of each other’s needs that may be different from our own.
With these connections come feelings of rescue, refuge, and sanctuary.
As we explore in Chap. 4, when we speak of empathic love between
humans and animals we are referring to ongoing, loving companionate
relationships that are based on mutual regard and care, emotional attunement, and reciprocal responsiveness to each other’s interests and welfare.
Empathic love may also include alliances of solidarity, and not just emotional connection. These alliances may be the result of empathic connections, often forged by sharing domestic space together, which can engender
some powerful entanglements, particularly in the context of domestic
violence, where the power inequalities between humans and animals may
be even more accentuated. Even so, an important part of this book is to
draw attention to the asymmetrical power relationships that humans and
companion animals can experience in the contexts of domestic abuse. By
drawing attention to the negative effects domestic violence can have for
companion animals, not just humans, we show how companion animals
can be victims of domestic violence in their own right.
We use ideas from feminist intersectionality to recognise the potential
interconnections between love and abuse, and gender and species. As we
explain in Chaps. 3 and 7, our use of intersectionality focuses mostly on
the intersections of species, gender, class, and sexuality. Because of the
depth and richness of data from one of our projects in particular—the
Loving You, Loving Me interviews (see Chap. 3 for a detailed outline)—
we spend most time providing a close-up examination of nine women’s
reported experiences of domestic violence by abusive male spouses, along
with focusing on the experiences of their companion animals. These stories are used for illustrative purposes, with the narrative details providing
fine-grained understandings of how violence can take hold in domestic
settings and be hard to recognise, dislodge, seek help for, and obtain some
form of socio-cultural redress. Emblematic of the women’s stories are the
themes of relationships, rescue, refuge, and recovery. As the book unfolds,
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these themes provide useful ways to consider the wider questions about
the politics of domination and the construction of family and significant
others.
We hope that this book will be a useful resource for those in domestic
violence policy making, service provision and beyond, to draw on when
making the case for the establishment of services that enable human and
animal victims of domestic violence the opportunity to remain together.
We also hope it will inspire more research and different forms of service
provision that recognise the needs of animals caught up in domestic
violence.
Nevertheless, a few caveats are in order. It is not our aim to suggest
that it is only women—cisgender and heterosexual women—who are at
risk of being subjected to domestic violence. It has now been well established that domestic violence negatively affects a diverse range of groups,
across gender, sexuality, class, ethnicity, age, and, as we will explore, species. Highlighting what animals mean to a small group of mostly heterosexual Australian women in domestic violence situations is just one part
of a much broader suite of projects, programmes, and campaigns needed
to advance collective understanding and prevention of domestic violence. Many other projects are being undertaken, and yet more still need
to be initiated, to address and prevent violence against all groups, across
age, genders, sexualities, and other categories of difference (e.g., children, men, women, transgender people, and others). Work taken to prevent and redress violence with victims who are also perpetrators of abuse
is equally important. Anger management work, behaviour change programmes, and other attempts to intervene in domestic violence all have
a place in the collective efforts to stem and prevent domestic violence.
Many other projects and possibilities could be mentioned. Our point is
that we recognise that domestic violence has many possibilities, ‘or
faces,’ and many complexities. It is not just something that happens to
heterosexual women, and certainly not as passive victims with masochistic tendencies. But it is something that happens to many heterosexual
women and, by extension, their companion animals, which is the focus
of our book.
As we will show later in this book, several studies have shown that it is
common for many victims of domestic violence to remain in violent
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s ituations for fear of their animals’ safety and well-being. We also know
that for those who do end up fleeing without their animals, additional
guilt and fear are likely (see Chaps. 2 and 6 for more information). Much
less considered is the depth of the connection between human and companion animal victims throughout these experiences. In particular, we
have insufficient knowledge about how human-animal connections can
help both human and animal trauma victims try to heal in the aftermath
of the violence. This is a driving force for the book. Highlighting these
deep, emotional interspecies connections and the benefits they can produce for both is one way to advocate for services that protect both human
and animal victims of domestic violence. By focusing on the animals, and
on the bond between human and animal victims, it may also be a more
engaging and effective way to engage the wider public in serious and
informed discussions of domestic violence.
While domestic violence is more commonly discussed in public than
it was historically, there are still several serious misnomers about it. Many
people, for example, still feel it is a ‘private’ issue that occurs in the home,
and few people have a real sense of the daily fear and terror involved for
those who are victims of domestic violence. In part, this is a result of it
being a difficult and emotional issue to discuss, one that—like animal
abuse—is much easier to turn away from. However, we need to dispel
existing myths about it if we are to truly address the staggering ubiquity
of its practice (see Chap. 2). The first step in achieving this, as those who
so courageously highlighted its existence several decades ago pointed out
(e.g., Pizzey 1974), is to make it a public, not private, issue. That means
we need to engage people about the topic. This isn’t easy to do but a focus
on the animal victims, and on the positive aspects of our relationships
with other animals in post-abuse situations, is, we think, likely to engage
all sorts of people who would normally turn away from the issues.
Working on the various projects that form the basis of this book, which
we sketch shortly and detail in Chap. 3, has brought the personal experiences both of us had with domestic violence into full view and has, in
some ways, added to the already existing challenges of doing work in this
area. It has also given us a deeper understanding of the emotions wrought
in our participants when they recounted aspects of their abuse while talking to us. And it has ensured that we remain committed to spreading the
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word about links between domestic violence and animal abuse far and
wide—both within and without scholarly publications. Engaging others
in the fight for change means first reaching them and, often, prying their
eyes open to the realities of domestic violence, for both humans and other
animals. This has been the driving force behind all of the projects we have
conducted together and that underpin this book.

About Us
I (Nik) am a sociologist who came to research links between human and
animal directed violence after years volunteering in animal shelters in the
UK. There, I witnessed first-hand the results of the physical and sexual
abuse of domestic animals, especially dogs. According to petabuse.com in
the US, dogs were the most commonly abused species, accounting for
70.1% of cases, while cats accounted for 20.9% and ‘other’ animals
24.1% of reported abuse cases in 2011. It was during my time at the
animal shelter that I first began to understand the extent of the connection between animal abuse and domestic violence, thanks to a social
worker who volunteered at the shelter. At his urging we often fostered the
dogs of women entering refuges after fleeing violence, who could not take
their animal companions with them, and who refused to leave the violent
home until they were assured their animals were safe. This made sense of
my early experiences as a teenager in a violent relationship where the
perpetrator would often harm his father’s dog as a warning to me ‘to
behave.’ At that time, echoing the experiences of many women in violent
relationships, I did not know this was a common tactic and so did not
know how to speak out about it or who to ask for help.
While I (Nik) have gone on to address human-animal abuse links more
broadly in my research (e.g., in slaughterhouses and through meat eating
practices), I remain committed to scholar advocacy on behalf of those
animals and humans trapped in violent homes because of a general refusal
to recognise the importance of other animals and of our relationships
with them. This refusal to see, recognise, and work with cross-species
relationships means there are few services on offer for humans whose
animals are being harmed as part of the violence in their homes. Even
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fewer are the services on offer for the animals caught in these situations.
Few services have allowed animals and their humans to stay together and
while, fortunately, this is starting to change the generalised underfunding
of the domestic violence service provision sector means there are not
enough safe places for human and animal victims of domestic violence
(also see Chaps. 5 and 6). Drawing attention to the interconnections of
human and animal directed domestic violence is one way to (try to)
secure more funding and support for those humans and animals in these
situations.
In contrast to Nik, I (Heather) came to work in the area of violence
and abuse, specifically domestic violence and child abuse, first as a children’s advocate in a local women’s shelter and then as a youth worker in
residential care for 12–18-year-old young people, most of whom had
experienced chronic abuse, neglect, and deprivation. For short periods,
early in my career, I also worked in residential care for elderly people, and
people with hearing impairments. This was through the 1980s and I can
think of no time when the bond many of us have with companion animals was recognised through, for example, their living on, or visiting
these, premises. Similarly, as a social worker who graduated in 1988, I
spent the next 20 years claiming to love animals but paying no attention
to them in my professional practice, including community practices
where so many companion animals are housed. Like most social workers,
I assumed the concept of ‘social’ only applied to humans.
I (Heather) grew up in Elizabeth, South Australia, among many other
working-class families trying to make their way after migrating to
Australia. Throughout my childhood, I lived with companion animals
that were loved but, looking back, were not always properly cared for. In
our house, domestic violence was a problem for all of us, including our
cats and dog. Like some children exposed to domestic violence, these
animals were not the direct targets of my father’s violence. Yet, they still
suffered. They still felt the tensions, the explosions, the yelling, and the
destruction. After particularly intense episodes, there were the challenges
of trusting not just each other but that there would be the space to let our
guards down and relax in each other’s company. When we did so, the
connections felt even stronger, pulling us together in a shared experience
of fear and intimidation. Further complicating matters, and common to
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many domestic violence dynamics for humans and animals, were the
many attempts the animals made to placate my father, to soothe him
when they (like us) felt a build-up in his anger that he could control with
his boss and mates at the pub but not at home.
Seven years ago, when we began our collaboration, we didn’t know that
our experiences in animal and human shelter work would converge. Nor
did we realise that this work would lead us to very similar shared ideologies
regarding issues such as abuse, power, speciesism, domination, and oppression (we discuss our shared theoretical positions in detail in Chap. 2). Both
our shared theoretical interests, and our differences in approach, have been
crucial to the development of all our work, allowing us to stretch each
other’s thinking in respectful and dialogic ways. Our deep and intellectually curious friendship has enabled us to challenge ourselves and each other,
while feeling supported. We identify with Lopez and Gillespie (2016,
1690) when they talk about the “buddy system,” which they characterise as
something “developed through our close friendship, our care for and about
one another, and our ongoing concern about the emotional toll wrought by
solitary research about violent systems and their embodied effects.”
As Lopez and Gillespie point out, neoliberal conceptions of research
stress disembodied objectivity, which is often at odds with the kind of work
feminist researchers do, particularly when they/we focus on aspects of gendered and/or speciesist violence (see Fraser and Taylor 2016). In our view,
to not care about the group members we research with and/or for is an
unethical and therefore untenable position for us to maintain. Rather than
strike the pose of the detached, objective, neutral observer, we argue for
transparency of values and trustworthiness in the research process. In part,
this is why we shared information about our histories and our positions in
the previous paragraphs. Most importantly, we support the longstanding
feminist injunction towards praxis, that is, the extension of feminist politics
beyond theory, beyond method and into the very research relationship
itself. For us, this means acknowledging and supporting each other’s journey through the research while at the same time using the emotions it stirs
analytically. As Lopez and Gillespie (2016, 1694) put it,
Grief already underwrites much of our research – we research the things we
do precisely because we care. While ‘reason’ and ‘objectivity’ are privileged
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within research, we argue with other feminist scholars, so too should be
emotion … Centering the researchers’ emotional responses is a mode of
politicising the ways in which they reveal insights about the nature and
form of the violent processes we study … we are enacting a kind of caring
that reaches beyond the realm of friendship and into a radical form of
scholarship that takes into account the very lonely work done by academics
even as we acknowledge how very relational and interdependent we are.

As scholar activists we undertake all our work with a view to, at its simplest level, making (at least some) lives better. This book and the projects
it is based on are no different. Specifically, we hope to contribute to the
collective improvement of the lives of victims/survivors of abuse, both
human and animal.

 rigger Warnings and Transformative
T
Education
Before proceeding any further, however, we want to acknowledge the
sensitivity of the material explored in this book and the dilemmas we
have faced deciding which stories to reveal in this book that illustrate
domestic violence in action. We acknowledge that some of the material
in the book might be difficult to read and think about, particularly first-
hand accounts of being violated. We recognise the possibility of readers—especially those who have survived violence—being triggered or
activated. Chapters 4, 5, and 6 contain the most extensive and revealing
stories about experiencing violence, so these chapters might be treated
with more caution than others.
Vicarious or secondary trauma is not a phenomenon to be ignored or
dismissed, as domestic violence workers, and social workers more generally, understand (Bride 2007). Some stories break through our defences,
sometimes unexpectedly. We know this from our own experiences as
activist-scholars, campaigning against human and animal rights violations. There are times that such exposure is too overwhelming, while at
other times, it can feel more manageable. We must collectively persevere
because responding to and preventing domestic violence requires us to
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face some of the harsh realities others experience, if we are to understand
and empathise with their plight. In so doing, we must find ways to protect ourselves while remaining sufficiently open, compassionate, and
empathic to those most negatively affected by domestic violence.
Whether on the frontline giving support to victims/survivors of
domestic violence or undertaking research with people ‘in the field’ (as
we have done), some defences are required to prevent ourselves from
becoming overwhelmed and potentially paralysed, particularly by the frequency, gravity, and unfairness of the violence (also see Bride 2007). It
can be a delicate position to get right, for frontline workers, researchers,
and anti-abuse campaigners alike. It is not easy to find ways to stimulate
useful discussions about domestic violence and motivate action—without being gratuitous in the exploration of violence. We are not interested
in reproducing examples of violence to shock and distress readers, even
under the guise of scholarly study. Yet, we also do not want to sanitise
victims’ stories or make them more palatable. We have given much
thought to selecting excerpts from participants’ transcripts, including
consideration of the purpose and/or necessity of including explicit content about violence. Yet, caution must still be shown by each reader.
We are also aware that trigger warnings are not themselves unproblematic. Depending on how they are used, trigger warnings can be used to
shut down important discussions. While we appreciate their concerns
about trigger warnings, we do not share Lukianoff and Haidt’s (2015)
contention that they inevitably coddle people and are expressions of vindictive protectiveness. We also appreciate that, in and of themselves, trigger warnings cannot prevent the restimulation of past trauma. Instead,
we include such a warning here in case it helps readers prepare themselves
for the content of this book, especially Chaps. 4, 5, and 6.

Overview of Projects That Underpin This Book
This book is based on work that we have done throughout our respective
20-year-plus careers, including work done prior to our collaboration, and
during our partnership over the last 7 years. There is one project, in
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 articular, from which we draw many of our illustrative examples. It is
p
the Loving You, Loving Me project, sketched below and detailed in Chap.
3. Findings from other human-animal relationship projects have also
informed this book, including a couple led by our friend and colleague,
Damien Riggs. While not all of these studies focused explicitly on domestic violence/abuse, they all addressed questions about the depth of connections many people feel with their companion animals. Below we
outline the projects that have informed this book.

Loving You, Loving Me (2016–2018)
In 2016 we designed a project to engage the public in discussions about
domestic violence and animal abuse. We wanted it to be eye-catching and
accessible, dynamic and engaging. We called it the Loving You, Loving Me
project to place love, not just abuse, at the centre of our inquiry. In doing so
we hoped that we might engage people who ordinarily turn away from discussions of abuse, whether because of discomfort, sadness, or long-held
beliefs about the lack of importance such discussions had for their lives. Our
main partner, the Northern Domestic Violence Service (NDVS), initially
raised an eyebrow at the mention of love, perhaps wondering whether this
focus would trivialise their clients’ experiences of being violated. We understood this and elaborated our rationale. Focusing on love, particularly the
experiences of love their clients felt to and from their animal companions,
would help to marginalise perpetrators of abuse—symbolically make them
recede from view. Written accounts of human and animal experiences of
being brutalised would then be analysed to explain how domestic violence
can occur and how victims can get stuck in situations that can quickly spiral
out of their control. So, we designed a project with two parts: (1) an art and
photographic exhibition of human and animal victims surviving violence
together and (2) a qualitative study involving interviews with human victims in their homes, in the presence of their companion animals.
For the Loving You project we interviewed nine women who had
previously experienced domestic violence. Throughout these interviews
we focused on their relationships with their companion animals. At the
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same time, the service providers involved in the project—NDVS and
Relationships Australia, South Australia—solicited artworks from the
women. These works included original art pieces made by the women
and their children as well as photographs of the women and/or their children with their animals taken by volunteers from the local Mawson Lakes
Photography Club. The works were exhibited in various municipalities in
the north of South Australia, where the project took place. Following a
launch that included the local MP, and various speakers on the issue of
domestic violence, the exhibition moved throughout the local area. The
rationale behind this project, from the very start, was that visual images
of animals, and of animals with their humans, would attract attention
and open up new spaces to discuss domestic violence as a topic. It would
also highlight the importance of services that allow women and their
animals to stay together while leaving violence—at the time of writing,
NDVS was the only service in the state that did this.

In Good Company: Women and Animal Companions
(2014–2015)
This project involved three focus groups, totalling 25 women aged 18–65,
where participants talked about their connections to companion animals
and shared photographs, stories, and biographies of them. Two groups
were held on a university campus and one in a local community organisation. The groups lasted for an hour and were recorded and transcribed.
Although there was so much energy that at the end of each session, participants said they wished they were longer. As we explained in Fraser and
Taylor (2017), we needed to do relatively little facilitation of discussion.
Even complete strangers in the group came alive when talking about their
relationships with animal companions, opening up to each other and still
chatting to each other and showing more photographs after the sessions
had ended. Several participants then joined our Animals in Society
Facebook page, https://www.facebook.com/groups/AnimalsInSociety/,
which currently stands at a thousand members.
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What Is It About Animals? (2015–2016)
This was an openly framed, online project that collected information from
humans about their relationship with animal companions. As with most of
our work, it included a visual component, so the animals could be present
visually. A very broad invitation was made to people over the age of 16 to post
images, video, poems, stories, and other texts to a dedicated website about
what their animals meant to them. Curious about what a call would bring,
we stated simply that “we want to know how you experience animals you
consider important; how you describe and feel about these relationships.”
With 200,000 views from 28,000 unique visitors, we ended up with a total
of 94 image posts, 68 of which also included text—almost all from women.
A feminist animal studies perspective, appreciative and critical of speciesism (see Chaps. 2 and 3 for more on our theoretical position), informed
the thematic analysis of data produced in both projects. The major theme
that emerged from the women’s verbal, written, and photographic contributions was that connections to companion animals profoundly enhanced
their health and well-being. Linked to this was a clear sense that these deep
connections were reciprocal, that is, animals felt them too. Subthemes
included recognition of animals’ ability to offer unconditional love and
regard, act as ‘nurses’ and therapists, and offer the women the opportunity
to experience love, and themselves, in more expansive and holistic ways.

 elationships Between Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and/or
R
Transgender People and Their Animal Companions
(2016–Present)
With colleagues Damien Riggs (Flinders University), Catherine Donovan
(University of Sunderland), and Tania Signal (CQUniversity), we are conducting a series of projects that investigate relationships between lesbian,
gay, bisexual, and/or transgender people and their animals. To date, these
projects have included analysis of a pre- and post-workshop questionnaire
for domestic violence prevention service providers (Riggs et al. 2016), an
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online survey that focused on both animal companionship and experiences of violence to humans and animals, and had over 500 respondents
from the UK and Australia, (see Taylor et al. 2017; Riggs et al. 2018) and
interviews with lesbian, bisexual, and/or transgender women regarding the
role of companion animals in their health and well-being. Collectively, this
data shows that animals are an important source of emotional strength to
those experiencing domestic violence and abuse, particularly when they
offer non-judgemental support to those who may be experiencing identityrelated abuse; that individuals’ concern for their animals’ well-being can
act as a catalyst for leaving the violent relationship; and that animals are
emotionally, as well as physically, affected by domestic violence and abuse.

Note on Terminology
We use the terms ‘domestic violence’ and ‘domestic violence and abuse’
interchangeably because we define domestic violence as any kind of abuse
occurring among those who are or have been familial and/or intimate in
domestic settings. As discussed later, previous, current, or hoped for
experiences of emotional connection and intimacy are centrally related to
the ways violence can infiltrate relationships formerly experienced as
loving. We use the term domestic violence to signify physical, sexual,
psychological, financial, and/or emotional forms of abuse. We recognise
that people can be abused without ever having physical violence done to
them and that emotional and psychological abuse may happen with or
without accompanying physical and/or sexual violence. We also refer to
animals as victims of domestic violence and we use the term with the
same breadth, that is, we recognise that animals are harmed physically,
sexually, emotionally, and psychologically in violent homes. Similarly, we
acknowledge that they may suffer without being direct victims of physical harm themselves—through witnessing violence to their humans or
through the fear that violent outbursts directed at others engender in
animals, for example.
In this book we see domestic violence in gendered terms. We have
concentrated most on heterosexual women victims of domestic violence
because they are so numerically overrepresented as victims, and also
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because they were the clients of our primary partner organisation, the
NDVS. This does not mean we do not recognise that men can be abused
as can those of any gender in same-sex relationships. Both of us completed our undergraduate and post-graduate work, which focused on
abuse, working within feminist theories that foregrounded patriarchy as
the explanation for men’s violence against women, and to a degree we still
think this idea has merit. However, more recently in our joint work we
have been working with colleagues focusing on animal abuse and domestic violence in the context of LGBTQI people’s lives, and this has caused
us to re-evaluate our thinking in this area. Put simply, we believe that
domestic violence is an abuse of power that can occur between any two
people in an intimate relationship. We acknowledge the statistics in this
area that show the victims of domestic violence are primarily women in
heterosexual relationships with men, who are the abusers (we take this up
in more detail in Chap. 2). When we discuss violence in the context of
same-sex attracted and/or LGBTI people’s lives, we note this specifically.
We use the terms ‘companion animal,’ ‘animal companion,’ and ‘other
animals’ throughout, as well as ‘animal.’ ‘Companion animal’ and ‘animal companions’ are used deliberately as we think the term ‘pet’ is derogatory and suggests that other animals are here solely for human purposes.
Our position is that animals have their own lives and agency and need to
be recognised as such. Yet our use of the terms companion animal/animal
companions is not unproblematic. Whatever terms we use to describe
animals that cohabit with humans, the sad fact remains that many are
treated badly. Many are left chained outside and not considered part of
the family, euthanised as ‘unwanted’ in their millions at shelters around
the world, and, victim to abuse and oppression that denies their liberty
and agency. We recognise that, in some ways, using the term companion
animal is euphemistic and threatens to gloss over these issues by indicating all is well, that these animals (if not billions of others) are our equal
and treated well. We acknowledge this and urge future research into the
ways companion animals are treated, and into alternative language that
fully expresses the relationship between us and them. For now, though,
with alternate language missing, we think this the lesser of two evils and
so continue to use the term.
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Our use of the terms victims and survivors cuts across human/animal
lines. We recognise that there is more to the humans and companion animals
described as victims and/or survivors, that these identities are only part of
who they are and what they have experienced. We use the terms victims/
survivors for shorthanded, explanatory purposes, not to fix their identities as
static and unidimensional. We are all more than the classifications into which
we are organised. The notion of survival is invoked because, for many victims
of domestic violence, the fact that they have survived the violence perpetrated
against them is remarkable—a testimony to their/our strength and perseverance. Recognition is also given to the mounting evidence showing that
domestic violence is not incidental to neighbourhood disadvantage, that poverty, unemployment, ‘tough neighbourhoods’ where residents are expected to
‘mind their own business’ are correlated to and exacerbate domestic violence
(Benson et al. 2003). As shown in the diagram by Beyer et al. (2015), four
domains inclusive of a range of possibilities influence the likelihood of
domestic violence occurring and the likely responses to it. They are (1) individual; (2) interpersonal and family; (3) neighbourhood and community;
and (4) policy, systems, and society (Fig. 1.2).
To this diagram we might add a fifth domain: ecological, natural, and
built environment. In it we might consider the emerging data showing
that climate change, particularly rising temperatures, is being positively
correlated to rising numbers of violence-prone individuals, but also the
other effects of climate change, such as internal conflicts if not wars over
food, water, land, and fuel (see Plante and Anderson 2017). Rather than
position (non-human) animals within this ecological domain (as in the
amorphous term, flora and fauna), we see them as intersecting all five
domains. This is especially relevant to companion animals whose lives
and living conditions are directly shaped by all five domains.
Bearing in mind the contextual factors identified in Fig. 1.2, we similarly recognise that there is also more to perpetrators than the abuse they
have committed, or are committing, against those they are close to. They
too may have been subjected to violence by others, as children in schools
and on the streets, and as adults in violent neighbourhoods and bullying
workplaces. Many groups of men are still culturally induced into hyper-
aggressive forms of masculinity, ridiculed if they transgress emotionally
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Fig. 1.2 Conceptual model relating individual, social, and ecological factors to
intimate partner violence. (Beyer et al. 2015)

repressed, interpersonally dominant codes of conduct so often expected
from ‘real men.’ Some male perpetrators of violence make their living in
socially sanctioned violence, such as in abattoirs (Fitzgerald et al. 2009)
and through military service and militarism (see, e.g., Adelman 2003). In
these work roles, they are to enact violence in very specified ways and
disconnect from any moral implications of this violence they might feel.
At the same time, they are socially expected to be non-violent in their
private lives—a position many fail to maintain (see, e.g., Fitzgerald et al.
2009). We recognise that with the will, support, and resources, perpetrators of abuse can change, and we value the work done to bring about this
change. However, this book is not designed to explore the experiences of
abusers. If it were, we would have posed research questions that reflected
this interest and interviewed them or found other ways to represent their
experiences.
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Finally, some notes on our use of the term rescue. One major theme of
the book is rescue, a concept we have deep respect for but also problematise in our considerations of human and companion animal life
experiences. Rescue is a notion that at face value suggests something
implicitly good, a worthy goal even if not successful. Some rescues are
exactly this: ultimately happy stories where victims are plucked from danger into safety, where they are loved and not just allowed to flourish but
celebrated for being who they are, whatever that is (dog, cat, female,
poor, queer, old, disabled, etc.). However, the idea of rescue is not only
something we should exalt.
From a critical perspective, the politics of rescue can involve acts of
domination and subordination, often in the name of protection, which is
rarely as innocent as it sounds. Think, for instance, about the effects of
the Stolen Generation, Sixties Scoop (Sinclair 2007), and other Imperial
attempts to ‘save’ Aboriginal children from their Indigeneity, community
connections, and cultures (see Lake 1998). Institutionalised rescue narratives have been used to justify acts of aggression, such as Western attempts
to save Iraqi women from the Taliban, and more recently to save homosexuals from other repressive regimes (Bracke 2012). On the face of it
these actions seem worthy and commendable. Yet, on closer inspection,
the consequences—including those that are unintended—can be dire.
First, there is the problem of assuming so many victims possess false consciousness and/or lack self-efficacy, including the ability to take their own
actions, including acts of resistance (Bracke 2012). Next is the problem
of what happens post-rescue, when rescuers exit often leaving victims to
languish in terrible conditions, alone in foreign and/or more hostile situations (see Bracke 2012; Sinclair 2007).
Rescue, in policies and practices with both humans and animals, has
had some pernicious consequences. Consider, for instance, the practice of
humans rescuing animals without due regard for the long-term consequences and commitments this involves. This includes ‘saving’ animals
only to subject them to further abuse and neglect through animal hoarding (see Berry et al. 2005). Consider all those well-meaning people who
orchestrate animal programmes at schools or through petting zoos and
the like, who purport to rescue animals but who fail to see when they are
being roughly handled, stressed, or, in some instances, disposed of once
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the programme has ended. In these instances, rescue—as a concept, narrative or practical operation—takes on more sinister meanings.
The social practice of ‘rescuing’ others has problematic class and gender connotations. Linked, particularly in the case of animal rescue, to
female members of the upper classes doing philanthropic work in
Victorian Britain, it has often been cast as ‘women’s work’ or as ‘emotional work’ not relevant to that considered central—and thus lauded—
to the (economic) public life of our cultures. In fact, so gendered and
misguided were some aspects of animal protectionism considered that
the malady of “zoophilpsychosis” (purported ‘too much’ concern for
other animals) was invented to undermine the work of female antivivisectionists in the nineteenth century (Buettinger 1993). This lives on with
animal rescue being considered the domain of ‘crazy cat ladies’ (Fraser
and Taylor 2018), and linked to this is the problematic ‘saviour complex’
that positions humans who work towards improving other animals’ lives
as being voices for the voiceless (we discuss this in more detail in Chap.
7). Both of these are linguistic moves that simultaneously derogate both
the humans and animals involved by reminding us that they are both
(often) considered second-class citizens. Our criticisms of this are not
intended to occlude the fact that animal rescue (and aligned animal protection movements) is largely the domain and work of women (Coulter
and Fitzgerald 2018; Gaarder 2011) but to point out that because of the
intersections of misogyny and speciesism this is often assumed to be a
bad thing.

Chapter Outlines
In Chap. 2 (‘The Links In-and-Between Human-Animal Abuses: Love,
Loyalty, and Pain’) the links between human and animal abuses are examined, particularly domestic violence. It is here that we explain our use of
intersectionality as a theoretical means for understanding interlocking privilege and oppression, as they apply to humans but also (other) animals. We
then outline our central argument—that other animals need to be considered in our understandings of domestic violence despite this necessitating a
change to the current humancentric thinking and theorising.
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In Chap. 3 (‘What We Choose to Hear: Researching Human-Animal
Violence’) we provide a detailed discussion of the methodological
approach we took to our projects and to our research more generally into
domestic violence and abuse. Research quandaries related to trying to
include, or at least see, animals in studies about human-animal relations
are then discussed, with illustrative examples provided from our projects
such as What Is It About Animals? (2016) and Loving You, Loving Me:
Companion Animals and Domestic Violence (2017).
In Chap. 4 (‘Being Subjected to Domestic Violence: Empathic Love
and Domination’) we consider how women and companion animals are
dominated and abused by ‘loved ones’ and how they seek refuge in each
other through their own interspecies relationships of empathic love.
Close-up examples of abuse are provided from the Loving You, Loving Me
study used to consider what it means to construct companion animals as
family members in the context of domestic violence. This means it is not
just the benefits of ‘pet-keeping’ for humans that we consider, but the
harms caused to all victims of domestic violence, human, and animal.
The chapter is broadly organised in terms of chronology and the plot of
escaping domestic violence, showing how confusing and complicated it
can be when abuse surfaces not as a single incident but an ongoing
dynamic. We move through the experiences of love relationships that
become abusive, forcing victims to re-evaluate their ongoing viability.
The chapter closes with stories about the women deliberating about leaving violent family homes and the likely implications for companion animals in the process.
In Chap. 5 (‘Foregrounding Companion Animals’ Experiences of
Domestic Violence’) we consider the impact of domestic violence on animals’ physical and mental health and well-being. Because we are equally
concerned about animal and human victims/survivors of domestic violence, this means that just as we pay attention to the impact of domestic
violence on humans we also have to pay attention to the impact on companion animals. Similarly, as we consider how humans embark on their
recovery after leaving domestic violence, along with their animal companions, so too we need to address the animals’ recovery.
In Chap. 6 (‘Supporting Victims/Survivors: Escape, Refuge, and
Recovery’) the themes are escape, refuge, and recovery. These are used to
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analyse how victims/survivors managed to escape domestic violence in
their homes and how they (try to) recover from the violence and rebuild
their lives with the support of others. Participants stressed the importance
of housing, so we pay attention to their attempts to find alternative housing that would accommodate themselves and their children, but also
their animal companions. We present other challenges to recovering from
violence by ‘loved ones’ to show that in contrast to the popular fantasy of
escape, post-separation may not be experienced as liberating but as
another period of anxiety and hardship.
In the concluding chapter (‘The Work of Significant Other/s:
Companion Animal Relationships in the Future’) we reflect on historical
changes associated with feminists making domestic violence a public not
just personal problem. Our interest in the love, empathy, and healing
possibilities of human-animal companionship continues in this chapter
through our discussion of the need to value the labour that companion
animals perform, especially their emotion work. We argue that recognising their labour necessitates us thinking about what companion animals
might get out of their relationships with humans and whether they are
‘voiceless.’ We note the need to also think in practical terms about the
necessary provisions for animals in the context of domestic violence,
including suitable housing for human and animal victims. For illustrative
and inspirational purposes, we point to several current relevant policy
and programme examples. We end with a discussion of six key commitments that need to be shown by humans towards companion animals for
the notion of significant other to become truly meaningful.
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Fig. 2.1 Woman with terrier on knee

2
The Links In-and-Between Human-
Animal Abuses: Love, Loyalty, and Pain

Introduction
This chapter starts with an overview of the current literature documenting
the links between human and animal abuses and is focused on the abuse
of humans and companion animals in private homes. The reported and
likely effects on victims/survivors are then identified, for humans and
companion animals. We argue that current mainstream frameworks for
understanding domestic violence are inadequate and that this is especially
evident when we try to extend them to an understanding of domestic
violence done to other animals. Instead, we argue that a more expansive
understanding of domestic violence is required; one that draws on feminist intersectional Understandings of power that allows us to include animals in their own right. An added advantage of this is it allows an
exploration of how love and abuse can coexist in domestic settings for
humans and animals which we consider in the second section of this chapter. The themes of love, loyalty, and pain provide context and insights into
the complexities, shock, and confusion so many humans and companion
animals feel being subjected to domestic violence. As shown, in much of
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the human-animal literature these themes of love, loyalty, and pain appear
through discussions of (human) victims delaying leaving because of concerns about housing and the safety of their companion animals.
Our main conceptual argument is then clarified. Simply put it is that
we need to extend the current framing of domestic violence to include
animals as victims in their own right. This shift in conceptualisation is
intended to help us move away from a humancentric approach to understanding domestic violence, one that includes their direct experiences of
abuse but also them witnessing the abuse of their humans.

F raming Domestic Violence and Ascertaining
Its Impact
Studies about domestic violence have mushroomed since the 1970s. As a
result, many statistics can be cited to show prevalence, incidence, severity,
and costs to individuals, particular populations, wider societies, and so
on. In a time where we have seen the rise of (narrowly defined) evidence-
based practice, readers might implore us to ‘show us the numbers.’ In
part, we have responded to this call citing dozens of studies from around
the world. However, we need to remember that different definitions of
domestic violence are used in studies that deploy a wide variety of methods, applied in a range of contexts, all of which make clean comparisons
of data difficult, if not impossible, particularly in relation to questions
about prevalence and incidence. Our appreciation of these complexities
means that rather than assume that the findings we will cite in this book
are context-less and universally generalisable, we refer to a host of studies—recent and older—to pick up the threads of commonality and point
to common patterns of knowledge.
For instance, in countries such as Australia, we know that domestic violence is a widespread, serious social problem. According to the Australian
Bureau of Statistics (2013), one in three women has experienced physical
and/or sexual violence perpetrated by someone known to them and one in
four women (and one in seven men) has experienced emotional abuse by a
partner (ABS 2014). These figures are similar to those in comparable coun-
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tries, for example, in Canada in 2015 almost 92,000 were victims of intimate partner violence as reported to the police. Four out of five of these
were women (79%)—representing about 72,000 female victims (Burczycka
and Conroy 2017). In the European Union (EU), interviews with 42,000
women across the 28 member states of the EU (EUFRA 2015) demonstrated that an estimated 13 million women in the EU had experienced
physical violence and 3.7 million women had experienced sexual assault in
the 12 months before the interviews, that one in three women (33%) had
experienced physical and/or sexual violence since she was 15 years old with
8% of women having experienced physical and/or sexual violence in the 12
months before the interviews. And in the US, more than one in three
women (35.6%) have experienced rape, physical violence, and/or stalking
by an intimate partner in their lifetime; nearly one in ten women (9.4%)
has been raped by an intimate partner in her lifetime, and around one in
four women (24.3%) have experienced severe physical violence by an intimate partner (Black et al. 2011).
Less is known about the prevalence of violence done to companion animals within domestically violent relationships because of a lack of data due
in part to poor responses from a criminal justice system that does not take
animal abuse as seriously as human abuse. This is compounded by the fact
that the human services that may encounter animal abuse (such as domestic violence shelters) tend not to keep systematic records of it (if they keep
records about animals at all), and by the fact that the investigation of cruelty to animals is often done by underfunded SPCAs (Societies for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals) that do not have the resources to fully
prosecute all perpetrators. For instance, the Royal Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals (RSPCA 2013) estimates that only 3% of prosecutions result in convictions due to a lack of prosecutable evidence. To put
this in context, the operational statistics annual report of the RSPCA in
England and Wales shows that of the 1,327,849 calls to a 24-hour cruelty
line, 153,770 allegations of cruelty were investigated, with 2174 cases being
reported to the RSPCA prosecutions department. While few of these complaints will be regarding deliberate companion animal abuse, it demonstrates the problems inherent in using official sources to assess the prevalence
of companion animal abuse as many cases of animal abuse reported to the
SPCA (or equivalent body) never make it to the official statistics. Attempts
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to quantify the prevalence of animal abuse outside of the official statistics
are also problematic. For example, while data demonstrates that around
40% of veterinarians see between one and three cases of deliberate abuse
per year (in Australia; Green and Gullone 2005), many animal victims of
deliberate abuse will not be taken to the vet (Arluke and Irvine 2017).
Tiplady et al. (2012) interviewed 26 women with experiences of domestic
violence and found only 2 of them (8%) reported specifically mentioning
animal abuse to the veterinarian treating their animal despite a number of
animals reportedly being euthanised due to injuries suffered. The remaining 24 women (92%) explained that they would be hesitant about discussing animal abuse with a veterinarian due to (1) general shame regarding the
abuse, (2) a fear of being judged or a fear the veterinarian would not believe
them, and (3) a fear of the consequences if the abuser found out they had
spoken to a veterinarian.
Despite this general lack of evidence regarding deliberate animal abuse,
studies have repeatedly demonstrated links between domestic violence
and animal abuse, including child and elder abuse. In particular, there is
ample evidence of higher rates of threatened and actual harm of animals
in relationships where domestic violence (towards humans) is occurring
(e.g., Ascione et al. 1997; Volant et al. 2008). Volant et al. (2008), for
example, compared the experiences of 102 Australian women who had
experienced domestic violence and abuse with a demographically
matched sample of 102 women without similar experience. They found
that more than half the women who had experienced domestic violence
and abuse reported their animal companions had been harmed, and 17%
of these reported that their animal companions had been killed. This
contrasted with only 6% of the matched sample reporting harm of animals, and no animal companion deaths. This matches international
research that demonstrates co-occurrence of domestic violence and animal abuse rates between 25% and 86% (Monsalve et al. 2017). For
example, Hartman et al. (2016), in a US study, found that 11.7% of 291
victims of domestic violence had witnessed threats towards a companion
animal, with 26.1% witnessing actual animal harm. The presence of animal abuse in families where other forms of domestic violence are occurring has been linked to more severe and more forms of violence towards
humans, along with a greater use of controlling behaviours. Simmons
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and Lehmann (2007) in their survey of 1283 women seeking refuge in
domestic violence shelters in Texas, between 1998 and 2002, found that
men who abuse the family companion animal appear to be more dangerous than men who do not. The animal-abusing men demonstrated more
instances of sexual violence, marital rape, emotional violence, and stalking than men who did not abuse the family companion animal. They also
used a wider variety of controlling behaviours.
Human abusers can deliberately target companion animals to maintain the human victim’s compliance, silence, or to punish perceived
wrongs committed (e.g., DeGue and DiLillo 2009). In a study in Ireland,
Allen et al. (2006) asked 13 women (of a sample of 23) who had experienced animal abuse in their domestically violent relationship, what they
thought motivated the abuser’s behaviour. Of these women, 12 believed
their animals were used to deliberately establish control over them and/or
their children. Even when they gave other reasons, such as anger and
revenge, the majority of the women read this back to being another form
of control. Similarly, Newberry (2017), in her analysis of 74 stories from
online forums where individuals shared experiences of companion animal abuse, found that using animals to control human behaviour was a
common theme. Within this theme she identified three subthemes: isolating victims by restricting their contact with others (e.g., victims scared
to leave their animals with the perpetrator while they visited friends/family), financial control (e.g., refusal to pay for veterinary fees), and preventing victims from leaving and/or coercing them to come back (e.g.,
threatening animals’ lives if victims were to leave).

Questions About Victims Leaving
Concern for the well-being of their animals (or ‘fellow sufferers’)
(Fitzgerald 2007) often results in those who experience domestic violence
delaying leaving, remaining in, or returning to abusive relationships (e.g.,
Ascione et al. 2007; Faver and Strand 2003; Newberry 2017). Allen et al.
(2006) document how 4 of the 13 women in their study had delayed
leaving because of concerns over their animals’ well-being. This was
compounded by children’s attachments to companion animals. Allen
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et al.’s respondents explicitly mentioned that lack of domestic violence
services that include companion animals was a significant factor in their
decision to remain in the violent relationship. This mirrors other research
that shows between 18% and 65% of female victims of domestic violence
delay leaving over concern for their animals’ well-being (Monsalve et al.
2017). Service providers are increasingly articulating that concern for the
well-being of any animals left behind is a significant barrier to leaving
violent situations (e.g., Wuerch et al. 2017). Concern over companion
animal’s well-being is also a factor that makes some women return to
violent relationships. Carlisle-Frank et al. (2004) surveyed 48 women
who had experience of domestic violence, 34 of whom had companion
animals. They found that of those who had companion animals, 48%
had considered returning to the violent home due to concerns for their
animals, 25% had at some point actually returned to the abuser out of
concern for their companion animals, and 35% had returned to the
abuser out of concern for their animals in cases where the batterer had
previously abused the pet.

Long-Term Effects of Domestic Violence
Extensive research across disciplinary boundaries shows the long-term and
devastating effects for the many who experience domestic violence. Well
documented are the short- and long-term psychological problems for all
human victims/survivors and, for children, increased risk of behavioural
and educational problems (Geffner et al. 2003). Mental and physical health
problems, including post-traumatic distress, anxiety, depression, are common, as is substance use as a form of self-medication (Zlotnick et al. 2006).
Homelessness and a loss of economic stability and security are also outcomes of experiencing domestic violence for many women (Mayock et al.
2016). Increasingly research is also documenting the ill effects of witnessing
animal abuse within domestically violent homes, particularly for children.
Research demonstrates that children living in homes where domestic violence is present also witness more cruelty to animals than in homes without
domestic violence (Volant et al. 2008). Children exposed to domestic violence are at increased risk of behavioural, socio-emotional, and cognitive
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difficulties (Øverlien 2010) and, in the case of witnessing co-occurring animal abuse and domestic violence, appear to be at higher risk of harming
other animals. For example, Ascione (1998) reported that 32% of the 22
women with children who sought shelter at a safe house he interviewed
stated that a child had hurt or killed a family pet. Similarly, comparing a
sample of 47 mothers and 94 children (between the ages of 5 and 17) who
had a history of domestic violence and a comparison group with no domestic violence history, Currie (2006) found that children in the exposed group
were 2.95 times more likely to engage in animal cruelty than children in
the non-exposed group.
Children may also be at increased risk of harm directed to them
through their connections with their companion animals. McDonald
et al. (2015) interviewed 58 children who had experienced threats to
harm their animals or had heard or seen someone harm or kill their animals. McDonald et al. report that children often utilised preventative
strategies to stop their mothers’ partners harming companion animals.
For example, they would hide the animals in their rooms or take them
outside. Some would directly confront the abuser in order to prevent
them harming their animals. As well as increasing the risk for the children this, McDonald et al. note, affects the mothers by exacerbating the
“negative psychological and emotional consequences of living with IPV
[interpersonal violence] and lead to feelings of guilt, self-blame and
reduced confidence in their role as a mother” (123).
It is clear, then, that there are links between domestic violence and animal abuse: where one is present, the other is highly likely. There are also
links between the forms that this violence and abuse takes as well as
responses across the (human and other animal) species to it. Accordingly,
finding a way to conceptualise and respond to domestic violence that is
inclusive of all species’ experiences is important. As we detail later in this
chapter, feminist intersectional theories that understand domestic violence
as a mechanism of power are particularly useful for this. They are useful
precisely because they acknowledge the centrality of power and allow us to
see similarities in the mechanisms used and structures that support the use
of violence. Also important is recognising the connections between love
and abuse. Love is relevant to domestic violence because, ironically, love
relationships can open the door to domination, coercion, and control.
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 ecognising the Links Between Love, Abuse,
R
and Loyalty
The love relationships relevant to this book are varied. Among humans,
they may—or may not—involve romantic ideation; sexual intimacy;
friendship and companionship; strong bonds of emotional attachment; a
sense of belonging, security, safety; equality, respect, and participation in
decision-making; and freedom of expression, including the right to be
different—all of which has relevance to affective equality, a concept calling for democracy in intimate relations (see Lynch et al. 2016). Between
humans and (other) animals, these relationships can be founded on love,
affection, play, respect, and/or loyal servitude, often exemplified by the
concept of dogs staying true to their ‘masters.’ Crucially, the love relationships most publicly sanctioned and cherished for women are likely to
involve humans, specifically heterosexual male partners.
Despite this, many people testify to the strong bonds of love felt for,
and between, other species. For example, Charles (2017, 122) in her
investigation of intimacy and kinship in human-(companion) animal
relations notes that “What is striking about the written accounts [of
shared lives] is the intensity of the emotions that are represented and the
way that correspondents write their life stories through their accounts of
the animals with whom they have been involved since childhood.”
Charles notes that when people write anonymously about their relations
with other animals, and thus have no, or less, fear of moral censure, the
emotional intensity of their experiences become apparent. People, for
instance, liken their relationships to ‘falling in love’ and often focus on
‘enchantment’ or “the power to enchant and to move her [respondent] to
love” (p. 124).

The Contradictions of Love
However, we should not be fooled into thinking that love is as innocent
as it first sounds. Because so much abuse is perpetrated in the name of
love, it is worth spending time exploring their interconnections (also see
Fraser 2008). What do we mean when we speak of ‘love?’ And for women
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and companion animals, who are the focus of this book, what are the
links between love, abuse, and loyalty?
Simple definitions of complex phenomenon such as love are tempting
but misleading. If there is a single truth about love, it is that it has multiple meanings, applications, and referents (Oord 2005) making it hard
to define and capture. Love can be a noun, an adjective, and a verb, and
can refer to any number of experiences. For instance, love is sometimes
declared for inanimate objects (or commodities), such as cars, houses,
boats, and shoes. People report loving particular games such as football or
tennis or processes such as meditating or cooking. For some, their love of
and for the land is the cornerstone of their spiritual identities and sense
of belonging, as it is for many Indigenous and First Nations peoples (see
Rigsby 1999). For many companion animals, love is expressed towards
family members that they trust and enjoy being in their company. They
may also ‘love’ objects such as toys, balls, or bedding but also interactions, such as games and outings, especially those where they are able to
engage in free play in natural environments.
Whether produced in research or popular culture, definitions of love
inevitably speak to values, beliefs, and theoretical inclinations. Most
focus exclusively on human-human love relations. Some present accounts
where the psychology of love is all-important. In these accounts, love may
be conceptualised as an affective state, a basic emotion (Shaver et al.
1996) and a moral emotion (Velleman 1999). Through this lens, love as
a moral emotion helps to differentiate it from narcissism (see Campbell
et al. 2002), co-dependence, and sex addiction (Carnes 2013), which
mainstream psychology classify as pathologies. In pop-psychology, this is
translated to mean avoiding others defined as either ‘commitment phobes’
(those averse to committing to long-term monogamy) or, conversely,
those classified as ‘anxiously attached,’ which in popular social media vernacular may be called ‘stage 5 clingers.’
From some socio-cultural and linguistic perspectives, love is variously
conceptualised as a discourse (Wetherell 1995), a narrative (Wood 2001),
or a story (Sternberg 1995). From this collection of perspectives there is
an interest in the politics associated with loving others, for instance, the
often-substantial emotional work performed in its name (see, e.g., Wood
2001). It is the work reported to maintain love relationships, especially
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romantic, sexualised love, motivated by the assumption that it is through
these relationships that the deepest and most lasting bonds can be made
possible (see Noller 1996). For others, especially second-wave feminists,
ever-after-love is more accurately understood as a utopian fantasy or illusion (see Illouz 1997)—a gendered injunction towards romantic love,
and a cultural imperative, especially for women (see Benjamin 2013;
Illouz 1997; Wood 2001). Feminists have an extensive history teaching
us that romantic love is especially problematic, particularly for heterosexual women (Benjamin 2013; Kearney 2001; Radway [1984] 2009),
but also for other groups marginalised in the process, across genders,
sexualities, and other identities of difference, including species. Black
feminists and those inclined towards post-colonial theory have rightly
pointed out how we can be othered by love, objectified by loved ones as
exotic. Scholarly debates continue in relation to whether love is best seen
as an art (see Fromm 2000) or a science (see Walsh 1991). From a scientific, evolutionary perspective, love is a biologically driven imperative to
reproduce and survive (see, e.g., Fisher et al. 2006; Fletcher et al. 2015).
From this view, romance is a chimera (illusion) used for the purposes of
reproduction and survival. From a scientific perspective, Oord (2005,
923) asks,
Is love a decision or a feeling? blind or universally aware? sexual, nonsexual,
or asexual? self-sacrificial or self-authenticating? unconditional or object-
specific? Is love best understood as agape, eros, philia, something else, or all
of these and more?

Oord (2005) asked these questions in an attempt to scientifically quantify love, defining love simply as sympathetic intentions and behaviours
shown by individuals towards loved ones. In our feminist intersectional
view, attempts to scientifically capture love through measurement are
well-meaning but invariably reductionist, as they rely on the use of narrow preordained definitions of love into which observed, reported, perceived, and remembered experiences of love are squeezed. Erased are
culture, politics, and the materialities of love relationships—all of which
influence their nature, shape, and viability. Erased too, for the most part,
is the idea of a non-pathologised love that can be felt across species (note,
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we do not mean bestiality or sex with other animals here, but emotional
ties). The contexts for love relationship matter, and the exclusive focus on
individuals, psychology, and pathology is reductionist, along with the
dichotomies many professionals use to distinguish real love from infatuation, mature love from immature love, and functional love from the
dysfunctional love kind (see Noller 1996). From our perspective, love is
best understood in multiple terms affecting all of life’s domains (materiality, psychology, sociality, physiology, emotionality, and spirituality),
across structural divisions of humans (through gender, class, race, etc.)
and across the human/animal divide. The challenge for us studying love
in relation to domestic violence is to appreciate its theoretical complexities while still maintaining a moral and ethical stance against violence.
Part of our research process has been to recognise the contradictions of
love experienced by our research participants (see Chaps. 4, 5, and 6).
The history of love and associated expressions of love, such as loyalty,
have long been considered not just for the power of love to deliver benefits, but also the potential costs, restrictions, and pain associated with
loving others, (Frieze 2005). Interpersonally, we know there are many
contradictions associated with loving others: “We say that love hurts, love
waits, love stinks, and love means never having to say you’re sorry” (Oord
2005, 922). Many people appreciate the contradictions of people hurting
the ones they (say they) love (Frieze 2005), intuitively if not consciously.
This is evident through colloquialisms such as ‘love and abuse are different sides of the same coin.’
Around the world, stories of love are told in great abundance but not
all love stories are treated with the same recognition and regard. Social
media, in particular, is saturated with references to love, especially
interspecies connections. Yet, it is monogamous heterosexual coupledom
that usually dominates mainstream contemporary Western societies
about what it means to find real/true love.
For oppressed groups, such as women and companion animals, love
relationships are popularly represented and often sought out because they
offer opportunities to be recognised as worthy of love, individual recognition, and a place to call home. Not so well covered are the dangers of love
and loyalty facing women and companion animals, especially for those
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with past histories of abuse. Of the many current realities faced in the
field of domestic violence is the fact that prior experiences of domestic
violation elevate, rather than decrease, future risks of being violated in a
domestic setting. From the research we know that this applies to humans
(see, e.g., Milaniak and Widom 2015). We do not know if this also
applies to companion animals too. In other words, the cruel twist is that
abuse experienced in childhood (or puppyhood, kittenhood) makes further abuse in adulthood more likely not less.
To recap, love is relevant to domestic violence because it is often
through love relationships that domination, coercion, and control take
place, often under the guise of romance and passion (see Benjamin 2013;
Frieze 2005; Kearney 2001). Merging with another through love can be
a risky business. More than a century ago, E.A. Singer (1916) raised
questions about the tensions between loving others as a way for humans
to individuate (e.g., being recognised as a unique individual) and being
tied to loved ones from a sense of loyalty. He asked,
Is love the only thing that individuates? (Singer 1916, 460).… it has generally been supposed that love was less the art of individuating and more the
art of yielding. But this is just the mistake that has prevented love from
taking its place among the more seriously meant categories of philosophy
and the realities of life; for this yielding disposition that might be supposed
to make for peace in a republic of lovers is the very matter which introduces
trouble and perplexity there. (Singer 1916, 462)

For us, questions about individuating and yielding in love relationships
help us to understand the potential for love and abuse to coexist—how
abuse can exploit lovers’ sense of loyalty and hopes for the future. There is
extensive literature illustrating how dominating ‘the bonds of love’ can be
(Benjamin 2013). We are especially interested in love relationships that are,
have been, or hold the promise of becoming a family, as this hope or aspiration can help hold women and companion animals as hostage in domestic
violence situations, either temporarily or over long periods of time.
Earlier we explained how abuse by (former) loved ones usually punctures human and animal victims’ sense of trust and belonging, and can
confound their understanding of what, if anything, this means for their
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relationships. Violence by a loved one can be a shocking betrayal that
many understandably find hard to process and accept as an ongoing reality (Wood 2001), name as abuse (Fraser 2008), and reach out for help
(Campo and Tayton 2015). For non-abusive others, seeking help for others in the family who have been victimised can be a frightening endeavour, such as an abused woman taking an abused child to a doctor, or
an abused cat to a vet. Negative judgements abound about those who
‘remain with perpetrators’ (see Fraser 2005), a perverse irony, given it can
be so difficult to relocate to new and safer domestic settings with companion animals, and that it is during this period of separation that is the
most dangerous, for human and animal victims—certainly the time
when the most fatalities occur. To quote Mouzos and Rushforth (2003,
2), “women who have separated are at higher risk of homicide victimisation by intimate partners than women in current relationships.”
Often, part of the confusing deliberation process for victims after an
episode of domestic violence includes grappling with the cultural and
often gendered, ageist, and speciesist injunctions about loyalty—that
female intimates, young people, and companion animals should show
loyalty—no matter what. Women, children, and dogs are the most obvious targets of this cultural injunction that they should remain steadfastly
loyal to others in the face of hardship and adversity, which, in the case of
domestic violence, can mean not disclosing abuse to others, actively concealing the abuse for fear of retribution, and/or internalising responsibility for the abuse. For Indigenous women involved in love relationships
with other Indigenous people, the ties of loyalty through the shared experience of colonisation and associated police brutality further complicate
the possibility of disclosing abuse when it is happening (Campo and
Tayton 2015). For non-Indigenous victims of domestic violence perpetrated by Indigenous partners, the bonds of love and ties of loyalty may
also shape non-Indigenous victims’ appreciation of how colonisation, in
the past and today, and its influence on policing and other state authorities act as barriers in naming (racialised) perpetrators of violence.
For members of oppressed groups (devalued through, e.g., sexism, ageism, and speciesism), violence at home often places victims in invidious
positions, where they will usually have to face some unenviable future
possibilities. There are structural and material considerations, not just
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those pertaining to psychology and culture (Wood 2001). For groups
susceptible to economic poverty and resource scarcity (such as women,
children, and animals), love relationships with higher status others offer
opportunities to shore up a better future (through, e.g., a place to live and
a food source), not just a potential escape from loneliness and social isolation. By extension, the termination of these relationships can threaten
more than emotional states, but health and well-being, including for
some, such as ‘pets’ abandoned or surrendered, their immediate survival.
As participants in our Loving You, Loving Me study showed, victims’ fears
of leaving abusive partners and problems accessing decent alternative
housing are warranted, specifically women with companion animals.
Acknowledging that love and abuse coexist is an important step in
moving away from romanticised versions of (heterosexual, romantic)
love. We need to recognise that strong bonds of affection and love can
exist between and across species divides. Both of these are important if we
are to find ways to better help women and animals suffering from domestic violence. Understanding that ties may exist that prevent women from
leaving violent relationships, or that contribute to their decisions to
return, needs to be woven into any discussions of the development of
services to assist them to leave abuse with their animal companions. Key
to this is changing the way we think about domestic violence in terms of
its definition and its ability to capture the experience of non-human
animals.

Our Position
There are multiple theories regarding domestic violence. Broadly speaking they can be broken into two main approaches: structural and individual. Individualised approaches see violence within the family as the
consequence of individual pathology. Structural approaches differ in that
they focus on how violence is an outcome of social systems (Lawson
2012) which leads to a focus on social inequality, primarily the inequality
between genders (although not limited to this as class, income, ethnicity,
and dis/ability all play a part in domestic violence and our responses to it,
see the later discussion on intersectionality). Feminist approaches are
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structural in that their primary focus, or unit of analysis, is the power
differences between men and women. As YllÖ points out (2005, 19):
“Domestic violence cannot be adequately understood unless gender and
power are taken into account.”
Following feminist accounts and influenced by service provider perspectives that are based on listening to women survivors, we take
domestic violence to be a range of coercive behaviours (physical, sexual,
emotional, financial) that aim to control through intimidation, threats,
or actual harm. Most endemic is domestic violence in heterosexual relationships where men try to control women.1 More broadly, we see this
as a function of asymmetrical power in relationships that is held by the
individual (men, in our studies) but is backed up by various cultural
tropes embedded in institutional practices and discourses such as those
about romantic love and the property status of other animals. Domestic
violence, then, in this book is considered to be a “deeply embedded
political-economic-cultural phenomena with wider social formations”
(Hearn 2012, 160) that is the outcome of various embedded practices
that reflect gender imbalances and male domination at a societal level.
At the same time the definition used throughout this book acknowledges intersectionality (Crenshaw 1991): that the structures and systems
that create and maintain discrimination and oppression (in this case
domestic violence) occur across other socially overvalued and devalued
identity categories associated with sexuality, race, class, ability, age, religion, and geographical location. While discrimination and oppression
manifest at a micro level (in the home, in the case of domestic violence),
they are inextricably linked to macro processes and structures. This intersectional analysis of domestic violence as coercion allows the inclusion of
other species for they are also victims of coercion in the family dynamic.
It is precisely their status as animal, as less-than-human and as commodity and property that facilitates the violence done to them, as well as
explains the relative lack of services for them (and the humans they live
with) (Fraser et al. 2017). In short, our contention is that intersectional
For accounts of violence in same-sex relationships, see Donovan and Hester 2014, Kelly 1996. For
debates on the a/symmetry of violence done to men and women, see Kelly and Westmarland 2016,
Lawson 2012.
1
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analyses—extended to include other species—allow us to take seriously
the abuse of other animals and respond to the violence and neglect they
experience.
In popular discourse this acknowledgement of interlinked human-
animal abuse is often framed in terms of ‘The Link.’ ‘The Link’ is a reference to the various interconnections between human and animal abuse,
not simply to those found in domestic violence. In mainstream discourse,
‘The Link’ has increasingly become a consideration of whether animal
abuse is a signal for later or concurrent human-directed abuse (Ascione
1998). As a result, a great deal of time and effort has gone into investigating whether a causal link between human- and animal-directed violence
exists, and what its contours may look like. This has led to a preponderance of work assessing the diagnostic utility of human-animal abuse theses. While such diagnostic approaches have pragmatic utility, they remain
mired in conceptual approaches and theoretical frameworks that posit
human interests as more important than those of other species (Taylor
and Signal 2008). Viewed from humancentric perspectives, we need to
address animal abuse because it is a sign of potential or actual human-to-
human abuse.
In the case of domestic violence and animal abuse, ‘The Link’ needs to
recognise that domestic violence does not just reflect a propensity for
humans, particularly heterosexual men, to violate other humans. It must
formally recognise that animals—in and of themselves—can be brutalised by domestic violence, as direct targets, pawns, and witnesses. In
other words, instead of talking about links between domestic violence
and animal abuse, we need to also discuss domestic violence experienced
by animals. It may seem a pedantic and small change, but it has deep
ramifications. Continuing to talk about ‘links between domestic violence and animal abuse’ frames the issue in such a way that the animal
abuse is qualitatively different from the human-experienced abuse, that
is, it is not domestic violence. In so doing it ignores many other links,
including the links between deteriorating health and well-being for both
human and animal domestic violence survivors, if they are forced to
reside apart from each other for lengthy periods, post-separation from
violent perpetrators. There are also links between love and abuse (see
Chap. 4), links in-and-between different forms of abuse, and the links
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in-and-between victims and perpetrators—a subject we have not considered in this book.
Our position is to respect what ‘The Link’ has offered and appreciate
how ground-breaking it was at the time, but nevertheless push for it to
become a more multi-dimensional concept that captures a wider range of
intersecting phenomena. We cannot continue to position animals as an
adjunct or precursor to violence experienced by humans. This is neither a
fair nor an accurate representation of the phenomena. Explicating the
links in-and-between human-animal abuse offers more conceptual possibilities for understanding how abuse can occur within, and condoned
by, institutions. This includes institutions that implicitly support violence, most normatively displayed towards disenfranchised others. For
instance, it allows us to more carefully appreciate how human hierarchies
of superiority legitimise the domination and maltreatment of others,
including humans described as animal-like, or constructed as pets, pests,
wild, feral, dogs, bitches, and sluts. These are just some of the many possible examples highlighting the utility of ‘The Link’ adopting an intersectional understanding of abuse.

Feminist Intersectionality
Intersectionality is a concept used by critical scholars to refer to interlocking systems of (traditionally) human oppression (see Mattsson 2014). In
the original conception of intersectionality, Crenshaw (1989, 1991)
showed how understanding the intersection of devalued social identities
(such as black, female, and working-class) can produce much more
sophisticated insights about oppression, but also how these different
identities can pull the person in different directions, producing divided
loyalties. Crenshaw’s (1991, 1241) intersectionality focused on black
women’s experience of race, class, and gender, and laid the ground for
deeper understandings of how to respond to oppression. For example,
where systems of race, gender, and class domination converge, as they do
in the experiences of battered women of colour, intervention strategies
based solely on the experiences of women who do not share the same class
or race backgrounds and therefore face different obstacles will be of lim-
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ited help. Crenshaw (1991) also rightly points out that attempts to reproduce stereotypes about particular oppressed groups can obscure our
recognition of and responses to the social problems that afflict them. She
uses the example of domestic violence in black communities to highlight
her point: “the real terror experienced daily by minority women is routinely concealed in a misguided (though perhaps understandable) attempt
to forestall racial stereotyping” (Crenshaw 1991, 1256).
Since its original conception by Crenshaw (1989, 1991), intersectionality has been extended to include oppression by species (Birke 2012;
Deckha 2008), as well as interlocking experiences of unearned privilege.
Much of this work has been undertaken by ecofeminists who identify the
links between the oppression of nature (and thus other species) and the
oppression of women. As Twine (2010, 399–400) points out,
ecofeminism has been from its outset about theorising an intersection
between the co-positioning of ‘women’ and ‘nature’, but then also developed into a more multi-dimensional account of intersectionality … The
agenda of ecofeminists such as Carol J. Adams and Josephine Donovan in
juxtaposing ‘animals’ and ‘women’ is not the debasement of women but the
explication of relations of power that intersect gender and species.

This is important to all animals, not just those who serve the role of companions to humans, as their devalued political positioning and relative
absence of rights have been ignored for too long. As Birke (2012, 153–4)
suggests, until recently “discussions of intersectionality have tended to
disregard non-humans, rarely considering how human power is materially constituted (including being constituted through the bodies of non-
humans).” Yet we need to take care that including species oppression in
conceptions of intersectionality is not done solely to understand human
oppression. As indicated earlier, positing that some groups of humans are
more animalistic or closer to nature has been (and continues to be) a
particularly effective tactic to legitimate their marginalisation and oppression. As Deckha (2008, 249) notes, the human/animal dichotomy can be
used to bolster hierarchies among humans, with the lower ranked groups
positioned as closer to animals than those with more social standing:
“Our identities and experiences are not just gendered or racialized but are
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also determined by our species status and the fact that we are culturally
marked as human. More importantly – and this is the point I wish to
stress – experiences of gender, race, ability etc., are often based on and
take shape through the speciesist ideas of humanness vis-à-vis animality”. Understood through this extended version of intersectionality, ‘The
Link’ exists not for the primary benefit of humans but for humans and
animals equally. As Birke (2012, 154) points out, the inclusion of speciesism rounds out intersectionality, and in deeply embodied ways: “What
bringing (some) animals into this discussion does, it seems to me, is
precisely to emphasise intercorporeality, the sharing across boundaries of
bodily responses, and the bringing into being of mutually affected
physiologies.”
A central problem including speciesism in intersectionality, however, is
how to do so in meaningful ways. How might other animals be seen,
heard, represented in political structures that humans have designed for
themselves? If we emphasise intersectionality in research and theorising
and seek to understand the multiple and complex ways that power structures cut across or complement each other, then we must recognise where
other species are situated in those power structures (Birke 2012, 152).
This leads to difficult questions, such as how can speciesism be incorporated into our understanding of intersectionality without recreating hierarchies among and between species? For instance, how do we avoid
reproducing categories of animals based on human assessments of their
value (to humans)? We don’t have all the answer here; however, we do
believe that part of the solution is in valuing animals in their own right,
not simply due to their relationships with humans. And this means valuing all animals, not simply those who live in close proximity to us.

Taking Animal Abuse Seriously
At this point it might seem as if we have strayed away from our original
purpose: to explore the connections between human and companion animal experiences of domestic violence and to do so in relation to the concept of rescue. As abstract and philosophical as this discussion of
intersectionality might sound, it is important because it speaks to the
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foundations on which ‘pets,’ ‘companion animals,’ and other ‘animals’ are
built. Because as tempting as it might be to adopt commonsensical ideas
about pets, livestock, wildlife, and humans, it is a trap that must be
avoided. Just as feminists argued about women not being ‘added on’ to
structures and systems that privilege men, animals cannot be tacked onto
existing renditions of intersectionality. To think about domestic relationships of violence and abuse without due consideration of how power
relations are materially, psychologically, culturally, and socially shaped is
to miss the point. Worse still, denuding the context of power relations in
domestic violence is misleading and creates distortions in thinking. And
to include notions of power without attending to species undermines the
concept of intersectionality: we cannot ignore the fact that humans are
not just placed in relation to but in opposition with animals.
Animal is a slippery word, conflating enormous diversity. Whatever its
meaning in biology (as species classified within the kingdom Animalia,
including humans), its most common colloquial use is as counterpoint to
the human … The primary problem, then, in thinking about “animals” is
the enormous difficulty of escaping from a word, which does enormous
cultural work in maintaining human exceptionalism. (Birke 2012, 150)

Under the human/animal dichotomy, animals are an indistinct, amorphous group of beings. The same might be said about humans but what
distinguishes humans from animals is the assumed superiority of
humans—however devalued in or excommunicated from society—over
all other beings. ‘They,’ animals, stand in contrast to the ‘us’ humans
attribute to themselves.
Most relevant to this book is the subcategory of companion animal.
However, the mechanisms that place animals as secondary to humans are
also those that allow us to make distinctions about other animals, for
example, between ‘companion’ animal and ‘food/meat’ species. In other
words, who is included and excluded in this classification is not self-
evident. Chickens are an example of a species that may be classed as
livestock for eggs and meat or as pets. Sometimes chickens are initially
considered pets and then turned into meat as their egg production wanes.
Dogs are constituted as pets in some cultures, food in others. Cows are
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sacred in some cultures, whereas in others, their skin lines sofas, and their
flesh becomes meat eaten at barbeques.
The potential overlap of experience between different categories of
oppression, and for that matter privilege, is not just obvious but important to recognise if we are to understand how unearned systems of privilege continue to flourish, in turn, producing oppressive regimes for
those who are devalued. For instance, if you assume that all dogs are
‘just dogs’ requiring man’s dominion to flourish, then the individuality
of the dog will not seriously matter. His/her/their temperament, preferences, and potential deviations from expected species-related (or in
many cases breed-related) assumptions will be ignored or viewed
through pre-existing conventions. It cannot be any other way if, ‘at the
end of the day, a dog is just a dog.’ If, however, we accept that the
mechanisms that make a dog ‘just a dog’ are similar, if not the same, as
those that devalue all marginalised groups then there is a need to take
animal harm seriously, not just in its own right but as part of understanding these [mechanisms]. This means considering the frameworks
and theorising we use to understand violence and oppression. In the
case of the current argument, it means [acknowledging] that animals are
also victims of domestic violence.

Conclusion
Taking the abuse of animals seriously means giving due consideration to
the needs, rights, and interests of companion animals caught up in
domestically violent situations, whether as witnesses or targets of abuse.
It also means recognising companion animals’ rights during and after
human-perpetrated abusive episodes—episodes that have the potential to
precipitate momentous changes to their living arrangements, including
those surrendered to kill-shelters. As we explained, ‘The Link’ was initially designed to show how animal abuse by humans was an indicator,
precursor, or ‘red flag’ to humans abusing other humans more than it was
to protect the rights of animals. More inclusive and expansive conceptualisations of ‘The Link’ offer us the opportunity to track the web of possible connections between human and animal abuse, but also both groups’
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susceptibility to the pain of abuse through love and loyalty. Similarly,
intersectionality offers us different ways to think about linked oppressions, marginalisation, and violence to both humans and other species.
Extending our conceptualisations of human and other animal relations is
imperative if we are to challenge and change attitudes and practices that
support domestic violence across species lines. To quote Adams (2007,
22), “Violence against people and against animals is interdependent.
Caring about both is required.”
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Fig. 3.1 Woman with a white bull terrier

3
What We Choose to Hear: Researching
Human-Animal Violence

Introduction
Throughout the book we use data from multiple projects (see Chap. 1 for
outlines), but because of its focus, we draw most heavily from the project
Loving You, Loving Me: Companion Animals and Domestic Violence. In this
chapter we focus on research theories and methods reflecting on how we
framed and designed the study, recruited participants, and made sense of
the findings. We also explore some of the deeper epistemological questions about our decision to focus on women and animal victims/survivors
of domestic violence. This project brought us into close physical and
emotional proximity with (cisgender, heterosexual) women and animal
survivors of domestic violence, and involved several ethical and methodological considerations. As we discuss in more detail later, our primary
research partnership was with a local women’s service: Northern Domestic
Violence Service (NDVS). NDVS mostly provides support to women on
low incomes in the outer suburbs of South Australia. Most NDVS clients
face multiple social problems not exclusively related to domestic violence,
such as gender, racial and/or class discrimination, chronic poverty, housing insecurity, and unstable employment possibilities.
© The Author(s) 2019
N. Taylor, H. Fraser, Companion Animals and Domestic Violence, Palgrave Studies in
Animals and Social Problems, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-04125-0_3
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Our pathway into learning more about what it means to be subjected
to domestic violence and then have to rebuild post-separation focuses on
the experiences of cisgendered, heterosexual women living in the outer
suburbs of South Australia. Yet, there are many ways into discussions of
domestic violence, including how it affects a wide variety of groups.
Equally legitimate pathways would have been to work directly with children and young people, or elders, or people who identify as gender or
sexually diverse, and/or heterosexual men abused by women intimates. In
other studies, questions might legitimately be raised about the possibility
of some victims also being perpetrators of violence, whether as retaliatory
violence or through the abuse of others (such as children or elders). Still
other possibilities relate to working exclusively with perpetrators of
domestic violence. Many other possible lines and methods of inquiry are
valid and necessary. We chose our particular route because the NDVS,
who agreed to partner with us, assisted with the recruitment and support
participants before and after our home visits where we conducted our
interviews. Our interest in the NDVS was also based on their ten-year
history of offering housing for adult and child victims and their companion animals fleeing domestic violence. We wanted to both highlight the
service and research what it meant to the women to be able to remain
with their animal companions.

F raming the Questions, Designing
the Research
As explained in Chap. 1, we had several motivations for writing this
book. Three of them were to (1) draw attention to the links between
domestic violence and animal abuse, (2) bring into the mainstream discussions of domestic violence experienced by human and non-human
victims/survivors, and (3) provide a platform for human victims/survivors of domestic violence to express their love for their animal companions, gratitude for the support they provide/d, and concern about the
effects domestic violence has, and may (continue to) have, on both them
and the animals they are connected to.
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While recruiting from the women’s service client-base we could have
specified we only wanted to work with women from a specific ethno-
cultural background, such as Indigenous women, or with women who
had experienced homelessness due to domestic violence, or those who
have children who were also affected by the violence and abuse. We
decided to work with women and their companion animals, especially
those who the service assessed in the first instance as willing and able to
handle an invitation into our study. We had no knowledge of who would
be participating in our study prior to meeting them: that we ended up
with nine heterosexual women under 50 years from a mix of Indigenous
and non-Indigenous backgrounds, most of whom had children, reflected
the main demographic serviced by the support provider and who were
willing to engage with us. The nine women and their individual interview
transcripts have been instrumental in shaping much of the content of this
book.
While this might sound straightforward, there are many political, philosophical, and methodological considerations to be navigated. For
instance, it is important to acknowledge the debates about whether (or
not) discussions are usefully framed through the lens of victims/survivors
and perpetrators, with recognition given to the possibility that victim/
perpetrator categories may overlap or digress, in that they may not neatly
align with assumptions about women as victims and men as perpetrators.
Questions have also been asked about the utility of the meta-narrative of
(heterosexual) men abusing (heterosexual) women—and their children—
in private homes considering the negative impact such a heteronormative
meta-narrative can have for those who do not fit (see, e.g., Donovan and
Hester 2014 in relation to the experiences of violence by LGBTIQ people). Others have pointed to the risks of not retaining a (binary) gender
analysis of likely victims and perpetrators, given the scale of the problem
affects so many heterosexual women as victims/survivors with heterosexual men as perpetrators. From this vantage point, there is the risk that to
disconnect completely from albeit assumed heteronormative dynamics of
domestic violence, the ongoing gendered patterns of violence and abuse
may be missed or ignored (Kelly and Westmarland 2016).
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Putting the spotlight on women’s experiences of domestic violence carries the risk of wrongfully conflating women with the identity of victim;
an identity which now carries much shame. There are also risks associated
with (over)generalisation, across groups of low-income women, for
example. Most of our data is derived from a small study in one geographical region. Apart from the staff involved in the project, nine women service clients agreed to be interviewed. We know that nine women do not
constitute a random, representative sample, even for heterosexual women
on low incomes affected by domestic violence living in the northern suburbs of South Australia. That is not our point or purpose. Our aim is to
provide qualitative insights about the experiences of a specific group of
victims/survivors—in this instance, heterosexual women aged in their
middle years, living in one region of South Australia and clients of one
particular women’s service. These reported experiences and our interpretations and representations may—or may not—resonate with others’
domestic violence experiences. Irrespectively, they matter both individually and as a collection of reported experiences.
Still others have (rightly) insisted that since domestic violence also interacts with other social identities, relating to class, ethnicity, religion, and geographical locations, more attention needs to be paid to subgroups of men and
women. This is especially so with racialised and impoverished groups whose
wider experiences of violence (on the streets, at school and work, etc.) are
likely to be qualitatively different from white, middle-class experiences of
domestic violence, where private arrangements in housing, therapy, medical
care, and so on can be more easily and discreetly accessed. This is not to say
that domestic violence is less significant for people with a better social and
financial status, but it is to say that the help-seeking attempts and resources
on offer are likely to be quite different depending on an individual’s social
and financial background. As we will show in later chapters, help-seeking and
support for recovering from domestic violence vary greatly and are affected
by changing government priorities and provisions and the level and flow of
funding to domestic violence programmes and related services.
At the national and international level, the priority of various social and
political problems, such as domestic violence, is apparent not just from the
periodic media attention given but the budgets allocated to stem, redress,
and prevent the problem. Compared to many areas of government spend-
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ing, such as tax incentives and breaks for (big) business and growing military budgets, domestic violence is not being treated with the urgency and
intensive resourcing required. In Australia and elsewhere, domestic violence and animal abuse both still tend to be marginalised areas of study,
positioned as less urgent and less important to fund ways to address than
other forms of violence, such as international terrorism (see Pain 2014).

 omestic Violence Is More Than a ‘Women’s
D
Issue’
It is neither new nor coincidental to accord lesser importance to violence
done to marginalised groups such as animals and women. Historically,
domestic violence has been classified as ‘a women’s issue,’ a construction
that has usefully drawn attention to the fact that many women are subjected to domestic violence, but also one that has allowed for the trivialisation and/or dismissal of domestic violence as a significant social and
political problem. This is compounded by a discursive framing of domestic violence as a ‘private’ issue, a construction of the problem that still
circulates despite decades of feminist work contesting it as such. As Walby
et al. point out, “the prioritization of different forms of violence is not a
simple given but is socially variable and influenced by media and other
social practices” (2014, 190). In other words, what we choose to focus
research on, what we choose to hear throughout the research process—
and how we decide to actually do the research—are the result of complex
socio-economic-political variables. And when these variables come into
play, marginalised groups tend to suffer. This is the case with both domestic violence and animal abuse, studies of which are relegated to the sidelines of various mainstream disciplines and discourses. Challenging this
positioning was one of the motivations for writing this book.
We knew that domestic violence and animal abuse are difficult areas to
research in terms of accessing people willing and able to discuss them.
Shame, victim blaming, and injunctions that victims should (just) leave/
get out/escape are common experiences of domestic violence and can
interfere with people’s willingness to disclose personal experiences.
According to Berns (2009, 2–3),
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Domestic violence has become a social problem about the victims. Most
media stories focus on the victim. The victim is celebrated for having the
courage to leave the abusive relationship or, conversely, blamed for staying
and letting the abuse continue. He or she is accused of provoking the abuse
and held responsible for ending the abuse. The victim is told to take back
his or her power and refuse to tolerate the abuse anymore. Though not
every story covers all these themes, together they represent the dominant
portrayal of domestic violence in popular media. This focus may help build
support for programs that help victims of domestic violence. However, it
does little to develop public understanding of the social context of violence
and may impede social change that could prevent violence.

As we argue throughout this book, part of developing public understanding of the social context of violence requires us to turn our attention to
the many companion animals caught up in abuse and the living conditions of the humans they are associated with. Key to this is highlighting
the issue and doing so in such a way that people are willing to listen.
We therefore wanted to write an accessible piece of work that considered domestic violence and animal abuse as linked, conceptually and
empirically. It needed to be a project (and subsequently a book) that
emphasised not just abstract and conceptual ideas, but also the materialities of everyday lived experience. To achieve this, we knew it was important to dedicate time to listening to the voices of women and companion
animals caught in these situations. From the outset we wanted to press
for more time and resources to be spent researching and addressing these
links and to validate the area as a legitimate focus for research, across
methodologies and methods.

Designing the Loving You, Loving Me Project
The Loving You, Loving Me project was the outcome of collaboration
between the two authors of this book, the NDVS in North Adelaide,
South Australia, and Relationships Australia, South Australia (RASA,
North). It was comprised of two equal parts: a community art and photo
exhibition project (led by NDVS and RASA, North) and the research
project led by researchers Fraser and Taylor. This involved interviews with
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nine women who lived with companion animals, had experienced domestic violence (towards them and/or their children and/or their companion
animal), and who were interested in being interviewed for the project.
NDVS and RASA managed the art and photo exhibit and we (Nik and
Heather) managed the research component. The NDVS caseworkers
approached the women on our behalf, and if the clients were interested
in participating, the caseworkers passed their details along so we could
make contact and set up the interviews. All the interviews, except one
that took place on the NDVS grounds, occurred in the women’s homes
with their animals present.
The aims of the overall project were to:
1. Raise community awareness of the link between domestic/family violence for women, child, and companion animal survivors.
2. Explore the importance of human-animal connections for many people (adults and children, Indigenous and non-Indigenous) especially
during family crises and/or while recovering from domestic abuse.
3. Recognise the existing work occurring in the northern suburbs of
Adelaide that help to foster ongoing bonds with animals for women
and children escaping domestic/family violence.
4. Design a project that would take into account the many ethical complexities of the work.
5. Focus on survivors’ experiences and bonds with their animals.
6. Find a way to engage children without re-traumatising them. (This
was done through the art/photo exhibition. We did not interview
children for the project.)
The politics of voice and representation influenced the design of our
study. Concern over the inclusion and exclusion of voices and realities led
to our development of a project that gave primacy and space to women’s
stories of being abused and to our being “politically, personally and sociologically committed to listening seriously and respectfully to [their] experiential accounts” (Scott 1998, 4.1). However, this held its own tensions not
least in terms of our own awareness that qualitative research is often seen to
lack credibility. From a rigidly empirical perspective, one that values only
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large-scale quantitative research, qualitative studies involving small numbers of participants may be dismissed as lacking rigour and generalisability.
Without the numbers, and statistical analyses of the numbers, representations of domestic violence studies using personal testimonies as data may
be dismissed as anecdotal. We were also aware that our project might be
seen to undo some of the quantitative (and thus more accepted) research
about domestic violence and animal abuse, particularly if new ideas
emerged. Then there was the tension of sidelining the animals, who for us
were as much a part of the reason for this project as the women. Our compromise was to design the study with a visual component (the art and
photo exhibition) so animals could at least be made physically visible in the
project.

Framing the Project
We thought carefully about how to frame this research, for, as Lee and
Renzetti point out, “the very fact that a researcher poses a particular theory or research question can have major social implications” (1993, 514).
They give the example of how research on domestic violence for a long
time has (misguidedly) focused on answering the question, “why do battered women stay with partners who abuse them?” This established “the
parameters of the problem of spouse abuse in terms of the behaviour of
battered women” (1993, 515). Mindful that the framing of a research
project can have often unintended but nevertheless serious consequences,
we wanted to be sure that the way we framed our research did not re-
victimise the women (by ostensibly blaming them for not leaving) or
position companion animals as ‘tools’ to be used as a ‘red flag’ (Ascione
2001) for identifying human to human violence, or as mechanisms to
help humans recover after violence. Framing animals in such a way erases
their own needs and interests as sentient beings discrete from humans
and their interests. Neither of these renderings is acceptable to us. This is
why we decided to focus on the strength of the bond between human and
animal and how that might lead to mutual aid in recovery.
The choice of approach is feminist because feminist research acknowledges
that “a fundamental link remains between listening to what people have to
say about their lives and identifying patterns and relationships which expose
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the operations of power and oppression” (Scott 1998, 1.5). One difference
between our work and much existing feminist work is that it includes other
species in these patterns of power and oppression.1 Another difference is our
interest in feminist intersectionality, inclusive of speciesism, discussed in
other chapters. Key to listening to what people have to say is being willing to
hear their voices—voices that are often silenced by their marginalised positions, while also acknowledging that the women and animals in our study,
“like all precarious subjects, are not voiceless; they are deliberately silenced”
(Sayers 2016, 371) and therefore taking care to do our best to hear them. In
the case of animals, we clearly couldn’t make space to ‘hear’ their voices but
we did develop the project as a partly visual one to ensure they were able to
be present in some way. Visual representations of them and of the bond their
humans have with them were thus a key part of our design.
Focusing on these connections allowed an exploration of the animal’s
experiences. We didn’t feel that another study establishing that domestic
violence and animal abuse co-occur was needed; there is plenty of evidence of this already (see Chap. 2 for an overview). Nor did we want to
start from a position that necessarily sidelines the animals in the work. In
fact, we wanted the very opposite—to foreground them, as much as any
human-based inquiry can (see Hamilton and Taylor 2017), by focusing
on the reciprocal relationships they have with the humans we talked to.
This notion of reciprocity is key as it recognises the importance of the
animal and his/her agency and ‘personhood’ in the relationship; in other
words, they are someone not something in this reciprocal relationship
with ‘their’ human. This desire influenced our choice of method.

Getting the Chance to Meet the Animals
We needed to be sure that the approach we took to this project allowed
space to ‘see’ the animals, as well as ‘hear’ their stories and those of the
humans they lived with (Taylor and Fraser 2018). This necessitated a
qualitative approach. Beyond this, it also directed us to a narrative
approach that allowed the women to tell not only their own stories but
We acknowledge that there is a lot of good work in this area (see, e.g., Adams and Donovan 1996;
Gaard 2012), but it still is not central to the majority of feminist works.

1
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also their animals’ stories. Therefore, while we had a list of interview
questions and prompts, by and large we didn’t follow them closely but
allowed the narrative to unfold naturally with prompts from us only
when the stories stalled or when we wanted specific information. In this
respect our interviews were conversations—again by design, in part
because this gave the participants some control but also levelled the playing field somewhat. It felt less like an interview by an academic of a participant and more like a conversation, if not between equals then at least
between people who share a common concern for the animals in the
room. As Oakley (1981, 40) pointed out in her seminal piece concerned
with power inequities in research with women, traditionally conceived
projects lead interviewers to “define the role of interviewees as subordinates; extracting information is more to be valued than yielding it; the
convention of interviewer interviewee hierarchy is a rationalization of
inequality; what is good for interviewers is not necessarily good for interviewees.” As Oakley and others have gone on to point out, this approach
is anathema to the idea of giving marginalised, vulnerable research participants a ‘voice’ and visibility. Taking a different—narrative—approach
addresses some of these concerns by allowing participants to direct the
conversation and highlight issues that are important to them, not to the
interviewer. It also leads to a more intimate conversation that in turn
generates better data (Oakley 1981, 2016).
We also tried to interview the women participants with their animals
present wherever possible. As you will see as you read this book, we have
attempted to include the animals as much as possible by describing their
stories where we can, without breaking confidentiality or putting any of
the (human or animal) participants at risk. We acknowledge that this is a
compromise—that we are making the animals visible, that we are speaking for them, and that our attempts fall woefully short and might not be
what they would choose to have us know, if that were possible. As
Cudworth points out, we have to acknowledge the power inherent in
such a strategy: “In speaking for companion animals, human companions demonstrate their intimacy – the animal Other is so familiar that
human companions can know how they think and feel … This is however, a considerable power – the power to construct the identity for an
animal in the human world which they inhabit” (2011, 40). Despite this
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limitation, however, it is more important to include animals—even in a
limited capacity—than to exclude them altogether, given what such an
exclusion signifies:
we do not so much discover the natural world as we construct it … We
impose our cultural and descriptive narratives on the world like templates,
text creating text. So if it is a feature of all these story-making activities that
nature’s particularity, and especially animals’ particularity, is obscured, then
there is cause for concern among all of us who care for animals as individual entities and not abstractions. (Vance 1995, 163)

Despite the inadequacies of this method, we remain committed to the
principles discussed in the introduction to this book, of species inclusivity and a deliberate focus on the animals in and of themselves not as an
adjunct to the abuse, a coercive device at the hands of the perpetrators of
violence, or as a tool to help the women and children heal post-abuse. We
accept that the animals are all of these things and more, but we do not
want to simply reduce them to only this. We want their experiences to be
a central part of this book and of the stories of love, violence, abuse, and
healing alongside the stories the women shared with us about themselves
and their children.
While the project was originally designed to include the animals for
the ideological reasons outlined above it had two other unexpected benefits. The first is that our own interactions with the animals when we
arrived at the women’s houses served as a gentle way into their homes and
removed any of the awkwardness that can mark (the start of ) fieldwork
and interviews. For the vast majority of interviews, the women opened
their doors to us with their cats and dogs in close proximity. For us it was
easy to give their humans a cursory hello before saying hello to the animals, bending over to pat them, picking them up when they indicated
they wanted us to do so, and spontaneously asking questions that so
many of us who live with companion animals ask each other: Who is
this? What’s her name? How old is she? When did you get him? Is he
always so friendly? And so on. This occurred before we had a chance to
double-check consent forms with the women and start the audio-
recorders, which means that we don’t have these exchanged captured in
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the transcripts. Yet they were so important. Nearly all the women said
that they warmed to us because of these responses. They could see that we
‘got it’ and were ‘animal lovers’ and so they spoke more openly to us
about their bonds with their animals, as they did not feel silly.
The second unexpected benefit of having the animals present during
the interviews was that they helped us to cope with what we were hearing.
Listening to the recounting of trauma from survivors is emotionally gruelling. We were witness to tears, rage, sadness, and frustration. We also
heard stories about animal abuse. Having the animal present, usually sitting on one of our laps or lying on the couch next to us demanding attention, helped. Their presence was soothing, and, in the cases where we
heard about their abuse, seeing them (more or less) recovered and happy,
helped. Two examples spring to mind vividly. One is of a small fox terrier
(Max) who was clearly loved by the woman he lived with: whenever she
talked about him during the interview she looked at him and smiled;
when we arrived and sat down he jumped on the couch between us and
demanded attention and while ostensibly making sure we were OK with
that his human made it clear it was his house and he got to sit on the
couch whether we liked it or not. As the interview unfolded—and it was
one of our longer ones, approaching three hours—and the woman in
question (Brianna) told of the years of terror she and her dog had lived
through, the dog (Max) sat on Nik’s knee and simply cuddled there for
over an hour. On the way home, in our usual debriefing session, Nik
remarked how she “wasn’t sure I would have got through that without the
dog.” The other example was an interview with a woman and her dog
(Maddie), a mid-sized bull breed cross who also decided to sit on the
couch between us for the entirety of the interview. Throughout the afternoon as we talked with her human guardian, she would periodically raise
her head to lick one of us (checking on us? Soothing us?) when the interview was tense. She also helped us maintain emotional equilibrium by
providing humour by alternately snoring loudly or kicking us both (she
had positioned herself so that back legs touched one of us and front legs
touched the other) if we stopped stroking her. We aren’t claiming here
that she understood when we were struggling with the content of the
interview, but we are acknowledging that her presence helped us
enormously.
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There are countless other examples of ways in which the animals sat
with, comforted, soothed, and checked up on their human companions
throughout the interviews we conducted. One dog, (Freddy) an English
Bull terrier, who started the interview at Heather’s feet getting tickles and
cuddles instantly moved to his human companion’s side, wedging himself
between her and the couch at the first sign of her (the human’s) distress,
and there he remained throughout. The woman in question acknowledged that this was standard behaviour for him and that he always sought
to comfort her when she was upset. This was something we heard and
witnessed throughout the interviews. As one woman told us about her
long-time companion cat, Harley, “Once I start crying and getting upset
[he] would be right up on my shoulder. He’s the one … that pulls me
through, if I’m crying or anything, he’ll be right there going ‘mum, get
back into the present.’” Seeing first-hand the care and comfort the animals offered, as well as experiencing it ourselves, was an invaluable part
of this research project and we urge other researchers interested in human-
animal relations to ensure, where possible, that the animals can be present. Even so, we were still left with concerns over the ethics of this kind
of ‘intrusive’ research.

Listening to Stories: Intrusion and Discomfort
Feminist researchers have consistently been open, honest, and brave
when considering the research processes that they have used and their
place within them. Often this has led to difficult ‘conversations’ about
subjectivity, positionality, and the potential for researchers to appropriate
(subordinated) others’ knowledges and cultural practices. Feminists have
long recognised that no matter what is done by, to, or with whom,
research is an inherently socio-political process, temporally and culturally
bounded. This applies to quantitative and qualitative research. The politics of research apply irrespective of whether the research is done through
or in affiliation with universities, governments, and community groups.
Feminist dilemmas related to the politics of research span ethics, funding,
staffing, research focus, design, recruitment, analysis, dissemination, and
everything in between (see, e.g., Letherby 2003; Oakley 2005). From a
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feminist perspective, especially an intersectional one that appreciates the
interface of all forms of (structural, systemic, and cultural) privilege and
oppression, there are no single answers or solutions to these dilemmas
because humans and their/our interactions are complex, interconnected,
messy, and often elusive, making human experience and all other experiences reported by humans hard to meaningfully capture and disaggregate, complicating attempts to measure and qualify.
By their very definition, dilemmas may mean that they are irreconcilable. However, this does not give a free pass to researchers, feminist, or
otherwise. Instead, the task is to give careful thought to all aspects of the
research we undertake, so as to articulate an honest and accurate account
of how we handled the dilemmas that emerged. We know that critical
analysis begins well before the first research question is posed and is not
something adopted post-collection of data. Ethical considerations do not
begin and end with the university ethics committee’s approval process,
which we know have their own self-interests to promote (such as minimising risk, and protecting their reputation or brand).
To qualify as feminist researchers, we undertake research that is contextualised and critically reflexive. We are not just interested in loose,
interesting questions about gender but questions that are social-justice
oriented. Part of being a feminist researcher is an explicit commitment to
being socially just. It means giving due thought to, rather than sidestepping or brushing over, hard questions such as, ‘Where I am positioned in
this research? What gives me the right to study a specified population and
represent that population’s experience/knowledge/customs? How might I
foresee and manage the research processes in fair and decent ways? How
might the research be used (and misused)?’ Whether working with ‘convenient samples’ (such as white, middle-class university students) or
groups designated ‘hard to reach’ (such as low-income women trying to
rebuild their lives in the face of extensive domestic violation), questions
must be asked about unintended negative possibilities of the work. This
includes the common institutional pressures to do the research faster,
leaner and with more (public) impact (see Fraser and Taylor 2016).
The challenge is to find ways to ethically and respectfully engage
with others, including research with animals. For intersectional feminist researchers, serious attention must be given to considering the
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costs of research, particularly research that is intrusive and sensitive
and involves vulnerable/oppressed/traumatised people (and potentially
other species) recounting aspects of hard and hurtful experiences. A
key question has to be ‘is their involvement worth it?’ Janet Finch has
expressed this reflexive concern with participant well-being by stating,
“my interviewees need to know how to protect themselves from people
like me” (1993, 173). In our research with women victims/survivors of
domestic violence and their companion animals, there were times when
we felt similarly.
We approached this project with years of experience researching
domestic violence and animal abuse, experience that included interviewing women victims/survivors of abuse. In addition, we have, between us,
social work experience of working with abused and traumatised humans,
and animal shelter experience of working with abused and traumatised
animals. We realised that we could not think through every permutation
of what might happen ‘in the field.’ This is the joy and the challenge of
fieldwork, never knowing what you will be faced with. But we did put a
lot of time into thinking through the recruitment and interview processes. We did this formally—through our institutional ethics committee
application form—and informally—through long discussions with each
other about our fears. For instance, we asked ourselves what we would do
if we were faced with an animal still being abused by the participant’s
children. How would we ensure our own safety while in the home of
women and children, including those whose abusers were still hunting
them down and could arrive while we were there? We also thought
through these issues with the help of the service providers who worked on
this project with us. In hindsight, however, we didn’t put enough consideration into the emotional toll the research might have on us, a point we
return to later.

Working in Partnership with Local Support Services
Interviewing women victims/survivors of domestic violence in their
homes, often in the presence of their companion animals is complex ethical, emotional, and political work. Access to women’s services clients in
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Australia is not given easily, nor should it be. Many levels of scrutiny exist
to prevent women being re-traumatised by indifferent and/or inept
researchers whose primary or only interest is to extract ‘data’ from de-
identified subjects. To quote Carley Milich, one of the staff members
with whom we worked closely over the 12 months of fieldwork,
NDVS receives requests from others to work with our women much of the
time—we agree that partnering with other agencies and raising awareness
of domestic violence is important to ensuring our service remains sustainable, however for our women this is often not the first priority on their
mind. For them, finding a house or making sure they have enough food in
the cupboards is more important, than opening up to any stranger about
their experiences. We therefore had to be canny in whom we would suggest
for interviews with the researchers. [Carley, Northern Domestic Violence
Services Children’s Advocate]

Passion and commitment are hallmarks of much feminist research and
ours was no exception. That we felt passionate about the subject and
committed to using our knowledge and skills to design and implement a
process that would be validating for participants was key to successfully
navigating this project:
I can say that the researchers’ passion for animals was an absolute linchpin
in helping the women reclaim their relationship with their pet. Their positive vocalisations, their direct address of the animal and the telling of their
own experiences with animals made them plenty of fans – both animal and
human. The women would then light up and unabashedly speak their own
language of affection towards their animal, telling of their idiosyncratic
behaviours of which the researchers knew EXACTLY what they were talking about. Before this, they would have been ridiculed for showing the
animal any attention—namely, because the perpetrator saw the animal as a
threat, something that kept the woman strong. [Carley, Northern Domestic
Violence Services Children’s Advocate]

As feminist researchers with personal experiences of domestic violence and
many years of professional work in the area, we still needed to be given
access, or entry into being able to invite women to participate in our study.
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To do so, we needed to demonstrate not just our research expertise but also
our humanity, as women who were not afraid to enter the inner worlds of
domestic violence through the eyes of the women participants and the
touch and physical interaction with their companion animals.
Many of our women had barely been able to share their stories with us as
the immediate support workers, such was their trauma and existing high
level of risk. We as workers agreed that the chance to verbalise their experience with the researchers would no doubt be valuable, but in many cases
perhaps not yet. The researchers and case managers therefore had to remain
flexible and opportunistic, in identifying where a woman might be ready to
talk. For some, it would be immediately after they had settled at our emergency accommodation site—with their pets in their care. [Carley, Northern
Domestic Violence Services Children’s Advocate]

We worked with both our personal ethics as feminist researchers and with
the national and institutional guidelines to think through the issues. We
made sure, for example, that we liaised closely with the women’s domestic
violence caseworkers to gauge which women we were interested but also
in a position to talk to us psychologically.
In some cases, however, a woman’s emotional state would change from day
to day, dependent on what stressors had popped up. It could be hard for
them to commit to the interview process, particularly when the long-
awaited time came around and a woman had since been hospitalised, often
for mental health issues. [Carley, Northern Domestic Violence Services
Children’s Advocate]

Both in advance and during the interviews, we appreciated the possibility
of re-traumatising the women through the interview process. It is near
impossible to discuss domestic violence and companion animals without
somehow referencing painful personal material,
Sometimes their [women participants’] anxiety at the thought of speaking
about the abuse had flared up that very morning and they’d ask to reschedule…. Good communication and pre-emptiveness was required, to alert
them in due time of any changes that may have occurred for the client.
[Northern Domestic Violence Services Children’s Advocate]
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All the women we interviewed had caseworkers. We made sure that a
domestic violence caseworker was able to follow up with them within a
24-hour period to make sure they were OK post-interview. Again, this
was possible due to the work of the staff at NDVS.
Often my routine would be to note any new intakes that had arrived to the
units with pets, then check in with their case manager. Between the two of
us and our Housing Officer, we would mention to the women that the
opportunity to meet with the researchers was there. Once they had agreed
to be contacted, I would email the researchers with a short brief about the
woman’s current sense of coping, readiness for speaking about the abuse
and the nature of their relationship with their pet – this would help the
researchers with building rapport straight away, as they would already be
familiar with the animals. [Carley, Northern Domestic Violence Services
Children’s Advocate]

These are relatively commonplace and well-used methods to ensure participant’s safety and well-being and they are important in any research
but especially in research into ‘sensitive’ topics. However, this does not
mean to imply that all complexities were neatly and resolutely dealt with.
Following Lee and Renzetti (1993) we take sensitive research as meaning
that which may be intrusive but add to this research addressing issues that
may cause, or have previously caused, emotional distress and pain, particularly because they are issues considered private and/or lead to feelings of
shame usually because they are not discussed openly with others (due to a
whole host of reasons nothing to do with the individual experiencing the
events). However, we sometimes felt the measures we had in place weren’t
enough. We would leave interviews, that sometimes went for two to three
hours (participants could stop the interviews at any point without any penalty; the length was entirely dictated by them), emotionally wrung out after
what we had heard and would then discuss with each other ‘how must it
feel for the woman who shared the story?’ These were some of the moments
when we wondered if we were doing more harm than good: when the participants would spend a good proportion of the interview in tears, switching between pain and anger; when they told us they had just taken Valium
so they could cope with the interview they knew would be ‘tough’; or when
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they told us they needed to lie down as we left. In spite of the women
thanking us for visiting and taking the time to really hear what they were
saying, we reflected on the possibility that they needed ‘to know how to
protect themselves from people like us.’ It is one of the reasons we stopped
conducting individual interviews after meeting with nine women. Another
reason was that we already had so much material, which even at the time
we intuitively knew was ‘good data.’

Hearing and Representing ‘Good Data’
The misgivings we had about asking the women to retell their stories were
compounded when, despite our best efforts to come at the research both
reflexively and ethically, there were times when we echoed Etherington’s
(1996 in Sampson et al. 2008) shock and discomfort that when hearing
stories of trauma and terror we could still be thinking about how it was
‘good’ data. When we discussed this after the interviews, we realised we
meant that it was useful and part of that sentiment was bound up in it
being something we could use to draw much-needed attention to the
issues involved in understanding and preventing domestic violence and
animal abuse in the home. Even so, listening to someone’s recount of
trauma and thinking how ‘good’ it is in any terms signal a response that
left us uncomfortable. We accept that some of this is because it goes
against everything we are told—particularly as women—we should feel.
That is, when we approached the ‘data’ analytically, instead of emotionally, there was a sense we were ‘doing wrong.’ Of course, acknowledging
the analytical importance of the data did not mean we divorced ourselves
from any empathy with the interviewees or even from an emotional
response. There were times when we wished we could do this but emotions (our own and the participants) were an integral part of this project,
something we discuss in more detail below.
We are not alone in feeling this ambiguity towards the research process, and the data we gathered. Sampson et al. (2008) asked researchers
about the ‘cost’ of reflexive methods they used and noted that many qualitative, and particularly feminist, researchers shared the feelings we detail
here. They also noted that some of their sample expressed frustration
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with the outcome of their research, that in its final forms of dissemination it might not actually do anything for the participants or even for the
groups of people they represented. We also share this concern but have
taken some steps to combat it. We are not suggesting these are infallible,
rather we discuss it here as we think this is an increasingly important part
of the research process, particularly when working critically in areas
deemed ‘unimportant’ in a neoliberal world. Elsewhere, we have documented the importance of adopting strategies that allow us to get research
out to the world despite the constraints of a neoliberal university that
seeks to close down critical/political research with marginalised groups
(Fraser and Taylor 2016) and we remain committed to including consideration of this in our work.
One of the strategies we used with our projects on domestic violence
and animal abuse involved choosing where to publish. For example, we
decided at the outset of this project that it would form much of the current book you are reading. This was deliberate as we felt a book would be
both more accessible (generally, and to the women who participated in
the study if they were interested) and allow us more latitude to explore
the issues in depth and with a more politicised stance than a peerreviewed journal might.2 We also designed the project (as outlined earlier) so that it had an art exhibition alongside the interviews. This served
several purposes: (1) it drew attention to the (often hidden) existence of
domestic violence and animal abuse. People, including journalists who
have power to reach diverse audiences, were interested in the bonds
between human and animals the artworks expressed. The ‘nice’ photos
(both in content and in artistic rendering) were a drawcard for the journalists and public spaces (museums, art galleries, etc.) that showed the
works. (2) It worked as an incentive for the women, and their children,
to take part in the exhibition and then hopefully in the interviews,
although the two were not dependent and we made it clear women could
participate in the art exhibition and not be expected to talk to us (and
some decided to take this option). (3) It gave something (back) to the
This is not to say we will not publish in journals, but that our first choice of outlets will be
elsewhere.
2
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women and children involved not only in terms of a nice experience
working with volunteer photographers (from the local Mawson Lakes
Photography Club) to create beautiful and lasting images of their cross-
species families, but also in the form of copies of the images provided to
them afterwards. This also had the added advantage of helping solidify
their relationships with their caseworkers, who took the pictures to them,
and shared their joy in them.

The Power of Feeling Understood
In some respects, some of our concerns were allayed by the women who
spoke to us. As indicated earlier, they often told us—or their caseworkers
or the children’s advocate at a later point—how much they got out of the
interview process and that they were motivated to take part because one
of the aims of the project was to raise awareness about interlinked animal
abuse and domestic violence and the need for services that allow women
to remain with their animals. As one of our interviewees put it,
A lot of people are afraid to leave because of where am I going to go, what
services can actually take me with my animals … But what a difficult
choice between a 15-year-old relationship with two loved ones in your
family [her cats], or you and your son … That’s why I’m doing this, because
it’s painful as all fuck but I will not let another person go through this.
[Nolene]

We also heard from the women that participating in the project was
worthwhile to them and they appreciated talking to people who understood the power of their bonds with their animals. They were also clear
they wanted their voices to be heard when it came to letting professionals
know that recognising animals are important to them as a source of support but also that animals are themselves affected by violent households:
…to tell professionals … they really need to – not just by head knowledge
but with a bit of open compassion to see exactly what these dogs or any dog
or animal does for a person who’s been traumatised in such a way that
where the deep healing of the scars need to mend and that, but with an
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animal it can bring so much more than what they see on the surface. They
can see bruising, they can see the scars but what’s going on inside … she
can get by counselling but she can also get it by having a companion as
such a dog or a cat. [Linda]

The focus on the animals was key here. As described above, the presence
of the animals and our responses to them often legitimated our interest
in this area to the women who participated, which, in turn, encouraged
them to talk openly to us about their animals without feeling foolish.
Many of the women thus came out of the interview experience with high
praise for the interviewers and an affirmed belief that they had done the
right thing, by considering their pets’ needs. From what I could tell, their
demeanour would often change towards their animal, with new appreciation. Until then, as long as the animal was safe, that would be all the emotional support she could offer that animal whilst in crisis mode. This is
what NDVS’s policy of allowing animals enabled, in the very least.
However, the interview rather often marked a new chapter in her recovery – one where she could enjoy the company of her animal and finally
start to heal. [Carley, Northern Domestic Violence Services Children’s
Advocate]

Politics, Harm, and Emotions in Research Work
Despite this positive feedback concerns remained and these were not limited to concerns about the well-being of the participants. We also wondered about the effects of our own, political and ideological positioning
in the research. We are both ‘animal lovers,’ living with companion animals in our personal lives and advocating for all animals in our professional lives and through the research we do on human-animal relations
that often focuses on the way humans oppress other species (not limited
to companion animals). And we are both survivors of domestic violence
who have also been researching the areas of domestic violence and animal
abuse for decades. Clearly, our own biographies are embroiled in our
decisions about the work we do, including writing this book and the various research projects that underpin it.
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Our feminist position necessitates that we are open about the ways our
biographies and political positions might affect our work. However, with
this reflexivity comes the fear of having work discredited by outing ourselves in any number of (supposedly) contentious areas: as survivors of
domestic violence, and in one case of domestic violence-related animal
abuse; as feminists; as working-class women; as animal advocates and
vegans. No doubt there are those who will question the research we have
done, perhaps this book we have written, using the tired old complaints
of too much ‘subjectivity’ or too much ‘emotion.’ We accept this will
happen and that it is more likely to happen because we are women studying both domestic violence and animals. The still-assumed ‘private nature’
of domestic violence and the emotional ties humans have with animal
companions lend themselves to this kind of masculinist, positivist critique. Further adding fuel to the masculinist critique fire is our openness
about our own histories and our own politics.

Being Personally Affected
Our feminist ideology demands that we make our positions clear and
reflect upon them, as we acknowledge that some of the research we did
for this book affected us personally (see Rager 2005 for a first-person
account of the potential emotional costs of ‘sensitive’ research on the
researcher). It was evident in our demeanour, for example. The drive to
the interviews took about an hour and we would chat about the project
and other work-related issues all the way there. On the way home, however, we noted long silences indicative of both our emotional exhaustion
and our busy minds as we sought to process what we had heard. One of
us (Nik) often had to come home and ask her (male) partner for an hour
alone with the dogs she lives with while she sought to balance herself:
the idea of talking about the interviews, even at the abstract level
demanded by confidentiality, was too much, especially with a male,3 and
Discussing issues of domestic violence, and in fact any violence, with men is equally as important
as hearing testimony from female victims of male violence. And it is something we both do regularly through our teaching and community presentation work. However, directly after these interviews Nik simply didn’t want to excavate the gender politics involved.
3
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she sought the emotional comfort that only animals can give—silent,
non-
judgemental and utterly undemanding. In talking about these
responses—and others—we often reflected that we were echoing our
participants’ behaviour and seeking and gaining solace from our nonhuman companions. This led to a consideration of the toll of the work
on those we share our lives with, particularly through the emotional
work we often ask of other animals. We discuss this more thoroughly in
Chap. 7 when we consider animals’ work but raise it here to demonstrate how being attentive to our own emotions in the research process
can lead to new insights.
In thinking through some of these issues we came to the conclusion,
like Sampson et al. (2008, 930), that
It is perhaps an inevitable corollary of close research relationships that we
will experience vicarious hurt, particularly where we attend to the basic
principles of a qualitative research paradigm increasingly influenced by
feminist research principles … no pain, no gain. This is not just the price
of qualitative research, it is the price of human understanding in our everyday lives and it is one which the evidence of our Inquiry suggests is broadly
viewed by researchers as a price worth paying.

Furthermore, we think that these emotional ties, and ‘costs,’ can be a
strength in research. Analysis of researcher’s emotions as well as those of
the participants can provide theoretical insights and lead to what
Campbell (2002) calls “emotionally engaged research” (p. 123) defined as
“valuing and utilising the kinds of knowledge that can be revealed
through careful attention to the affective experiences of the researcher
and the participants.” Campbell makes clear that this kind of research is
guided by an ethic of care—for the researchers, the project, and the participants which in our case we would extend to non-human participants
by acknowledging the plight of animals caught in domestic violence situations. As Campbell argues, an ethic of care is bound to a reciprocal
relationship, a relational commitment, and using this to guide our
research projects allowed us to care about the women and animals
involved and to care about, acknowledge, and seek to understand their
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reciprocal relationships. It also facilitates research designed to understand
how we can address significant social problems like animal abuse and
domestic violence in such a way as to respond to the needs of those experiencing them; “Caring involves attuning to the well-being of those
affected by the research, and allowing that concern to guide the many
decisions researchers make over the course of the project” (Campbell
2002, 128).

Notes on Critical Companion Animal Research
As we have made clear throughout this chapter, planning and executing
research with women and companion animals who have been affected
by domestic violence is a complex and emotional affair. The ethical permutations are many and require thought and strategy before going into
the field. Even then, there are likely to be issues that cannot be preempted. In our case, one of these was a growing awareness that we
might not be able to advocate, uncritically, for women and their companion animals to remain together in situations where one or both are
affected by domestic violence. Throughout the study we became aware
of animals surrendered for their own safety and were forced to conclude—with the women who did the surrendering—that at that point
in their lives this seemed to be the best course of action. We also started
to become aware of the emotional labour that many of the animals performed. And while some of our human participants acknowledged this
could take a toll on the animals, some did not and rather saw their
animals as healers and as therapists without recognising that they might
have their own post-trauma needs, such as the need to be free from both
the expectation to heal humans and exposure to certain human emotions. We discuss this more thoroughly in Chap. 7 but raise it here as it
has (and still does) presented us with conflicting feelings: we don’t want
to feel we are ‘betraying’ the women who participated by not offering
wholesale and unequivocal support for their remaining with their companion animals, but we also owe something to the animals themselves
and so, ultimately, this is a difficult issue we need to raise.
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A Compassionate and Critical Approach
In part, this issue came about because we took a compassionate yet critical approach to the study of animals in society, in both our broader
research focusing on humans and animals outside of domestic violence
situations, and in that specifically addressing linked violence. This is not
an easy position to occupy as advocating for other species often puts us at
odds with advocating for other humans, given the basis of human-animal
relations are so often exploitative. This becomes even more complex when
approaching research into our relations with companion animals, as most
assume those relations are good for other animals. While this might be
the case for many animals in domestic arrangements in the home with
humans, it is not the case for all. Yet, researching companion animals
from a critical perspective occupies a somewhat unique position. While
there is much research on the species we keep as companions within
mainstream human-animal fields—such as the growing volume of work
on animal-assisted therapies, or on links between cruelty to companion
animals and domestic violence and child abuse—there is much less written from a critical perspective. Critical perspectives tend to focus on animal species used for food and entertainment, otherwise seen as ‘products.’
In part, this is due to the predominance of political economy/Marxist
theoretical positions adopted by those who do this work (e.g., Murray
2011). Those working in this area—quite accurately, we think—point
towards the commodification of animals that occurs when they are considered human property from which to secure a profit. This position has
lent itself to various analyses documenting the discursive, symbolic, and
ideological construction of other animals as inferior that justifies the
oppression and abuse they are subject to for humans to realise that profit.
We support this work and, in general, agree with the positions taken.
However, we have noticed that it has given rise to a form of hierarchical
thinking where work done on/for these commodified animals is considered more radical, more worthwhile. Perhaps this is because statistically
there are more animals living under oppression, for example, the billions
of hens packed into tiny cages stacked in dark, dank ‘battery’ barns, the
thousands of sows trapped in gestation crates, unable to even turn around,
or the millions of bobby calves killed days/hours after birth, considered
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‘wastage’ by a dairy industry. Perhaps it is because the suffering of these
animals is so deeply hidden ‘in plain sight’ by various ideological
sleights of hand that normalise such abuse and oppression. Or perhaps
it is because it is assumed that companion animals get a much better
deal.
In many ways they do. Some—the lucky ones—live comfortable lives
in homes with humans who love and care for them. But these species are
also open to abuse—at an individual level by ‘owners’ who can ignore
them, leave them tied in backyards for the entirety of their lives, or who
deliberately inflict violence upon them. Structurally, too, these animals
suffer from the overall commodification of animal species. Take, for
instance, the dogs forced to live without any human interaction, in small,
dirty cages, kept as breeding machines to satisfy the latest market trend in
‘cavoodles’ or other ‘designer breed.’ Also consider the close to 40,000
companion animals euthanised in Australia annually (RSPCA
2015–2016) or 1.5 million euthanised in the US, per year (ASPCA n.d.)
because they are surplus to requirements, or have ‘behavioural problems’
caused by previous trauma, repeat surrender, or simple boredom due to
being ignored. In a cruel irony, much of this euthanasia occurs in shelters,
the very places set up to help these animals in the first place. And, even
those who do live in ‘good’ homes, where they are cared for and loved, are
still subject to having their behaviour controlled, so they can live in
human spaces. They are, as Collard (2014) put it, “lively but never fully
alive” as their choices are curtailed and their agency limited or denied
altogether (Sutton and Taylor forthcoming).
Adopting the position of critical companion animal studies allows us to
consider contentious issues such as these although, as we have made clear
in this chapter, this is not without its challenges. It allows us to advocate on
their behalf through our scholar-advocacy, and to extend the notion of
research informed by a social justice perspective to them. Such an approach
involves taking “a stand with/for those most adversely affected by unfair
practices and discriminatory policies” which recognises that “research has a
moral dimension that transcends technical goals and purposes” (Smith and
McInerney 2011, 15). Such a stand can occur in day-to-day, home settings
that offer us alternative models and stories about human-animal relationships. As White and Cudworth (2014) point out,
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when contemplating strategies of resistance, a local milieu should be
sought, one which places particular emphasis on the roles and responsibilities of the individual and the community as having the potential to
be(come) meaningful sites of resistance that can effectively challenge interspecies domination. The emphasis on the intimate connections, the intimate and meaningful connections that humans make with nonhuman
animals, brings with it a welcome range of new possibilities and spaces for
radical change. (203)

In other words, it is important to see our work highlighting the importance of animals to the women in our study, and the women’s work in
protecting their animals and participating in the study, as a form of bottom-up activism:
in the context of ‘normalised’ animal exploitation and (ab)use, this activism could easily become embedded in the regular and the everyday; this
means not simply in consumer choices … Or decisions about which animal rights organizations to support, but also in more active, deliberate, and
positive forms of engagement. (White and Cudworth 2014, 214–215)

Conclusion
Articulating and grappling with theories and methods of research are crucial elements to doing feminist research. In this chapter we explained why
we elected to undertake a qualitative project using individual interviews
with nine women clients of a South Australian domestic violence support
service. We have also detailed how we attempted to include the animals—
or at the very least a clear focus on them—in our research. Identifying
not just our rationale for the decisions we made but also some of the
important dilemmas we faced is intended to demonstrate our use of critical reflexivity and contextualise the interview material analysed in the
following chapters. As we have indicated, interviewing women still (relatively) raw from separating from abusive partners, in their homes and
alongside their companion animals, enabled a level of intimacy conducive to the provision of rich data for our study, but also involved the costs
of sharing and bearing witness to painful, if not torturous experiences.
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4
Being Subjected to Domestic Violence:
Empathic Love and Domination

Introduction
From personal experience and the professional work that we have done over
the years, we know that family life is often full of paradoxes. Rather than
being sites of comfort and refuge from the stresses of the ‘outside world,’
families may be dangerous, damaging, and painful places (Straus et al.
2017). This is not some bleak, jaded, or idiosyncratic view. Rather, it reflects
the staggering rates of domestic violence, including the regular injuries and
fatalities which suggest that the institution of family is not nearly as safe,
protective and comforting as it might sound (Straus et al. 2017).
From the project, Loving You, Loving Me: Companion Animals and
Domestic Violence (2016–2017) (see Chap. 3 for more details), we
draw most of our illustrative examples. Extended excerpts from interviews with women survivors of abuse reiterate how dangerous domestic relationships can be, for both humans and animals. They show
that even when constituted as part of the family, companion animals
are at risk of being harmed in private homes—deliberately and unintentionally—and having that harm ignored. They are at risk of being
surrendered, abandoned, or retained during human survivors’ moves
© The Author(s) 2019
N. Taylor, H. Fraser, Companion Animals and Domestic Violence, Palgrave Studies in
Animals and Social Problems, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-04125-0_4
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into various housing arrangements but expected to repress the impact
their experiences of domestic violence have had on them, to focus on
helping their humans recover. This discussion continues in the following chapters.
However, family relationships can also be conducive to great experiences of love, affection, and generosity but also justice (Kleingeld and
Anderson 2014). Within families, justice does not have to be placed in
opposition to love:
One of the central insights of feminism is that a concern with justice should
not stop at the entrance to the home. Changes in laws and public policy
certainly play a pivotal role in ongoing efforts to eliminate injustice within
the family. But one should not neglect the importance of transforming
family members’ attitudes toward the pursuit of justice within the family.
(Kleingeld and Anderson 2014, 11)

This chapter begins with a definition of love, then of the empathic love
that humans and companion animals can feel for each other as family
members. Our emphasis is placed on excerpts from interviews from
the Loving You project, where the women spoke of their deeply felt
connections with companion animals. Most emphasised the empathy
and kindness they felt to and from their animal companions. Many
understood that their relationships were—at least partially—reciprocal. This is followed by a discussion about women leaving home early
due to abuse. Attention then turns to when adult love relationships
turn abusive, to attempts victims made to keep the peace and threats
to safety if they tried to escape. Led by the data, our emphasis is on
the recognition of animal love and companionship when victims/survivors of domestic violence reach out for help, and the importance of
helping (non-abusive) humans to maintain their relationships with
companion animals in the aftermath of separation. From these examples we will also show that human–companion animal connections
can be both life-affirming (also see Headey 1999) and life-sustaining.
This is a discussion that continues in some form throughout the
remaining chapters of the book.
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 mpathic Love, Companion Animals,
E
and Family
Empathy is a prosocial activity that involves trying to see life and feel
experiences through the eyes of others and adjusting responses to them
on the basis of these perceptions and sensitivities (also see Fraser et al.
2017; Kossak 2015). Interspecies empathy, as it is sometimes called, can
serve as a bridge in and between humans and animals, allowing some
humans, especially those alienated and traumatised, to reconnect with
other humans as well as other species (Fraser et al. 2017). Empathy with
and for animals has been shown to have a wide range of benefits for children and animals alike, including improved recognition of needs and
rights of those being empathised with (Taylor and Signal 2005).
Love is a contested term and experience. For some, especially the biomedically oriented, love is best understood through various measurements, and in relation to human physiology, such as neural processes,
changes to blood pressure, pulse rates, and hormones. From some other
accounts, such as evolutionary psychologists, love is ultimately about
instincts and survival. For others, love is fundamentally about attachments, or the spiritual merging of two to become one, or the site of
much-needed emotional labour, to ‘make relationships work.’ Moral conservatives often view love relationships in terms of good/evil, morality/
immorality, and obligations/recklessness. Still others, such as philosophers and social theorists, read love as a socio-cultural phenomenon,
wrapped up in historical, social conventions that shape how we language
our experiences of love, and, in turn, construct them emotionally, cognitively, and materially (Fraser 1999a, 2008).
Our interest in love and empathy cuts across species and domains of
experience including those who are violent. For us, love is a code word
used to describe a myriad of experiences, feelings, connections, behaviours, expectations, thoughts, plans, fantasies, and social expectations
(also see Fraser 2003, 2005, 2008). Love relationships can be biological
and physical, sexual or asexual, based on emotions or the withholding of
emotions—material, intellectual, spiritual, religious, and/or institutional.
Interspecies love relationships are those that occur across species, such as
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between humans and dogs, dogs and cats, and cats and chickens. Rather
than attempt to try to capture love and associated terms in a single definition or through measurements, our emphasis is on human–companion
animal relationships of empathy, connection, and love (Fraser 2008). (To
reiterate an earlier point, this excludes human-animal sexual relations as
we regard beastiality as abuse not love).
Empathic love between humans and animals refers to ongoing, loving
companionate relationships based on mutual regard and care, emotional
attunement and affinity, as well as reciprocal responsiveness to each other’s interests and welfare. Lori Gruen’s (2015, 3) notion of entangled
empathy is relevant here:
Entangled empathy [is] a type of caring perception focused on attending to
another’s experience of wellbeing. An experiential process involving a blend
of emotion and cognition in which we recognise we are in relationships
with others and are called upon to be responsive and responsible in these
relationships by attending to another’s needs, interests, desires, vulnerabilities, hopes, and sensitivities.

Interdependent and interconnected, entangled empathy is concerned
about both the ‘I’ and the ‘us’ in relationships extending well beyond
reason and rationality, to include feelings and perceptions of well-being
(Bekoff 2006; Kossak 2015; Munroe 2018).
Mutual recognition is crucial to empathic connections, empathic alliances, and empathic love, all of which overlap. Empathic alliances are those
characterised by empathy, trust, loyalty, partnership, and, most importantly, solidarity (also see Coulter 2016). However, they stop short of the
intensity of emotional connections associated with love and may occur at a
distance, for example, the generalised care that humans can feel for animals
oppressed in modern agribusiness practices. When applied to human service provision and to practitioners’ approaches, empathic alliances stand in
direct contrast to heroic treatment, which Breggin (1999) described as typically expert-driven, crisis-oriented, directive and authoritarian, helping
relationships, rarely required but often assumed in human hierarchies of
status, knowledge, and power. In other words, empathic alliances are
inclined to be more egalitarian, collaborative, and appreciative to each other’s emotional needs and sensitivities (also see Bekoff 2006; Munroe 2018).
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Empathic love can grow from empathic connection, a notion that
speaks to being moved by another’s story, physical presence, or experience. It can happen across species (Bekoff 2006; Vining 2003) and can
occur fleetingly, such as when strangers meet and feel for each other. In
the case of animal companions, these connections can happen during
meetings at animal adoption centres or animal foster carers’ houses, at
dog parks, and during chance encounters, and for some these connections become relationships of empathic love in the future. During these
initial encounters, individual animals may capture humans’ attention
by approaching them, engaging in play, allowing them to stroke them,
or pick them up. Conversely, they may evoke human empathy and an
impulse towards rescue when they shy away, hide at the back, shake
with anxiety and/or appear to be unduly small or weak (sometimes
described as the ‘runt of the litter’). As discussed in Chap. 5, these
physical vulnerabilities and fear responses have direct relevance to
domestic violence, not just for human victims/survivors but also for
animals’ experiences of domestic violence.
We are using the notion of empathic love in an attempt to show the
power of animal companionship and most importantly to highlight the
emotional sensitivities of animals, not just humans (also see Bekoff 2006;
Coulter 2016; Vining 2003). This has been particularly important given
we could not interview the animals as we did the humans in our projects.
In social media there is a popular psychological human character type
described as an empath, which is ordinarily disaggregated from gender
and all other politics and contexts:
Empaths are highly sensitive, finely tuned instruments when it comes to
emotions. They feel everything, sometimes to an extreme, and are less apt
to intellectualise feelings. Intuition is the filter through which they experience the world. Empaths are naturally giving, spiritually attuned, and good
listeners. If you want heart, empaths have got it. Through thick and thin,
they’re there for you, world-class nurturers…. If empaths are around peace
and love, their bodies assimilate these and flourish. Negativity, though,
often feels assaultive, exhausting. Thus, they’re particularly easy marks for
emotional vampires, whose fear or rage can ravage empaths. (https://drjudithorloff.com/how-to-know-if-youre-an-empath/)
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While the popular construction of empaths has not included companion
animals, our view is that it should do so. After all, it is companion animals who are less apt to intellectualise feelings, more inclined to nurture
others, show loyalty ‘through thick and thin,’ and be ‘easy marks for emotional vampires.’ Even more than women, animal empaths are susceptible
to having the emotional labour they perform, unrecognised or trivialised.
If in conflict with human interests, companion animals’ needs for ‘peace
and love’ can be easily ignored. Seeing them as ‘empaths’ has the advantage of drawing attention to the negative impact human anger, anxiety,
depression, and rage can have on them, as well as highlighting the work
they do with and for humans (Coulter 2016). Exploring connections
between gender, species, and empathy, Munroe (2018) reminds us that
empathy can be exploited. When humans profess empathy for animals,
improved treatment and living conditions do not always result. Munroe
(2018) cites the example of Temple Grandin, the North American animal
welfare specialist who helps to design ‘more humane’ methods for slaughterhouses (Munroe 2018).

Empathic Love and Domesticity
Empathic love often develops while sharing domestic space together.
Domestic arrangements can produce not just close proximity but also
some powerful entanglements particularly in the context of domestic violence, where the power inequalities between men and women, adults and
children, and especially between humans and animals, is often more
accentuated than in other households. The empathy, loyalty, and trust
that come from companion animals are often cherished for being unconcerned with and oblivious to the human methods of ranking people and
discriminating against them on the basis of gender, sexuality, class, race,
age, ability, religion, and so on. What does matter is the mutual recognition—or the process of seeing each other and each other’s needs (see, e.g.,
Taylor et al. 2018, forthcoming).
Human-animal relationships depend on non-deliberative interactions.
Non-deliberative interactions go beyond words and are sensitive to place,
touch, smell, and sound (see Lang 2016). Touch is a major component of
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animal companionship and may play a particular role in forging the relationship and in helping humans (and potentially animals, although less is
known about this) recover from trauma and oppression. Abused individuals may not welcome touch or be able to physically touch others
(Montgomery et al. 2015) at least during some periods of their recovery,
even though much research points to the need for touch as a component
of a healthy life, and its role in healing, particularly post-abuse (Ardiel
and Rankin 2010; Westland 2011). It is unsurprising, then, that the
embodied aspects of the relationship between companion animals and
their humans can play a role in deepening empathic love and in helping
both to heal post-abuse. However, similar to humans, companion animals may not find it pleasurable being touched, if such attention is not
built on relationships of mutual trust and does not account for their
needs and preferences. As it can be for humans, unwanted affection for
animals can be distracting, unpleasant, frightening, and, in some cases,
traumatic. Unwanted affection may place the target in the difficult position of having to find a way to reject these advances without offending or
alienating. For companion animals, there is the risk that if they upset
their ‘owners,’ necessities may be denied, such as food, shelter, and a clean
place to toilet.
As well as touch, place, space, territory, and living arrangements all
matter to interspecies relationships. Humans are not the only species to
seek comfort from familiar, secure, and predictable surroundings (see
Safina 2017). For humans and animal companions, daily routines occurring in material spaces often produce such comfort. Moving to a new
house can incur several dangers, as the women we interviewed who lived
with cats understood. Cats are notoriously reluctant to move geographical locations, especially if they are permitted outdoors, partly because of
the careful negotiations they need to do with other animals, humans, and
traffic in the neighbourhood. Adults, children, and companion animals
can all find it difficult to adjust to new surroundings. As the women’s
testimonies show, there can be much stress involved in repeatedly moving
residence, especially in the context of animals being prohibited (as in the
use of temporary motels) and/or violent spouses pursuing the victims
after they have escaped. Stress can negatively, not just positively, impact
the affection victims of domestic violence (animal and human) feel and
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show to each other. As we will discuss, sometimes the (risk of ) neglect of
animals is not indicative of deliberate cruelty or indifference but a reflection of the overwhelming difficulties other (human) family members are
facing.
To recap: embodied and physically interactive relationships of empathy
in animal love and companionship can protect both parties but also make
them vulnerable to each other’s pain and hardship. Being emotionally
attuned to one another can mean experiencing each other’s misery and pain,
not just joy and happiness. For the women we interviewed who reported
growing up with companion animals as part of their families, there were
fears expressed about animals being mistreated by others at home.

Growing Up Alongside Companion Animals
Cultural change has made the conceptualisation of ‘pets’ as loved family
members more commonplace than unusual (Walsh 2009). This has also
been reflected across several human-companion animal studies we have
conducted. From focus groups, online stories, and individual interviews
to questionnaires, no participants in our studies about companion animals indicated that they conceived of ‘their’ companion animals as traditional pets, that is, objects of affection to be used and discarded at will,
without regard for the animals’ own needs and interests. Only part of this
can be explained (away) by the self-selected recruitment processes we
have used, the focus of our questions and the tone of invitations to participate. Across so many human-companion animal studies (ours and
several others), there is a clear message: animals can offer people not just
companionship but love (see Archer 1997; Morrison 2007; Nicholas and
Gullone 2001; Paul 2000). These interspecies love relationships are significant; participants have told us over and again that their love for ‘their’
companion animals is as important as the love they experience with other
humans, and for some, even more so.
Growing up with companion animals as part of the family can be formative for children; animals are known to provide children with important
forms of emotional support and security (Triebenbacher 1998; Walsh
2009). Being accepted or ‘chosen’ by an animal as a source of familial love
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and protection can feel deeply affirming for many humans, especially
young people (Nicholas and Gullone 2001). From their interactions with
companion animals, many children have learned how to respect others and
life itself (Walsh 2009). Childhood relationships with companion animals
can also shape developmental and lifestyle trajectories into old age. For
instance, 30 years ago Netting et al. (1988) showed, in their study based in
Arizona, there are two major factors explaining whether elderly people elect
to live with companion animals as they age, the first is whether they have
positive childhood memories of companion animals, and the second hinges
on whether their housing arrangements allow it. All the women we interviewed for the Loving You project currently lived with companion animals,
to some extent because they were able to live in pet-friendly supported
accommodation, or because they had caseworkers who helped them advocate to private real estate agents and landlords that they were worthy of
being trusted with rental properties. It is a point we return to in later chapters when we consider the importance of making (at least some) pet-friendly
residential space for victims/survivors of domestic violence.
All but one woman in the Loving You project recalled childhoods
involving companion animals at home. The exception was Brianna, the
youngest woman we interviewed, who reported being raised by a vegan
mother who objected to the domestication of animals and the treatment
of animals as ‘pets.’ Today, Brianna is also vegan but lives with her young
daughter, along with a small terrier (dog, Max) and a marmalade cat
(Carla), both of whom provided much delight on our visit. For the other
eight women we interviewed, all reported spending much time with
companion animals during childhood and loving them in profoundly
important ways. Sometimes children’s empathy for animals is expressed
through connections forged with ‘underdogs’ and championing their
causes. Stella talked about “bringing all the [stray] dogs home,” reflecting
that reciprocal benefits can accrue to the humans and other animals that
rescue each other, that is, humans rescuing otherwise unwanted and
soon-to-be-euthanised shelter animals and shelter animals rescuing
humans from their own reports of isolation, loneliness, anxiety, and
depression (Fraser et al. 2017, 496).
Some of the women narrated stories about relationships with animals that
endured across many years. Jacqui was a good example. She said, “Mum and
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Dad got a dog called Jim, that we grew up with, and I actually had him in my
wedding.” The practice of including dogs as members of bridal parties and
then posting beautifully composed photos about the events was something
we noticed when several of our online participants posted photos of them in
bridal gowns, kissing or holding the paw of their dogs for another project
What is it about animals? When we met Jacqui, she was living with a young
male collie-cross called Charlie, a beautiful, energetic, silky coated dog, who
was fun to meet but also challenging. For instance, when we arrived and put
our bags down he cocked his leg and scent marked one of them. After we sat
down, he climbed on top of the sofa we were sitting in, walking over us, and
winding himself around us during the interview. His distracting but entirely
friendly behaviour was punctuated with licks and what appeared to be ‘grins.’
Even so, we accept that his behaviour would be challenging for some, as it
seemed to be for Jacqui, who spoke of her concerns about neighbours complaining about his barking.
In her mid-30s, Allison was living with her young son and dog, Freddy,
in supported housing when we interviewed her. She recalled the love and
comfort she felt from and for the companion animals with whom she had
grown up:
We had a cat then and a blue tongue lizard and a dog called Louie
Armstrong, a black terrier cross. He lived until he was 21 that dog … He,
he ended up with my grandparents but he was always my comfort whenever my parents were fighting … I’d sit with Louie no matter … And so, I
guess he was my family. I learnt to talk to my animals I suppose, so I’ve never
really once gone without a dog.

Allison spoke of growing up “learning to talk to [her] animals.” She is not
alone. Talking with, to, and about companion animals is a popular pastime,
repeatedly illustrated as beneficial to a wide range of humans (see, e.g., Sams
et al. 2006). This can include happy, fun stories but can also include discussions of pet loss and grief (see Donohue 2005). For some people, including
young children, talking with/to/about animals may be the conversations of
primary importance in their day-to-day lives (Sams et al. 2006).
While Allison conveyed a creative, energetic self with many friends,
she also revealed her deep pain, ongoing trauma, and worrying feelings of
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alienation from others with whom she is ostensibly close. Like several
other women we interviewed, Allison experienced abuse in childhood
and left home as a young teenager. Subjected to many years of domestic
violence while she was in young adulthood relationships, she disclosed
self-medicating her emotional and physical pain, and she frequently self-
harmed and was often suicidal.
For Linda, an Indigenous woman artist in her 40s who lived in transitional housing with a large bird, ‘Pete,’ there were other social problems
to contend with including chronic poverty, institutional racism, and her
own more recent addictions to gambling and alcohol and time spent in
prison. When we interviewed Linda, she was—post prison release—optimistic and upbeat, and happily reconnected to her large, extended
Indigenous family. When asked, she said that her first strong memory of
loving a companion animal was of Zac, a little dog that she grew up with,
who her parents said was ‘hers’:
Well my pet was called Zac. He was a little bitser [mixed breed] dog. He
was my dog, he was bought for me as a young kid. And as growing up I
was – I lived in a home of domestic violence so I know for me that my Zac
was, was just my best companion, my best friend, everything … Yeah.
Everybody loved him. But he was mine. I was told he was mine. Settled
with that and the thing with him he would which I loved coming home
every day after school he’d wait out the front for me … And soon as he saw
me getting closer he’d do like this spin around and then he’d shoot up the
road and just jump all over me. Yeah, he was my best buddy. He was awesome … He was just like a human and that’s what everybody said. He was
just so loving. He was awesome.

Most companion animals require care and attention, which in turn may
have positive effects on the human caregiver’s sense of control and self-
efficacy (Pachana et al. 2005). Linda reflected this in relation to her love
of and care for her dog Zac:
For me personally [having a dog growing up] was security … It was like I
say a companion, friend. It brought for me a sense of even though I could
see chaos and all that at home. It brought me a bit of stability and responsibility caring for something else.
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Similar sentiments were expressed by Katrina about her dog called Ember,
a Doberman identified in Katrina’s story. In it, she shows how growing up
experiences for children can be interwoven with companion animal relationships, and how they can be experienced as important forms of
protection:
[We] always had dogs in my family. We had Dobermans…. from a puppy
… [we] … had a birthday cake and they [the dogs] were the centre of the
family. Everything that we did revolved around the animals, [that] sort of
thing. So, they [dogs] were a big part of our lives. They lived inside, they
slept on the beds and they were family, so yeah … it was me and my
brother [that] had our dog Ember. It was a bit different back then because
kids used to be allowed out and –
Q: Roaming?
A:	[Nods.] My dog would come everywhere with me, so every night
we’d go down the playground together. We were best friends really.
So yeah, he [dog] was my best friend growing up.
Q:	Wow. When you think about going to the playground, how old were
you?
A: Maybe eight to ten, about ten years old.
Q: They were different days then weren’t they?
A: [Nods.]

Caring for another sentient being has also been shown to be helpful for
groups (such as children, and older or frail individuals) who perceive
themselves as primarily receiving care, rather than being able to provide
it. Such an opportunity to provide meaningful care may help redress
imbalances in support exchanges (reciprocity) in their relationships
(Pachana et al. 2005, 108). However, Pachana et al. (2005) caution us
not to forget that having the opportunity to interact with animals and
care for companion animals is usually reflective of existing benefits and
resources—opportunities often denied people on very low incomes, in
nursing homes or boarding houses. In other words, the opportunity to
live in close proximity to companion animals is not evenly distributed,
with some groups denied the chance to do so.
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Leaving Home Early Because of Abuse
For some of the women we interviewed, childhood abuse meant they had
been forced to leave their family homes early. Leaving home early can be
a frightening, alienating, and impoverishing experience for many (see
Fraser 1999a). For some it generates a longing for a sense of family that
can make them vulnerable to abuse, but particularly young women who
are so often the targets of the injunction to form families through unions
of romantic love (Fraser 1999a, 2003, 2005, 2008). Allison recognised
this cultural injunction in her personal story when she said, “all I crave is
a family and that’s what I saw in Rich [ex-partner who abused her].”
Among others, Allison illustrates how premature sexual partnering can
occur for young people fleeing abusive family homes, and thrust in
equally risky environments:
I’ve always been an outcast I was out of home at 13 … I grew up with a
Croatian bloke who was abused hard as a child and unfortunately, he carried
that on [with me]. I was with him [as a sexual partner] for 8 to 9 years I think.
But first I lived with the Hells Angels [motorcycle group] actually. They actually looked after me better than my own mum. They were actually a family
unit—believe it or not. They had very old school morals, they just, they just did
illegal activities. And they were actually solid people for me. Even years later I
saw them and they were still, “Alli—if you ever need to be looked after or
whatever you’re part of the family.” And then I met Danny and I moved straight
in with him and became his little saviour … I certainly don’t want the whole
woe is me bullshit because I made the choice to stay, although if I did go he
probably would have killed me … [Then] he realised I didn’t give a fuck if I
died. So, I would let him do the things that he used to do and then –
Q: To you?
A:	Yeah lots and lots of stuff that I have flashbacks of now … Sometimes
I’d be locked in a sunroom for 8 days with a dog bowl, things like
that … I think I blocked out a lot of my childhood too because violence has always just been, I drank because of the violence and I used
to do drugs because of violence, you know what I mean?
Q: I do.
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Alison’s reference to the dog bowl in the sunroom for eight days came
with no details and left us in silent contemplation hours after we had
completed the interview. The crossover of ill treatment of women and
dogs is self-evident. Debased and presumably kept hostage, Allison’s
attempt to flee domestic violence in her childhood home had cruelly
resulted in her experiencing even more extreme violence.
Many young people are homeless due to abuse in family homes
(Cooper 2016; Fraser 1999b). Historically and today, demand for supported accommodation often outstrips supply and many young people
run the risk of having to ‘couch surf ’ or ‘sleep rough.’ Both can be precarious, not just in terms of having possessions stolen but also being
exploited, attacked, molested, and otherwise abused. Homelessness due
to abuse has potentially serious consequences for all aspects of life, demonstrated, for example, through the life chances of young people in or
leaving foster care, a group still susceptible to an adulthood of (further)
violation, unemployment, homelessness, unsupported trauma histories,
addictions, and imprisonment (Fraser and Seymour 2017). As so many
young people discover, across the spectrum of genders and sexualities,
leaving abusive homes can mean entering equally or even more violent
contexts, where trading for resources can sometimes mean sexual exploitation and manipulation (Fraser and Seymour 2017). It can also mean
having to leave behind beloved companion animals (Coorey and Coorey-
Ewings 2018).
Katrina is another example of a woman growing up with companion
animals and leaving home early due to abuse, but in her case, she had the
opportunity to maintain connections with her dogs:
I left home quite young, we had a dysfunctional family and I was out
of the house I think I was about fourteen or fifteen and I had my own
place through a government supported place; I think I was fifteen or
sixteen and I had a dog then as well, so I got another Doberman and
felt completely secure. If I didn’t have the dog I would’ve felt empty
and yeah, I wouldn’t have felt safe at all. So yeah, Jackson was my second Doberman and yeah, he was my protector; he was just another
human really … with black hair.
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Q: Have you ever been without dogs for long periods?
A:	No, I don’t think so. Only the time that we spent homeless without
Maddie. I really have never not had a dog in my life.

Katrina was not the only woman to have suggested that having a loyal
companion at your side can be pleasurable at any time, but in the context
of domestic violence and homelessness, can be more than a welcomed
relief from the hardship fear and unpredictability.

When Adult Love Relationships Turn Abusive
Unexpected betrayals are common features of domestic violence. Many
survivors recount how confusing domestic violence can be, how special
and loving abusive partners can be before turning ugly, and how the
abuse can creep in so unexpectedly (Fraser 1999a, 2008). Nadia was
another woman who spoke about this:
He [ex-partner] was really kind and friendly at first. When we first met, he
was just so – I’ve never felt so special to someone, I’ve never felt like somebody loved me as much as him. He just, he was really wonderful that first
couple of months. I thought he really understood me but obviously that was
all not who he was … It almost, you don’t even notice how bad it was getting
until it got really bad. We moved house, into the house with our housemate
and that’s when things got awful. I thought that I was losing my mind, I
really thought – oh my god I’ve gone completely crazy what is going on
because he would say, “Oh this didn’t happen how you remembered and
that, that didn’t happen and what I said was this.” And I just, I’m someone
who’s always been pretty sure of myself and for the first time ever I was, I’ve
gone mad, I’ve lost it, I really, I remember just sitting there thinking, this is
what it’s like to go crazy … How he was with me at the start is how he is with
everyone else. I feel like I’m, I’m the only person who’s seen that ugliness.

When we are hurt by the ones who purport to love us, the consequences
can be shocking and profound, psychologically, physically, emotionally,
financially, and spiritually. For some women, the abuse starts quickly
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after marriage. In the popular vernacular, spouses may be ‘loyal to a fault,’
especially if they have vowed to honour—and in many cases, obey their
spouse—and stay with them ‘til death do us part.’ In the context of committed romantic heterosexual coupledom there are many inducements
for women (and others) to not classify what they are experiencing as
abuse, but instead reframe it as discrete and perhaps unintended incidents, disconnected from the overall quality of the relationship and hopes
for the future (Fraser 1999a, 2003, 2008). While in hindsight it might
appear obvious, it can be hard for victims of domestic violence to immediately recognise that what is happening to them is abuse. Katrina gave
an example of this.
Q:
A:
Q:

So how long were you married before the abuse started?
To be honest, it started straight away.
Did it [long and sombre silence].

We read the silence as hanging heavy because the implication is that if
abuse starts early, departures by victims should be immediate. When they
do not conform to this script for how victims should behave, much shame
can be cast and internalised (Murray 2008). In part, this is due to ‘public
story’ of domestic violence that constructs it as individual in nature,
ensuring attention is moved away from more discomforting structural
and cultural aspects and reasons for it. This is equally linked to the public
stories narrated about love.
As we discussed in detail in Chap. 2, in popular culture and everyday life, clichés about love abound. Love is said to lift us up, rescue us
from loneliness, deliver us a family, while helping us to heal from any
past pain. In the popular imagination love can both rescue and transform us (Fraser 1999a). Not so popularly understood is that domestic
violence relationships often, but not always, involve the coexistence
of love and abuse, complicating how abuse is interpreted and dealt
with (Fraser 2005, 2008; Straus et al. 2017). Also, not so popularly
understood is that domestic violence can harm companion animals
too, and not just those used as direct targets of abuse (Coorey and
Coorey-Ewings 2018).
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The Domestic Violation of Animal Companions
While domestic violence is enacted in diverse households and often hidden from public view, companion animals are highly likely to be picking
up the tensions, hearing the explosions, witnessing the attacks and acts of
submission by the humans they love. They are also likely to feel the aftermath and sense the misery at home, even if humans pretend the situation
is otherwise.
In Chap. 2 we described how McDonald et al. (2016) interviewed 58
children who had experienced having their animals threatened, harmed,
and in some cases killed. Linda’s experience narrated below shows how
her son witnessed his father try to kill their cat while pretending to do
otherwise.
Q:	Did he [ex-husband] ever do anything secretly to hurt them like an
animal would just disappear or anything like that?
A:	Well that’s what he tried to do when my son saw what he’d done. He
tried to do that because it was my daughter’s cat and he tried to kill
it but my son caught him.
Q:	Right I see. He tried to kill the cat and get rid of the cat but pretend
the cat had run off?
A: Yep and he done that, he’s done it a couple of times actually.
Q: He gets the shits with an animal and kills it?
A: Yeah oh he gets the shits with me and he will take it out on them.

Linda understood her abusive husband’s actions to be motivated by a
desire to control her through the cats, that the cats were proxies for his
rage. Her view echoes other research done in this area that demonstrates
abusers use animals as a form of coercive control over their human partners (e.g., Adams 1996). Moving beyond the impact on the human alone,
however, we attempted to imagine the terror experienced by the cats, who
were suddenly targeted, captured, and killed. Our thoughts were also cast
to the rest of the family who were to witness the arrival of subsequent cats,
to love and bond with them (see Walsh 2009), only to have the whole
sinister process repeated over and again. This weighed heavily on Linda.
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Q:	Was his [ex-husband] treatment of the animals any part of your decision making about not wanting to be with him?
A:	Yeah, yeah that and not wanting to get another animal while with
him. Because I saw how he was [with the animals]. He [husband] was
so dominant…. He’s [son] lost a couple of animals in his time and
I’m pretty sure he [son] vowed and declared that he would never have
a – another pet.
Q: Because of the pain of losing them?
A:	Yeah, yeah because – and seeing what his father had done and that
sort of stuff.
Q: Did his father kill the animal?
A: Yeah.
Q: In front of him?
A: (Nods). In front of him.

Love relationships are popularly understood and often presented as a
balm to pain and grief (Fraser 1999a, 2008). Below, Linda describes
meeting her ex-husband when she was a teenager, a time when she was
raw from the grief of her brother dying:
I met him when I was what – I think it was a couple of weeks after I lost
my brother to suicide. He used to work with my cousin’s boyfriend and he
brought him around, that’s how I got to meet him. [However, we] made
five amazing children so yeah…
Q: So, not all bad?
A:	No, no there’s a lot of good – I’ve learnt a lot from him a lot of good
things. He done a lot of good things with the kids and took us on
good trips and camping and all that sort of stuff so it wasn’t all bad.
I mean I wasn’t – I mean just – things just didn’t work out. That’s
how I look at it now and I’m sure he’s better off for it and I know I
am. Heaps better off than what I was.

In spite of the extensive violence that her husband committed against
her, their children, and companion animals, Linda refused to cast him
only as a mistake or a blight on her life. She figured that their union
produced ‘five amazing children,’ whom she loves very deeply. For people unacquainted with the legacy of domestic abuse, it may come as a
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surprise to learn that more than a few victims will still feel some form of
love for perpetrators and hold hope for them to change, including those
who have never shown remorse before (Fraser 2005).
Many domestic violence victims want the love relationships to continue
free from the violence (Fraser 2005, 2008). As a result, trying to ‘keep the
peace’ is a theme of many domestic violence victims’ lives, human and animal. Sometimes this involves trying to ingratiate oneself to the abuser, as dogs
sometimes do to angry ‘owners,’ including those unlikely to be placated but
may even be further aggravated, as can occur when victims cower reflexively
at sudden movements (also see Coorey and Coorey-Ewings 2018). Katrina
described her attempts to placate and soothe her abusive partner:
You know in the moment you just think ‘I’m not going to rock the boat’.
You’re so busy walking on eggshells that you don’t get your red flags anymore. You don’t go, ‘Hang on a sec. That’s not normal!’ You’re just thinking, ‘Let’s downplay this, downplay that, or it’s going to just blow up in my
face’ … Yeah, keep the peace. I used to say to my son all the time, ‘Choose
your battles wisely’. Now I look back and I think that’s such a stupid thing
to say because it just put us in a mode where we were walking on eggshells.
We wouldn’t – I wouldn’t raise my voice to him, I was just constantly doing
everything to keep the peace and it just –
Q:
A:

Exhausting?
It is. It’s so toxic – really, really toxic.

Jacqui also realised she was expending much emotional labour trying to
keep the peace with her abuser when she heard herself urge her young
daughter to do the same:
I would try and make sure that things wouldn’t set him [abusive ex-partner]
off. And I knew something, I knew I had to do something when, we were
in the shopping centre with the kids and my daughter did something, and
I heard myself saying “Please don’t do that, dad’s going to go off at me.”
And I’m like, “Oh my god, I can’t do this, look what I’m doing to my
child.” Do you know what I mean?
Q:

I do, my mother used to say it to me.
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Our response to Jacqui’s fear of unwittingly colluding with her abuser
was designed to convey that her response was not idiosyncratic, nor a
reflection of her deficits, but reflective of the coercive control many abusers deploy, which can corrode victims’ capacity to not internalise responsibility for the abuse occurring.
For some domestic violence victims, it is not just that trust that has
been broken and that acts of domination can feel suffocating. They can
also feel exploited, sometimes only realised after they have separated.
Katrina described it as a feeling of being ‘sucked dry’:
It’s been hard, it’s been a hard more than anything, a shock to – because I’m
a giver and that’s why he was attracted to me in the first place, he sucked me
dry and I just kept giving and giving and giving. So, when you leave somebody and you’ve given so much of yourself and they immediately turn
around and try and destroy your reputation it hurts you in a place where
you didn’t even know existed…

Similar to many other women we interviewed, Katrina also cursed
herself for continuing to give so much of herself to a man whom she
now saw had no intention of showing her mutual respect and empathy. There is also a risk—if not the intention—that domestic violence
can ‘break the [victim’s] spirit.’ This can include abuse that is strange,
hard to read but nevertheless debilitating, as indicated in Allison’s
excerpt below:
I don’t tell many people [about the domestic violence and its connection to
mental illness] and they don’t get it anyway. A lot of people think mental
health is an excuse, but they don’t, this was, they don’t see me pulling my
hair out like I do. Like here [points to section of her hair], all this is short
because I pull my hair out. I used to have really long dreadlocks. That was
to stop me from pulling my hair out and then Rich cut them when I was
asleep.

Does having your dreadlocks cut by your partner while you sleep constitute a discrete incident of domestic violence? In our view the answer is
yes, but for many it would not be so clear-cut; and for many victims,
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especially those holding hope that they can maintain their love relationships but rid it of the violence, the answer may be no. For many it will
take multiple, repeated, and extensive abuse to prompt any contemplation of terminating the relationships.

More Than ‘Incidents’ of Abuse
In Chap. 2 we described the problems associated with seeing domestic
violence in terms of ‘incidents’ (whether one-off or a series), rather than
as relationships of power, control, and domination. To quote Kelly and
Westmarland (2016, 114), “It is precisely the repetition, and the web of
various forms of power and control used by perpetrators, that entraps
women in abusive relationships.” All the women’s stories pointed to the
ongoing nature of the abuse they experienced, recounting specific incidents but placing it within a much wider context of ongoing abuse.

Forms of Coercive Control
Stark (2007) defines coercive control as strategically gendered, oppressive conduct designed to achieve male privilege by dominating partners and evoking their fear, abusing their rights while withholding
resources. Stark (2007) argued for an understanding of domestic violence that sees “woman battering from the standpoint of its survivors
as a course of calculated, malevolent conduct deployed almost exclusively by men to dominate individual women by interweaving repeated
physical abuse with three equally important tactics: intimidation, isolation and control” (p. 5). Foregrounding Pain’s (2014) call to see
domestic violence and abuse as ‘everyday terrorism,’ Stark noted that
the main harm inflicted upon women by coercive control is political
in that it reflects a deprivation of rights and resources central to citizenship and personhood. He also drew comparisons with other “capture or course-of-conduct” crimes like kidnapping and harassment
where perpetrators “use various means to hurt, humiliate, intimidate,
exploit, isolate, and dominate their victims” (p. 5).
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Hegemonic masculinity is relevant to coercive control demonstrated
in many of the heterosexual relationships recounted to us. For example,
Katrina described how all members other than ‘the man of the house’
were cast as naturally inferior:
he [abusive ex-partner] doesn’t have respect for animals. He’s been brought
up very differently. He’s been brought up in a country environment on a
farm killing animals for food. His first job was at the abattoirs, so his idea
of – I don’t even think he knows what empathy means, but he has no compassion for animals whatsoever. They’re merely things to serve us or to be
eaten you know what I mean? They’re not our equals, they’re just –
Q:
A:

They’re objects?
Yeah, they’re just objects. So, he actually used to get quite pissed off
if I wanted her [dog] inside. I mean I’ve grown up completely differently, our dogs are our family members, they sleep with us, they
cuddle us, they lick our face. His idea of an animal was she should be
outside, so there was a lot of friction there between what he expected
of her and what I wanted her to be in the family … I think it was,
‘I’m the man of the house, I’m going to dominate and everybody will
cower down to me to make me feel like the king.’

Katrina attributed part of the problem of her male ex-partner’s treatment
of her, their children, and companion animals to him working at an abattoir, where there is a strict hierarchy of value that literally speaks to who
lives and who dies. Men, women, children, and animals are hierarchically
ranked—in that order of status and value—undergirding the legitimacy
of abusive patriarchal relations.
In the course of coercive control, sometimes extending for years or even
decades, victims can become ill, physically and emotionally. Katrina reflected
on the impact the abuse was having on her own health and that of her son’s:
I was getting sicker and sicker, my son was sick; we couldn’t work out what
was wrong with him, he had heart problems as a baby, so we automatically
went back to his heart and they literally did scans from his head to his toe;
epilepsy, his heart everything; could not find out what was wrong. He was
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sort of having these seizures and it ends up that he was having migraines
and it’s another stress response … And he was so – he missed out on most
of year ten, most of year eleven because these migraines would have him
vomiting for twenty days at a time … And hospitalised, he’s been on a drip
probably more times than every adult I know put together, he has just got
so sick with it and not even once – now I can go back and go holy shit, that
was a stress response, but at the time I just could not figure it out.
Q:
A:

You couldn’t see it?
I couldn’t see it.

Below Nolene noted how emaciated she had become through the violence. However, first she described the sexual abuse perpetrated against
her by her (then) partner, and his exploitation of information she had
disclosed to him about prior experience of rape that led to a pregnancy:
He [abuser] was my first partner after I had … The partner that I had
before him, and I hadn’t dated, I hadn’t been with anyone for four years,
raped me and got me pregnant. So, I was very low, I was still – I was still
dealing with that. I did end up with post-traumatic stress with that.
Q: Was he sexually abusive to you too?
A: Mmhm. That’s how I broke up with him.
Q: Was that the tipping point?
A:	Mmhm…. I was 43 kilos when I left … When we went to court one
of the things that he [second abusive partner] subpoenaed was my
medical information, inclusive of the five years before I had even got
together with him, which was the information in regards to my rape
[from first partner].

Using sensitive information against a person is a common tactic for
domestic abusers who are able to exploit the privileges that come with
intimacy, whether sexual and/or familial. A common next step is to then
project blame onto victims, such as denying there has been any such
misuse or exploitation and reconstructing any distress or anxiety expressed
by victims, as evidence they are ‘paranoid’ or have ‘gone crazy.’ Nolene’s
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stories illustrate this gaslighting process, including the withholding of
money for groceries, which on its own may not constitute an ‘incident’
of violence but placed alongside the other coercive behaviours created a
relationship of abuse:
It [violence] escalated. It was a very slow erosion of – it was a very, very slow
erosion of the self, the little – the little things that would go missing, the little
gas lightings, the isolation, the covert attacks that ended up making me lose
my job, that whole, oh well if we work together and – and then it was complete control of the finances, my finances, to the point that at the end I had
to, I started up a business, just so I could get petrol money, so I could –
Q: So, he was on a good income, but he just wasn’t sharing any of it?
A: Mmhm. I had to ask him for money for groceries.
Q:	So, when you were buying groceries: did he resent the money that
was spent on the cats?
A: Oh yeah. Oh yeah.

Not being given money for groceries can be an example of coercive control, and the expression of hostility shown towards paying for food for
companion animals is another. Understanding domestic violence as
ongoing, repeated coercive behaviours is crucial to including other animals in definitions and responses, along with the recognition that some
kinds of abuse women and animals face are not explicitly illegal.
Similar to Nolene, Linda was another woman we interviewed who
reported how her husband used her personal disclosures of past abuse
against her. The pain of physical violence seemed preferable to the pain of
emotional betrayals:
I always said to him [abusive husband], “Look, I can cope a smack in the
mouth but you start screwing with my mind and I know that’s where – that’s
when you’ll get me.” [I was] Not thinking that he’d used it against me but I
was speaking right into it wasn’t I? I was telling him what to do to screw me
over and he did … from day one you could say I was an open book. I let him
know everything and has we progressed in our relationship I guarantee you
everything that I said from back here he used right through as I’ve reflected
over these – last year. I just – how he used every bit of information he got.
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Conclusion
In this chapter, the focus was on empathic love, and the possibilities of domination for women and companion animals in domestic settings. Growing up
with animals was the focus of the first section, with many of the stories the
women narrated in the interviews showing how important companion animals can be for humans from a young age. As indicated all but one of the
women we interviewed grew up with companion animals. For some of the
women, domestic violence occurred in their childhood homes as well as their
much later adult relationships. More than a few grew up in contexts of animal cruelty, and for some, these experiences consolidated their future connections with and attempts to protect companion animals. Several examples of
being abused have been included to show how challenging these experiences
can be, not just for the women’s self-esteem but also for their own and their
companion animals’ physical and psychological survival. Stories about trying
to escape the violence by moving out of their homes are part of this discussion, as are stories about the connections with their animals. These themes,
particularly the importance of remaining together—for both humans and
animals—are taken up in the next two chapters.
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Fig. 5.1 Tortoiseshell cat

5
Foregrounding Companion Animals’
Experiences of Domestic Violence

Introduction
In the course of everyday life, companion animals offer so much to the
many humans who live with them. Most are loving family members who
show loyalty and playful affection to the humans with whom they have
bonded. However, many companion animals spend most, if not all, of
their time in close quarters, in yards and houses, and—for some, such as
rabbits, rats, snakes, and guinea pigs—in crates and cages. When,
whether, and how much they will be fed, exercised, and properly cared
for depend largely, if not entirely, on their human ‘owners.’ Whether they
will have a chance to experience the natural environment, breathe the air
outside, feel the earth beneath their feet, and perhaps roll in the grass,
also largely depends on the treatment they receive from humans. In contemporary Australia as elsewhere, it is still legal to permanently contain
animals with the barest of minimum of requirements. We say this not to
induce guilt but to point out that the situation for companion animals
even in ‘good, happy homes’ is already likely to be ridden with strictures
that most humans do not have to endure.
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As we explored in earlier chapters all animal companions are at risk of
domestic violence. Recorded abuse against domesticated animals suggests
dogs are most often targeted, although this could be the outcome of a lack
of reporting of domestic violence to animals generally, and to species other
than dogs specifically (Grugan 2018). The kinds of physical abuses visited
on animals in domestic violence are similar to those inflicted on humans
and include kicking, punching, hitting, and burning but also species-specific abuse such as abusive holding by the ears (Grugan 2018; Williams
et al. 2008; Tiplady et al. 2012). As we will show in this chapter, these
abuses and the many forms of emotional abuse (including neglect) perpetrated against animals can generate trauma that is difficult to recover from.
We start by considering the various effects domestic violence has on animals’ physical and emotional health and well-being, as well as considering
what happens to animals more broadly when humans leave domestically violence situations. We note that not all humans are able to take their animals
with them, for instance, and these animals may be surrendered to shelters or
friends and family. While this is often done with the animals’ best interests—
and usually their safety—in mind, it is not unproblematic. We then extend
our argument that the domestic violence done to animals needs to be taken
seriously before concluding with some practical suggestions for how we
might better support animal victims of domestic violence.
Throughout this book we have been arguing that animals’ experiences
of domestic violence need to be recognised in their own right as well as
alongside human experiences. Leading on from this in Chap. 2 we argued
that current theorisation and conceptualisation of domestic violence
need to be extended to animal companions. We develop this argument
further in the current chapter where we concentrate solely on animal
experiences of domestic violence. Because our primary aim is to centre
the animal experience of domestic violence, we have included excerpts
from transcripts illustrating some of the ways in which animals can be
harmed. This data is emotionally intense and contains confronting
accounts of real lives being brutalised. As researchers and as humans who
have survived domestic violence, we know how details of abuse can be
used to grab attention and sensationalise issues. Our intention is to do
anything but this. We include this material not just because so little data
of this kind is available but also because the public exposure of abuse has
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a long history of substantiating calls to action. Second-wave feminists
who catalogued the abusive effects of patriarchy through wife-battering
and father-daughter rape are good examples of how important it has been
to put on the public record actual details of abuse.
However, this discussion of the mis/treatment of animal companions
in domestic settings also calls for us to go beyond the obvious ones of
abuse perpetrated upon other animals. Difficult issues arise when we centre the animal’s experiences and needs and notice how they can be at odds
with human needs. For example, we note that respondents to our various
projects often had to leave their animals with their abusers or place their
animals in other less than ideal circumstances. We do not raise such issues
to further burden human victims of domestic violence with guilt, or to
suggest that they acted ‘wrongly.’ We accept that they did what they could
with limited resources. Instead, we raise these issues because to help animal victims of domestic violence (and likely help their humans too), we
must acknowledge the problems and the gaps in service provision and
their possible consequences—including that people and their animals are
left in positions where they have to adapt and invent ‘workarounds,’
which by definition will be less than ideal. The majority of approaches to
domestic violence (and indeed other social issues and problems) exclude
animals, casting them as passive victims to human agency, if they are
mentioned at all. In direct contrast to that, we are arguing for the recognition of the domestic violence done to animals, who we view not as
two-dimensional passive victims but as agentic beings. Animal standpoint theory (AST) offers some key ideas to this conceptualisation.

 omestic Violence and Animal Standpoint
D
Theory
Loosely related to feminist standpoint theory, AST simultaneously
acknowledges the emotional and embodied aspects of our relationships
with animals and the need to include their perspectives rather than
imposing our own upon them. At its most basic, it involves recognising
the need to include animals in human thinking. As Josephine Donovan
(2006, 306–7) puts it,
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Feminists—indeed most women—are acutely aware of what it feels like to
have one’s opinion ignored, trivialized, rendered unimportant. Perhaps this
experience has awakened their sensitivity to the fact that other marginalized
groups—including animals—have trouble getting their viewpoints heard …
Just, therefore, as feminism has called for incorporating the voices of women
into public policy and ethical discourse, so feminist animal advocates must
call for incorporating the voices of animals as well.… [This] means learning
to see what human ideological constructions elide; to understand and comprehend what is not identified and recognized in these constructions; to, in
short, attempt to reach out emotionally as well as intellectually to what is
different from oneself rather than reshaping (in the case of animals) that difference to conform to one’s own human-based preconceptions.

Beyond this, AST includes implicit recognition of power asymmetry
between the species and seeks to rectify this—at least partially—by considering the crucial roles animals play in historical and contemporary
societies.
Domestic violence is ultimately about the abuse of power but so often
involves the manufacture of compliance to another’s domination and
coercion, until awareness of the gravity of the situation crystallises and
escape/rescue is made possible. This holds for human and animal victims,
including those left unaided for many years. Animals may need to be
extremely subservient to the humans who abuse them or risk their lives.
One of the aims of AST is to redefine “the dysfunctional power systems
that structure our relationships to one another, to other species, and to
the natural world, in hierarchical rather than complementary terms”
(Best 2014, 1). In seeking to undermine speciesism, AST also aims to
destabilise the mechanisms that maintain other forms of oppression—
sexism, racism, and so on. Just as feminist standpoint theory seeks to validate oppressed women’s understandings of the social world and various
practices in it, AST recognises the intrinsic value of animals rather than
simply arguing for recognition of their—always partial—extrinsic value.
This has the added advantage of bringing all animals—not just companion species—into our thinking.
While plenty of critiques have been made about standpoint theory
more generally (see, e.g., Harding 2004), we think the strength of AST in
the current context is that it facilitates thought about how to include
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animals in domestic violence theory and service provision. And it does so
in ways that disrupt, rather than reproduce, the hierarchical and binary
thinking that underpins the violence done to victims, animals and
humans. Incorporating ideas from AST has the potential to extend our
theoretical understanding of the mechanisms of abuse and oppression, to
include animals more fully. It can also inform our practice. For example,
acknowledging that animals are caught up in domestic violence as victims
in their own right opens the door to research to clarify precisely how they
experience violence, how they try to recover from it, both similarly to,
and differently from, humans. Among many others, some of the questions to consider include the following:
• How does the stress and trauma of violence affect animal companions
in domestic settings, and how might we better be able to help them
recover?
• How can animals’ experience of domestic violence at the hands of one
gender (such as men) lead to problems rehoming animals with that
same gender in the future? Is this something we need to consider when
relocating animals away from violence?
• How does being separated from human family members, and/or other
animal family members, affect animals after witnessing domestic
violence?
• What specialist intervention and recovery services might companion
animals need to overcome physical and emotional trauma as a consequence of domestic violence?
• How might we better train those living and working with animals to
address their needs relating to surviving domestic violence, to give
them a better chance at recovery and future stability in housing?
• How might we train those in positions of authority, such as veterinarians, to address animal abuse in the context of domestic violence?
• What intervention and reporting strategies might work best for animal
victims of domestic violence?
At the moment, these kinds of questions go largely unasked and unanswered. Speciesism has laid the foundations for the non-recognition of
animal experience. Shifts to acknowledge companion animals as family
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members have occurred but even when this happens, the animals’ experiences of violence are likely to be subsumed under that of their human
family members. As a result, animal suffering may be extended and intensified, first through abuse and neglect and then if separated from their
humans trying to escape violent homes. One way to begin to rectify this
is to attempt to understand what animals’ experiences of domestic violence and abuse are. In the next section we outline the—problematically
sparse—research that has begun to consider the impact of domestic violence and abuse on other animals.

Impact of Domestic Violence on Animals
An important message of this book is that domestic violence affects companion animals, not just humans. It is a simple but important point to
reiterate given the vast majority of work on links between domestic violence and animal abuse focuses on human victims, with animals framed
as ‘red flags’ that indicate intervention is needed for humans. In earlier
chapters we explained how domestic violence directed at animal companions usually occurs at the same time as human-human domestic violence,
making it an important indicator of human-human domestic violence. If
we accept the idea that animals have a right to live their lives without
abuse and cruelty, then the acknowledgement of domestic violence done
to animals must not simply occur to (1) prevent human-human violence
or (2) help human victims recover. Recognition must be given to the
potential terror of domestic violence, for both animals and humans.
Admittedly, this is not so easy to do.
Few studies have considered the effects of domestic violence on animals directly. Despite early calls to acknowledge the emotional effects of
experiencing/witnessing violence on animals (Vermeulen and Odendaal
1993), the little research that does exist in this area foregrounds the physical impacts. For instance, attention has been given to the abuse of dogs,
followed by cats, and then other commonly kept domesticated species
such as chickens, rabbits, and rodents (Grugan 2018; Tiplady et al. 2012,
2015; Tong 2016). Men appear to be the primary domestic abusers of
animals (Grugan 2018) who are subject to a wide variety of deliberate
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physical abuses including kicking, punching and/or hitting, abusive
holding (e.g., by ears, or hanging), throwing, forms of torture (e.g., mutilation and burning), and shooting (Grugan 2018; Williams et al. 2008;
Tiplady et al. 2012).
The women we spoke to for the Loving You project confirmed the findings of other research when they told stories of their animals being kicked,
punched, and thrown, often to coerce the women into compliance,
including returning to their abusers. They told of the ways companion
animals can be targeted by abusers, and/or used as proxies for controlling
spouses and children. For instance, Linda reported that her abusive ex-
husband deliberately killed their cats, in one instance in front of the children. Many of the women we talked to tried to figure out how best to
protect themselves, their children, and their companion animals. For
instance, Nolene recounted how she had to leave her cats with her abuser
and how
[t]hree days later my ex-partner found me at my parent’s house. Stood out
the front of my house, circling it with his mum, calling to my son, with my
cat in his hand, by the throat and telling me that if I didn’t take my son out
and give my son over – he was bargaining my cat for my child, and ended
up throwing my cat.

Similarly, in the LGBTQ and animals studies led by Damien Riggs (Riggs
et al. 2017a, b, 2018), we saw constant references to the physical abuse of
animals. For example, one respondent said, “she [ex-partner] kicked my
dog and caused him to urinate” and how they were “worried about the
dog.” Further comments included “Abuse directed towards dog still features in my flashbacks.”
Like humans, animals experience physical and emotional effects from
direct or witnessed violence (Riggs et al. 2018). Little research has focused
on emotional/psychological abuse of animals within domestically violent
situations, but there is increasing recognition that it needs to be addressed,
that the matter is serious and the potential consequences dire. For example,
Williams et al. (2008) in their survey of New Zealand veterinarians found
that 86 of their 373 (23%) respondents stated they had seen animals who
they considered to have been deliberately psychologically abused. Again,
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dogs (92%) were the species reported by veterinarians in this sample as
most likely to experience psychological abuse, followed by cats (29%),
horses (17%), cattle (10%), birds (5%), goats (3%), and pigs (5%).
For some animals, just as with humans, part of surviving the emotional abuse involves a fatalistic acceptance of violence as a norm, something that they need to adapt to and change their behaviour to avoid.
Loving You interviewee Katrina told us how Maddie, her dog, was
so conditioned to it [domestic violence] that she thought she was engaging
in play, you know what I mean? He [abusive ex-partner] was overly rough
with … He wouldn’t create injuries so to speak, but he was so, so rough and
dominant. She had to cower down to him before she was allowed to come
inside. And if we opened the door he’d be going like this at her [gestures
the need for her to submit] and she’d cower down. Then it was ‘you may
enter my house’. She was forever walking around with her head down and
her tail between her legs. She was so uncertain of herself.

As well as the immediate injuries animals can suffer as a result of domestic
violence, there are longer-term emotional health issues that can manifest as
stress-related illness. Maddie struggled for a long time with stress-related skin
issues that became infected when she was left with her abuser until Katrina
could find animal-friendly accommodation. Maddie’s infection became so
bad Katrina considered having to euthanise her. Katrina explained:
I think we spent five weeks homeless, we were living in a motel with the
three kids and I applied for everywhere with an animal. It was getting to a
point where I was considering not being able to have her. I had no idea
what I was going to do with her especially with her allergy condition
because it’s really hard to manage. By the time my friend had gotten her she
was completely infected … it wasn’t so much that she wasn’t having her
medication because there were people who were swearing black and blue
we’re giving her her medication. It was a stress response … she was so badly
infected. I mean it was getting to a point where in my head I’m thinking
we might even have to put her down. That was very much right at the back
of my head and I was going to do everything possible to get a place [that
allowed animals]. But the barriers that that creates are unbelievable. To
have a pet on a private lease is crazy, especially in the rental market at the
moment.
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Katrina emphasised the gravity of the situation by indicating how she
had wrestled with the idea of euthanising Maddie because of her skin
condition and because she could not, at this point, find accommodation
that allowed animals. With the odds against them, Katrina persevered
largely because of her empathic connection with and love for Maddie.
Fortunately, the Northern Domestic Violence Service, a pet-friendly
women’s shelter, came to the rescue. However, had this service not existed,
the outcome for Maddie could have been dramatically different. In terms
of service responses, we need to offer more than pot-luck to domestic
violence survivors. Questions about housing and other material living
conditions have added significance given the ongoing exposure to violence caused behavioural and emotional reactions in many of the animals
that we met, and heard about, in our projects.
Most of the animals tried to convey their distress and unhappiness, as
Jacqui explained about her dog Baz:
And at first, I was a bit worried. I even took my dog, I was that worried that
I took my dog down to best friend’s place down at Morphettville and left
him there for a couple of days. And because I just didn’t know what the ex
was going to do, and then the ex said to me that he wanted the dog back.
And you know so I thought, “well, I’ll see, if he can look after the dog then
maybe we’ll come back”, you know. He looked after the dog but the dog
just didn’t want to be there. That’s why he stopped eating and stuff like
that, so I never forgave myself for leaving the dog, but you can’t really take
him to a hotel.

Stress-related responses from animals appear to be exacerbated by the
usually forced separation they have to endure from their humans. ‘Shared
custody’ arrangements can be problematic for animals after humans separate. One of the respondents to the LGBTQ and animal companions
project explained, “On advice I agreed to 50:50 as temp arrangement to
be reviewed. Every 2 weeks dog went back and forth between homes. She
had to be medicated for anxiety and I had a near breakdown” (see Riggs
et al. 2018). Similarly, Loving You interviewee Nadia explained how her
cats, Tigger and Abbey, were affected by having to live with the constant
threat of domestic violence, and how she didn’t necessarily notice their
behaviour changes fully until they all moved away from their abuser:
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They [cats] would go and hide. We [her and ex-partner] had the front bedroom and they would go all the way down to the back, the lounge room at
the back of the house and go behind the couch and hide in there. Sounds
weird but they were depressed … while he [abusive ex-partner] was at work
and everything they’d just sit in the bedroom. We had the bed set up near
the window and stuff and they’d just sleep all day and not do anything …
that’s not the cats I remember. They’re always following me around and doing
stuff, Ellie the fluffy one loves playing and they, they would just sit in their
beds and do nothing. And it was really, really horrible I think when I came
here and they started to come back out of their shells. It made me really
upset because I thought, “Wow I didn’t realise how down you guys were.”

Domestic violence, especially when it is chronic, can be demoralising if
not depressing for all sentient beings who are likely to be met with different forms of abuse from their perpetrators, irrespective of whether they
repress themselves or withdraw or act out (Fraser 1999; Taylor et al.
2017). The details of how this plays out for companion animals are largely
unknown. The limited available research reveals stress- and anxiety-
related behaviours (aggression, fleeing) are common outcomes of emotional abuse for animals (Tiplady et al. 2012), and these behaviours may
well persist after the animal is no longer in the violent situation (Tiplady
et al. 2015). The impact of violence can compromise both the animal’s
healing process and their chances of remaining with their human caretakers and/or chances of being rehomed (if necessary) if their behaviour
becomes extremely problematic. Tiplady et al. (2015), for instance, document that while behavioural changes apparent in animals living in domestically violent households tend to become less severe after leaving the
violence, some dogs exhibit a generalised fear of men that continues long
after the end of the violent relationship. This can lead to negative consequences for the animals, as Tiplady et al. (2015, 132) explain:
There was an ongoing impact on the behaviour of animals which persisted
after the exposure to the violence and abuse had ceased. Some of the
observed behaviour changes included seeking proximity to the woman
owner, indicating that the animal remained anxious, and, in some cases,
animals demonstrating a fear of men which appeared to be generalised.
Behavioural rehabilitation was provided to one animal (a dog), resulting in
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his being successfully rehomed. A fear of men may have implications for
the animal’s ability to settle into a foster home that includes men, to cope
with male veterinary staff and animal attendants, or to feel comfortable
with any male relatives, friends or future male intimate partners of the
abused woman or her children. Overall, the current study showed that
exposure to domestic violence can have ongoing impact on animals’ emotions, especially an enhanced level of fear and anxiety. The ongoing difficulties that animals exhibited were either the result of being abused directly or
being exposed to domestic violence. Animal abuse is a traumatic event
causing fear and helplessness in animals and in many cases ongoing (longer
than one month) behavioural changes.

Companion animals are usually reliant on humans to respond to their
distress. McMillan et al. (2015) studied 69 dogs deemed by a diverse
panel of experts to meet the criteria of likely to have been abused.
Caregivers of the animals in question were asked to complete the C-BARQ
(the Canine Behavioral Assessment and Research Questionnaire) and
results were compared to a control group (of 5239 dogs). Results showed
the abused dog group were more likely to have behavioural problems
such as being more excitable and being prone to attachment/attention-
seeking behaviour. Abused dogs were also more likely to show aggression
and fear towards unfamiliar humans, dogs, and unusual places (e.g.,
stairs).
The dogs in the ‘abused’ cohort in McMillan et al.’s (2015) study, for
example, showed higher (i.e., ‘poorer’ in behavioural terms) levels in 12
different characteristics measured, and 8 of these (including aggression
and fear directed towards unfamiliar humans and dogs) are high on lists
of reasons why people surrender their animals to shelters. New et al.
(2000) collected data on 2631 dogs and puppies relinquished by 2092
people and 2374 cats and kittens relinquished by 1315 people in the
US. They found that dogs at an increased risk of relinquishment were
those who frequently soiled in the house, were considered overly active,
or were considered fearful. Cats were at increased risk of relinquishment
if they soiled the house, caused damage, or were considered overly active.
Animals suffering through their own emotional trauma are thus at
increased risk of surrender due to behavioural problems, as well as risk of
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being repeatedly homed and then returned to shelters due to their behaviour. This ‘revolving door’ in turn often leads to their behavioural problems being exacerbated (New et al. 2000).
As is the case for many humans, animals’ simply leaving the violent
situation is not enough to remedy any emotional or behavioural effects.
Many of the companion animals we met continued to display signs of
separation anxiety and other distress when their humans are away from
them, and this appears to have been exacerbated by their initial separation at the time of the human fleeing domestic violence. Nolene explained:
[T]hat’s the other thing that people sometimes don’t appreciate is that the
impact on the cats, the impacts on the animals, not just the domestic violence experience but just the separation.

Allison echoed this in relation to her dog, Freddy:
[I]t’s just pure unconditional love … the only time he [Freddy the dog] was
upset with me was the five weeks that we were separated before I came here.
After that he started to get a bit better. The first night I was here with him
I actually had to go out and I’d never heard him howl before.… When we
first got here, he chewed up all of the front door he did a better job than
white ants. And that would’ve taken him hours, and I would’ve loved to
have a webcam just to see it.… And I came home, stayed for about an hour
and then went out again. And a normal dog would be alright with that but
I have to be aware of the fact that he’s been through just as much and he’s still
dealing with it too, I’m sure.

Allison empathised with Freddy’s trauma, but it took a bit of time. This
is not surprising given the little public attention paid to animal companions’ experiences of domestic violence and attempts at recovery. That she
noticed it all and sought to respond more sensitively to his trauma is
noteworthy.
It is also not surprising that animals who have experienced or witnessed domestic violence suffer from separation anxiety. In the clinical
literature, canine separation anxiety is defined as an anxiety-related disorder as a result of “emotion of apprehension to an anticipated danger or
threat” (Ogata 2016, 28–29). And while the idea of cats suffering from
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separation anxiety is more contentious, Schwartz (2002) found that
some cats do develop it as evidenced by their displaying clinical signs,
including destructive behaviour and household soiling. As Shreve and
Udell (2015, 1200) note, “If cats can form an attachment bond with
their owners, it may be expected they can experience separation
anxiety.”
Many of our respondents explicitly referenced anxiety when discussing
their animals; for example, Allison told us how Freddy
gets stupid when he gets really anxious, I can be away from him for 10
minutes or a day and a half and … he gets quite, he can’t stop himself and
so I taught my daughter, I’ll be, “Go calm him down.” Because he’ll start
doing a tail chase and he can’t stop his back leg going and it’s just for pure
either excitement or just anxiety, so you just have to sit there and calm him
down.

To compound the separation many animals suffer when their humans
enter temporary accommodation while fleeing domestic violence, they
may also be forced to spend long periods alone post-separation as their
humans with precarious working situations need to work long hours to
make financial ends meet. Brianna explained how her dog, Max,
was on his own a lot. Yeah, I wish I could take him with me, but yeah that
was making me sad. I was, ‘Oh my God I have to leave him’ … he knew
that. I was really upset you know what I mean? He’d always be crying at the
door if I didn’t let him in straight away he’d be … then come and sit next
to me so that might be why he’s so cuddly now.

Brianna noticed Max’s agency when she said that ‘he knew’ that she had
to leave him. Like Katrina, who tried to respond more sensitively to her
dog, Brianna connected Max’s past experience of separation and abuse
with him being ‘so cuddly now.’
We also heard about other emotional/behavioural problems in animals
during their post-violence recovery. For instance, previously non-violent
animals would display aggressive behaviour, in keeping with what is
known about trauma and separation anxiety in animals (Ogata 2016).
Nadia told us about her cats being uneasy and violent when she came
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back to them after their initial separation. Importantly she explains how
it took a lot of work with one of her cats, Abbey, to address that
behaviour:
[W]hen I actually got her back she was quite uneasy, very violent. She
would attack me a lot and I thought, ‘Well I’m definitely not going to get
rid of her at all’. That was not a thought whatsoever. I thought, ‘No, I’m
going to stick this out. Maybe she [Abbey the cat] just feels really uncomfortable
with the situation being around violence and being moved from house to house?
And I don’t think she was getting enough stimulation and love where she
was. So, I stuck it out and yeah kept her, and made sure that I didn’t get rid
of her at all. [I] didn’t have that thought in my head. I thought, ‘No, be
persistent’. And yeah here we are. She’s still with me and she’s absolutely
fantastic.

The repetition in Nadia’s story shows the extent of her dilemma when it
came to persevering with Abbey, her cat, who was acting out from her
own experiences of the domestic violence. Similar to many of the other
women we interviewed, Nadia looked beyond the difficult behaviours the
animals were exhibiting to understand why it was happening and what
might need to be done about it.
Similarly, Lucy told us how Leo, her cat, who had not been abused
directly still behaved differently as a result of witnessing her abuse and/or
having to move as a result of the abuse.
[He] weed on me to wake me up and that really made me angry.
Q: That’s weird isn’t it? Has he ever done that before?
A: No, never. I don’t know if he was fretting, like whether it was like he
was scared that he was here. Because he hadn’t been outside before.

The negative impact on the animals is often exacerbated by the lessthan-ideal situations they are often forced into while their human caretakers seek alternative accommodation. Allison explains how she had to
leave her dog Freddy with someone who lived with another male dog
who did not mix well with others. As a result, Freddy was left outside
until Allison visited, and Allison herself had to act in less than ideal
ways to facilitate this:
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They couldn’t be together because they were both prominent male species
so the only time he would come in is when I was there. I’d get this girl
[looking after Freddy] some weed [cannabis] or whatever, like that and give
her money … sometimes I couldn’t, could barely even afford to get back to
the [very budget] hotel [where she was staying]. But as long as he [Freddy]
was okay, I was okay.

The last line shows how Allison’s sense of well-being is tied up with
Freddy’s. Sadly, Freddy’s condition was not okay. Allison explained how
Freddy didn’t adapt well to his new surroundings, refusing to eat so that
when they were reunited he was underweight. There were also other signs
showing he hadn’t been cared for properly:
He [Freddy] gets in the car and actually he’s a ball of just firecracker he was.
He was so skinny – And he, it’d obviously affected him and, and he had in
total, he had 5 grass seeds in his feet.

Other women explained their families stepped in to house their animals
while they were in temporary accommodation, usually motels. Nolene
recounted how her cats, Harley and Sam,
had to live in a tiny room in my parents’ house. They weren’t okay with
that. So, my parents had to eventually get a caravan and put them in the
caravan, and that’s where I lived. Of course, courts don’t necessarily like
people living in a caravan.

Nolene had the option of living in her parents’ caravan with her child and
cats. However, she was forced to decide against this because she knew
that the family law court would think poorly of them living in a caravan,
and she did not want to lose custody of her child.
While the people we have talked to for our various projects indicate
having strong bonds with their animals, many were in untenable situations. These untenable situations could mean they had to put their own
safety first, as well as that of their children. With few services available to
help animals, animals are often left at the mercy of abusers and/or are
sent into less-than-ideal circumstances with others who sometimes take
on their care with reluctance. Katrina revealed how, despite loving her
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animal companions deeply, she fled without them and, at that point,
without much concern for them:
[T]o be honest I left on the drop of a hat. I wanted to be prepared. I
wanted to have everything all my ducks in a row. But I left at the drop of a
hat. It was a bag of clothes. I didn’t even give a second thought to my animals,
to be honest. I just got out of there. … Afterwards of course I stressed about
Maddie because not that I thought he [abusive ex-partner] would hurt her,
but her quality of life would’ve been really poor. I mean, you can see she’s
a baby, she needs attention. She needs affection.

Recognising Maddie’s needs now, Katrina is to be respected for her honesty. Few people would be willing to admit they didn’t give a second
thought to their animals. An important benefit of her doing so is we can
reflect on the level of danger posed to animal companions, remembering
that most live their lives in human captivity.
Despite the lengths that many domestic violence victims/survivors go
to, either take their animals with them or arrange alternate care for them,
some animals have to be re-homed/surrendered. Belinda explained that
while she managed to keep her dog, she had to rehome her cat “because
there’s no way I could have cats here.” Brianna had to rehome her original
dog, partly to protect him from the abuser and partly because of his
aggression after suffering abuse:
Yeah, he [abusive ex-partner] actually picked him [dog] up one day and
dropped kicked him across the room. So – and that was it … Yeah, I had
to get rid of him [dog] because of that—because of my ex being violent.

Brianna also explained how financially she struggled with her animals,
and how she nearly got rid of her cat, “a few times because I was struggling to actually feed her.”
We understand the reasons for human domestic violence victims/survivors’ fleeing violence in their homes and, in the process, leaving animals
with abusers. We appreciate the need for humans to temporarily accommodate animal companions in less-than-ideal situations or surrender
them to animal rescue organisations. We know that when money is
scarce, food for both humans and animals can be a serious problem. Most
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importantly we know that the responsibility for domestic violence, and
its effects, must lie at the feet of those who perpetrate it, not just the cultural contexts that give rise to it, or the service gaps, limitations, and
failures to adequately respond to it.
The idea that victims/survivors should be held accountable for the
adequacy of the protection of other victims/survivors requires critical
analysis (Carlton et al. 2013). This cultural expectation is unfair and
unreasonable for two main reasons. The first is that most perpetrators of
domestic violence are men (numerically and for serious injury or homicides) and often have most, if not total, control over the household’s
finances and often movements of family members. The second is that
most victims/survivors likely to be held to account for others’ protection
from harm are women—the same people often still expected to perform
the bulk of unpaid domestic and emotional labour in the family and may
be financially, not just emotionally, dependent on the people who violate
them.
If we are to make major advances in this area, we need to go beyond
these constructed stereotypical poles of recognition/non-recognition,
blame, shame, and responsibility. If there is blame to be had, then collectively we must share it. We need to acknowledge all the human actions,
which, at least potentially, can place animals at great risk of harm. Beyond
the humans who abuse them and/or frighten them with the abuse they
perpetrate against others in the household, and beyond the victims who
flee without them, we all share responsibility for the treatment of animals
in our societies. This includes the humans who take on the temporary
care of animals professing to help out only to ignore or neglect them, and
policy and law makers and services that ignore the existence and relevance
of animals. Dramatic change is needed to recognise the place of animals
in domestic settings (as well as elsewhere) and make visible their needs,
rights, and welfare.
As it used to be for children in situations of domestic violence (see
Fraser 1999), animal companions might not be seen, noticed, or remembered (also see Riggs et al. 2018). In the confusion and crisis, there is a
real risk that when humans step forward to help, it will be help offered to
the humans in distress. Animal companions may be forgotten, ignored,
or treated as an afterthought. Some come to the attention of humans
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through their ‘bad behaviour.’ As outlined earlier, when animals are
exposed or subjected to domestic violence, behavioural problems are
likely to result. These problems can negatively impact their ability to settle with their humans in the future. For animals who cannot accompany
their humans and are forced into new homes, they must deal with the loss
of their human/s with whom many will have had close relationships. As
well as the emotional toll this can take, there is the risk of developing
other behavioural problems, which can further threaten their ability to
settle into new homes (Lepper et al. 2002).
That said, many animals and humans find their life, health, and well-
being greatly improved after leaving abusers. Katrina told us how Maddie
changed physiologically, in that her allergies cleared up, and behaviourally:
I mean she’s changed as a dog, she has changed; she’s gone from this timid
scared little puppy that would walk around with no confidence whatsoever
and now she’s the protector here.… If something made a noise she’d come
and hide behind you like, ‘protect me Mum, protect me’. Now she’s the
protector, she’s the Mother; she goes [a]round, she cleans all the kids and
they get home from school and they know, they just sit there. She’ll just
completely cover them in drool, but that’s something she has to do to make
herself feel – now she’s free as well. She’s free and I can see it by her skin.
That’s a half – I think I gave her, half a steroid. We were on two steroids a
day. It was killing her; her life would’ve been halved and it effects every part
of her system. It was killing her and now she’s on a half.

Katrina’s use of the phrase “we were on two steroids a day” speaks to the
emotional closeness she felt towards Maddie during their joint recovery
period. Her concern for Maddie’s health is obvious, as the connection she
makes between Maddie’s skin and environmental stress levels.
Nadia explained how her cats, Abbey and Tigger, have also changed for
the better since moving into their new home:
It’s been really nice to see the way they’ve bounced back, how frightened
they were at the beginning. Someone would come because there was a
couple of things that needed to be done around the house when I first
moved in. How frightened they were when people came to the door.… Just
he was so frightened I remember putting them in the bathroom because
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this guy had to come in and out of the house a lot. When I went to get
them they were both curled up behind the toilet, the two of them together.
There they were. They looked so scared and it just made me feel so horrible
and so.… it feels nice seeing them back to themselves. Abbey, especially,
just went from just not interacting much with me anymore and not to,
she’s become even more cuddly than she was before all this happened.…
she loves playing, she, she’s always been a cat that bats balls around and
stuff but she didn’t do that for a while. Even when I first moved here she
didn’t really do it much and then the last few weeks she’s just gone nuts,
running up and down the hall.

Nadia’s observations show a deep engagement with her cats. She recognised the cats’ reactions are directly linked to the domestic violence they
were exposed to. Noticing Abbey’s return to playing with balls was just
one sign of her recovery.
One of the clear benefits of human-animal relationships during
recovery from domestic violence is the sense of connection and the
modelling of positive, close relationships (Riggs et al. 2018; Taylor
et al. 2017). As Herman (2015, 133) points out, “The core experiences of psychological trauma are disempowerment and disconnection from others. Recovery, therefore, is based upon the empowerment
of the survivor and the creation of new connections. Recovery can
take place only within the contexts of relationships.” The data we have
from our various projects makes it clear that the empathic connections and love between humans and animals can help both heal from
the trauma of violence. For example, when asked what Maddie means
to her, Katrina responded,
She [Maddie the dog] means knowing what a healthy relationship is. She’s
teaching me what a healthy relationship is based on mutual respect. She knows
my boundaries, I know her boundaries. There’s unconditional love and
that’s something I think a lot of abused women don’t understand is what
real unconditional love is because there’s … because there’s always conditions when you’re with an abuser. Everything’s based on conditions and a
lot of abused women are givers and this relationship gives back. I think that
she’s [Maddie] teaching me about, yeah, she’s teaching me about life—
about what life is supposed to be.
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As is clear from the discussion above, animals are usually deeply affected
by domestic violence. This needs to be recognised in current thinking
about domestic violence both theoretically and in terms of service
responses. We consider both these aspects in the remainder of this
chapter.

 onceptualising Domestic Violence to Include
C
Animals
Recent definitions of domestic violence have moved to include any ‘incident’ that involves violence. And while, superficially, this is to be welcomed as a potential way of marking the unacceptability of interpersonal
violence, in actuality it leads to a skewed reading of the prevalence of
domestic violence, which in turn has led to claims it occurs equally
between men and women. As Kelly and Westmarland (2016) note, such
an ‘incidental’ approach mirrors the language that men use about their
violence intimating that it was a one-off event or occurrence. Doing so
helps to minimise the impact and deny its effects.
Women’s reports, however, still note the ongoing, repetitive, asymmetrical, and often terror-inducing patterns of domestic violence—abuse
that paints a very different picture to domestic violence as separate and
defined incidents (Johnson 2016). Early feminist understandings of
domestic violence acknowledged this and were much more closely aligned
with women’s experiences than men’s reports (see Dobash and Dobash
2003). These understandings were “theorised within the refuge movement and early research as an ongoing pattern of behaviour—not as one,
two or three isolated ‘incidents’. It is precisely the repetition, and the web
of various forms of power and control used by perpetrators, that entraps
women in abusive relationships” (Kelly and Westmarland 2016, 114). As
Kelly and Westmarland point out, many of the coercive patterns of
behaviour common to domestic violence would not be considered official
‘incidents’ (e.g., micro-managing appearances). This has relevance to the
way we understand and theorise about how animal abuse fits into existing
conceptualisations of domestic violence. In contrast to those that focus
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on ‘incidents of abuse,’ definitions of domestic violence that acknowledge
its coercive aspects have room to include threats to, and actual harm of,
companion animals. This is increasingly—and positively—being adopted,
in terms of definitions of, and response to, domestic violence. For example, most jurisdictions in Australia now acknowledge that killing or injuring an animal constitutes domestic violence. Some acknowledge threats
to harm or kill animals also constitute domestic violence (AVA n.d.).
That is the good news. The not-so-good news is provisions for animals
may only be extended to them based on their property status.

Assisting Animal Victims of Domestic Violence
In more recent years there has been an increased recognition of the links
between human- and animal-directed violence, which has led to more
community organisations offering help to humans fleeing domestic violence with their animals and—for mothers—their children. Some service
responses have started primarily, if not exclusively, from the premise that
they can help humans by helping their animals, that they can provide
ways into populations sometimes classed as ‘hard to reach.’ Even so, this
can provide momentum for a stronger recognition of animals as victims
of domestic violence in the future. An injection of funding is needed,
from government, non-government agencies, and business corporations,
and the widespread regard for animal companions across these sectors
might provide some impetus. Funding, infrastructure, and support are
needed to build on the current offerings made at the local community
level, often by resource-stretched agencies and unfunded volunteer
groups, of whom at least some are staffed by working-class women living
on low incomes.
Foster care may be offered for the animals while the women and children are in temporary accommodation, such as the services offered by
Safe Pets, Safe Families in South Australia. As outlined above, these services are much needed, but it is imperative they are not driven primarily
by human concerns. A partial, but not unproblematic, way of thinking
about the kinds of services that might help animals is to ask their human
caretakers who saw, first-hand, the effects of domestic violence on them.
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We did this in the Loving You, Loving Me project and we conclude this
chapter with a discussion of the suggestions for future action to help animals and their humans as they escape domestic violence together.
Some of the women we spoke to for the Loving You project had their
own ideas about how to help animals and humans, including their children. As expected, many of these suggestions turned to ways to keep
animals with their humans in initial temporary and later longer-term
accommodation. The women made it clear they would not leave violent
situations because of fear for their animals. As Nolene put it,
What it [the domestic violence] is and location [housing]. They [this service] let you have the animals with you … So many people do not want to
leave, because they can’t – and the fear, the fear of is this animal going to be
hurt [if they do].

Other recommendations concerned the financial feasibility of caring for
animals who may have injuries and/or emotional problems requiring
professional treatment. Nolene suggested that domestic violence services
acknowledge this and help out, where possible, with the daily costs of
living with an animal.
Afterwards it’s the practicality of being able to afford having your animal.
That’s another reason why people have to leave them, is, “I can’t afford to
look after myself, buy groceries, do a roof over my head and pay for the
dogs.” Dogs are expensive. The things that I think would be really good
avenues is if a person has to leave and go into a shelter, that – and I’ve been
considering this sort of stuff for quite a while, is support [for the animals].
Like, yes, there’s food services for people, but how many of those actually
have anything for pets, as in pet food, bedding for them as well? Because
usually all that stuff has gone.

Nolene also suggested that the police, or other relevant officials, are given
the right to enter people’s property and remove the animal from a violent
situation in order to reunite them with their owner. She explained that
while the police will help ensure the safety of domestic violence victims
by returning to their property to collect some of their belongings, there
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are no official avenues for returning to help secure the safety of animal
companions. She noted that in the future, anyone given this right would
need training in animal behaviour, to understand them including those
that are aggressive. Another of Nolene’s suggestion was to provide emotional support services to the animals who have experienced domestic
violence, stating poignantly:
[N]o one’s thinking about the damn animals are they? That animal’s there,
been through a traumatic bloody experience, of seeing the person that they
love get hurt, but there’s no service for them. If we’re suffering with stress,
what about them?

Awareness training for professionals involved in domestic violence service
provision was also recommended:
I think they [professionals] really need not just head knowledge but a bit of
open compassion to see exactly what these dogs or any dog or any animal
does for a person who’s been traumatised in such a way, where the deep
healing of the scars need to mend. An animal can bring so much more than
what they [professionals] see on the surface. They [animals] can see the bruising, they can see the scars but [also] what’s going on inside. Yeah, she [human
survivors of domestic violence] can get counselling but she can also get it
by having a companion as such a dog or a cat.

We echo this but would also call for various other strategies to foreground
the lived experience of animals. Conceptually, we need to extend the
ways we think about domestic violence to include animals as victims as
well as humans (see Chaps. 2 and 3). But we also need practical policies
and provisions that embed a concern for animals’ well-being in services,
training, and domestic violence-related policy and processes. One of the
many small steps that might be taken, for example, is to offer human
domestic violence survivors information about the behavioural changes
they might see in their animals, along with advice about how to cope
with it and help their animal recover. Research by Blackwell et al. (2016)
suggests such advice is readily taken up and can help animals settle following behavioural problems.
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Our research suggests humans who have strong bonds with their animals empathise with them and are likely to be receptive to their needs,
but there may also be critical lapses in the adequacy of their care, as we
saw with Maddie the dog, among others. Working from the strength of
these empathic connections is a positive and preventative way forward to
provide and explain advice on domestic violence and animal-related care.
We need to emphasise the patience and time needed to feel safe again and
heal from traumatic past experiences, human and animal alike. It was a
point noted by Linda that the recovery time for animals can be a long one
and that their behaviour may be different after the abuse:
It takes them a long time to get over it because you think about how we – it
takes us such a long time. You think about the cat or the dog, how long it
takes them because the trauma they’ve been through and just – you see how
it cringes every time you – and you’re not the perpetrator. But they’re cringing in front of you…

Reflex cowering, or ‘cringing’ as Linda put it, is a common reaction to
physical abuse, especially ambush attacks that occur without warning.
The data we have from our various projects show many human survivors
of domestic violence are acutely aware of the impacts of domestic violence on their animals, and it often gave them an additional sense of guilt
from feelings they hadn’t protected their animals sufficiently. Lucy said
she recognised how deeply affected her two cats were even though they
were not directly harmed by her abuser:
Surely he [cat] was affected by it. He used to run away and stuff. He was
only little too and he never got caught up in any of it [the violence]. He
[abusive ex-partner] would smash glasses everywhere and [yet] he [the cat]
never even got a piece of glass in his foot or anything. Because he would
take off, obviously to protect himself. I don’t know what he [the cat] thinks.
Even my kids, when we’re talking about pets, like it’s – I don’t know if it
plays on his [the cat’s] mind, if you know what I mean? … Like even if I
get angry, he’ll [cat] take off.… And even though he knows that I’m not
going to hurt him … he knows I’m not going to hurt him. I’ve never hurt him,
but he still gets scared.
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Fear responses from domestic violence can be long-lived. Linda explained
to us that she had seen the impact of trauma on the animals she lived with
as a young person, the animals abused by her father. She made an instant
connection between their trauma and hers:
Far out. I’ve seen it. I’ve seen how it … them and where you’d make big
noise and it would start weeing itself. I’m thinking man just such trauma.
I know how I used to feel when I was in a situation of being abused and
that, and this poor little cat or dog any sound of a loud noise and then it’d
shit itself. And the way it used to just run off and hide and [I’d] think,
“Man – such defenceless little creature, and you’ve got this big human
that’s dumping all over it and treating it in such a disgraceful way.” They
didn’t deserve – they didn’t ask. It’s like we don’t be asked to be born into a
certain family.

The trauma animals experienced was not linked solely to physical violence. Many animals were reported to have ‘sensed’ the violence coming.
Brianna explains how her cat, Carla, would comfort her daughter whenever she started crying, which Brianna thought
could have been because we were actually experiencing domestic violence
at the time. Maybe Carla [the cat] actually sensed it, do you know what I
mean? So, every time there was some sort of yelling or something she’d
actually come up to us and check if we were okay. It was just amazing, I
couldn’t believe it, I’d never seen any animal do that before in my life and
I thought, “Wow this cat’s amazing, I’m so glad I got her.”

Similarly, Brianna noted how her previous dog, who had experienced
domestic violence with her, was in a constant state of vigilance, or hyper-
vigilance, a symptom of PTSD and trauma in humans (Herman 2015):
[H]e [dog] was actually quite protective of me, Teddy, and I don’t know,
there wasn’t really much violence at that time. But I think he [the dog]
could sense it, that he [abusive ex-partner] was that kind of person.
Obviously, he’d been violent to Teddy so Teddy was always like ears pricked
up [ready].
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It needs to be noted that these reports of disturbances in animals’ behaviours are coming from women who were not primed or actively supported to notice and puzzle through these changes. In the face of
professional silence, many will turn to social media and the quality of
advice they receive will vary. More research-based companion animal
information is needed, along with service supports designed to manage
the potential problems that might ensue not just from the violence but
also if humans are not able to relocate with their animals. Some animals
will be relinquished to shelters. Providing advice about animal surrender
would also be useful.

Conclusion
We must recognise that some animals will not be better off remaining
post-abuse with their human companions. While these instances appeared
rarely in the various studies we have done, there were notable instances
where the separation was warranted—for the animals’ sake. For example,
there were a couple of people who reported acting out against their animals, as a result of the violence done to them (the human). One respondent to the LGBT and animals research noted how “I was frightened and
became angry at the animal for its behaviour, wishing if it understood to
not poop/pee on the floor, then my ex-partners would not shout at it and
scare it all the time”, while another explained that their animals “[s]ometimes comforted me, other times I abused them too.”
However, for many humans, shared experiences of abuse can lead to a
stronger sense of empathy with their animals. One of the respondents to
our LGBTQ and animal companions work told us how they “became
closer to the animals [as] they seemed to empathise.” Other people said it
was the realisation of the effect of the abuse on animals that led to their
decision to leave: “The impact on my dog was one of the final triggers for
me leaving” (LGBTQ and animal companion respondent, 2016). What
we don’t know is if this increased connection routinely occurs for animals—do they become more attached to their humans as a result of co-
suffering? Again, more research on the impact of domestic violence on
animals is needed. Other species also need to be considered, particularly
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larger, and thus more difficult to accommodate, species. The majority of
literature on the emotional impacts of violence on animals is both scarce
and skewed towards dogs. Given the range of animals that live as companions with humans, and the risk that domestic violence poses to them,
research on the impacts of domestic violence on other species is warranted. The fact remains that we simply do not know enough about the
impacts of domestic violence on animals, as direct targets and as w
 itnesses.
Much more research is needed in this area in order to develop appropriate
intervention strategies for animals, as well as develop post-trauma care
processes and policies.
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Fig. 6.1 Woman hugging dog

6
Supporting Victims/Survivors: Escape,
Refuge, and Recovery

Introduction
Throughout this book we have argued for the inclusion of non-human
animals in the framing of domestic violence—as victims in their own
right, with feelings, needs, and preferences—not just as red alerts to the
harms experienced to and from humans. In Chap. 3 we discussed how
to make companion animals more visible in our conceptualisation of
domestic violence. To ground this discussion and provide more embodied and in-action portraits of lived experience, Chaps. 4, 5, and 6
include research participants’ stories about living with companion animals and experiencing domestic violence together. Viewing their stories
through the notion of empathic alliances and love, we witnessed how
human-animal companionship can protect both parties’ health and
well-being but also make them vulnerable to each other’s pain, hardship
and fear of further mistreatment (also see O’Haire 2012). In Chap. 4
we also noted how shame, social stigma, internalised responsibility for
an abuser’s actions, and structural barriers such as (lack of ) existence of
relevant services, eligibility criteria, and distance to services are some of
the possible complicating factors obstructing a victim’s ability to declare
© The Author(s) 2019
N. Taylor, H. Fraser, Companion Animals and Domestic Violence, Palgrave Studies in
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a relationship abusive and seek help (also see Crisafi and Jasinski 2016;
Evans and Feder 2016). Most important to this book, we documented
the already well-established factor preventing many victims/survivors
of domestic violence from seeking help, and that is their (understandable) unwillingness to leave violent homes if it meant leaving companion animals with perpetrators (Ascione et al. 2007; Volant et al. 2008;
Wuerch et al. 2017). It is a point that will be reiterated and expanded
in this chapter through some of the stories told by the Loving You
participants.
In Chap. 5 we foregrounded animals’ experiences of domestic violence,
to show how they can be affected in the short and longer term. We
showed how companion animals can be caught up in webs of danger.
Unlike human victims, particularly adults, they have no helplines to call
and may not have others to notice their distress. If and when the time
comes for human victims to depart, there is the heightened risk that they
will be left behind to bear the wrath of the remaining abusive family
members, abandoned entirely, or surrendered to an animal shelter where
their lives may be at stake if no other humans who cross their paths decide
they are worth taking home. No wonder so many of the animals display
highly nervous, hyper-vigilant, and, at times, seemingly incomprehensible behaviours as a result (Tiplady et al. 2015). In this chapter we also
note how vulnerable they are to being left with abusers, or taken with
human victims fleeing abusers but hidden in accommodation (such as
motels) that explicitly prohibit the entry of animals. We also notice how,
during crisis periods, the animals may be cared for by humans who may
be reluctant or resentful about providing such care. Still other risks
involve them being surrendered to animal shelters, where they risk euthanasia if not rehoused.

Rethinking Escape
It is tempting to think that once victims of domestic violence flee their
homes, they will be free to live their lives without violence. Tapping
into dominant and longstanding narratives about rescue and escape,
there is the common idea of escaping violence once and for all. It
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underpins the question, ‘Why does she stay?’—a question that has historically portrayed women as either helpless through constructions of
learned helplessness or hostage syndrome; or masochistic for staying
(they must enjoy it, be used to it, and/or know no better) (Fraser 2005).
These simplistic beliefs about escaping the violence once and for all are
seductive and have surprising currency in mainstream Australia (Fraser
2005; Murray 2008) and internationally (Berns 2017; Rhodes and
McKenzie 1998; Yamawaki et al. 2012). The stark reality for so many
victims of domestic violence—human and animal—is a far cry from
this (see García-Moreno et al. 2005; Herman 2015), unfairly shifting
responsibility to victims to find ways to end the violence (Berns 2017;
Harne and Radford 2008). Such beliefs inaccurately assume that victims will be safe if only they’d ‘just leave’ (also see Anderson et al. 2003;
Murray 2008). These beliefs are misguided because they are built on the
false dichotomy of being ‘in’ or ‘out of ’ violence, when there is significant international evidence that the process of victims leaving their
homes and setting up new lives can be fraught with serious danger
(García-Moreno et al. 2005).
As we will show through our analysis of excerpts from Loving You participants’ transcripts, there are several dangers to be traversed. For many
victims there are dangers associated with anonymously getting information about domestic violence and possible support services and housing
alternatives, let alone disclosing the abuse to others. Taking steps to get a
service referral, departing the house and then setting up home somewhere else can all entail risks of retribution through escalated violence
from perpetrators (also see Baker et al. 2010). We should not forget that
post-separation is the time victims are more likely to be terrorised and (in
some instances) killed (also see Johnson 2010). Old-fashioned patriarchal
views, that is, a belief in the ‘law of the father,’ can merge with more contemporary expressions of hegemonic masculinity to form a cocktail of
justifications for brutalising (heterosexual) women seen to have the
audacity to leave ‘their men’ (see Johnson 2010; Harne and Radford
2008). Crudely put, it is the belief that heterosexual relationships begin
and end when men say so, and only then. Vandello and Cohen (2003,
998) talk about this in terms of male honour and the conventions of
feminine fidelity noting that
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[b]ecause male honor often requires female deference and fidelity, relationships between men and women can carry an underlying tension that can
serve as a precursor or catalyst to domestic violence. Honor may be used as
a justification (either implicit or explicit) for violence; in the most extreme
cases, it is used as a justification for homicides of spouses or family members in honor cultures.

Nolene, a woman from the Loving You project, described how her mother-
in-law threatened her if she dared to leave:
She [mother-in-law] went, “If you leave we will hunt you.”
Q: Is that what she said?
A: That’s what she said, “We will hunt you and we will take your son and
you will never see him again.”

Nolene’s story shows not just how frightening it can be to try to leave a
violent spouse but also the ways in which family members can conspire
together to become a more formidable abusive force. Mother-in-law
abuse has drawn attention internationally. For instance, abuse by mothers-
in-law was the subject of a study by Roomani et al. (2016), who interviewed ten married heterosexual women in Pakistan subjected to domestic
violence while living in their in-laws’ home. They found that while
women relatives (sisters-in-law, cousins) can participate in the abuse of
other women, it is mothers-in-law who were most likely to abuse their
daughters-in-law, and for two patriarchal reasons: failing to produce a
son and/or failure to complete domestic duties up to the mother-in-law’s
standard (Roomani et al. 2016). In Nolene’s case, the mother-in-law
threatened to separate Nolene permanently from her young son if she
fled the violence.

An Impossible Choice
Deciding to leave a family home because of domestic violence can be a
major and very difficult decision (Anderson et al. 2003; Cameron 2015;
Murray 2002, 2008). While the pressure may be on victims to suddenly
flee their homes, there are often many complications that must be
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considered (Fraser 2005; Murray 2008). For many victims of domestic
violence (especially those likely to become clients of public welfare,
health, and education agencies), material practicalities are important
considerations, such as income, housing, safety, and transport. These sit
alongside the psychological difficulties faced (Yamawaki et al. 2012). At
a time when they may be flooded with adrenaline and anxiety, victims
usually need to problem-solve multiple issues: if they plan to leave, when
and how will they get away? Do they have a car? Are they in a state to
drive? Do they have any of their own money? Is there adequate security
in the new place? If they are mothers, is the space suitable for children? If
they live with animal companions, is there permission for them to live
there too (also see Wuerch et al. 2017)? Will they all be safe at the new
place? Is it affordable? Are supports available, and what is the access to
transport and other amenities?
In the excerpt below, Loving You participant Nadia described how she
secretly acquired information about domestic violence through her mobile
phone and used it to assess whether her situation qualified as abuse:
…reading about abuse and stuff, when he’d go to work I’d read on my
phone, I’d look at all these websites and stuff and I did these checklists, are
you in an abusive relationship? And when you realise what’s happening and
you see the pattern and you see that that pattern is actually happening to
you, the fact that harming pets is commonly on these lists, that really worried me because so far, he had followed all these steps. He’d isolated me
from my family and friends. He did belittle me and he, he did make me
feel like my reality wasn’t real. He did all of those things.

Nadia noted that ‘harming pets is commonly on these lists’ of indicators
for domestic violence. This kind of information is through various groups
and their websites, such as The Links Group (UK) and the National Link
Coalition (also see Lockwood and Arkow 2016).
As important as this information about the link was for Nadia to
obtain, she now felt torn as she thought about possible places she could
run to, including places that would not accept her cats. A lot of people
are afraid to leave because as Nadia said, “Where am I going to go? What
services can actually take me with my animals?”
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The support the cats gave to her a few years ago and their involvement
in her life as family made it unthinkable for Nadia to leave the house
without them:
I just feel like I’m responsible for these 2 little lives, so I can’t just leave
them, I can’t give them to someone else to look after. I remember I was
going through a really rough time a few years ago and the only thing that
kept me going was the fact that, I have 2 lives that depend on me so…
They are my family, my little family.

Nadia was not alone. All nine Loving You participants emphasised that
housing was a major factor related to whether they felt able to leave; then,
if and when they did leave, housing directly affected their overall experiences of health and well-being (also see Murray 2008). Like Nadia,
Nolene also felt deeply connected to her cats. Yet, in the absence of pet-
friendly accommodation, she fled without them:
So, I had to leave – my cats were in the house … I had to leave … I got,
under police protection. They took me to my parents, which is a while
away … 3 days later my ex-partner found me at my parent’s house. Stood
out the front of my house, circling it with his mum, calling to my son, with
my cat in his hand, by the throat and telling me that if I didn’t take my son
out and give my son over – he was bargaining my cat for my child, and
ended up throwing my cat … Oh I remember it, I remember – I remember
it way too well, so does my [5 year old] son.

Nolene repeated the phrase “I remember” three times to emphasise how
etched this traumatic memory is in her and her son’s minds. The trauma
for both cats should also be remembered—one being thrown from the
car and the other one making its own escape. The good news is that the
cats remained with Nolene from that point onwards.

Help Can Be Elusive
People unacquainted with the complexities of surviving domestic violence may not realise that help can be elusive, even if the problem is
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known to others. For instance, in a New Zealand-based domestic violence and help-seeking study, Fanslow and Robinson (2010) found that
more than 75% of their 956 respondents had reported the abuse to others and that of this group 40% reported that nobody helped them. So,
rather than the violence being a well-hidden secret, it was known by others who provided little or no help or help that victims/survivors did not
find to be useful (Fanslow and Robinson 2010). The title of a study investigating 16 British women’s experiences of help-seeking during domestic
violence makes this point: ‘I could have just done with a little more help.’
Notably, all 16 women in this study reported difficulties accessing help
(Peckover 2003). This includes informal support from parents, siblings,
friends, workmates, and neighbours, who may not offer the kind of support desperately needed. Loving You participant Nadia drew our attention
to this issue. She spoke of her disappointment at the responses her mother
and father made to her after separately asking for their help. She explained
that her parents had separated when she was 12, due to domestic violence, and that she felt mostly ignored by them in the process. She had
hoped that their knowledge of this would have motivated them to be
more supportive of her now as an adult in need. But she found both parents dismissive. For instance, rather than offering her and her cats a place
to stay, even in the short term, she said that her father reportedly complained that she’d “picked a bad week” to disclose the violence she was
suffering, to which she responded bitterly, “Oh I’m sorry that leaving my
violent situation is so inconvenient for you.”
When help is needed for domestic violence but is not available from
informal sources, formal support services can become ever more critical
(Anderson et al. 2003; Victorian Government 2016). Yet, several barriers
can get in the way of domestic violence victims reaching out to formal
service providers (Evans and Feder 2016; Victorian Government 2016).
From 485 victim surveys completed for their Ohio study, Anderson et al.
(2003) found that almost half of all victims indicated returning to violent
partners because of lack of money; more than a quarter because they did
not have alternative accommodation; and one eighth (54 from 485)
because they could not get help from the police. Focusing on domestic
violence service provision in rural New South Wales in Australia, Owen
and Carrington (2015) interviewed 49 rural service providers working in
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human services and the criminal justice system. They found that (heterosexual) women’s attempts to obtain help was complicated by not just by
the silence and shame surrounding domestic violence but also the women’s economic dependency on men (also see García-Moreno et al. 2005).
Being economically dependent on abusers certainly constrains options to
purchase private goods and services without the permission of others,
such as transport and alternative accommodation.
Help-seeking for domestic violence ordinarily requires the exposure of
personal details, including those relating to past hardship and trauma, all of
which can be hard to talk about (Rose et al. 2011). As discussed in Chap.
4, victim-blaming processes—intended and unintended—mean ultimate
responsibility for responding to the violence is placed on the victim rather
than the perpetrator. Fears of being victim-blamed by service providers may
stem from negative past experiences with professionals, including the scrutiny of child custody arrangements if domestic violence in the home is
admitted to (also see Holt 2016). ‘Refusing to get (or accept) help’ may also
be used against victims, who delay seeking assistance, rendering them as
irresponsible or complicit with the violence, especially if they are parents
(Holt 2016). As Fugate et al. (2005) found in their Chicago-based study,
victims of domestic violence who did not seek help from formal support
services avoided doing so because they assumed they would be expected, if
not directed, to leave their (abusive) spouses. It is well known that many
victims want the violence, not their relationships, to end. For many heterosexual women abused by spouses, it is only when all hope is gone that final
separation will be possible (Fraser 2005, 2008).
Sometimes the decision to leave a violent partner is planned in advance,
while at other times it is made suddenly. In the excerpts below, Jacqui
recounted how, on her 40th birthday, she made the decision:
The day that it happened it was … I was turning 40 … And it started off
first thing in the morning where he got what he wanted.
Q: Sexually?
A:	
Yeah, [immediately after sex he] rolled over and I’m thinking,
“Thanks, that was really good for me – not…” And then he started
arguing with me in the bed and telling me, and bossing me around
about what he wanted to do, and I thought, “Gee that’s great.” And
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so basically, he turned around and said to me that he was going to
take his son down to the athletics club, and [that] I would take the
daughter and go and do the food shopping. I went “Okay.” So, I did.
I was shopping around and he called and I said “Oh, I’m here still
going [but] I’m just about finished,” which I was. And then of course
I hit the checkouts at the worst time. Took me an hour to get through
it. And then on the way home I forgot the milk. So, I’ve gone to the
deli on the way and grabbed the milk, [I’ve] got home, he’s out the
front with his phone in his hand abusing the F out of me, saying that
he was going to call the police because he called me 18 times or
something. I didn’t answer his phone calls because I knew he was just
going to go off, so there’s no point you know …
Q: What, [all this] simply because you were late from food shopping?
A:	Yeah … Because I didn’t answer the phone … So basically while I
unloaded the shopping, he was going around the house in front of the
kids kicking objects, swearing at me. And I just put the shopping
down and I walked up to him and I said “If you want to hit me now
just do it, hit me because I’ve had enough,” I said “I can’t take it anymore.” And he threw something at the ground and he went off.
[Shortly afterwards] he turned around and he said that “I would rather
you not be here, I would rather it be that I had the kids and you were
dead”, and that was it. And I said to myself, “Do you want to live with
someone who wants you dead?” He wanted me to kill myself.

Domestic violence victims’ susceptibility to attempting suicide was noted
by British researchers Harne and Radford (2008, 40) who explained that
“suicide and suicide attempts are usually carried out when women are so
entrapped in relationships as a result of the coercive control carried out
by perpetrators that they feel the only control left to them is to take their
own lives”.
Jacqui’s story shows evidence of her partner’s coercive control. It was her
birthday, which in mainstream Australia means being treated with special
privileges. Instead her day started with a sexual encounter that abruptly
ends after her partner is satisfied. She is then instructed to go grocery shopping with their daughter, while he takes their son to the athletics club. We
are reiterating this because such a delineation of roles and gendered use of
time is part of a wider dynamic of patriarchal power and control that can
be used to justify violence. One supposedly innocent way it does this is by
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relegating women and girls to activities that service the home, while boys
and men are able to enjoy leisure time together. Quietly resentful, Jacqui
and their daughter followed his instructions. But it was not enough to prevent an explosion. Arriving home later than expected and after refusing his
18 phone calls, Jacqui is subjected to a barrage of abuse by her (ex-)partner,
who reportedly goads her into suicide. Her response is to retreat to the
bedroom to self-medicate with codeine:
And then I went into my room and I just stayed there, which is what I do,
I would retreat into my bedroom and hide … He would leave me in the
room, and I would, the majority of the time cry or I would go and get some
codeine tablets. [Then] I went into my daughter’s room. I laid on the bed
and cuddled her, and then he came in again and abused the crap out of me
in front of her, saying “Your mum’s an f ’in bitch”, all this stuff. And that
was it, that was enough for me to, because he went at her.

However, on this day things were different. Without money or a place to
go, Jacqui did not acquiesce to her partner’s demands this time but
instead made the decision to leave him. The tipping point was him abusing their daughter:
So, I went out to the car and I called the helpline. They said “I want you to
get in the car, is there anywhere you could go?” I said “I could”, but in the
condition that I was in, and the distance …
Q: Because you’d taken the codeine as well?
A:	Yeah and because I’m not very close to my parents…driving a long
distance would not be a good idea. And she [support worker] said
“Alright we’ll get a motel for you, just drive to the corner of your street
and stay there until we arrive”, you know…. And I got out of the car
and started packing up stuff and I said “I’m going to my mum’s,” he
goes “Well if you’re going to there you can take the kids.” [Relieved] I
went “Okay.” So, then I grabbed a bag each … suitcase and grabbed
whatever I could. It was all clothes, nothing else, because we just didn’t
have time. As I’d started up the car he’d slammed the door with the
kids sitting on the front porch … so they came with me and then we
went to the motel.
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The worker on the helpline assisted Jacqui to escape the family home
without endangering herself and her children by driving in a distressed
state and under the influence of codeine. Instead of judging Jacqui for her
codeine use, the worker organised a safer place for her and the children to
stay. It was a motel paid for by a local domestic violence service, funded
through state government grants.

Living from Day to Day in a Motel
In Australia, motels are mostly three-star-rated forms of accommodation
that are generally clean, neat, and tidy. As social and community housing
has been de-prioritised and with private housing markets now viewed as
the best way to respond to housing demand, motels have been increasingly
used to manage the risk of families, particularly families with young children, sleeping rough in their cars or on the streets. To the uninitiated, motel
living might sound pleasant, even luxurious. The reality is that most motels
are comprised of small rooms with combined sleeping and living quarters
and, in some cases, a small kitchenette, adjoining an open, public car park.
A few have pools and grassed areas but most do not. Unlike the US, where
pet-friendly hotels are common, very few Australian motels allow pets.
Many are located on busy roads and highways, providing less than ideal
protection from the public gaze. For victims with children and companion
animals, these quarters are not just likely to be cramped but also run the
risk of perpetrators discovering their locations. Finding ways to distract
children from the misery so often produced by violence is another challenge, as indicated by another excerpt from Jacqui (below):
Q: How long were you in the motel for?
A: March, April, May
Q: Oh god, that long?
A:	Yeah living day by day … horrible … I went through a lot when I was
in there because like we tried the reconciliation, I would go to things,
but he just did his old [behaviours] …, He’d take the boy and off he’d
go, so we might as well have not been together. And when I didn’t do
something that he liked, I got massive abuse for it again, so nothing
ever changed.
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Jacqui’s reference to ‘living day to day’ relates to the need for victims/
survivors to get daily authorisation of payment for the motel from their
domestic violence service. This means that every morning they must be
prepared to leave, in case permission is denied, making it anything but a
relaxing holiday.
Informal supports from family and friends may provide viable alternatives to motel living but are not always available. Rhodes and McKenzie
(1998, 398) remind us, “[W]e must not treat the issue of why battered
women stay with their partners as if they (the women) exist in a vacuum.
There are many sources of influence which can help or hinder a woman.”
In Jacqui’s case (above), it was the distance between her and her parents,
not just her use of codeine that prevented her driving to them. In Stella’s
case (below), it was past family conflict that restricted her being able to
stay at her mother’s house:
My mum’s just up the road but she can’t – she won’t have me there because
my brother’s there just because he has a problem with me about an incident
and it’s just yeah.
Q:
A:

There’s bad blood there?
Yeah, but I’m hoping that’ll change …

Recovery Over the Longer Term
Trying to recover from domestic violence, particularly chronic and severe
forms, usually requires much support over the longer term, not just during the immediate separation phase (Richardson 2016; Victorian
Government 2016). All nine women we interviewed for the Loving You
project indicated needing support over the longer term, with some still
having regular contact with their support workers up to three years post-
separation. We are emphasising this point because, in these neoliberal
times of welfare rationing and fast-paced, brief, and solution-focused
interventions, it may be tempting to think otherwise. Similarly, we need
to remember that addressing the multiple causes of domestic violence
requires social and cultural transformation, not just remedial services for
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individual victims. It is a point made by Murray (2002), who while focusing on a Western Australian women’s refuge, examined the changing
responses to domestic violence since the 1970s. As she argued, since
domestic violence takes hold within asymmetrical power relationships,
responses made to eliminate it require much more than the provision of
refuge (Murray 2002; also see Theobald et al. 2017).
In earlier chapters we reiterated the need to understand domestic violence as inclusive of a wide range of forms of abuse, including those that
are psychological, sexual, financial, and physical (also see Rhodes and
McKenzie 1998; Victorian Government 2016). Katrina told us that the
abuse she suffered from her ex-partner went ‘under the radar’ because it
did not involve physical assaults and how her husband maligned her in
town and said she fabricated stories about him.
Q:	Did they [people in the small town within which she was living]
know how he was abusive to you?
A: No, everybody was very, very surprised.
Q: Were they.
A: Very surprised and I think it left it open for him to manipulate the
situation more because the second I left that was it, there were stories
left right and centre about how I was, you know how they turn everything over and attack your own personality, well that’s exactly what
he did.
Q: It was all your fault?
A:	Yeah, all my fault. I’m an alcoholic [allegedly] yet I don’t even drink.
I’ve done this and I’ve done that. So, that [being publicly maligned
and discredited by ex-partner] was more of a shock to me because I
wasn’t aware that that’s what was going to happen.
Q: Has that made it difficult for you to go visit people back in the town?
A: Oh absolutely, well I work there as well.

Katrina stressed that emotional and financial abuse can be as negatively
impactful as physical violence. Her story also shows that it can be hard/er
to get help when (violent) partners are respected, if not loved, members of
their communities. Post-separation and with the small-town rumour mills
discrediting her (not just him), she had to find a way to keep her equanimity and her job, as she crafted a new life without him. The support she
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received from her domestic violence worker throughout this process
helped her to do so (also see Evans and Feder 2016). This includes being
given concrete information about what domestic violence can look like.
One of the many concrete examples of lists of behaviours used to classify domestic violence is the Artemis Intake Questionnaire, with 64
behaviours identified (Strauchler et al. 2004, 350). Here is a selection of
them:
4. Threatened to abuse my pets.
5. Abused my pets.
6. Threatened to abuse my children.
7. Abused my children…
17. Controlled all the money…
25. Blamed me for the abuse.
26. Tried to control who I talked to or saw…
36. Told me he/she would find me and kill me if I ever left him/her.
42. Punched or kicked me.
43. Choked me.
44. Hit me with an object.
45. Was violent to me in front of the children…
62. Came home unexpectedly to check on me.
63. Would not let me use the phone…

To the outsider, these items might appear self-evidently abusive. For some
victims/survivors, especially those who have been chronically discredited
and maligned, it can be shocking, challenging, and distressing to find
these descriptors relevant to their situations.

Parenting Challenges Post-Separation
Challenges to parenting may also emerge post-separation. Parents
escaping domestic violence are charged with the responsibilities of
managing the likely effects domestic violence exposure can have on
their children (see Fraser 1999; Victorian Government 2016). Holt’s
(2016) Irish study of heterosexual women’s experiences of abusive men
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post-separation showed how, if they come to the attention of child protection authorities because of domestic violence, they are likely to be
assessed through a deficit model of mothering. She showed how, paradoxically, women’s attempts to protect their children from fathers’
abuse post-separation can result in them being charged (informally or
formally) with interfering with men’s right to have ongoing contact
with their children (Holt 2016). Additionally, young people’s pain,
anger, fear, and resentment can erupt post-separation and may be
directed at the non-abusive parent and others (also see Fraser 1999).
Problems may stem from a sudden change in place of residence but also
if there is instability in housing tenure (also see Baker et al. 2010).
Based in the UK and focusing on bed and breakfast accommodations,
Bowyer et al. (2015) discussed how difficult it can be for children
exposed to domestic violence to move into temporary accommodation,
how they may have little control over the decision to move. Focusing
on girls aged 10–16 years, they found the girls commonly reported
finding it difficult to process their experiences of violence when their
living situations remained insecure and unstable (Bowyer et al. 2015).
Jacqui provided an example of this when she described needing to manage her daughter’s refusal to trust others after they separated, and her
daughter’s abusive behaviour:
She [young daughter] won’t go to any male doctors, she won’t go near anyone, I have a real problem with her…even [with] my grandma and grandpa.
It just depends on what day [whether] she decides to be good to them.
[Otherwise] she’s really rude, she’s really nasty. Yet, she’s a beautiful little girl.
Q:
A:
Q:
A:

She’s working some stuff out?
The abuse I used to get from him, I get from her.
The same sort of words, is she mimicking [his] words?
Exactly the same.

Hearing her young daughter mouth the same abusive words her partner had
used against her distressed Nolene but was something she worked hard to
try to understand and respond to without retaliating with anger or cruelty.
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Katrina had a different parental worry indicating that it was only after
they had separated from her abusive partner that she realised the extent
of her eldest son’s abuse:
Yeah, it wasn’t until I left that I realised the depth of it, but most of it was
directed towards my eldest son… He’s [eldest son] from a previous relationship, yeah…I honestly think he [ex-partner] was threatened by my
relationship with him because I’m so close with my son, we’re best friends
and I think he was threatened by him. Even though my son is so placid. I
mean he was scared of him, he never even raised his voice or questioned
anything that he ever said; I really think that he was just threatened by the
closeness and he knew that my kids came first, he knew that I’d choose my
kids over him any day.
Q: And you did.
A:	And I did. And I’d do it again in a heartbeat, I should’ve done it earlier,
yeah. And that’s my only regret—is staying so long.

While still carrying guilt at not leaving her violent spouse sooner, Katrina
nevertheless took pride in the fact that she had eventually done so. It was
a very different experience for Jacqui, Stella, and Allison, all of whom
found their ‘recovery period’ more agonising than pride-inducing or
empowering.

Managing the Aftermath
Even with clarity and good support, domestic violence victims may find the
road ahead very difficult (Murray 2008). Paradoxically, victims/survivors
may report being flooded with anxiety once they have relocated to a safer
place (also see Herman 2015). Flashbacks, panic attacks, nightmares, and/or
compulsions may also surface post-separation and cause havoc with survivors’ appetite, sleep, capacity to work, and overall mental health (Herman
2015). Nolene was one of several women we interviewed for the Loving You
project who indicated being confronted with many intense emotions postseparation, understanding it to be a way for the body to process trauma:
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So, when it starts calming down a bit [post-separation], that’s when it hits
you. [It’s] when your life is getting into balance and you’re getting back on
track again with … of normality, that’s when all that stored up stuff comes
to the fore.
Q: Seems so cruel doesn’t it?
A:	Yes and no, in all honesty, because it’s a good thing. Because you
realise what areas affected you the most, what areas – what – you
realise with a trauma what the actual trauma was.
Q: It clarifies?
A:	[Nods] And so then you can address it, and you draw strength on that
going okay, these are areas that I did not know where problematic, so
if I can work on them.

Jacqui, in particular, detailed the regrets, fears, and experiences of injustice she felt through experiencing domestic violence and being expected
to flee the family home and live in relative poverty:
I regret the fact that I sold our house and started to build another one with
him. What I should have done was kicked him out and kept that other
house, because at least I’d have something. Now I have nothing because he
ripped me off. He lives in a lovely place down there [points], with his girlfriend, playing happy families with my two kids when they come down.
And I’m stuck here, I can barely make food on the table, I can’t get a job
because the job which I was in hospitality. I was a Manager. I can’t do
[those hours] with kids around. So, basically I’m starting again… and not
getting ahead…. Does that make sense?
Q:	Yeah it does that, on …, while you’ve got some improvements, you’ve
also inherited some other problems from the separation.
A:	Yeah….And I understand why a lot of people go back to their partners, because they think that, what’s worse, that part or the loneliness part, or the nobody wants me part? Then there’s the poverty
part you know, so I get it. It’s a terrible when I say this, but I understand why people get in the car with their kids and drive off the end
of the jetty. I mean personally I wouldn’t do it, I hope I wouldn’t do
it … but I understand why they do do it—because they see that
dark hole and think there’s no way of getting out of it.
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Talking about driving off the jetty with her children in the car may have been
an off-the-cuff comment by Jacqui that she quickly disavowed (“I wouldn’t
do it”). Yet such catastrophic events do happen, and with greater frequency
than people might realise (see Logan et al. 2013).
Both the fear and actual risk of becoming homeless after experiencing
domestic violence is well established in Australia (Cameron 2015; Victorian
Government 2016) and internationally (also see Baker et al. 2010). For
instance, Baker et al. (2003) from Georgia in the US conducted a study
with 110 women survivors of domestic violence, about their experiences of
housing and homelessness. Of these women, 38% reported homelessness,
with more experiencing related problems, such as going without meals to
pay rent and/or being threatened with eviction (Baker et al. 2003).
Nolene reported that housing was a major problem that produced a
cascade of other problems. She was unable to stay living at her parents’
house after she fled her abusive partner. She was also unable to find an
affordable private rental for herself, her son and their two cats. This
unstable housing situation was used against her in family court:
So, for 10 months after [she left ex-partner]– because I couldn’t find a
place, even though I’m in the domestic violence, I’m with [domestic violence support service] and they’re looking around so hard, because I am
homeless. My parents couldn’t take me in because of the threats … They
couldn’t take me in.
Q:	And the family court had already said that you had to be within 20
kilometres of radius [of her ex-partner]?
A: Exactly.

Above, Nolene noted her appreciation of her support worker trying ‘so
hard.’ This is important to recognise, given large bodies of evidence,
across fields and modes of health and welfare practice, show that it is
the quality of the worker/helping/therapeutic alliance—more than any
perspective or intervention framework—most likely to influence clients’ perceptions of progress made with nominated problem/s, their
level of satisfaction with service provided, and perceptions of recovery
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and healing (see Goodman et al. 2016). For Nolene, this relationship
mattered even though the worker was unable to stop what was to come
next. We knew that Nolene had breached the court requirement that
she remain living within a 20-km radius of her ex-partner. So, we asked:
Q: So, what happened?
A:	The courts ended up changing – changing the custody – so for
10 months I was without my child.

The consequences for breaching the court order were severe. Primary custody of their son now lay with Nolene’s violent ex-partner.
Q:	So, you had him weekends and he [ex-partner] had him [during the
week]?
A: Mmhm.
Q: So, they [family court] did what they said they were going to do?
A:	Yep. The [domestic violence support service] worked so hard. I managed to find a place in January, they found me this one. The courts
wouldn’t even change it.
Q:	No? … So then was the argument, “Well your son’s been living with
your ex – so he’s settled, so we don’t want to upset himA: Oh bullshit my son was settled! He had 3 times in the Women’s and
Children’sQ: What for? Injuries?
A:	Because he had panic attacks, because of bruises. Because of the
panic attacks, to such a violent extent that he shut himself down. He
would wee himself, because he was so frightened. He would just
physically lose control of his bowels. It was these 2 cats that brought
him back from the brink of nothing. Because they weren’t just, they
would not let anyone go near him. They would not let anyone go
near him, and he would just sit there, when he was in a state, he
would end up, he would end up so bad when he came back from his
dad, that I couldn’t touch him, couldn’t touch him.
Q: Because he’d recoil?
A:	Mmhm – and the only thing that brought him out of it was [cat],
would curl up around him. That was the only thing.

Nolene (above) shows how abuse can continue post-separation, how
domestic violence can produce a cascade of negative effects, including
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those associated with the family law court. Her story also shows how
powerful the empathic love of companion animals can be for humans,
such as her traumatised young son.

Recovery and Companion Animals
Throughout this book we have noted how companion animals can help
assuage human loneliness and strengthen feelings of belonging—how touching, stroking, grooming, playing with, talking to, and otherwise interacting
with companion animals has well-established physical and emotional benefits for humans and in some instances for the animals as well (Friedman et al.
2010). The Loving You participants were keen to underline this point, with
many attributing their survival of the violence to their animal companions.
Consider, for example, Allison, who said that post-separation
I wouldn’t be halfway here with, as I am now if it wasn’t for him [Freddy].
He is my healing process. He’s therapy in a sense. because I have a hard
time admitting that I have mental health issues. Because of what I’ve been
through, sometimes you’re not talking. Just being with him is enough.
Some people don’t understand that, [they say] “Go see a therapist, go do
this, go do that.” These last few months [I’ve been] talking about it all the
time. I have a case file now that I’ve had people write letters for me so I
don’t have to keep repeating. Because it [recounting the violence] just
brings it back to the forefront.

The close emotional bonds that exist between many humans and their
companion animals can intensify during times of crisis, including when
experiencing domestic violence (e.g., Ascione et al. 2007; Fitzgerald
2007). To quote Allison, “anxiety is crippling. You can’t even breathe
sometimes and you can’t even explain why.” This, along with (deliberate)
isolation from other sources of emotional support enforced by abusers,
means that threats to harm companion animals can be effective tactics for
coercive control (Volant et al. 2008). Jacqui noticed her dog’s reaction to
domestic violence only after they had left their family home and described
the love she felt for him as superior to the love shared among humans:
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Yeah, so he [dog] was like my baby…Davey, a collie dog. He’s the one that’s
went through everything with me, domestic violence. So, without Davey I
wouldn’t have realised the amount that dogs pick up. It took me a while
after Davey passed away to get Charlie [dog]. I needed Charlie, because I
just needed the licks on the face. Because kids yell and scream at you, and
they hurt you. Whereas he’s [dog] got unconditional love and he licks me
all the time and when I’m down, so it’s like, do you know what I meanQ: Gives you that love?
A:	Yeah. Cosy’s up on the bed with me. So, when my kids aren’t with me,
it’s almost like I have a brother or a sister with me, it’s just, yeah. It’s
like having a man without dealing with crap…

Stella also described how close she felt to her dog and how uncomplicated
the loyalty of this relationship was, including during the times when the
domestic violence escalated:
She [my former Mastiff dog] went everywhere with me. Absolutely everywhere. She was blind too…and everyone loved her. She was really, was so
good. I took her just about everywhere I went and she was, I was in another
domestic violence relationship. So yeah, she’s seen it all.
Q: Was that person cruel to her?
A: No, he looked after her really good.
Q: So, he was only cruel to you?
A:	Yep… I think he was cruel to the dog that came after… Because she
hated him.

Stella’s excerpt above illustrates that human violence expressed towards
animals is not always a precursor to violence perpetrated against humans
but can occur afterwards (or not at all) when human victims leave. Stella’s
perception of her ex-partner’s capacity to harm the other dog that came
after her departure was informed by her observations of the next dog’s
reaction to him, which she worded strongly as “she hated him.”
However, connections with companion animals can also diminish during adversity, possibly a reflection of compassion fatigue. Linda reflected
with remarkable honesty on how she was not always able to connect with
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companion animals, that it depended on what else was happening at
home. In the excerpt below she describes her own experiences of entering
motherhood as a teenager, wanting to give her children as much as she
could, including the chance to love companion animals, but not necessarily having the time, energy, or emotional space to connect with them,
especially as her husband’s abuse escalated:
So, my first child was born when I was 15, 16… No, no time for high
school. No time for growing up.
Q: Straight in to motherhood.
A:	Straight into motherhood and trying to work out what was going on
sort of thing. So no, no real animals, no real connection you could
say, never real connected with another animal in that sense like I had.
My next animal you could say was like a little Jack Russell. Tried to
connect but didn’t have that connection because between the ex or
my husband, the kids and trying to work out with the dog or cats or
anything like that just wasn’t fitting in.
Q: Too much responsibility?
A:	Yeah, yeah big time but the kids had the animals. I knew how important it was for me growing up and what I got out of the relationship.
Whenever the kids had asked I’d say yes because I knew how important an animal can be to – because the kids didn’t – what I grew up
with the kids sort of – that – the kids grew up with it as well, domestic
violence, drugs, alcohol, that sort of stuff. So I knew how important
having a companion whether it be a cat, dog, bird [or] whatever, [it]
was really important.

Contexts—not just individual intentions—mediate the type and quality
of connections humans and companion animals are able to share. As
shown with Linda’s stories, there are times in people’s lives that can be
more conducive to fully caring for, not just loosely caring about, the
companion animals living with them. Linda’s stories show how connected
she was to her childhood dog Zac, but then with early motherhood, her
connections to subsequent animals lessened. We know from our interview with her that once inside a women’s prison, Linda stumbled into a
greyhound rehabilitation programme and had her love of dogs reawakened (for information on the programme, see Debelle 2016).
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Maintaining the Will to Live
Post-separation, Stella also reported feeling a crushing sense of loneliness
and isolation and struggled not to internalise responsibility for her marital relationship breaking down (also see Holt 2016). The strength of connection she felt for her children helped but then there were the times
when they stayed with their father. Stella reported that these times were
the worst and how important her cats have been to her ‘doing something
stupid’:
I just think that it’s easier to get through with, if you – when you’ve got
kids. Because they go to the parents, the other parents on the weekend or
something and then you’re left alone. So they, I think they help get through
the trauma and everything a lot quicker…. Yeah. I think, because I have
been in really low places and having them [the cats] has stopped me doing
shit, something stupid [such as self-harming].

Allison was also struggling with serious mental health issues she attributed to surviving domestic violence, making her post-separation experience a misery. Allison recounted the time she attempted suicide the year
before and was subsequently detained. It was the night she received an
eviction order to leave her rental property.
That night, it was probably 2 nights before the Sheriff’s office were due to
come, even though I’d paid all my rent up, they still wanted me out. I
couldn’t understand it, until afterward when they told me it’s because of
the neighbour across the road kept calling the police and it was, they were
friends with the landlord. But I took 8 Seroquel, a bottle of wine and probably about 30 Valium. I knew that would do the trick—if you do alcohol
and drugs together. I do remember him [dog] howling and trying to lick
my face and stuff. I was crying, thinking that I can’t come back though.
And then I woke up to some paramedics slapping my face…

Allison then described how she was admitted to hospital but discharged
herself shortly after regaining consciousness. She did this because she was
concerned about her dog, only to find the police arriving on her doorstep
a few hours later to detain her:
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And I’m off my head at this point. Those Seroquel [sleeping tablets] was
brutal, absolutely brutal. I don’t know how I did it, but I did. I got
home with all intentions of just getting the rest of my shit and my dog
and hopefully getting out of there. But I fell asleep. And I woke up to
the police at the door with a piece of paper, a Section 32. I’m like “shit!”
I didn’t want to go.
Q: They detained you?
A:	[Nodding]. They detained me. That was the worst thing ever because,
it was probably my worst nightmare… I got restrained and a needle in
the butt and hard night for me and next morning first thing I thought
of was him. “I’ve got to go, got to go, got to get my dog.”

Being reunited with her dog was so important to Allison because he
soothed her and helped her maintain the will to live (also see Walsh and
Mertin 1994):
Had I not had him [Freddy] for this past year and a half I probably would
have, probably succeeded in killing myself I actually do.
Q: He’s kept you alive?
A: He still does.
Q: Why do you reckon that is?
A:	It’s just pure love it’s, it’s to me that I’m at least loved, by something
because he, he can, dogs sense things, he senses things. When I OD’d
in November which was on purpose, your heart rate slows and dogs
can sense that. And he was, he sat there and licked my face for hours
and was howling and everything to try and get someone’s attentionQ: To get help?
A: Yeah….

Jacqui expressed similar sentiments to Allison, but in relation to her cat:
He [cat] helped me keep me alive … He gave me the strength to hold on
until I could figure out whether I could do it on my own or not … Yeah
because he sat and listened to me – the poor thing. I’m not really sure if he
had a choice because he has arthritis, but right at the end I would go outside and I would talk to him [there].
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Nolene also underlined the life-affirming connections she felt with companion animals, and how important these relationships have been for her
forging a new life away from her (violent) ex-partner:
When you’re feeling so unlovable, when your whole life has been ripped,
and in those times when you’re just so lonely … when I used to cry, when
I used to, when it was just too much, and it took ages for me to cry, but
sitting in the shower, and I just burst into tears, and he would just be sitting right there with me, or that 1 paw that they do, that 1 paw on you….
It is the best feeling in the world.

Yet, as discussed in Chap. 5, we must not forget that while animal companions are assisting humans to recover from violence, they are likely to
need support for their own recovery, including those animals whose experience of violence also involved neglect (see Lockwood and Arkow 2016).

Conclusion
From our studies and from many others’ work, we know that domestic
violence is a potentially life-limiting and life-threatening experience for
human and animal victims, and that chronic abuse can take a heavy toll
on victims. We also know that for many, trying to make an escape and
then trying to recover from the trauma of domestic violence can be difficult processes to navigate. For many victims/survivors, there is no simple escape, nor straightforward recovery to be enjoyed. Further distress
and anxiety are likely, not just in relation to housing, finances, custody
arrangements, and immediate safety concerns but also in relation to
attempts to rebuild the self and relationships with others
post-separation.
Our research participants (and others) emphasised that in spite of the
rhetoric admonishing victims to ‘just leave,’ help can be elusive. Current
service provisions for victims of domestic violence can involve pot-luck.
Policy and operational matters that exist well beyond victims’ control
will dictate whether formal help is available in or near where victims live,
whether it is available at the time when victims need it, and whether it
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includes non-human members of the family. The women participants in
the Loving You project ‘got lucky’ where pet-friendly accommodation
was concerned. Some had to first suffer the challenges of living day to
day in a motel while they waited to become a client of the Northern
Domestic Violence Service, who partnered with us in this study (see
NDVS 2013). This help, and the emotional support of their workers
who understood not just how domestic violence can hurt a human but
also how it can hurt animals, was crucial for these women. We have also
shown in this chapter just some of the roles that companion animals can
play in helping humans in recovery. However, as we have stressed
throughout this book, taking animal victims of domestic violence seriously necessitates that we must also consider the impact on them of their
humans’ mental health and sometimes chaotic lives. We take this point
up further in the final chapter.
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Fig. 7.1 Woman watching cat on floor

7
The Work of Significant Other/s:
Companion Animal Relationships
in the Future

Introduction
Earlier in this book we underlined the significance of family/domestic
violence, including the many costs to both individuals and society. We
also noted the ongoing problem of it being under-reported (Bunting
et al. 2010). Our message throughout this book is that domestic violence
has been and still is a serious, complex public problem requiring massive
ongoing, collective response efforts. We say this as feminists who became
adults during the second wave of feminism, and who are proud to have
been part of the British (Nik) and Australian (Heather) women’s movements that helped to put domestic violence on the public map of social
problems (see Nixon and Humphreys 2010). In the discussion below, we
reflect on some of the changes we have observed. While these are welcome
changes, the message from this reflection is that it is important to
extend—and keep extending—feminist understandings of domestic violence: in this case, to recognise animals as victims of domestic violence.
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 alf a Century of Campaigns, Research,
H
and Service Provision
In Anglo-American dominated countries such as Australia, we have now
had a half-century of advancements in knowledge, policy making, and
service provision that have helped improve our collective understanding
of and responses to domestic violence. Compared to when we first undertook women’s studies courses in the 1980s (Heather) and 1990s (Nik),
huge bodies of work about domestic violence have been produced,
including feminist works that have provided many conceptual, theoretical, practical, and political insights.
Since I (Heather) started working in a women’s refuge 35 years ago,
much more is understood and on offer. Back in the mid-1980s, while
working in the Para Districts’ Women’s Shelter (PDWS) (Elizabeth, South
Australia—the precursor to NDVS), I remember us coming to grips with
the extent and severity of the problem. The Shelter was relatively new,
funding meagre, and community understanding of the need for such service offerings was generally low. It was staffed by women and run as a collective with funding almost exclusively for women. Children were not
individually counted as clients until the early 2000s, reflective of a broader
trend in social work at that time to see child abuse and domestic violence
as separate issues (McKay 1994).
PDWS was located in an outer suburb in an ordinary street, not obvious to most apart from the taxi drivers, police, and neighbours who
learned of its purpose. In spite of many efforts to go unnoticed, violent
spouses regularly appeared outside the shelter threatening further violence if their spouse did not come outside. In turn, this intensified pressures from neighbours, some of whom expressed their displeasure to local
politicians at having to live near the refuge. Some police in our local area
were allies and provided support during these times, while others scoffed
at our requests, dismissing them as ‘private domestic incidents.’ There
were no special units, policies, or police training in domestic violence.
Knowledge about domestic violence was rudimentary and difficult to disseminate. While we had printed newsletters, badges, and T-shirts and
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organised sit-ins and street protests to get attention and spread our messages, there were no smartphones or apps with information to quickly
and secretly access.
As white women working in the PDWS, we were yet to learn about
white privilege and theories about disablism were under-developed. So,
we provided services to mostly white, working-class women and their
children, who were crammed into single bedrooms in two adjoining
home units. Women who drank alcohol or used other substances were
prohibited from residing in the shelter, and for residents who got intoxicated, eviction was likely. What we knew about the connections
between domestic violence, racism, and substance abuse, mental health
problems and poverty came from experience not university education,
professional development, research or journal articles. Questions about
women’s complicity in the violence—their/our predisposition to passivity, hysteria, and masochism—played out in many heated discussions, including debates about the implications of supporting the legal
defence of battered wives’ syndrome (see Swanson 1984) and learned
helplessness (see Alexander 1993).
From the 1970s to the late 1980s, it was common to portray as radical
women who left their husbands and those of us who supported them to
do so. Across the client/worker divide, the horror of what we collectively
saw happening to women within the supposed safety of their own homes
did radicalise many of us, making some of us strident and polemical
about patriarchy (also see Nixon and Humphreys 2010). The more we
looked around, the more we could see male dominance in all quarters of
our lives—in our homes, workplaces, churches, health, welfare, legal and
education institutions, and public spaces. It was hard not to be enraged,
especially since the general public was still largely blind to the problem.
Working for the PDWS, on the frontline of domestic violence in an
impoverished outer suburb involved dramatic, unforgettable experiences.
Thirty years later, I (Heather) can still recall visiting women in hospital
whose faces were unrecognisable from the trauma ‘their men’ had inflicted
on them. I can also remember the first time I helped a young woman flee
her father’s violence, accompanied by several young children whom he had
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fathered. Relatively little was known by the public about ‘incest’ and it was
thought to be a rare occurrence (see Frances and Frances 1976). In these
intensely emotive circumstances, our rage often meant vilifying male perpetrators of violence, a practice that Corvo and Johnson (2003) objected
to, noting that it obstructs our capacity to work more holistically with
family members, including those who are violent.
Since the 1980s we have personally witnessed the growth in research
examining different forms of domestic violence, including but not limited to children’s exposure to domestic violence, elder abuse, sibling
abuse, abuse by extended kin, rape in marriage and other forms of intimate partner violence (IPV). Since the 1990s our collective, interdisciplinary, inter-professional appreciation of how domestic violence affects
different groups and subgroups of humans has produced important
breakthroughs in understanding the socio-cultural, not just relational
and intrapersonal aspects of domestic violence. Slowly, there has been an
understanding that domestic violence is not just about interpersonal relations or individual victims’ psychology, and that the economic and cultural empowerment of victims, through education, training, paid
employment, and liveable incomes can be protective factors against
domestic violation, especially chronic forms of it (see Jewkes 2002;
Michau et al. 2015). Studies about domestic violence have proliferated,
including those focusing on specific populations, such as children, and
those considering the future ramifications of chronic exposure (see Holt
et al. 2008; McKay 1994; Swanston et al. 2014). The past five decades of
international work done in relation to violence against women have produced more nuanced feminist understandings, especially about how different groups of women victims/survivors are affected. This includes
more attention to domestic violence across the lifespans, such as it is
experienced by young women (see Stöckl et al. 2014) and older women
(see Crockett et al. 2015), and across categories of difference, such as
women with disabilities (see Breiding and Armour 2015) and women of
diverse genders and sexuality (see Perryman and Appleton 2016; Renzetti
and Miley 2014).
Today more is known about the material and cultural obstacles to safety
for people who are gender and/or sexuality diverse. For people of diverse
genders and sexualities there is also the problem of being excluded from
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dominant discourses about who is likely to commit domestic violence,
and who is likely to suffer it (Renzetti and Miley 2014; Taylor et al. 2017).
This can affect not just the willingness of non-heterosexual populations to
present for help from social welfare agencies dedicated to addressing
domestic violence, but also the policy and service offerings made available
to them (Renzetti and Miley 2014; Taylor et al. 2017). Additional problems are likely, including structural problems associated with homophobia and bullying in schools and workplace; restricted employment
opportunities and work rights; and, until recently, legal discrimination
associated with marriage, deaths, and wills (see Riggs et al. 2018).
Racial, ethnic, and/or migrant status and susceptibility to domestic
violence have been cross-tabulated to show the common reactions and
implications (see Krug et al. 2002). Concerted efforts have been made to
better understand how Indigenous communities are affected by family
violence (Cheers et al. 2006), for example, including those who are
located in rural and remote locations, and those who seek restorative
justice (Nancarrow 2006) and community-building rather than criminalised individual responses (Cheers et al. 2006).
Several biomedical and other non-feminist accounts of domestic violence have also emerged, including those that posit how men and women
can be equally abusive (for a critique, see Kelly and Westmarland 2016;
Taft et al. 2001). From the mountain of evidence accrued across the
world, along with diverse theoretical constructions, we can all agree that
prevention, early detection, and intervention can help reduce their ongoing likelihood and negative effects (see Breiding and Armour 2015).
At least officially, domestic violence has moved from being a woman’s
(personal) issue to a widespread, multi-faceted (public) priority for the
World Health Organization and national health agendas (Taft et al. 2001).
An expression of this is studying domestic violence in relation to questions
about the differential burden of disease by specified populations (see Krug
et al. 2002). This includes groups who comprise much smaller statistical
populations of victims, such as heterosexual men abused by female intimates, who may still have their experiences denied or trivialised, which
can leave them alone, ashamed, and unsupported (Perryman and Appleton
2016). These nuanced understandings and investigations are to be welcomed while still acknowledging that much more needs to be done.
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The purpose of making these comments is not to stray from our focus
on gender, species, and to a lesser extent class—specifically working-class
women and companion animals’ experiences of surviving domestic violence together. Rather, it has been to reflect on the extensive developments in domestic violence knowledge building, social policy making,
and service provision. Our point is that while insights have been plentiful, further work is required, particularly in terms of including other species in our understanding and responses. Nixon and Humphreys (2010)
call for an updating of the feminist frame for a more intersectional understanding of domestic violence, one that pays more attention to the material, not just psychological, realities of impoverished and/or ethnically/
racialised minority women. We accept this call but are arguing that there
is a need to go still further: to include animals in the purview of domestic
violence victimisation.
This is an argument we have made throughout this book by putting
forward alternative—feminist intersectional—understandings of domestic violence, focusing on two marginalised groups: companion animals
and women. Our arguments have been drawn broadly from feminism,
post-humanism, social work, and sociology, and are located within critical feminist and animal studies. For explanatory purposes we use three
overlapping and intersecting focal points to summarise our arguments:
(1) theories, (2) methods, and (3) practices.

 heories: Animals and Feminist
T
Intersectionality
Concepts from feminist intersectionality helped us to theoretically frame
and analyse the projects from which we have drawn data. This has
included speciesism as an axis of structural oppression (for animals) and
unearned privilege (for humans). As Hovorka (2015, 5) explains, “Both
sexism and speciesism produce a ‘saming’ and ‘othering’ of women and
animals, denying them rationality, agency and history (relative to men
and humans) and enabling a moral detachment that creates and perpetuates oppressive practices and institutions.” Feminism has eschewed this
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detachment, instead developing the idea of scholar-activism. For decades
feminists have pointed out that no work—especially social science
work—is value-free or neutral and that siding with the underdog through
trying to illuminate the realities of others’ lives can be good scholarship
(see Chap. 3).
Focusing on companion animals throughout this book is one of the
many ways needed to highlight the mechanisms of oppression and power
that underpin domestic violence. While we accept there have been limitations (see Chap. 3), we have tried to make visible the women and the
animals that were a part of our research through the women’s stories
about themselves and their companion animals. This visibility is important as we advocate for an increasing awareness of the impact of domestic
violence on animals not just humans. Linked to this is our attempt to
include the animals as individuals, where possible, using their names to
distinguish their individuality and including their stories too, as best we
can (also see Hamilton and Taylor 2017). Visual images that focus on the
animals have also been used on the front page of each chapter and the
inclusion of descriptive reminders of non-human-like behaviours have
been used to signal species differences, such as dogs sniffing and licking
us, laying or standing across our laps, or cats perching on headrests, while
we sat conducting the interviews.
We paid attention to the interactions we had with the animal participants, because from feminist scholarship we have
learned to be affected long ago by viewing research subjects as active participants in knowledge production, embracing methods decreasing distance
between the researcher and the subject, and seeking empathetic understanding of individual and collective standpoints. (Hovorka 2015, 10)

While our engagement with intersectionality has been pivotal to the book,
it has, by necessity, been partial. It is more accurate to say that we used
ideas from feminist intersectionality to theorise aspects of participants’
reported experiences rather than claiming to have produced complete
intersectional accounts. We concentrated on species, gender, and class
mostly because the Loving You participants we met were working-class,
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cisgender, heterosexual women or companion animals. Future accounts
using more comprehensive intersectional analyses might also consider the
intersections of race/ethnicity, sexualities and genders, age, ability, religion, species differences, and geographical location.

Interspecies Love, Care, and Work
In addition to making visible intersections between gender, species, and
class, we have conceptualised love and abuse as intersecting rather than
opposing phenomena (see Chaps. 2 and 4). This offers us the chance to
understand how love and abuse can coexist for humans and companion
animals. This includes how feelings of love, loyalty, and fidelity can confuse and trap victims of domestic violence (also see Fraser 2008). We
discussed the notions of interspecies empathic love and connections—
relationships characterised by kindness, emotional attunement, respectful caregiving, and a willingness to suspend one’s own interests for others.
These micro practices of care and affection are evident in how we touch,
talk to, consider, and engage companion animals and the other humans
in their lives. They can show through our actions the recognition of companion animals as significant others.
Caring for others involves feelings and actions that “provide responsively for an individual’s personal needs or well-being, in a face-to-face
relationship” (Cancian and Oliker 2000, 2). Care work is an integral part
of our societies, providing crucial infrastructure to all needing assistance
and to family members who are otherwise obliged to provide that care
(conventionally women). Yet care work, and the emotional labour it
necessitates, has a long history of being devalued in Western societies
largely because it has been perceived as ‘women’s work’ that does not
contribute to the economy the kind of value produced by other forms of
work (Herd and Meyer 2002). This is the (so-called) ‘devaluation view’
(England et al. 2002): that care work is doubly devalued because it is not
paid and because it is primarily done by women.
Critically analysing the intersections between love, work, and care calls
for us to see beyond the false distinctions so often made between paid/
unpaid work and volunteers/workers. It requires us to deconstruct the
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ideas that care work should be done for love, not money, or that caregiving is not ‘real’ work—that if it were, it would be paid for. It calls for us
to challenge the misguided belief that anyone can do care work, that it is
unskilled, low-status work. It prompts us to consider how some forms of
work are ignored, trivialised, and undervalued, especially when performed by subordinated and devalued workers, such as ‘housewives’ and
‘pets’ (roles that can converge, such as young women’s enactment of playboy bunnies). Research into the effects of care work on humans (mostly
women) shows care workers often have poorer physical and mental health
than their peers (Herd and Meyer 2002). One of the many reasons for
this relates to the unpaid nature of informal caregiving and the underpayment of informal care work, both of which can lead to impoverished
living conditions for carers. For many, it will also mean exclusion from
the (limited) protections afforded by official laws and policies for paid
workers (Coulter 2016a).
Exploring the conceptual and theoretical interconnections between
love, care, and work is also instructive when conducted across the human/
animal divide. Emotional receptivity, playful affection, and abiding loyalty are common—expected—features of animal companionship. In
mainstream accounts of caregiving, the work performed by animal companions rarely rates a mention, or if it is mentioned may be represented
as cute and toy-like (see Nicholas and Gullone 2001). By and large, animals’ work is ignored, whether this is interpersonal work of the kind that
we are discussing here, or the contribution their labour—and their bodies—make to the economy (Hamilton and Taylor 2013). While so many
studies have shown the costs of domestic violence, including costs
incurred to victims during recovery, but also wider costs to national economies, few recognise, count, or appreciate the work of animal companions. This is more than an oversight. Time and again we heard how
companion animals helped humans recover from abuse. We heard how
animals deliberately sought out children to soothe and care for them. For
instance, Loving You participant Jacqui explained how her previous dog,
who experienced violence along with her and her son, was the main
source of support for her and how her son relies on their current dog for
support—that he would “hug him like a teddy bear and not let him go,
and just lay on him.” Similarly, Katrina explained how Maddie, their dog,
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sleeps with the kids every night. Then, during the night, she’ll go and do a
round of the house and check on everybody. She’s a real Mother to everybody. It just gives them a sense of peace. I couldn’t imagine what it would
be like without her, I think we’d struggle a lot without having just her to
make us feel secure.

Often, animals are allies to women in post-abuse recovery because of
their unqualified support, lack of judgement, unqualified love, and constant presence. Nolene from the Loving You project explained how one of
her cats, Sam, was also always there for her:
When you’re feeling so unlovable, when your whole life has been ripped,
and in those times when you’re just so lonely. You’ve seen him come up and
do the circles, when I used to cry, when I used to, when it was just too
much, and it took ages for me to cry, but sitting in the shower, and I just
burst into tears, and he would just be sitting right there with me, or that 1
paw that they do, that 1 paw on you.

In Chap. 6 Allison explained how her dog Freddy not only keeps her alive
through giving her emotional support but how he called attention to her
when she deliberately overdosed.
Across all our companion animal studies (focus groups, interviews,
online posts, and questionnaires) we were told how animals were appreciated for being ‘on call’ for their humans, how they help with depression
by simply ‘being there’ and loving unconditionally and without judgement. However, as we have flagged throughout the book, we need to
consider this from the animals’ standpoint. Doing so means that we need
to acknowledge that this might, in some circumstances, be a burden on
animals who are themselves trying to recover from abuse. We encourage
further research into these issues.
To be clear, our argument here is not that these animals need (necessarily) to be removed from their humans. Instead, it is that we need to ask
theoretical questions about relationship fairness and the ethics of animal
companionship. While we recognise the benefits for both species in
maintaining their relationships post-abuse, it has become clear to us that
animals are expected to do large amounts of emotional labour for their
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humans in post-abuse recovery. This was not something we were looking
for and was not part of our original interview schedule. Instead, it became
apparent through the women’s stories about how the animals were part of
their recovery. They used words such as ‘healing process’ and ‘therapy.’ As
the project went on, we started to have some concerns about the amount
of work that the animals were expected to do. While friendship between
some humans and their animal companions is positive for both it is worth
noting that an asymmetry exists where the animal is often or always ‘on
call’ for humans, especially humans with high needs. It is worth asking
what kind of a detrimental impact this might have on them.
The animals in our research are clearly involved in emotional and care
work of/for their humans yet it goes largely unrecognised. As a result,
there are very few safeguards for the animals in these situations (or,
indeed, in formal ‘therapeutic’ arrangements) (Coulter 2016a). One particularly thorny issue among all this is that we ‘own’ animals so they have
little protection under the law, and indeed Coulter (forthcoming) objects
to the term ‘partners’ when considering animal labour for humans, as it
is a term that obfuscates power asymmetries (the fact we ‘own’ animals).
Despite this, she notes from her research that,
regardless of what people call them, animals are friends, family members,
allies, supporters, guardians, caregivers, mentors, enemies, survivors, agitators, and countless other identities, including workers … I do not propose
replacing the other, multiple identities—and subjectivities—animals possess with the singular category of worker … I suggest identifying animals’
work and their contributions as another dimension of their lives as individuals, species, and community members, as a way of thinking more
widely and carefully about animals, about people, and about our connections. (Coulter 2016a, 146)

While there are similarities across animal and human care work, particularly regarding why they are ignored and/or devalued, there are also clear
differences. Like us, Coulter is advocating for other animals and for their
work to be taken seriously. This then provides a platform to consider their
needs in and beyond that work. Coulter also adopts the idea of interspecies solidarity, noting that it
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can be put into practice in different ways; it is not a monolithic blueprint
to be singularly imposed on all working lives or political projects. Rather,
it is an invitation to broaden how labor as both a daily process and a political relationship are understood and approached. Accordingly, interspecies
solidarity is both a path and the outline of a destination that encourages
new ways of thinking and acting, individually and collectively, that are
informed by empathy, support, dignity, and respect. (Coulter 2016a, 153;
see also Coulter 2016b, c)

Part of extending the empathy, dignity, and respect that lead to interspecies solidarity involves seeing other species in the first place, or in the case
of research making them visible.

Methods: Including Real ‘Animals’
Methodologically we noted that much of the work that sits under the
umbrella of ‘animal studies’ ignores real, fleshy, smelly, fun, dangerous,
beautiful, live animals. Including the animals in our Loving You, Loving
Me project and this book is our way of trying to recognise companion
animals as embodied, agentic, sentient beings. Doing the home-based
interviews allowed us to meet them, talk with them, stroke, and play with
them. This involved visceral experiences of touch, smell, sound, and
sight. Their periodic interruptions to the interviews—often playful and
funny, as with the 15-year-old cat who constantly walked over our knees
until her human pointed out that we were in her seat and she was demanding that we leave—drew our attention back to them and their individuality. Even so, we accept that there are several limitations to these interactions
and do not wish to imply that our attempts to represent companion animals are unproblematic.
The exclusion of real animals from research in animal studies (and elsewhere) can be explained by our intellectual heritage that effectively writes
animals out of the picture. In Western intellectual thought animals are
assumed to be alingual, acultural, and creatures of instinct—dismissed as
being of little importance to the constitution of human philosophy and
epistemology. This pervasive anthropocentrism manifests itself in numer-
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ous ways; a relevant example that we have used throughout this book is in
the consideration of animals as a ‘red flag’ to warn of potential humanhuman abuse, and to stop there. We have remained alert to this throughout
the Loving You research process. As feminist scholars have reminded us time
and again, and as we discussed in detail in Chap. 3, we owe an ethical debt
to all our participants, both human and animal. Part of this means seeing
and presenting their lives in context rather than as data sources we can
mine. It also necessitates that we contemplate their experiences within the
many constraints they experience. When focused on humans, this involves
respectfully and carefully re-presenting speech, ideas, and stories that we
gather as part of our data, as well as interrogating the researcher-participant
relationship for power imbalances (Skeggs 1999). When focused on animals, it can start by looking for methods to make them visible.
For those of us interested in questioning implicit hierarchies between
humans and other species however, this ethical concern is hard to realise
in our research because animals don’t tell stories, at least not as humans
understand them. Animals can’t be involved directly in traditional data
collection methods, such as surveying or interviewing. Usually this means
collecting data about them, such as human attitudes towards them. While
understanding human attitudes towards animals is important, because it
underpins our (often abhorrent) treatment of them, solely focusing on the
human in the human-animal dyad writes animals out of research. The
unintended effects are to silence, marginalise, and exclude them. We must
therefore look for other methods, especially methods that show animals
not just in relation to humans but in relation to each other. The traditional silencing and exclusion of other animals in our scholarly work is
indicative of larger issues like species hierarchy, epistemic authority, and
the power to create worldviews. Unwittingly or otherwise, we do this
through our methods and our research that reinscribe human superiority.
In relation to domestic violence, this is important because it is precisely
this marginalising, excluding, and silencing that allows for them to be
constructed as inferior to humans in the first place. The assumed superiority of humans and inferiority of animals creates a fertile ground for abuse.
Including real, fleshy, live animals in our research where possible allows
us to counteract the view of animals as secondary to human interests. It
allows us to represent their multiple agencies, interests, and rights which
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destabilises assumptions about power relations. It brings to the fore their
lives, and their deaths, the disdain with which they are often treated or
alternatively the love and affection we bestow on some companion animals. It reminds us that when we research and write about ‘the animal
condition’ we are writing about the Freddy’s, the Abbey’s, and the
Charlie’s. It reminds us that these particular animals are individuals with
personalities and idiosyncrasies all of their own.
We have tried—through the limited tools available to us—to give our
research participants (human and animal) voice but without considering
them as voiceless. This is because the notion of ‘voicelessness’ is highly
problematic, particularly for other species. It is a fine line to walk between
care and advocacy and casting animals as passive, voiceless victims—victims that we speak for. Yet avoiding this is important. As Spivak (1988)
points out when we claim to ‘speak for’ ‘voiceless’ others, we commit a
form of ‘epistemic violence.’ For her, this was where white man was constructed as saving victimised and voiceless brown women from brown
men and was an operation of colonial oppression. Applying this to animals occurs when human-ness is discursively constituted as superior by
those aiming to position themselves as voices for the voiceless. Sunaura
Taylor (2017) links this to ableism, “But animals are too often presented
simply as voiceless beings who suffer. Exploring their lives through a critical disability analysis can help us to ask who these animals are beyond
their suffering”. Other feminist scholars have also pointed out that speaking for animals who we cast as voiceless continues the kinds of behaviours
we are trying to stop when calling attention to their abuse in the first
place. Scholtmeijer (1996, 235) argues,
‘humankind’s root cultural relationship with animals is that of aggressor to
victim. In narrative, as in life, it is difficult to escape the paradigm of victimization when it comes to animals. In narrative, animal victims make for
dramatic action; often writers coopt animal tragedies to enhance the
impression of pain in the world or simply to round out a plot. Indulgence
in the narrative efficacy of killing an animal reinforces the conception of
animals as congenital victims who call for the abuse they receive. Too often,
the logic of the narrative affirms that the victimization of animals is only
natural.
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In discussing the role of fiction in bringing animals’ and women’s lives to
the fore, she further argues that “establishing the legitimacy of outcast
experiences is precisely the political cultural work that needs to be carried
out in real life for the sake of all beings disenfranchised by sanctioned
value systems” (1996, 233). This is why we chose to focus on women’s
stories that included narrations of their animals’ lives and experiences.

 ractices: Companion Animals As Significant
P
Others
Understanding their lives and experiences in such ways is one way to
advocate for animal victims of domestic violence to be seen. In turn this
means they can start to be counted as important and supported. To
achieve this, our policy and practice intervention methods need to
expand. In terms of intervention methods, social policy, research, community work, group work, and casework are all needed to advance the
recognition of (other) animals in domestic violence. Since measurement
is so closely tied to justifications for funding, we need to count the number of animals affected by domestic violence as well as demonstrating
how they are affected. To do this we may need to learn more about how
various species display grief, anxiety (especially separation anxiety), and
depression. With this information we can consider post-separation experiences of safety and protection—and the breaks or absences to these—
which show just how risky it can be to try to flee violence, for both
human and animal victims. While we are advocating, that this is done for
animals who are victims of domestic violence, it need not stop there. It
could, for instance, be extended to consider the impact on companion
animals who are bred in ‘puppy mills’ (McMillan 2017), or on ‘farm’
animals lucky enough to be relocated to sanctuaries (Briefer and
McElligott 2013).
We must continue to reflect on the common but also different ways in
which violent family dynamics can play out ‘in real life,’ how they can
affect real bodies—human and animal—and how we might intervene
and respond to such dynamics. Often neglected but very important are
housing and other material provisions that recognise that the concept of
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being a significant other can occur across species and should not be
reserved only for humans.
To do this, several intervention methods are required. For instance, we
can press for the creation of social policies and enactment of laws that
reflect the lived experiences of the vast numbers of people who reside
with companion animals and in rental housing. We can follow the lead of
those in Victoria, Australia, making the case to constitute all rental housing as pet-friendly, where there would be an opt-out system for landlords
who do not wish this to be so rather than an opt-in system that can mean
less than 5% of available houses for rent permit companion animals
(Victorian Government, Rent Fair Victoria).
We can do this in cross-sector partnerships, with domestic violence, child
protection, and animal welfare sectors working in collaboration in crossscreening, reporting, supporting, and planning initiatives that recognise the
interconnections in-and-between domestic violence, child abuse, elder abuse,
and animal abuse. The National Link Coalition in the US has been showing
us how to do this for more than 35 years, but in many other places these
coordination efforts are not nearly as well developed. Central to these collaborations is the refusal to ignore the abuse and neglect of animals, or trivialise them, or see them as isolated incidents (National Link Coalition).
Talking about the domestic violation of companion animals allows them to
be noticed, counted, and responded to. Such talk can also open the door to
other discussions of human-human violence, as (adult, human) victims may
be more prepared to discuss the abuse of their animal companions than abuse
directed towards themselves or their children, and neighbours may be more
willing to report suspected animal abuse than violence against humans
(National Link Coalition; Signal and Taylor 2008).
In Australia, consideration of the potential of the recognition of
human-animal abuse for cross-reporting has yet to be developed. Yet,
systems for cross-reporting abuse have many potential benefits:
1. Collecting additional data better equips researchers to quantify
human/animal abuse (Long et al. 2007).
2. Including questions about animal cruelty in human welfare agency
assessments provides useful information about family violence not
forthcoming through existing channels.
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3. A cross-reporting system allows for investigation in cases where individuals are banned from keeping animals. Currently no questions are
asked about the risk of that person abusing their own children or other
vulnerable individuals despite increased risk for human-directed abuse
(Petersen and Farrington 2007).
4. Higher quality training and education efforts for professionals and
sub-professionals, who through a common language created from
interagency reporting, will be better placed to conduct assessments of
perpetrator risk (Humphreys 2007) and other prevention or earlier
intervention activities.
5. Incorporating animal well-being considerations (including pet fostering services) enables women and children to leave violent relationships
(Ascione et al. 2007).
6. Including observations of, and/or questions about, animals in the
home recognises the changing legal status of pets (as more than human
property) and can improve interagency collaboration, strengthen the
identification of families at high risk of violence, and guide referrals to
appropriate services (Zilney and Zilney 2005).
In Australia cross-reporting human-animal abuse might start across
three sectors (or domains): (1) human services (e.g., child protection and
domestic violence policy makers and frontline practitioners); (2) animal
welfare (e.g., policy makers and frontline workers from the Royal Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (RSPCA) and veterinary profession); and (3) law enforcement (e.g., criminal lawyers, police, c orrectional
and probation officers). Beyond reporting suspected animal abuse,
including their experiences of domestic violence, we need to ask questions about how we can assist the animals affected.
As this book nears its end we would like to emphasise that animal
companionship can generate in humans an “immeasurable good”
(Friedman et al. 2010). In earlier chapters we talked about the improved
health and happiness humans often gain from keeping close company
with animals (also see Morrison 2007; Pachana et al. 2005). Walsh (2009,
463) reminds us that this is not new:
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In ancient times and in cultures worldwide, animals have been respected as
essential partners in human survival, health, and healing. Many spiritual
traditions have honored the relationships of people to animal forms of life,
as part of the interconnectedness of the natural world and a link to the
spirit world.

What is new is the number of scientific studies showing the significant
contribution companion animals make to human health. For instance,
companion animals are well-known social catalysts (Amiot et al. 2016),
prompting interaction with other humans, and assuaging human loneliness (Banks and Banks 2002). Physiologically, they can improve humans’
cardiovascular health and reduce stress (Allen et al. 2002; Nicholas and
Gullone 2001). People who keep company with dogs, for instance, are
usually more active, more socially connected to other humans, not just
animals, and more inclined to participate in community activities
(Headey 1999). People who live with cats often report doing so because
of the affection and unconditional love they feel from their cats (Zasloff
and Kidd 1994), in spite of the stereotypes of cats as aloof. Similar benefits are reported across other species lines, such as those accrued when
humans connect with birds such as ducks and chickens (Every et al.
2017); rodents such as rats, mice, and Guinea pigs; and reptiles such as
snakes and lizards (see Morrison 2007). To quote Allen et al. (2002, 735),
“pets can buffer reactivity to acute stress as well as diminish perceptions
of stress.” Older human populations, in particular, are tuning in to the
variety of benefits from caring for other animals in their places of residence. So popular are hens in a selection of Australian aged care facilities,
for example, that the elderly residents refer to themselves not as pensioners but ‘hensioners,’ spending much of their day tending to and nursing
individual hens (SBS 2016). These interspecies programmes have repeatedly shown that having the chance to care for another being, to have a
relationship across species lines, and such a close one, is a major part of
the appeal, especially for people spending extended periods at home
(Banks and Banks 2002).
The paradox with companion animals is that while they are often
praised in such studies and lauded in popular culture and social media as
playmates, best friends, family members, and healers (see Flynn 2000;
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Walsh 2009), they have largely escaped the attention of human service
providers and social policy makers (Fook 2014; Risley-Curtiss 2010;
Ryan 2011). This includes the field of domestic violence. This is a problem because it denies the lived experiences of so many, including some of
the very disadvantaged victims of domestic violence we met (human and
animal) trying to rebuild their lives after escaping violent households.
There are other anomalies and contradictions associated with eclipsing
or invisibilising animals in domestic violence. For instance, in social work
education and other social service training, there has been a long history
constituting the ‘social’ in exclusively human terms (Risley-Curtiss 2010;
Ryan 2011). This has occurred in spite of so many social workers, domestic violence support workers, and community workers personally identifying as ‘animal lovers’ (see Fook 2014). To conflate the social with human
(and in so doing, exclude animals) ignores not just the needs and interests
of animal victims but also those of the humans with whom they are significantly connected (Fook 2014; Morley and Fook 2005; Ryan 2011).
The testimonies in this book from domestic violence victims are one
important expression of this.
Not enabling social and support workers to collectively express their
existing interest in and respect for human-animal relationships is a missed
opportunity in domestic violence policy making, programming, and service provision. It misses the opportunity to allow workers to make connections in and between animal abuse and domestic violence, and reach
victims living in high-risk situations. It misses the chance to reach victims
stuck in violent households because of a lack of availability of alternative
accommodation where humans and animal companions can reside
together. And it fails to appreciate the important protective, connective,
and healing work that human and animal victims can do for each other
before and post-separation from violent perpetrators.

Illustrative Practice Examples
Throughout this book we have reiterated the likelihood of victims of
domestic violence suffering immediate but also ongoing, if not lasting,
effects. Our central arguments have been as follows: (1) the need to take
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animal victims of domestic violence seriously; (2) seeing violence done to
animals in the home only or even mostly as a red flag for potential human-
human abuse denies and demeans the experiences of animal victims;
which (3) further marginalises, if not invisibilises, animals and, in turn,
the many humans who love them and cannot leave violent homes without them. Earlier in this chapter we described some of the activities of the
National Link Coalition. Several other community-based projects across
the world are also advancing this work. Below is a selection of them.

RedRover: Bringing Animals from Crisis to Care (US)
Based in Sacramento, RedRover has been operating since 1987, comprised
of some paid staff but an estimated 5000 volunteers across 50 states, who
assist animals and people in crisis, and support providers of animal well-
being programmes. An important part of their work is to offer financial
help to human victims of domestic violence to escape and rebuild their
lives with their animal companions. These include the following:
Safe Escape grants: pay for temporary boarding and/or veterinary care to
enable domestic violence victims to remove their pets to safety. For safety
reasons, the application must be submitted by a shelter worker.
Safe Housing grants: fund start-up costs for domestic violence shelters
seeking create a program to allow families and pets to escape abuse together.
[They] … can help to build pet housing at the domestic violence shelter or
help domestic violence shelters work with partners in the community to
offer other pet housing options.

RedRover also contributes to SafePlaceforPets.org, which is an online
directory of pet support programmes for pet owners facing domestic
violence.

Safe Havens (US)
Across the US, safe havens involve a diverse range of community-based
services that assist human victims of domestic violence to temporarily
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relocate their companion animals while seeking safety. The Safe Havens
Mapping Project literally involves mapping the national network of foster carers, kennel space, pet-friendly refuge accommodation, and so on
(Animal Welfare Institute 2018).

Lucy’s Project: Safe Families—Paws and All (Australia)
Lucy’s Project started in 2013 after Anna Ludvik gave birth to her stillborn daughter Lucy. Anna sought to honour Lucy’s death by creating a
positive legacy. The organisation is founded on the belief that
we fail to save human domestic violence victims lives when we fail to
address the whole family- paws and all…. We recognize the trauma inflicted
when beloved animals are abused as punishment, as a threat or means of
control…. We recognize the role of many different fields and professions in
responding to the intersection of companion animal ownership and domestic violence including vets, doctors, animal welfare organisations, crisis
response systems, police, refuges, housing bodies, transitional homes and
government … that working together as a coordinated network is imperative to the overall goal of saving lives, improving the quality of life for
survivors.

Lucy’s Project operates as a peak organisation in Australia for linking
practitioners and researchers addressing domestic violence and animal
abuse, creating networks, holding conferences, sharing information and
contacts, advocating for law reform, and educating the domestic violence
sector about the involvement of animals. This includes supporting several
women’s refuges to transform their accommodation to become
pet-friendly.

My Saving Grace (Australia)
Three people simply introduced as Lisa, Rich, and Kim started My Saving
Grace, after a woman they knew used the term to describe the help her cat
gave her to rebuild her life after domestic violence. They sought a way to
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engage people in the confronting topic of domestic violence, and the
impact it can have on animals. Based on ‘The Link’ (between human and
animal abuse) and other scholarly material about domestic violence, this
project uses a mix of carefully crafted media, inclusive of personal testimonies to engage viewers in an exploration of
the impact of domestic violence on companion animals and the people
who love them, animal guardians, veterinarians, animal welfare workers,
police, advocates, everyday people who believe that loving and protecting
animals creates a safer and more connected world for everyone. (My Saving
Grace, http://www.mysavinggrace.org.au/index.html)

Originally, they planned for the project to last six weeks. It has now been
three years that they have been trying to change the story told about
domestic violence, to include companion animals.

RSPCA Pets in Crisis and Safe Beds for Pets (Australia)
Across Australia there are several animal foster care projects supported
involving the RSPCA and domestic violence services such as Pets in Crisis
(Qld). An important benefit identified by Pets in Crisis (RSPCA 2018,
n.p.) is that the programme “provides women with a release from their
‘hostage’ situations and enables families to seek refuge”. For Safe Kennels
DV Project (South Australia), the main objectives are also to collaborate
with domestic and family violence organisations to ensure the safety of
pets by offering emergency kennel accommodation and animal foster
care. Two other important goals are to “[e]xplore the potential and where
possible support initiatives for pets to remain with women and children
escaping domestic violence from the outset” and “[a]dvocate for an
increase in pet friendly rental accommodation”. In Tasmania there is the
Safe Beds for Pets programme which acknowledges that “[t]he safe beds
program is not a long-term solution to the housing of the pet, but it gives
domestic violence victims peace of mind and allows them to secure their
own safety and make arrangements for the future” (RSPCA Tasmania
2016, n.p.).
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The aforementioned examples are just a few of the many programmes
and projects offering different responses to animals and humans caught
in domestic violence. It is heartening that there are so many underway or
in development, but it also a sobering reminder of the scale of the problem across the world.

Meeting the Needs of Companion Animals
Donaldson and Kymlicka (2015, 51–2) outline six broad commitments
to meeting animals’ needs. While their focus is on different species—on
animals living in farmed animal rescues—we believe these commitments,
with a slight modification, also apply to companion animals:
1. Duty of care. Provide a safe, healing environment for animals who have
been abused by humans. Put the needs and safety of animal residents
first.
2. Support for species-typical flourishing. Provide an environment that
allows animal residents to engage in a range of behaviours and activities considered natural for members of their species.
3. Recognition of individuality. Appreciate animals as unique personalities, with their own needs, desires, and relationships.
4. Non-exploitation. Challenge conventional ideas about domesticated
animals existing to serve human needs. Eschew use, sale, or other
commercial activity involving animals.
5. Non-perpetuation. Prioritise existing animals rather than breeding new
animals. Dedicate resources to rescuing animals already in existence.
6. Awareness and advocacy. Educate the public about animal sentience,
animal cruelty, and abuse.
Our interpretation and application of these practice framework possibilities include encouraging others to use ideas from intersectionality,
inclusive of speciesism, as a frame for understanding human-companion
animal relations. While we appreciate the challenges, including the
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 ivisions that can exist among people who identify as ‘animal lovers,’ we
d
are suggesting that we collectively step into, rather than away from, ethical questions about animal well-being and rights. A good place to start is
to challenge the idea that humans are naturally superior to animals—and
that this entitles humans to treat them as they see fit—as this is the kind
of hierarchical thinking that supports domestic violence and allows it to
flourish. Appreciating that companionate animal relationships with
humans are not unilateral or unidirectional, nor should they be seen as
such, means not naively celebrating the benefits that companion animals
can offer to humans, but thinking about their needs and preferences as
well as our own.
We all need to think through questions about the potential domination of and servitude still expected from some animal companions—
and not just as a theoretical abstraction. This can involve observing
subtle and/or overlooked behaviours, such as humans expressing annoyance when companion animals instigate contact during a time when
they are busy with other activities. Is this annoyance the default position to animal-initiated communication? Are we open to putting down
what we are doing and attending to their needs, not just if they are
‘naughty’ or somehow transgressive to human conventions but simply
when they want to communicate with us at that moment? If we are
rarely, if ever, prepared to do this, what does this say about our attitude
of power towards them? Other associated questions include, but are not
limited to, asking how we are responding to species-specific behaviours,
such as dogs sniffing bottoms or rolling in mud, cats climbing up onto
high places, or chickens pecking at freshly broken ground? What provisions are being made for the animals to (literally) express their voices,
such as through barking, cat crying, and rooster and hen clucking?
What opportunities do they have to express themselves physically and
have contact with the earth, plants, natural smells, and toileting places?
It is important to extend these kinds of questions beyond the biomedical and/or physical to ask about animals’ emotional well-being—are
they happy? Do they seem content? If they are traumatised, post-abuse,
how can we help them recover?
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Are they expected to always positively receive humans’ advances, in
spite of whether they are eating, sleeping, or feeling unwell? It is simply
not fair to expect companion animals to be ever-available to their humans.
This means recognising the work they perform and their needs as workers, for sufficient time off duty where they do not have to be hyper-vigilant to others’ needs. It also includes monitoring workplace programmes
involving companion animals to ensure that they are not just meeting the
needs of the humans involved. Appreciation needs to be given to the risks
associated with informal arrangements of humans bringing untrained and
uncertified animals to visit public organisations. There are the potential
risks to animals and humans, and also to insurance coverage. Employing
the services of a reputable, positive-training visiting service, such as Delta
Therapy Dogs, is preferable to ad hoc, informal arrangements.
More specific to the field of domestic violence, we must look beyond
animals as ‘red flags’ for future violence humans inflict on other humans.
We must ask critical questions about the propensity for companion animals to be hurt by domestic violence and think about what they might
need to recover. Different modes of practice (such as research, social policy, community work, group work, and casework) can all be used to
advance our knowledge of how animals may be affected in domestic violence, including times when they are helping humans to recover.

Conclusion
Throughout this book we have paid attention to the needs and experiences of companion animals caught up in domestic violence, explaining
that to do otherwise—such as fixating on the potential benefits companion animals can deliver to humans—is to reproduce speciesism. In this
last chapter we have discussed some of the historical development of
frameworks, policies, and practices relating to domestic violence service
provision to provide further context to our argument to include non-
human animals in domestic violence conceptualisations, responses, and
practices. We then made the case for recognising companion animals’
work and well-being by building them into our theories, methods, and
services—not as lesser beings or objects but as distinct individuals in their
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own right, complete with different personalities, preferences, and proclivities. Encouraging the recognition and valuing of emotional labour
that animals do with/for their humans, we have emphasised the work
they do during their time in violent households and post-separation.
We hope that this book has provided a sense of the importance of
companion animals to some of those experiencing domestic violence and
that it has drawn attention to the experiences of animals’ themselves
along with making it clear that, during crisis and recovery, animals and
humans can help each other. Integrating this knowledge into policy, theory, and services is crucial to helping humans and their animals escape
domestic violence. We also hope that this book has given strength to
those who might be experiencing domestic violence, as well as to those
who work at the frontline of support. Finally, we hope that we have
encouraged people already working in domestic violence and related
fields to think about ways to advance agendas of interagency collaboration that recognise the links between human and animal abuse so that
humans and companion animals can stay together to support each other.
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This article addresses the challenges of defining and assessing animal abuse,
the relation between animal abuse and childhood mental health, the extensive
research on animal abuse and intimate partner violence, and the implication of
these empirical findings for programs to enhance human and animal welfare.
Highlighted are recent developments and advances in research and policy issues
on animal abuse. The reader is directed to existing reviews of research and areas of focus on the expanding horizon of empirical analyses and programmatic
innovations addressing animal abuse. Following a discussion of forensic and veterinary issues related to animal abuse, we discuss policy issues including how the
status of animals as human companions at times may place animals at risk. We
also review developments in the field of human–animal relations and apply the
primary–secondary–tertiary prevention public health model to prevention and
treatment of animal abuse. We close with a description of community networks
addressing animal abuse, interagency collaborations, and new developments in
animal-related law.
Despite early allusions to nonhuman animal (hereafter, “animal”) abuse in
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animals is a fairly recent phenomenon. Beginning with a seminal publication by
Fernando Tapia in 1971, the literature on this topic has expanded dramatically and
a number of academic reviews are now available. These include a compendium of
previously published articles (Lockwood & Ascione, 1998), a monograph of original chapters exploring the dimensions of animal abuse from varied professional
perspectives (Ascione & Arkow, 1999), and reviews of the literature examining
animal abuse in the context of child maltreatment (Ascione, 2004, 2005b), other
criminal acts (Gullone & Clarke, 2008; Merz-Perez & Heide, 2004), and intimate
partner violence (Ascione, 2007; Carlisle-Frank & Flanagan, 2006). An international handbook on animal abuse has been published (Ascione, 2008) and provides conceptual analyses, research reviews, and new empirical research on animal
abuse (including hoarding and bestiality) from a variety of professional perspectives (e.g., veterinary science, social work, psychology and psychiatry, and law
enforcement). We refer the reader to these sources for information primarily pertaining to articles published during the last quarter of the 20th century. Due to space
limitations, in this article, we focus on selected examples of what is emerging on
the horizon of the 21st century with regard to understanding and addressing animal
abuse.
We hope to build on the base of this accumulated knowledge and highlight
recently published conceptual analyses and research studies that illustrate contemporary trends in our understanding of animal abuse. We will also suggest
directions for further study and describe the ways that advances in our knowledge
have influenced educational and therapeutic approaches, legislative change, and
social policies designed to address animal abuse.
Research Issues
Definition and Assessment
Students of animal abuse often draw parallels to various forms of interpersonal violence perpetrated by humans. For our purposes, we define animal abuse
as nonaccidental, socially unacceptable behavior that causes pain, suffering or
distress to and/or the death of an animal. Acts of omission or commission encompassed by this definition could be applied to cases of child abuse and neglect,
intimate partner violence, and maltreatment of elderly adults or adults with disabilities by substituting human victims for animal victims. In many ways, definitions
of animal abuse are socially constructed (see, e.g., debates about the concept of
“cruelty” in Nell, 2006) and may evolve as our understanding of the needs of
animal’s changes. Recently, McMillan (2005) focused attention on the emotional
abuse of animals, a form of maltreatment that clearly falls within our definition
but one that has yet to be systematically addressed in research. Empirical studies of animal abuse have often incorporated our definition or variants, but we do
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acknowledge that the definition may be considered a narrow one since conceptions
of animal abuse beyond socially unacceptable behavior also warrant investigation
(Munro, 2005).
Advances in a field of inquiry usually require advances in assessment and
measurement. For many years, those of us interested in animal abuse, especially
in childhood and adolescence, had to rely on existing instruments that queried
respondents about this behavior. For example, there is 1 item, among over 100
items, that addresses animal abuse in Achenbach’s (1991) Child Behavior Checklist, a widely used diagnostic instrument. The checklist is typically completed by
a parent or guardian, and the teacher-report and self-report forms of the checklist
do not include an animal abuse question. Obviously, relying on a single item for
assessing animal abuse invites psychometric problems. Fortunately, a number of
assessments specifically designed to measure animal abuse are now available.
These include a parent-report questionnaire developed by Guymer, Mellor, Luk,
and Pearse (2001), the parent-report and child-self-report versions of the Cruelty
to Animals Inventory (Dadds et al., 2004), the self-report form of the Childhood Trust Survey on Animal-Related Experiences (Boat, Loar, & Phillips, 2008),
surveys of animal abuse developed for use with Italian school children (P.E.T.
Scale—Baldry, 2003; a questionnaire that includes socially unacceptable and socially “acceptable” animal abuse—Pagani, Robustelli, & Ascione, 2007), and a
survey designed for use in the context of domestic violence (Ascione et al., 2007).
(Assessments of animal abuse in the context of elder abuse or abuse of disabled
adults have not yet been developed—the first author and his collaborator, Terry
Peak, are currently developing such assessment protocols.) Merz-Perez and Heide
(2004) developed an assessment for retrospective reports of animal abuse (based
on Ascione, Thompson, & Black, 1997) for use with incarcerated men. The psychometric properties of most of these assessments are included in the citations
listed above.
As researchers continue to refine their methods of assessment, a number of
challenges remain, especially when we attempt to determine the comparability of
findings between studies.
• Are assessments based on parent/guardian reports or self-reports? The
literature suggests that parents and guardians may not always be aware
of their children’s behavior, especially behavior away from the home
environment (Dadds, Whiting, & Hawes, 2006). Multisource assessments
would be ideal.
• What forms of animal abuse do the assessments address and how are these
forms defined? As with child maltreatment, we need to ask questions
about physical, sexual, and emotional abuse of animals as well as animal
neglect. The severity and frequency of incidents should be determined in
addition to their first and most recent occurrence.
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• How is the reliability of retrospective reports affected by the age of the
respondent and by the time that has elapsed since the animal abuse was
perpetrated?
• Are the reliability and accuracy of reports more easily assessed by incorporating measures of social desirability?
It is clear that for some research questions, dichotomous measures of animal
abuse may be sufficient (e.g., relating the presence or absence of convictions for
felony-level animal abuse to convictions for other criminal offenses, correlating
hoarding with the presence of psychiatric disorders). However, our understanding
of the etiologies, developmental trajectories, and predictive value of animal abuse
histories for later psychological functioning will require both categorical and more
dimensional measures. For example, recent work by Tallichet, Hensley, and Singer
(2005) focuses on careful categorization of the forms that animal abuse may take.
Examining the species of animals abused is also being studied (Tallichet, Hensley,
O’Bryan, & Hassel, 2005), an issue illustrating how defining animal abuse may
be a more daunting task than defining maltreatment of humans.
One of the recent developments in assessing animal abuse involves the inclusion of questions about exposure to the maltreatment of animals. Such exposure
may occur in the home, neighborhood, or other community settings but may also
be present in various media (e.g., videos and Internet sites). Henry (2004a) examined the correlation of respondents’ reported exposure to animal abuse (“whether
they had ever witnessed an animal being tortured,” p. 189) with self-reports by
college students of their own perpetration of animal abuse. Self-reported animal
abuse was three times higher for participants who had observed animal abuse.
Thompson and Gullone (2006), studying adolescents, correlated such exposure
(“Have you ever seen someone else hurt an animal on purpose?” p. 228) with
self-reports of animal abuse and attitudes related to the humane treatment of
animals. Self-reported perpetration of animal abuse was higher for adolescents
exposed to animal abuse but exposure was not related to assessment of humane
attitudes. Similar analyses appear in the studies by Baldry (2003) and Pagani
et al. (2007). How such exposure may either desensitize the observer or heighten
the observer’s empathic responding is worthy of future study.
Examination of the correlations among various forms of violence in the family

R
is one element of the LINK (see www.americanhumane.org)—a concept suggesting that animal abuse is, at times, related to forms of maltreatment involving
human victims. The potential relations among different forms of family violence
(child abuse, intimate partner violence, animal abuse, and abuse of elder adults)
should foster greater multidisciplinary research attention the results of which could
inform programs and policies for reducing violence in the family. We know that
rates of animal abuse are higher in groups of abused children than in nonabused
children, in samples of clinically distressed children than in normative samples,
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and in families experiencing intimate partner violence. These differences have
been documented, but our understanding of the etiological factors related to these
differences needs to be a higher research priority. One future direction for those
examining the “link” is the study of the dynamics of the various ways that animal
abuse may be implicated in interpersonal violence and the ways that understanding
such dynamics could facilitate prevention and intervention (see later section on
treatment issues).
Relations to Clinical Psychology and Psychiatry
The inclusion of animal abuse as one of the symptoms of conduct disorder
(American Psychiatric Association, 2000) has facilitated increased attention to the
maltreatment of animals. Subtypes of conduct disorder are now being examined,
and one subtype that may be of special interest to those studying animal abuse
relates to youths who are described as displaying callous and unemotional traits.
These traits may be implicated in psychopathy (Vaughn & Howard, 2005) and
are potentially related to deficits in empathy (Kotler & McMahon, 2005; Raine
et al., 2006). In one study of a normative sample of school-aged children, Dadds
et al. (2006) found that scores on a measure of callous-unemotional traits were
positively correlated with scores on an animal abuse measure. A recent case report
suggests that both actual and symbolic (e.g., dismembering a toy animal, hanging
a sibling’s toy teddy bear by a noose) animal abuse may have diagnostic value
(Shapiro, Prince, Ireland, & Stein, 2006).
Given the continuing scholarly interest in conduct disorder, it would be fruitful
for scientists interested in animal abuse to collaborate with conduct disorder
researchers who often study large samples of children at different ages, either
cross-sectionally or longitudinally. If youths display the symptom of animal abuse
as determined by dichotomous scoring resulting from diagnostic tests, follow-up
assessment using more detailed measures (e.g., the assessment developed by Dadds
et al., 2004) could be included. As the legitimacy and significance of studying
animal abuse increase, we would hope that animal abuse will be integrated into
more general study of the development of aggression, violence, and other antisocial
behaviors (e.g., Stoff & Susman, 2005).
Setting fires, bullying, and forced sex are three additional symptoms of antisocial behavior related to the diagnostic criteria for conduct disorder. Recent
research suggests that animal abuse may cooccur with these other forms of destructiveness and aggression. Both Dadds and Fraser (2006) and Becker, Stuewig,
Herrera, and McCloskey (2004) report correlations between arson and animal
abuse in normative samples of children and in adolescents exposed to domestic
violence, respectively. Given the comorbidity of fire setting and animal abuse, it
may be of value to collaborate with researchers who study the etiology of fire
setting and effective approaches to intervention (Kolko, 2002).
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Similar collaboration with researchers interested in bullying may also be fruitful. Bullying includes repeated acts of aggression directed toward a less powerful
victim (Smith, Pepler, & Rigby, 2004), a definition that could easily be applied
to the field of animal abuse. Baldry (2005), studying 9- to 12-year-old Italian
schoolchildren, reports that being a victim of bullying at school (as distinct from
other forms of victimization at school or at home) was the strongest predictor of
perpetrating animal abuse. Similar results with a sample of 12- to 16-year-old Australian youths have been reported by Robertson and Gullone (2008) and suggest
that bullying victimization and bullying perpetration are related to self-reported
animal abuse.
Bestiality as a form of animal abuse is also now receiving greater attention
than before (Beetz & Podberscek, 2005). Elevated levels of sexual abuse of animals in youths residing in psychiatric hospitals and youths who were victims
of sexual abuse have been reported by Ascione, Friedrich, Heath, and Hayashi
(2003), and a recent case study illustrates the lethal form that animal sexual abuse
may sometimes take (Hvozdı́k et al., 2006). A 46-year-old man admitted to sexually mutilating five 3-month-old calves, all of whom died from their injuries.
After being apprehended, the man revealed that this was not his first episode
of sexually assaulting animals. Bestiality has also been found to be related to
crimes against humans when retrospective reports of incarcerated men have been
examined (Hensley, Tallichet, & Singer, 2006). Definition and assessment may
be especially challenging when dealing with this phenomenon (Ascione, 2005a;
Munro, 2006). Finally, although space limitations preclude our addressing animal
hoarding, this form of maltreatment typically results in the neglect and abuse of
large numbers of animals. The reader is referred to Patronek’s (2006, 2008) recent
reviews of our understanding of this phenomenon and its relation to human mental
health issues.
Animal Abuse and Intimate Partner Violence
As noted earlier, a number of literature reviews have documented the prevalence of animal abuse, typically perpetrated by batterers, in homes suffering from
domestic violence (Ascione, 2007; Strand & Faver, 2005). These studies have
focused on primarily Caucasian samples of women who were battered. A forthcoming report has extended this finding to a sample of Latina/Hispanic victims of
domestic violence (Faver & Cavazos, 2007). Allen, Gallagher, and Jones (2006)
report on this phenomenon with a sample of women from the Republic of Ireland.
Recent research has also demonstrated that children exposed to domestic violence
are more likely than nonexposed children to have abused animals (Ascione et al.,
2007; Currie, 2006; Duncan, Thomas, & Miller, 2005).
Concern about pet welfare is sometimes an obstacle to victims of domestic
violence seeking safety at domestic violence shelter. Collaboration between animal
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welfare and domestic violence agencies has attempted to remove this obstacle by
offering pet sheltering for domestic violence victims (e.g., Ascione, 2000; CarlisleFrank & Flanagan, 2006), and there is an emerging trend to pass legislation
including pets in orders of protection sought by domestic violence victims (Zorza,
2006). This remains one of the clearest examples of research on animal abuse
being applied to changes in programmatic and social policy and will be discussed
in a later section of this article. This legislative change and others related to
animal abuse should be the subject of research within the legal profession (see,
e.g., Frasch, 2008).
Forensic and Veterinary Issues
Forensic psychology and psychiatry are acknowledging the significance of
assessing animal abuse in understanding psychopathy (Bower, 2006; Haden &
Scarpa, 2005), a development that will also be of interest to the legal profession
(e.g., Schaffner, 2006). One study recently reported the discovery and apprehension, via DNA analysis, of a perpetrator who killed a protected wild animal
(Lorenzini, 2005). Munro and Thrusfield (2001) alerted us to the issue of nonaccidental injuries in animals in the U.K., and a recently published text on veterinary
forensic medicine (Sinclair, Merck, & Lockwood, 2006) should facilitate the diagnosis of such injuries. (Munro and Thrusfield’s work has recently been replicated
in the Republic of Ireland by McGuinness, Allen, & Jones, 2005.)
The issue of mandated reporting, by veterinarians, of suspected animal abuse
is a topic of significant debate within the veterinary profession (Babcock & Neihsl,
2006; Jack, 2005; Lofflin, 2006), a debate that is also emerging in the mental
health community (Nelson, 2001). This debate includes concerns about confidentiality and the possibility that mandated reporting might reduce the likelihood of
a pet owner seeking care for an injured animal (similar to concerns raised by
pediatricians when mandated reporting of suspected child maltreatment was first
proposed).
It is clear that basic and applied research on animal abuse is now informing
changes in policies and programs, the subject to which we now turn our attention.
Policy Issues
Historically, the “link” is a by-product of the largely modern urban-based
development that brought companion animals into the human family. This is more
than a move from the barn or backyard to the parlor or TV room. Of those
members of households in the United States that have companion animals (59%;
Gehrke, 1997), 87% include their companion animal in the number of individuals
in their home (Cohen, 2002). A considerable literature attests to the benefits of
that inclusion for members of the family, human and animal (Garrity & Stallones,
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1998). However, membership has its privileges and benefits, but also its burdens
and dangers.
A general systems approach applied to the study of the family readily shows
that, like other institutions, it functions through a complex set of structures and
processes: various alliances, styles of communication, boundaries between subsystems and other systems, and role assignments (Minuchin, 1974). As a member
of this complex system, the family dog or cat has allies as well as enemies, open as
well as closed lines of communication, and boundaries that appropriately maintain
integrity and recognition of needs and interests as well as those that blur individual identity and result in exploitation and suffering. Dysfunctional family systems
often include animal abuse as well as spousal, child, and elder abuse.
The co-occurrence of human violence and animal abuse within this “all in
the family” context has spawned a wide range of policies and applications. In this
section, we critically review existing and proposed policy innovations. To organize
this extensive and broad-ranging set of policies and practices, we use, with some
license, the distinction among levels of prevention popularized in the mental health
community movement in the 1960s (Caplan, 1961). Primary prevention refers to
efforts to reach the general population, before the onset of problems, and features
education. Secondary prevention depends on the ability to recognize precursors
to violent and other antisocial behavior toward human or animals and consists
of preventative and remedial programs. Tertiary prevention involves major efforts
at intervention and treatment of those already demonstrating substantial socially
unacceptable and, often, illegal behavior.
Primary Prevention: Education
Some component of humane education has been a part of the traditional curriculum of grade and middle schools since the late 19th century (Grier, 2006). It
has varied from a modest single presentation by the local humane society (dismissively referred to as “a dog and pony show”) to a semester-long course; it
often includes teaching care and responsibility for animals housed in the classroom. The addition to this curriculum of instruction and discussion of the link
is a policy innovation of recent times and is part of a broader effort to incorporate humane issues in the general curriculum in various subjects. Thompson
(2001) includes the link in her curriculum which she titles “Compassion Education Program: Creating a Society of Character” and frames in terms of character
development. Another innovative curriculum combines the link with issues of
social justice and environmental quality (Weil, 1999). Part of this effort is to
professionalize the occupation of humane educator through degree programs and
certification.
Turning to college and graduate studies, the emergence of the multidisciplinary field of Human–Animal Studies (HAS; aka “Animal Studies” and
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“Anthrozoology”) provides an academically credible home for the studies of the
link reviewed earlier. HAS is a metapolicy innovation as it is predicated on three
propositions that foster recognition of the importance of the link: (1) we have socially constructed many types of animals—wild, feral, domesticated, companion,
research model, commodities, cultural artifacts, and literary symbols; (2) the result is a myriad of relationships between human and animals varying along many
dimensions—real/virtual, historical/contemporary, factual/fictional, and beneficial/detrimental; (3) the study of these manifold types of animals and contexts of
human–animal interaction discovers and documents the pervasiveness and variety
of interspecies relationships and their formative influence on our lives (Shapiro,
2007). Evidence of the growth and influence of the emerging field of HAS is
found in direct products of scholarship ( journals, book series, conferences, and
doctoral dissertations) and the development of institutional infrastructures that
support that scholarship (courses, minors, majors, programs, university chairs,
fellowships, think tanks, and sections or divisions of professional discipline organizations, such as the American Sociological and the American Psychological
Associations).
The general implications of the field are that we should take animals, the
abuse of animals, and animal –human relationships seriously and develop policies
and practices that maximize benefits and minimize costs to both parties. This often
involves scholars uncovering the ways in which animals have been constructed
or treated in their discipline to reveal the potential for more robust forms of human–animal relationships. In this way, HAS is comparable to fields that study
other oppressed groups. For example, a feminist scholar deconstructs relationships
involving women in history, fiction, and in current institutions to reveal the typically degraded role of women—how they have been objectified, reduced to sexual
objects or help-mates, and denied full legal, economical, and political standing.
Feminist studies and HAS play a role in the social justice movements dedicated
to ending discrimination against the respective oppressed group.
Another important development in higher education that is a powerful instrument of policy innovation in the area of the link is the emergence over the past two
decades of the field of Animal Law (AL). Again, evidence of its growth is found,
mutatis mutandis, in devoted journals, conferences, courses, casebooks, and AL
sections of state and national bar associations. The field of AL is in large part
responsible for a number of judicial, legislative, and regulative developments that
provide policy relevant to the link. These developments blur the lines between the
three levels of prevention (primary, secondary, and tertiary) that we are using as
a working organization of this article. In addition to their punitive and deterrent
functions for at-risk and actual perpetrators, laws educate and shape the attitude of
the general public regarding the importance of animal abuse and its relationship
with other forms of violence.
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Within the academic literature on the philosophy of law, scholars grapple
with alternatives to the traditional legal classification of animals as property. The
first and most radical is the argument that individuals of some animal species
are “persons” as that concept is defined in law (Wise, 2000). Adoption of this
standard would give “standing” to animals in court, entitling them to due process. A second and more conservative approach retains the frame of animals as
property but provides within it the subclass of “sentient property” (Favre, 2004).
Arguably, existing anticruelty statutes already imply a special status for animals
as distinguished from, for example, artwork. That is, I am limited in my treatment of my dog in ways that I am not limited in my treatment of my Van Gogh
painting. The recognition of animals as sentient property gives more explicit
support to recent innovations such as (1) suing for wrongful injury and mental
anguish in addition to the market value of an abused companion animal; and
(2) including animals in domestic violence protective orders, so that an alleged
perpetrator is restrained from approaching the animals as well as the humans
in his or her family (Zorza, 2006). A third strategy applies more to the act of
abuse than the legal status of the animal victim. This approach would reclassify
animal abuse from a crime against property to a crime against society, like drug
use, disorderly conduct, and, most relevant to the link, family offenses. Again,
this classification would allow animal abuse to be taken more seriously in the
context of criminal justice. These innovations support the recognition of the link
in that they position human and animal abuse on the same or similar playing
field.
Other legislative as well as social policy innovations that take animals and
animal abuse more seriously include laws that restrict tethering of animals, instituting no-kill shelters, and protecting shelter workers from the burn-out and
trauma of euthanizing animals. Part of the impetus for these policies is the HAS
literature showing that humans who witness animal abuse are more likely both to
become victims and perpetrators of abuse (Henry, 2004b).
Since 1990, the number of states in the United States that include felony provisions in their anticruelty statutes for at least the more egregious forms of animal
abuse has increased from 7 to 42. One model state anticruelty statute includes
(1) distinctions based on the degree of abuse (cruel abuse, aggravated abuse, and
torture); (2) hoarding (an apparently increasingly common and recalcitrant form
of abuse); and (3) prohibitions against the depiction of animal cruelty (Illinois
Humane Care for Animals Act, 1999).
Within the criminal justice system, another innovation in progress is an effort
to include animal abuse as a distinct category in national data collection systems,
such as the National Incident-Based Reporting System (formerly the FBI’s Uniform Crime Report). The inclusion of animal abuse would alert local police and
prosecutors to the importance of animal abuse, based, in part, on its role as an
indicator of other delinquent and violent behavior.
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Secondary Prevention: At-Risk Populations
For the purposes of this discussion, at-risk populations include individuals
deemed likely to commit animal abuse, as well as those who already have done
so but have not completed the link by also committing forms of violence or
antisocial behavior toward humans. We also consider as at-risk, individuals who
have perpetrated only one instance of animal abuse, particularly younger children,
as the more robust findings in the link literature use recurrency as a measure of
animal abuse. Secondary prevention only works if we can identify individuals
at risk. As discussed earlier, researchers have developed several instruments, in
various stages of validation and reliability.
Identification of populations at risk at an early age allows an opportunity for
the more effective institution of preventative and remedial programs. Although the
graduation hypothesis, the idea that animal abuse is a precursor of human abuse, has
not been substantiated in the link literature, such a progression is described in the
more general literature on antisocial and violent juvenile behavior. Furthermore,
the robust findings of cooccurrence, as discussed earlier, reinforce the need for
early identification of and intervention for at-risk populations, whether the second
component of the link has occurred prior to, contemporaneous with, or after the
occurrence of animal abuse. Finally, we do know that in the population diagnosed
with childhood conduct disorder, animal abuse is a symptom that appears early
in the development of that disorder (Miller, 2001). It is important, then, that we
identify children at risk because of general factors associated with later antisocial
and violent behavior (poverty, marginally functional families) and children at an
early stage as perpetrators of animal abuse (isolated incident, occurrence before
they are capable developmentally of culpability, or a low level of severity of the
abuse; Randour, Krinsk, & Wolf, 2002, p. 9).
Programs working with at-risk youth vary in duration and intensity. Through
Forget-me-not Farm, a weekly after-school program, children from families and
communities in which violence is prevalent learn the responsible care of animals (Rathman, 1999). PAL (People and Animals Learning; DeGrave, 1999) is
a 3-week day camp for youth at risk that gives them experience in a wildlife
rehabilitation center and an animal shelter. By feeding baby birds and training
dogs to be obedient, they learn to be effective, nurturing, and responsible caregivers. Project Second Chance pairs teenage offenders with shelter dogs “to foster
empathy, community responsibility, kindness, and an awareness of healthy social
interactions” (Harbolt & Ward, 2001, p. 179). The 3-week program results in a
higher adoption rate for the dogs, compared to dogs who do not have this training,
and anecdotal evidence suggests that the program is a positive learning experience
for the juveniles (Harbolt & Ward, 2001).
Many of these programs are the products of networks established among
various human service, criminal justice, educational, and humane societies and
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shelters. Forget-me-not Farm is a collaboration of the Humane Society of Sonoma
County, the San Francisco Child Abuse Council, and the YWCA of Sonoma
County (Rathman, 1999). The PAL program in Milwaukee is a result of the
cooperative efforts of the District Attorney’s office, the police department, the
Commission on Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault, the Task Force on Family
Violence, and other social service agencies (DeGrave, 1999). Many of these use
animals as vehicles of learning and corrective socialization. However, to date, the
evidence of the ameliorative effect of these animal-assisted activities and therapies
is limited (Fine, 2000). Furthermore, concern has been raised about the welfare
of the animals, as they are being exposed to children who are likely to or already
have abused animals.
Operating largely at the level of secondary prevention, networking is itself a
critical policy implication of the link. The co-occurrence of the various forms of
domestic violence and the likely commonalities in the psychology of the perpetrators implies the importance of various community group stakeholders working
together to identify potential perpetrators, and to develop preventative and ameliorative programs. These collaborations vary in the degree of formalization: from
loose associations among individuals from various agencies to incorporated entities with their own staff (Arkow, 2003). Located in Portland, Maine, The Linkage
Project is a nonprofit organization funded by foundations and corporations. Project
collaborators include over a dozen agencies representing animal welfare, health
and human services, education, corrections, domestic violence, public health, law
enforcement, and medical interests. National animal advocacy organizations, such
as the American Humane, the Humane Society of the United States, and the Animals and Society Institute provide workshops to help local communities build
link-related networks.
These networks and the programs they develop include efforts to protect and
rehabilitate victims, as well as to identify, and, where appropriate, prosecute and
treat perpetrators. Cross-reporting and cross-training have been instituted in many
communities to teach human service personnel how to recognize and report perpetrators and victims of animal abuse and, conversely, to teach humane service
personnel to recognize child, spousal, and elder abuse. Florida and San Diego
County, California, mandate child protective personnel to report suspected animal
abuse to humane agencies, and four states require animal care and control personnel to report possible child abuse to the appropriate human services (Arkow,
2003). Particularly in the involvement of therapists and veterinarians, this important policy innovation raises issues of confidentiality and liability. Increasingly,
jurisdictions are addressing this issue, more often through providing protection
against liability for breaking the confidentiality of client –provider relationships
than through mandating reporting.
“Safe-havens” are cooperative arrangements, typically between women’s
shelters and humane shelters or veterinary facilities, that provide secure housing
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for companion animals frequently caught up in the dynamics of control, power,
and intimidation that maintain spousal abuse (Carlisle-Frank & Flanagan, 2006).
Women’s shelter personnel increasingly are including in their intake protocols
inquiry about the involvement of companion animals in spousal or child abuse.
Also, personnel are including consideration of the safety of companion animals
in safety plans developed as early-warning systems that allow the current and
prospective human victim to leave the scene of her or his immanent abuse.
Summarizing, secondary prevention uses assessment instruments to identify
people and animals at risk as either perpetrators or as victims. Community-based
networks, some of which are formally constituted entities, develop a wide range of
programs and policies aimed at providing interventions that prevent further animal
abuse and reduce its likelihood of including human violence.
Tertiary Prevention: Intervention and Treatment
Twenty-seven states now include in their anticruelty statutes the provision for
recommended or mandated counseling for convicted animal abusers. Significantly,
these statutory provisions give status to mental health discourse by recognizing that
animal abuse is understandable in terms of psychological concepts and findings.
This reinforces the link and suggests the general strategy that policies and programs
dealing with child and spousal abuse can be a model for those dealing with animal
abuse. As spousal abuse gives rise to safety plans for escaping impending abuse,
protective orders to prevent further abuse, and shelters to provide temporary refuge,
so we now recognize the appropriateness and effectiveness of developing similar
policies and programs to deal with animal abuse.
Mental health providers are beginning to realize the need to develop treatment
models to work with convicted animal abusers, as well as with abusers referred by
schools, physicians, and veterinarians. In fact, The AniCare Model of Treatment
for Animal Abuse (Jory & Randour, 1999), the first published treatment approach,
was occasioned by the passage of the first such state law (California, 1998).
Persons presenting with the problem of animal abuse vary considerably in the
degree of psychopathology, so that no one treatment is appropriate for all. Forms
of animal abuse also vary from neglect to family-based abuse, to sadistically
motivated and ritualized torture. The degree of suffering of the victim(s) is not
necessarily correlated with the severity of the behavior from a psychological
perspective. For example, neglect can produce prolonged suffering and death but
can be perpetrated by an individual whose action is a combination of adoption of
attitudes and behaviors of a particular subculture, subcultural influences, personal
irresponsibility, and limited financial resources.
Beginning with the least intensive, we describe three available treatment
modalities. (It should be noted that none of these have published outcome data.)
The Strategic Humane Interventions Program (SHIP; Loar & Colman, 2004) is
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also suitable for individuals at risk. It involves working with families one or more
of whose members is at risk for or has perpetrated a violent behavior toward a
human or animal. Using a technique based on operant conditioning, called clicker
training, individual members of the family are directed in how to teach dogs at
a shelter and each other more socially acceptable and responsible behavior. In
effect, family members learn cognitive, empathic, and behavioral skills that are
transferable to various settings and relationships. As an example of a training to
shape a behavior of a family member, a child is helped to define a behavior that
members of the family and the facilitator agree is a problem. Under the direction of
the facilitator, the child then “shapes” the target behavior toward a more acceptable
behavior. For example, a father is reinforced for using positive approaches rather
than intimidation in his parenting of a child.
In an intermediate range of intervention, AniCare and AniCare Child
(Randour et al., 2002) are approaches for working with adults and juveniles,
respectively, presenting with the problem of animal abuse. They are designed
for out-patient populations not diagnosed with major psychotic disorders and capable of benefiting from cognitive-behavioral interventions. Adapted from the
intimate justice theory (Jory, Anderson, & Greer, 1997), a model developed for
clinical intervention with perpetrators of domestic violence, AniCare uses cognitive behavioral and gestalt techniques to deal with accountability, empathy, and
problem-solving skills. AniCare Child uses cognitive behavioral, psychodynamic,
and attachment theories to teach the child how to empathize with animals and
develop more effective executive functions. It is adapted from components of the
treatment of other related childhood presenting problems that have been found
to be effective (Randour et al., 2002). A more direct formal evaluation of AniCare Child is in process. Finally, at the other extreme of intensity of intervention,
Green Chimneys is a residential treatment program for disturbed youths, including
but not limited to those who abuse animals (Ross, 1999). Children reside in the
working farm for an extended period, during which they receive individual and
group-based treatment, as well as animal-assisted therapy and activities.
Conclusions
The topic of animal abuse provides a surprisingly rich set of research opportunities. The demonstration of its association to other forms of abuse suggests
an equally rich array of possible programs and policies. As we responded to the
discovery of spousal and then child abuse, we turn to dealing with animal abuse—
now with the clear view that these and other forms of violence are related to cause
and resolution. We hope that this article has highlighted the vibrancy of scholarly
research and the evolution of policy issues related to animal abuse. It is also our
hope that a cadre of young professionals as well as seasoned scholars will be
drawn to this subject and enhance its future development.
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ABSTRACT

Previous research has found that domestic violence (DV) victims who seek refuge in DV shelters
often report the abuse of companion animals as a form of psychological control. However, these
studies have mainly involved the use of interviews and questionnaires which restrict the quality and
depth of data collected (e.g. these methods increase the probability that victims will withhold
information due to embarrassment or ethical constraints). The current study utilized a novel method
previously overlooked in the literature on companion animal abuse in an attempt to overcome these
problems; domestic violence victims’ stories of companion animal abuse were obtained from online
forums where victims voluntarily shared their experiences. Seventy-four stories were analyzed using
thematic analysis and four key themes were identified: The Victim-Companion Animal Bond;
Companion Animals Used to Control Victims; Victims' Perceptions of Abusers' Behavior; and Support
for Victims and Companion Animals. A number of DV victims reported that companion animals were
one of their main sources of support, and many chose to stay in an abusive relationship because DV
shelters did not have the facilities to house their pets. Findings have policy implications for police,
DV shelters, child protection organizations, and animal welfare organizations.

Keywords: Domestic violence (DV); Intimate partner violence (IPV); Child protection organizations;
Companion animals; Animal cruelty; Animal abuse
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. The link between domestic violence and companion animal abuse
A growing body of literature indicates that domestic violence (DV) is related to companion animal
abuse (e.g. Ascione, 1998; Ascione, Weber, Thompson, Heath, Maruyama & Hayashi, 2007; Boat,
2014; Carlisle-Frank, Frank & Nielsen, 2004; Faver & Strand, 2003; Flynn, 2000a, 2000b, 2009;
Hardesty, Khaw, Ridgway, Weber & Miles, 2013; Hartman, Hageman, Williams & Ascione, 2015;
Hartman, Hageman, Williams, Mary & Ascione, 2016; Jorgenson & Maloney, 1999; Knight, Ellis &
Simmons, 2014; McDonald, Collins, Nicotera, Hageman, Ascione, Williams, & Graham-Bermann,
2015; McDonald, Graham-Bermann, Maternick, Ascione & Williams, 2016; McPhedran, 2009;
Tiplady, Walsh & Phillips, 2012; Volant. Johnson, Gullone & Coleman, 2008). Most research in this
area has involved interviewing and/or administering questionnaires to victims in DV shelters to
determine the prevalence of companion animal abuse, and a number of studies have reported that
approximately half of DV victims have witnessed threats toward, or the actual abuse of a companion
animal. Carlisle-Frank et al. (2004) found that companion animal abuse was reported by 53% of DV
victims in shelters in New York, and Allen, Gallagher and Jones (2006) reported that 57% of 23
women in DV shelters in Ireland had witnessed the abuse of a companion animal. In another study,
Ascione et al. (2007) found that 54% of 101 DV victims interviewed in shelters in Utah reported that
their partner had harmed or killed a companion animal, compared to 5% of a control group of non-DV
victims. Similarly, Volant et al. (2008) interviewed 102 DV victims in Australia and found that 52.9%
reported the abuse of a companion animal, compared to 0% of a control group of 102 non-DV
victims. In a later study which interviewed 19 women in DV shelters in Illinois, Hardesty et al. (2013)
found that 47% of victims reported the abuse of a companion animal at the hands of a controlling
partner. More recently, Hartman et al. (2015) found that 11.7% of 291 victims residing in DV shelters
or receiving non-residential services from a DV agency in the US had witnessed threats toward a
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companion animal, and that 26.1% had witnessed the actual harm of an animal. However, as the
authors note, these findings represent a lower rate of companion animal abuse than found in other
studies that have not included a large proportion of Hispanic participants. Faver and Strand (2007)
also reported a lower prevalence rate of companion animal abuse among Hispanic DV victims (36%),
and Simmons and Lehmann (2007) reported a prevalence rate of 25% among DV victims in Texas,
although they did not state whether this lower rate was attributable to the inclusion of Hispanic
participants.

1.2. How companion animals are abused by domestic violence perpetrators
Research has found that the abuse of companion animals is a coercive tactic used by DV perpetrators
to control their partners (Allen et al., 2006; Faver & Strand, 2007; Flynn 2000b; McDonald et al.,
2015). Allen et al. (2006) asked DV victims to ascribe motivations for their partners’ abuse of
companion animals, and found that of the 13 women who reported such abuse, 92% believed that pets
were abused to control them or their children (the remaining participant did not respond to the
question). Consistent with other research on motivations for abuse (e.g. Arkow, 1995; Ascione, 1999),
most women ascribed more than one motivation for its onset, including anger and revenge, or revenge
and punishment. In their study which interviewed children about experiences of companion animal
abuse in domestically violent homes, McDonald et al. (2015) found that many children believed that
threats and harm directed at pets aimed to create and maintain fear in the home, isolate the mother,
and prevent or punish the mother’s attempts to be independent or leave the relationship. Many
participants also reported that companion animals were maltreated as a form of punishment for
undesirable behaviors, and that their siblings (as well as a parent) had engaged in animal abuse. This
latter finding is consistent with suggestions that generalized physical violence may occur in some
homes, where lines are blurred between victims and perpetrators (DeGue & DiLillo, 2009). Other
research has found that DV perpetrators can threaten companion animals to coerce their partners into
committing illegal acts (Loring & Bolden-Hines, 2004), and that animal abuse can be used to control
and intimidate children to ensure that they remain quiet about the abuse they have witnessed (Adams,
1998; Becker & French, 2004).
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1.3. The effects of companion animal abuse on human victims of domestic violence
Many DV victims report strong emotional bonds with their companion animals, often describing them
as family members (Ascione et al., 2007; Flynn; 2000b; Lacroix, 1998; Risley-Curtiss et al., 2006).
DV perpetrators can exploit this bond to emotionally harm human victims, or use these methods to
coerce them to return to the relationship (Upadhya, 2013). In addition to adult victims of DV, children
also often witness companion animal abuse (Allen et al., 2006; Baldry, 2003; Browne, Hensley, &
McGuffee, 2016; Flynn, 2000b; Henry, 2004; McDonald et al., 2015; Miller & Knutson, 1997;
Thompson & Gullone, 2006), and children who witness such abuse exhibit more emotional and
behavioral problems compared to other children (Girardi & Pozzulo, 2015; McDonald, GrahamBermann, Maternick, Ascione, & Williams, 2016). Furthermore, witnessing abuse can desensitize a
child to violence (Ascione, 1993), and lead them to engage in similar behaviors toward animals or
humans (Fantuzzo et al., 1991; Franklin & Kercher, 2012; Levitt, Hoffer, & Loper, 2016).

1.4. The current study
Whilst the aforementioned studies have furthered our understanding about the prevalence of
companion animal abuse and DV victims’ experiences of animal abuse, questionnaire-based studies in
this area are limited in terms of how much in-depth data they can provide about what appears to be a
complex web of abusive behavior. Interview-based studies also have their drawbacks. For example,
interviewees may experience feelings of shame and embarrassment, or be susceptible to social
desirability effects. In addition, interviews may deter victims from truthfully sharing their experiences
once they are aware that researchers have a duty to disclose certain information to the authorities
(such as expressions of self-harm/intention to harm another person, and information pertaining to a
child at risk of abuse). Another limitation of research which directly accesses DV victims is that it
may typically capture more serious incidents of DV/animal abuse which may limit our understanding
of the full spectrum of these behaviors (e.g. shelters may house victims who have experienced more
prolonged and/or serious abuse). Furthermore, the use of participant inclusion criteria limits the
collection of data from the outset in some studies. For example, in recent research (Hartman et al.,
2015; Hartman et al., 2016), adult victims were only eligible to be interviewed if they had experienced
5

DV within the past 12 months, had a companion animal living with them within this timeframe, and
had at least one child aged 7-12 years living in the home. It therefore cannot be determined how far
their findings extend to individuals who have experienced DV (or had a companion animal) at a point
further in the past, as well as victims without children in this age group (or who do not have children
living with them). Finally, because studies in this area have tended to utilize small samples in specific
regions (e.g. Hardesty et al., 2013 who interviewed 19 DV victims in Illinois), findings may not be
generalizable.

The current study sought to address these limitations by qualitatively analyzing stories of companion
animal abuse posted voluntarily by DV victims in online discussion forums. This method bypasses the
problems associated with interviewing victims noted above, and increases the likelihood that the data
collected will be more wide-ranging and generalizable to victims of DV worldwide. Given that some
victims do not recognize or define their relationships as abusive (Barnett, 2001), or have concerns
about the reactions of others when disclosing experiences of DV (Edwards et al., 2012; Mahlstedt &
Keeny, 1993; Sylaska & Edwards, 2014), online forums may provide an important platform where
victims are encouraged to discuss their own, perhaps less serious, experiences of abuse. Specifically,
the current study sought to explore DV victims’ freely discussed experiences of companion animal
abuse, including how pets are maltreated, the circumstances in which victims experience the abuse of
their pets (e.g. during certain times of the day or after engaging in certain behaviors), how victims
explain abusers’ behaviour (i.e. their perceptions of perpetrators’ motivations for animal abuse),
whether certain patterns of behavior could be identified. (e.g. whether animal abuse tends to precede
or follow human abuse), and the effect of companion animal abuse on adult victims as well as
children.
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2. METHOD

2.1. Identification of stories
Anonymous stories of animal abuse within the context of domestic violence (DV) were obtained from
online discussion forums where victims voluntarily shared their experiences. Data were collected over
a period of twelve months (February 2014 to February 2015) by the author and five assistants
(hereafter referred to as investigators), and only forums which contained stories written in the English
language were searched for and analyzed. Forums were located by entering a number of different
search terms into the five most popular search engines listed by eBizMBA Rank (2014), a continually
updated average of each website's Alexa Global Traffic Rank. These search engines were Google,
Yahoo, Bing, Ask, and AOL. A number of search terms were generated on the basis of commonly
used terminology relating to DV and animal abuse in the literature, and adding terms such as
“discussion board”, “forum” and so forth. The search terms were agreed upon by the investigators and
included: “Domestic violence stories”, “Domestic violence forum”, “Domestic violence discussion
board”, “Experiences of domestic violence”, “Animal abuse stories”, “Animal abuse forum”,
“Experiences of animal abuse”, “Domestic violence and animal abuse stories”, “Domestic violence
and animal abuse forum”, “Pet abuse stories”, “Pet abuse forum”, “Experiences of pet abuse”,
“Partner violence forum”, “Partner violence stories”, “Experiences of partner violence”, “Intimate
partner violence stories”, “Intimate partner violence forum”, “Experiences of intimate partner
violence”, “Intimate partner abuse stories” , “Intimate partner abuse forums”, “Domestic violence and
pet abuse forum” , and “Domestic violence and pet abuse stories”. All investigators searched for
stories using the same search terms and a list of suitable websites/forums was compiled. In keeping
with the British Psychological Society’s (BPS, 2013) Ethics Guidelines for Internet-mediated
Research, the names and addresses of forums are not stated here as this “may compromise the
anonymity of individuals or have a negative effect on an online community” (p.18).

Investigators entered the same words/phrases into the ‘search’ boxes in the forums, such as “Animal
abuse”, “Animal cruelty”, “Animal neglect”, “Animal welfare”, “Pet violence”, “Pet abuse”, “Being
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cruel to animals”, “Harming”, “Kicking”, “Throwing”, “Attacking”, “Pet”, “Pets”, “Animal”
“Animals”, “Dog” “Dogs”, “Cat” “Cats”, “Rabbit”, “Rabbits” and so forth. Individual feeds were also
reviewed manually for relevant stories since the search function on some sites had limited utility. For
example, investigators scrolled through individual stories, looking out for words/phrases such as
“animal”, “dog”, “cat”, “threw”, “cruel to my dog”, “would hurt the dog unless I…” etc. in order to
identify stories which referred to incidents of animal neglect or deliberate cruelty in the context of a
domestically violent relationship. Stories were collected from forums until data saturation was
reached (i.e. until the investigators no longer found new categories and variations within categories, in
keeping with Willig, 2013).

Only publicly available information was sought and recorded; no forums were accessed which
required the use of log-in details, since it would have been unethical to pose as a victim of DV. For
this reason, it was not possible to converse with users to collect demographic data. The use of
publically available information meant that it was not necessary to obtain consent from the individuals
conversing within the forum. Ethical approval was granted by the author's University Research Ethics
Committee and the research was conducted in line with the ethical guidelines of the British
Psychological Society (BPS, 2013). The stories were saved in a password protected document and
duplicate stories were deleted. Seventy-seven stories were identified but three were excluded because
they contained information which was very personal in nature (such as the name of a family member)
and so these were omitted immediately at this stage. Thus, seventy-four stories in total were retained
for analysis.

2.2. Data analysis
Investigators independently analyzed the 74 stories using thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006).
This was considered the most appropriate method of analysis as the research sought to describe and
interpret DV victims’ stories of animal abuse, and to take the context of behaviors into account.
Content analysis, on the other hand, places more emphasis on interpretation of behaviors (Vaismoradi,
Turunen & Bondas, 2013), and has been criticized for not considering their context due to its
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overreliance on the frequency of codes (Morgan, 1993). Inductive thematic analysis was used because
coded categories were identified from data collected from previously under-studied sources (online
forums), unlike deductive thematic analysis which is more useful when the aim of the analysis is to
test a previous theory or to compare categories/themes at different time points (Hsieh & Shannon,
2005). In accordance with the method described by Braun and Clarke (2006), each investigator
initially read the stories several times to familiarize themselves with interesting aspects of the data.
Following this, investigators independently recorded points of interest across the whole data set as
codes. Codes were then collated into potential themes and reviewed to ensure that they were
consistent with the coded extracts across the data set. In accordance with Sandelowski and Leeman
(2012), a theme was defined as a coherent integration of disparate pieces of data. Following this, each
investigator generated a thematic map which visually presented the codes, themes and their
relationships with the aim of identifying coherent but distinctive themes (Ryan & Bernard, 2000).
The senior investigator calculated the average percentage of agreement between each investigator
with regards the themes identified, and a good level of inter-coder reliability was reached (92
percent). This method of calculating percentage agreement is considered an important criterion for
assessing the value and rigour of qualitative research (e.g. Holsti, 1969; Mays & Pope, 1995; Rourke,
Anderson, Garrison, & Archer, 2007).
Although content analysis permits data to be quantified as well as analyzed qualitatively (Gbrich,
2007), thematic analysis provides a purely qualitative account of data (Braun & Clarke, 2006). For
this reason, the categories and themes identified in the current study are not described in quantitative
terms. The limitations of attempting to quantify qualitative data have been discussed elsewhere (see
Basit, 2003; Loffe & Yardley, 2004; Vaismoradi et al., 2013). For example, if a particular word or
coding category were to be identified more frequently in the stories of some DV victims than others
then this could suggest more importance, but it may instead mean that these individuals were more
willing to discuss the issue in detail. As Vaismoradi et al. (2013) note, “the importance of a theme is
not necessarily dependent on quantifiable measures, but rather on whether it captures something
important in relation to the overall research question” (p.403).
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3. RESULTS
From the analysis of the 74 stories, four themes were identified: The Victim-Companion Animal Bond;
Companion Animals Used to Control Victims; Victims' Perceptions of Abusers’ Behavior; and
Support for Victims and Companion Animals. Each theme consisted of subthemes which are presented
below. Extracts taken from the stories are provided to illustrate each theme and subtheme; these
quoted extracts were chosen based on how clear and representative they were of the themes (they do
not intend to represent all of the data that was identified as being relevant to a theme). These themes
are discussed later in relation to existing literature.

3.1. Theme 1: The Victim-Companion Animal Bond
The first theme was The Victim-Companion Animal Bond which comprised four subthemes. The first
subtheme was Companion Animals Possessing Characteristics the Perpetrator Lacks. A number of
victims talked about companion animals not judging them or letting them down, unlike their abusive
partners, and that they were grateful for their pets’ affection. One victim stated: "The dog is grateful
for everything I do, shows me affection, and is nicer to me. He also seeks and enjoys my company.
Unlike someone", and another said "My cats never let me down, unlike him". The second subtheme
was Companion Animals Providing Emotional Support for Victims and Children. Here, a number of
victims explained the extent to which they valued the closeness of their pet:

Animals can be so supportive in times of crisis.

The dogs were my only support system.

My dog was the only reason I remained sane throughout the violent ordeal.

My cats were the only friends I had before I left; they got me through so much.
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My rabbit is like my best friend, as daft as it sounds. I talk to her all the time and she just sits
on my lap and listens to me moan.

In addition to being a source of emotional support for adult victims, a number of stories illustrated that
companion animals provided relief for children:

My daughter always ran off to be with the dog when we argued.

My dog was a calming mechanism for both myself and for the children in the tense abusive
situations we used to be in constantly. We would spend ten minutes cuddling him and
everything would seem so much better.

I feared for the safety of my dog. He was my child's best friend.

I've gone everywhere trying to keep my apartment because I know that after all the abuse the
kids and me have been through, losing our home and pets who have helped us through all
the violence emotionally would kill them.

The third subtheme within Theme 1 was Companion Animals Protecting the Victim. A number of
victims reported that their pets provided them with physical protection from violent partners:

When my dog heard me scream, he laid on top of me. I tried to get him off but he took the first
punches. The dog attacked him but only to be beaten and thrown outside.

My son’s dog was trying to protect us.

We were so close that one of the dogs would cuddle into me when my ex approached.
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He actually saved my life staying with me 24 hours a day.

The final subtheme within Theme 1 was Risk-Taking to Protect a Companion Animal. Here, many
victims stated that they had stayed in the abusive environment, or left then returned in order to try to
keep their pets safe:

When I tried to leave he would say that he would kill the dog, so I would go back and get
beaten in order to save his life.
He had the dogs and was persistently beating them. I tried to stop him. He pushed me to the
ground and carried on with his destruction. I picked up my unconscious dog and carried her
to the house. I hid her and immediately returned hoping to save the other dog’s life.

One victim discussed these types of risk-taking behaviors stating "Why do we put ourselves in danger
to protect others yet do not protect ourselves?" In contrast, some victims reported occasions where
they did not take risks to protect their pets as they prioritized their own safety, or were fearful of the
abuser's behavior:

I was paralyzed with fear and too frightened to do anything so I did not try and stop him.

When he smashed the fish tank I sat there stunned and unable to move.

'That’s what she gets' he said after throwing the dog against the wall. I didn't do anything as
he looked really angry and I knew that he would start on me if I supported her.

He told me if I went to the aid of my injured dog he would shoot it.
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It must be borne in mind, however, that although these particular individuals did not report engaging
in risk taking behavior to protect their companion animals, this is not to say that they did not do so at
other points in time, or at different stages in the abusive relationship.

3.2. Theme 2: Companion Animals Used to Control Victims
The second theme identified was Companion Animals Used to Control Victims. One victim made it
clear that her partner was using violence, or the threat of it, to control her: "Constant threats to me, the
pets and the children showed us what he was capable of doing if we crossed the line". This theme
comprised three subthemes, the first of which was Isolation. This subtheme encompassed how abusive
partners tried to isolate victims by restricting their contact with friends and family:

I was scared of what he would do to my animals if I wasn’t there to watch them as I didn’t
have any family or friends for support.

I left my job to live with him and I can't talk to them [friends and family] about the abuse
myself and my pets go through.

The second subtheme within Theme 2 was Financial Control, which related to abusers preventing
victims from spending money. For example, one victim stated that “He started taking my money away
and destroyed my credit card”, and another said: “My dog was whining in pain and wouldn’t feed her
puppies. My husband forbade me to seek veterinary help and refused to give me any money for her to
be treated”. This subtheme links to the subtheme of 'Isolation' above since financial control is another
way to isolate the victim; not only has the abuser restricted how often the victim can go out/spend
time with friends and family, they have also restricted their spending, which makes them more reliant
on the abuser. Sadly, in some cases where a victim disobeyed the abuser's wishes, this resulted in the
abuse of an animal: “He discovered I had lied about spending money when he found a receipt. In a
rage he threw my beloved dog out of the window of our third floor flat”, and "When I refused to give
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him money he made me watch his dog eat my hamster”. The third subtheme within Theme 2 was
Preventing the Victim from Leaving or Coercing them to Return, which was identified in a number of
extracts, for example:

He told me if I left he would put poison in my cat’s milk.

He said 'I've told you you're not going, and if you do I will drown that cat, don’t
think I'm joking' - so I didn't go.

Based on previously being raped, he threatened to ‘teach the dog’ how to rape me if I step out
of line again [try to leave].

Although these individuals did not refer to actual physical violence, the warning of such behavior was
enough to coerce them into staying for the safety of the animal. One victim demonstrated awareness
that threats of animal abuse were likely to be actioned by the abuser, which forced them to comply
with their requests to prevent the pet being harmed: “He had done it previously so I knew if I left he
would kill my pets. Any pets I left with him would be dead within the day”. In other cases, the abuse
went beyond threats and manifested in physical harm of the animal when the victim threatened to
leave the abusive home:

He held my daughter's cat out the window and said he would drop it if we did not come home.

When I threatened to leave after he almost broke my jaw, he tied some string around my dog's
neck until the dog couldn’t breathe, and wouldn’t let my dog go until I promised I would stay.

I went to my parents after an argument and he told me to come home otherwise he would hurt
my cat. One night he injured me so badly my parents refused to let me go back and he
stabbed the cat.
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Of the victims who managed to flee the abusive environment on what they thought would be a
permanent basis, yet who couldn't take their pets with them, a few said that they felt guilty for leaving
them, which resulted in them returning home:

He left the dog in the flat without food or water for three weeks until a neighbor heard it
crying and contacted me. Not wanting animal services involved I had to go back for the
dogs' sake.

He sent me a video of him putting his hand over the dogs' mouth and nose to
suffocate it and then threw it against the cupboard. He told me if I didn’t
return for good the dog would die next time, so of course I went back.

These extracts indicate that the abusers succeeded in controlling the victims, and upon returning home,
a number of victims spoke about how their companion animals were abused in order to ensure that
they didn’t make the same ‘mistake’ again:

One evening I was home late and he warned me if I came home late again he would hurt my
new kitten. A week later I arrived home a few minutes late due to roadworks and he made me
watch while he put my kitten in the dryer and put it on.

He locked my dog in the shed overnight as punishment for me being home late from taking the
kids to school.

After my dogs killed my husband's two pigs when they escaped one evening, he 'punished me'
as he calls it by beating my dogs, one to death and one to the verge of death.
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My husband came home to his budgie which had died due to illness, however in a rage he
decided to blame my daughter's degus and proceeded to punish us by launching them one by
one off our balcony in front of us.

Sadly, one victim who found the courage to leave the relationship learned that their pet had been
killed as a consequence:

After I left, he took my dog to the vets and had it put down. This has absolutely killed me.

It is possible that perpetrators, as well as abusing animals as a practical means to control or punish
their partner, may also derive pleasure from doing so: “It frightened me the pleasure he took from
scaring and overpowering the dogs.” In other extracts it is not possible to determine whether the
abuser enjoyed the thrill of seeing their partner’s reaction at discovering that the dog had been killed
or whether they genuinely wanted to conceal their behavior: "He killed my dog and put its body in a
bag and disposed of it like rubbish in the recycling bin. I was distraught when he told me that the dog
had run away until his body was found and he admitted it."

3.3. Theme 3: Victims' Perceptions of Abusers’ Behavior
The third theme identified within the data was Victims’ Perceptions of the Abusers’ Behavior. The
first subtheme within this theme was To Discipline the Animal. One individual stated that "He [the
perpetrator] would say that he’s teaching them." and another stated that "He used to beat the dog
when he said that she had misbehaved. He claimed it was the only way to discipline her". Another
victim wrote "He did it to scare and intimidate me as well as to show me what he was capable of",
which indicates that abusers are giving a message to victims that if they disobey them then they will
experience similar violence. The second subtheme was Jealousy, in particular the abuser's jealousy of
the time and attention that victims showed companion animals. Interestingly, this subtheme appears to
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link to Theme 1 (The Victim-Companion Animal Bond) since victims’ stories suggest that the
stronger the victim-animal bond the more likely it is that the abuser will feel jealous:

They are jealous that they are not the sole receiver of our attention and that they have to
share it with pets. If they get rid of our pets they can be central in our lives.

My cats were very important to me so I turned my attention away from him which he was
extremely jealous about.

They are just jealous of how much love we have for our animals. It's his fault though, if he
didn't call me a slut he probably would get tuna for breakfast too!

One victim reported that she was forced to choose between her child and her pet: “The dog was
thrown out as I was only allowed to keep one; either the baby or the dog”. As a result of this jealousy,
victims are often forced to find an alternative home for their pets, as one individual noted: "Pets are
used as a weapon of jealousy which leaves us no choice but to give them up". Interestingly, some
victims tried to justify the abuser's jealousy stating "In fairness I do spoil the dog". The third
subtheme within Theme 3 was The Abuser's Upbringing, which was identified in a number of stories
where victims often attributed an abuser's behavior to their childhood:

He has always had violent tendencies toward me and the dogs; his father and grandfather
were similar and behaved in a violent way in their relationships which he witnessed as a
child.

He didn’t have a good upbringing, he spent time in care and his dad was an abusive
alcoholic to his mum.
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His upbringing was unstable. His mother and father went through a bad divorce after years
of violence in front of him and his sister.

However, some victims suggested that their partners used their background as a way to justify their
behavior: "He uses the fact his dad was an alcoholic as an excuse for his abusive drunken behavior
now", and another victim talked about how she had tried to find out whether her partner had been
previously abusive: "I heard rumors he used to beat up his girlfriends. When I asked him about it he
told me they had pushed him to it and it ‘wasn’t in his nature really".

The final subtheme within Theme 3 was the Use of Alcohol, which a number of victims linked to their
partner’s abusive behavior:

He was a big drinker, definitely an alcoholic. One day he sent me out for booze and I
bought the ‘wrong thing’. He ordered me out to buy what he actually wanted and when I
got back he stamped on my cat until she was limping and told me if I ever got the wrong
booze again it would be worse next time.

He wouldn’t come home after work, he would go straight to the pub and get drunk; he
would then come home and physically or verbally abuse me or the dog.

These extracts present concerns victims have of their abusive partner drinking alcohol and
demonstrates their awareness that it is a catalyst for abuse.

3.4. Theme 4: Support for Victims and Companion Animals
The final theme identified within the data was Support for Victims and Companion Animals. The first
subtheme within this theme was Police Perceiving Animal Abuse as Unimportant, which is illustrated
by the following extracts:
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I felt like the police officer thought I was being dramatic.

The police officer accused me of being hypersensitive.

They just don't seem to think that animals matter.

He has made threats I believe he will follow through with but the police
don’t seem interested, so it's going to have to be something really serious
that happens before they take notice.

The second subtheme within Theme 4 was Lack of Services for DV Victims with Pets. The importance
of finding safety for companion animals was significant for many victims who had decided to leave
an abusive relationship:

My cats were my priority when I left, forget the house and him; I needed to get my cats out.

I need to relocate my pets before I leave as escaping in the middle of the night with my pets
would be difficult.

I brought my dog with me when I left as I could not leave him to suffer in my ex’s hands.

One victim demonstrated awareness of the existence of shelters for DV victims, but talked about how
services are lacking which enable victims to flee with their companion animals in tow: "Why don't
people who run safe places for victims realize that having pets is very reassuring, provides motivation
to get up and that the unconditional cuddles we receive from our pets are invaluable?" Unfortunately,
this resulted in some victims staying in the abusive environment: "I was too scared to leave as I
couldn’t take my dog with me and didn’t want him to get hurt".
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However, some victims were not aware of existing services: "When I sought refuge I left my cats
behind. The refuge worker found out about pet fostering for me." and "Although it was too late for me,
whilst in refuge a lady put her dog into pet fostering." In addition, some victims who were aware of
such services questioned the extent to which the services met their needs: "I contacted an
organization which had occasional spaces but when I applied there were none available", and another
was surprised to learn that the shelter she contacted did not accept all types of pets: "The animal
shelters … only took dogs".

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Summary
The current study utilized a novel method previously overlooked in the literature on companion
animal abuse, which involved obtaining stories of DV victims experiences via online discussion
forums. Unlike many previous studies in this area (e.g. Allen et al., 2006; Faver & Strand, 2003;
Hardesty et al., 2013), DV victims in the current study were not housed in shelters, and so the findings
are likely to encompass a more diverse sample of victims, including those who may not have sought
shelter because they did not consider their abuse to be serious enough to warrant this, or those who
were physically unable to flee the relationship. In addition, because the study collected data from a
wide variety of online forums accessed by multi-users (rather than accessing victims in specific
geographical localities), the findings are likely to be more generalizable to victims of DV worldwide.
Furthermore, victims’ experiences may have been captured in more detail since the study was not
constrained by ethical problems inherent in interview and questionnaire-based studies, such as
victims’ experiencing feelings of shame and embarrassment, or knowing that the researcher has a duty
to disclose information pertaining to an at-risk child to the relevant authorities. This latter issue may
be particularly relevant for victims experiencing/witnessing more minor forms of abuse/animal abuse
which have not yet been brought to the attention of the authorities.
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The current study sought to explore DV victims’ freely discussed experiences of companion animal
abuse, including how pets were maltreated and the circumstances in which they were maltreated,
victims’ perceptions of perpetrators’ motivations for animal abuse), whether victims discussed
particular patterns of behavior, and the effect companion animal abuse had on them and other family
members, including children. Four themes were identified within the data: The Victim-Companion
Animal Bond; Companion Animals Used to Control Victims; Victims’ Perceptions of Abusers’
Behavior; and Support for Victims and Companion Animals. These themes are discussed below in
relation to existing literature, and the implications of findings for policy relating to the police, DV
shelters and animal welfare organizations are considered.

4.2. Discussion of themes
Theme 1 (The Victim-Companion Animal Bond) demonstrated that many DV victims have a strong
bond with their companion animals, which is consistent with previous reports that DV victims often
consider their pets to be a member of the family (Ascione et al., 2007; Flynn; 2000b; Hardesty et al.,
2013; Lacroix, 1998; Risley-Curtiss et al., 2006). Subtheme 1 within this theme (Companion Animals
Possessing Characteristics the Perpetrator Lacks) aligns with Beck and Madresh’s (2008) claim that
"pets …fill a specific role by providing a consistent, and relatively controllable, sense of relationship
security." (p.53); for victims who do not feel a sense of security within their relationship, companion
animals appear to fulfill an important role that the abuser does not. Subtheme 2 (Companion Animals
Providing Emotional Support for Victims and Children) supports prior research which has found that
pets provide emotional support for adult DV victims and children (Beck & Madresh, 2008; McDonald
et al., 2015). The stories analyzed in the current study clearly highlight the importance of pets for
many children and how they witness acts of companion animal abuse. This is important because
children who witness animal abuse are more likely than other children to develop emotional and
behavioral problems (Girardi & Pozzulo, 2015; McDonald et al., 2016), and so professionals working
with victims must consider the trauma encountered as a result of such experiences. Subtheme 4 (Risk
Taking to Protect a Companion Animal) echos the findings of Trollinger (2001), who found that many
victims postponed leaving their abuser out of fear of what would happen to their pet.
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Theme 2 (Companion Animals Used to Control Victims) is in keeping with previous studies which
have reported that companion animal abuse is often used as a form of psychological abuse to control
human victims (Ascione, 1998; Flynn, 2000a), and is consistent with feminist theories of patriarchal
control and power which argue that men control women within the family home (Shepard & Pence,
1999). Subtheme 3 (Preventing the Victim from Leaving or Coercing them to Return) supports prior
research which has found that companion animal abuse is used to control DV victims. However, this
subtheme also advances our understanding of why companion animals are used to control human
victims; some of the stories analyzed in the current study suggest that there are differences in how
perpetrators abuse companion animals for the purpose of preventing the victim from leaving or
coercing them to return, for example, whether they commit a series of abusive acts of increasing
severity or commit one very serious or fatal act, and whether they abuse the animal in front of the
victim or when the victim is not present, which may link to whether they enjoy watching the victim's
reaction to the abuse or choose not to be present when the victim witnesses the consequences of the
abuse. In addition, although the findings within this theme indicate that perpetrators frequently exploit
the victim-companion animal bond, it is difficult to determine whether animal abuse precedes the
initiation of human-directed DV or whether it follows on from human-directed DV. Furthermore, not
all DV perpetrators harm animals or vice versa (Bell, 2001), and so further research is needed to
investigate why some do whereas others do not. In addition, although limited research (e.g. Febres et
al., 2012) has investigated animal abuse carried out by female DV perpetrators, it is not known
whether the types of abuse differ to those carried out by men, and so this may be a fruitful avenue for
future research.

Within Theme 2, some victims reported that their partner appeared to enjoying harming their
companion animals in front of them, which is consistent with Hensley and Tallichet’s (2005) finding
that a number of perpetrators abuse animals ‘for fun’. However, other stories suggested that the abuser
may have wanted to conceal their behaviour. This is interesting because such concealment of animal
abuse may suggest a different motivation for animal abuse other than control (Ascione et al., 2007). It
is difficult to ascertain whether animal abuse precedes or follows the initiation of DV. In cases where
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an abuser has sadistic tendencies (such as in the example above where the victim describes her partner
as deriving pleasure from overpowering her dogs), animal abuse may precede the initiation of DV (an
abuser with a sadistic personality may begin by abusing animals and then progress onto humans in
accordance with the graduation hypothesis; Arluke, Levin, Luke, & Ascione, 1999). In other cases, an
abuser may begin to abuse animals only once in an abusive relationship in order to control the victim.
From this point of view, Theme 2 (Companion Animals used to Control Victims) appears to link to
Theme 1 (The Victim-Companion Animal Bond); the stronger the victim-animal bond the more likely
it may be that the perpetrator will abuse a companion animal to control the victim. It is possible then
that different patterns of DV and animal abuse may be underpinned by different pathways.

Theme 3 (Victims’ Perceptions of Abusers’ Behavior) encompassed a number of subthemes.
Subtheme 1 (To Discipline the Animal) parallels the theme of ‘Animal maltreatment to discipline or
punish the pet’ identified by McDonald et al. (2015) in their study of children’s experiences of
companion animal abuse. Subtheme 2 identified in the current study (Jealousy) may help to explain
why perpetrators try to prevent victims from leaving the relationship or coerce them to return (see
Theme 2, subtheme 3), and so it would be interesting to explore associations between different
methods of preventing victims from leaving/coercing them to return and different attachment styles
and personality attributes such as jealousy, psychopathy, callous-unemotional trait, sadism, and so
forth. Specifically, future research is planned to explore whether ‘subtypes’ of domestic animal
abuser can be identified. For example, consistent with conceptualizations of human-directed violence
(e.g. Cornell, Warren, Hawk, Stafford, Oram, & Pine, 1996), the current findings suggest that there
may be callous/instrumental perpetrators and reactive emotional companion animal perpetrators.
Subtheme 3 (The Abuser’s Upbringing) within Theme 3 highlighted that many victims attempted to
understand their partner’s behaviour by making reference to their childhood, which has been
previously under-explored in this area of the literature. Consistent with research that has reported
associations between substance abuse and DV (e.g. Brookoff, O’Brien, Cook, Thomson & Williams,
1997), the final subtheme (Use of Alcohol) encompassed a number of stories where victims talked
about their partners’ use of alcohol and how this often fuelled their abusive behavior.
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Theme 4 (Support for Victims and Companion Animals) encompassed two subthemes which have
implications for policy and practice relating to police training, legislation, domestic violence shelters,
child protection organizations, and animal welfare organizations. Subtheme 1 (Police Perceiving
Animal Abuse as Unimportant) is consistent with a recent inspection report published by Her
Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary (HMIC, 2014) on the police's approach to domestic violence
(DV) in England and Wales, which stated that "the overall police response to victims of domestic
abuse is not good enough." (p.6). It states that although DV was a priority on paper this did not
always translate into operational practice and that the failings were attributable to a lack of visible
leadership from senior officers, poor training and inappropriate attitudes of officers. Although the
report refers to 'children' or 'child' 86 times there is not one mention of 'animals', ‘companion animals’
or 'pets' being victims of DV. The report states that "A proper understanding of domestic abuse, and
an appreciation of the harm it causes to victims and their children, is essential if officers are to carry
out effectively their core policing activities of keeping victims safe…" (p.8). Thus, changes to policy
are needed if police are to perceive animal abuse in DV households as a serious issue. Police training
should focus on raising awareness of the importance of animal abuse in terms of its detrimental effect
on adult victims and children.

The police must also work more closely with animal welfare organizations such as the RSPCA in
order to increase public awareness of animal abuse within the context of DV. Given the finding that
some victims tried to justify the abuser's behavior (see Theme 3), campaigns must highlight that
animal abuse can never be justified, regardless of the abuser's personality, or whether they are jealous
of a companion animal, etc. Such raising of public awareness may increase the number of DV victims
who report animal abuse.

One of the victim’s stories analyzed in the current research revealed that they had tried to find out
more about their partner from family and friends after hearing rumors that he had been previously
abusive. It is therefore important that police and DV organizations ensure that victims are aware of
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schemes such as the Domestic Violence Disclose Scheme (DVDS) in England and Wales which
enable people to make enquiries about whether an individual they are in a relationship with have a
history of abusive behavior (Greater Manchester Police, 2013). Furthermore, despite there being laws
which protect the welfare of animals (such as The Animal Welfare Act 2006 in England and Wales),
restraining orders taken out by DV victims may not extend to companion animals and so revised
legislation is needed in order to expand their limits.

Theme 4, Subtheme 2 (Lack of Services for DV Victims with Pets) is consistent with literature which
has reported that DV victims delay seeking shelter due to a concern for their pets' welfare (e.g.
Ascione et al., 2007; Flynn, 2000a; Hardesty et al., 2013; Volant et al., 2008). For example, Flynn
(2000a) found that 52% of women admitted staying with their abusive partners because there was no
outside care for their animals. Women's Aid (2013) estimates that 155 women and 103 children are
turned away each day from the first DV shelter they approach mainly due to lack of space. Although
many DV shelter administrators are aware that there is an association between DV and companion
animal abuse (Komorosky, Rush-Woods & Empie, 2015), many shelters do not include intake
questions about companion animals (Faver & Strand, 2003; Krienert, Walsh, Matthews, &
McConkey, 2012), and most do not accommodate them because of a lack of funding, available
resources, and health and safety concerns (Krienert et al., 2012). Recent recommendations have been
made for how community support can be developed for DV victims and their companion animals
(Komorosky et al., 2015; Long & Kulkarni, 2013), and the current findings lend support to the
recommendation that DV services, animal shelters and community organizations must work together
to provide joint refuge for DV victims and their companion animals. For example, DV shelters could
ask all service-users about experiences of companion animal abuse and work with animal shelters to
find a safe haven for pets (e.g. via the use of pet-fostering services).

Joint training initiatives are required for individuals who work in the areas of DV, child protection and
animal welfare so that the links between these areas are better understood and to determine their
implications for practice. Girardi and Pozzulo (2012) examined how often child protection workers
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(CPWs) in Canada sought information about animal abuse during investigations of child
maltreatment, and found that although the majority of CPWs witnessed animal neglect, they seldom
included this in their reports. Although the authors suggest that CPWs should routinely ask children
and caregivers questions about animal abuse and observe the living conditions and behavior of
companion animals when conducting risk assessments, the findings of this study also indicate that
CPWs would benefit from more training on the link between DV and companion animal abuse and its
effects on children. This is consistent with other research which has discussed the importance of
practitioners recognizing the effects that companion animals have on peoples’ lives (see Williams,
2015). Finally, consistent with other studies (e.g. Hardesty et al., 2013), the current findings (see
Theme 4, subtheme 2) suggest that some DV victims are not aware of services available to them and
so awareness-raising of these is needed, for example by advertising services on online DV forums,
nightclubs, doctor's surgeries, veterinary surgeries, etc. Ultimately, awareness of these services needs
to increase so that victims -- both human and animal -- are able to live in safety.

4.3. Limitations of the study
A number of limitations with the current study must be acknowledged. First, because only publicly
available information was analyzed it is possible that different themes may have been identified had
other forums which required login details also been accessed. However, it is probable that similar
stories would have been shared on these forums. A limitation of using anonymous forums was that
demographic or other variables could not be examined (e.g. such as age or ethnicity). This meant that
no statistical analyses could be conducted to explore any potential relationships between these
variables and abuse. A second limitation of the study is that it was not possible to conduct any
statistical analysis of the most frequently abused animals since not all stories contained this
information; some individuals referred only to “my pet” or “my animals”. Of those who did specify
the type of animal, in the vast majority of cases these were dogs and/or cats. Thirdly, the data may not
have captured the experiences of all DV victims; for example, if younger people are more likely to
use the internet than older people then the findings may more strongly represent a younger generation.
In addition, some DV victims may not have access to the internet (e.g. in more impoverished
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countries) and some abusers may restrict or forbid use of the internet to isolate victims. A further
limitation of the study is that the stories analyzed represent one-sided accounts of DV and animal
abuse and so it is possible that victims may have exaggerated claims due to feelings of victimization.
This, however, is also a problem for interview- and questionnaire-based studies. Finally, because the
study did not provide any contact with victims it was not possible to ask follow-up questions or to
examine changes over time in DV/animal abuse behaviors.
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RURAL BATTERED WOMEN
~By Shirley Erhart, advocate for rural women, Crisis Intervention Shelter Services, Sturgis, SD- Outreach Office
While there are many commonalties for women who are battered/abused, the rural factors add to and definitely
shape the perception, awareness, and intervention in and of all forms of violence against rural women. The
special needs of rural areas, including transportation and isolation, require special efforts. If a program is going
to provide outreach services, they must be prepared to address those special and unique needs.
Society tends to perceive rural living as “healthier”, almost idyllic-like, than urban living. Often even the
suggestion that there is violence in the home in rural areas is met with disbelief, resistance and ridicule.
One cannot talk about the farm family without talking about the family farm. Partners work side by side in the
barn and in the fields. The “boardroom” is the kitchen table or the bedroom. Business life and personal life are
intertwined. When an aspect of one is difficult, the aspects of the other also are difficult.
Farm business ownership is a particular dilemma for women who wish to leave. They leave behind their home,
their community, their animals, their business assets, and their job. Most farm partners are not paid a wage,
therefore, no unemployment contributions can be made, no pension plan, no social security (for her), and no
access to welfare if the system thinks she has access to business assets.
If a woman marries into an existing farm that is part of a partnership or corporation, the home and vehicles may
be included in the corporation’s assets and the woman leaving has little to claim. A farmwoman’s tie to the farm
animals can also bind her to the farm.
One scenario is of a farmwoman, who after 15 years of abuse, decided to leave. She saved up money from her
“family allowance” to pre-pay a relief milker (the day she left) for 2 weeks to care for her animals so she knew
that at least they were looked after for a while. Another scenario is of the woman who asked the local Sheriff to
find someone to go in and care for her livestock because she knew her husband wouldn’t.
The act of leaving the home place and coming to a shelter can be emotionally wrenching. The land, the animals
that depend on her for their care and her key position in the family economy can have magnetic power.
From a woman who left the farm after 12 years of abuse:
“Not only the farm animals and family pets and the income. But the skills she will need to work in a different
arena. These women could typically be women that married just out of high school, don’t perceive themselves
as having skills that are valuable anywhere except on the farm. So, asking them to move and start over is really
asking a lot. They may be tied to the farm/rural area by other family - their parents, sisters and brothers, aunts
and uncles, and even lifelong friendships. So by asking them to enter a shelter in a “town” is really asking them
to change their whole life, not just leave an abusive situation. And asking them to enter a shelter in a rural area
– where people know them and their family is just as hard. Then they are saying or implying something about
their own decision-making, their own lives, which they do not want the whole world to know. In the past (and
not so long ago) if a woman thought of leaving a husband, she was defying God, society, family, everything she
knew and held dear for her own ‘selfish’ needs. Recently, reading in the newspapers about a rural woman who
was killed by her abusive spouse...brought back memories of the horrors that I faced. No car, no driver’s
license, 5 small children that I could not just walk away from, no place to go if I did (and certainly not my
parents – the shame of that - plus they could not care for all of us) and no resources to care for all those
children. The years I suffered, and the children suffered...in silence, in hiding, did more damage than can be
undone.”
Isolation is common to the farm/rural scene. Women may not only live in remote places but may also be
prevented from leaving home or from contacting others. Phone services may be absent or economically not
feasible. Party lines are still in existence in many rural areas. Roads are often poor and rendered impassible by
adverse weather conditions such as snow, ice, mud, or high water. If there is a vehicle, and it is “legal,” the gas

tank may be empty or near empty, the key may not be available. “Public” transportation is unheard of in remote
rural areas. Neighbors may be unwilling to get involved, or more commonly may be kin by marriage. Seasonal
work, unemployment, refusal to work, farm living means long periods of time when a woman is constantly
under the watchful control of her partner.
Tools and hunting weapons are commonplace in rural homes and vehicles; the damage they inflict may be
“easily explained” or long healed before a woman sees anyone outside of her family, especially in winter.
Physical isolation is reflective of the deeper psychological and spiritual distancing a battered woman may
experience in rural areas. Fundamentalist religious teachings, deep- rooted cultural traditions, everyone is either
related to one another or knows one another, and commonly accepted sexual stereotyping can form a chorus of
voices accusing her of causing what she perceives as battering. They accuse her of being unfaithful to her role
as a community member, woman, wife, mother; they surround her with walls of guilt. The batterer, aware of
this mindset, can rely on the community thinking it is “about the woman”. He’s out there recruiting the
community to his “camp.”
Most law enforcement officers in rural areas know the abusers socially – they have either gone to school with
them, are fishing/hunting buddies of them, or are related to them in some way. They then are often reluctant to
enforce laws because they believe men know what is best for women. Decisions to assist battered women are
made more on the basis of personal relationships and power trading than on the basis of women’s rights to
safety and security.
There is a strong belief in relying on the family for problem solving, even when the family is dysfunctional. In
addition, there is distrust and suspicion of human services, especially services like crisis centers and shelters,
which defy tendency to treat domestic violence as a private family matter and, instead; insist that abusive
behavior is criminal and must face criminal charges.
Rural law enforcement personnel typically are untrained in the dynamics and issues surrounding violence
against women and the laws regarding these issues. This is ‘their territory’; they know what is best for ‘their
territory’. Law enforcement agencies are usually understaffed or part-time, at best. When they do respond to a
call, it may take an hour or longer to arrive at the scene. Should they make an arrest, it may be 100 miles to the
nearest holding facility.
Most of the resources she needs to access should she decide to leave are located in the county seat, a ‘big town’,
and again, at least an hours drive away. Social service resources, law enforcement, legal resources, job services,
can seem complex, scary, and confusing. The political and justice systems are all too often tied into the ‘good
old boy’ network that makes law enforcement slow, arbitrary, and ineffective. Un-served or un- enforced
restraining orders are useless papers, especially if the deputies are slow in responding. And, men cannot be
forced from a family farm if it is a source of income.
Options for a woman who leaves a domestic violence situation and chooses to remain in the rural area are not
encouraging. There is a lack of jobs in rural areas. Women who succeed in leaving the home are often met with
the fact that the only employment to be had is part-time clerk at the grocery store, or part-time waitress at the
local café.
Rural communities/areas seem to emphasize “coupling” so that a separated or divorced woman faces difficulty
in being assimilated into any positive social activities. Most of these social activities revolve around church and
family functions, farm/ag related functions, i.e. rodeos’ and fairs. The woman may, in fact, be socially
ostracized.

